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THE EVOLUTION OF GRACE: 
TRACING THE DEVELOPMENT OF PETITE GRACE ORNAMENTATION 
KATERI CHAMBERS 
Boston University College of Fine Arts, 2014 
Major Professor: Peter Sykes, Professor of Historical Performance 
ABSTRACT 
Tbis dissertation examines the evolution of French vocal ornamentation. Ornaments 
(agriments or petites graces) were often marked by composers with the use of a symbol instead 
of being fully notated. Prior to the codification of this stenographic system, the gestural 
shapes they would come to represent were used. The admixture of shorthand agrement signs 
and full notation for ornamental gestures was due in part to the unwritten tradition of 
improvisation, transition from Renaissance to Baroque musical styles, and the inchoate state 
of printing. 
Tbis dissertation traces the development of the petite grace system: The primary focus 
1S secular vocal music from 1570 to 1702. Particular attention is given to airs de cours, 
vaudevilles, airs and chansons for boire and danser, and the contrasting airs serieux. To provide a 
wider overview of contemporary ornamentation and performance practices in France, sacred 
and secular vocal music 1527-1594, compositions by related foreign composers 1528-1702, 
general music and vocal treatises 1603-1736, and instrumental treatises and front matter 
1583-1720 are surveyed. 
This chronological examination of the nascent petites graces yields a cursory look over 
a wide range of material. The first precursor melodic shapes appear in France by 1528, 
v 
descriptions appear in 1603, and the first signed agriments in 1615. This dissertation provides 
a compendium of material; pinpoints the emergence of signs, descriptions, and agrement 
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RELEVANT MUSICAL FIGURES AND TERMS 
azr Song. 
air de o-our Strophic, secular (often love-centric) songs sung at court. 
Often free in rhythm and poetic structure. Published 1571-1650s for unaccompanied voices 
(primarily four) or one voice with lute accompaniment. Developed from the vaudeville and 
musique mesurie. 
air a boire Simple strophic song for more than one voice; sometimes 
published with lute accompaniment. Differs from the single-voice o-hansons a boire but both 
are short, syllabic, and straightfotward in rhythm (generally lacking ornate gestures or 
agriments). Texts often espoused the joys of wine and other lighthearted pastimes; set in 
contrast with the airs serieux . 
vaudevilles, voix de ville Homophonic song usually accompanied by lute that evolved 
from a topical strophic poem form around 1550. 
air seneux Often published in collections of airs serieux et a boire from 
1649 through the Baroque. Took over the strophic sense of the air de o-our when the "de mul' 
was dropped in operatic contexts. Texts often centered on love, pastoral characters, or 
political satire. 
Anticipation Non-chord tone that anticipates the ha11:nony that follows. 
arpege, hmpegement, separi Arpeggiation of chords; often classified with agriments. 
A vis, Au Ledeur, A vertissement Front Matter: Advice to the Reader. 
beat The repercussions, oscillations, or alternating iterations 
between the main note and the otnamental note or sound. The treatises tefer to these as 
battements, o-ou!es, o-oule~ doublement du gosier, o-oup de gosier, and blows. 
o-hanson, o-hant Song 
o-hanson a boire, o-hanson pourboire Single-voiced short song; similar to air a boire. 
o-hanson a danser, o-hanson a dano-er, o-hanson pour danser, air a danser, air a dano-er Simple 
strophic song with clear, repeated rhythmic patterns and meter for the dancets. Similar to 
airs and o-hansons a boire; often collected wotks included a mix of airs a boire and a danser (and 
even airs de murs). 
o-hansonnette Litde song. 
J'OIIritDtjfin. Autrt. r~•rlaHalllto Itt rail/c . dri<~.BA_/ft. 
® _ _11 -W?I_ w~~ Clefs 
Drji'11s. HttNte· CMirt . T11i/fe . B~tjit. 
--·t=J I j F:=§. -- - --
- - --~: .. . ·, ,r-' . c ... · ~ 
XlV 
Double, Couplet Specifically refers to the elaborately ornamented second 
strophe of an air de cour. Generally taken as a term referring to the type of ornamentation 
this usually entailed, namely coulades and diminution methods that supported vocal display 
and may have often included significant alterations of the underlay and tempo in seventeenth 
century performances. 
Endings: Slur over repeat sign indicates first and second 
endings to the first or second half of a piece. 
Fin marking. In this time period it indicates the end of the 
piece when the form of the piece includes a repeat of opening 
or earlier music. 
bon gout, gout Bon gout or "good taste" was appealed to as the touchstone of 
ornamentation and other musical matters . 
11 .ij. Stands in place of text that should be repeated. 
Liaison Slur or tie. 
Main note The full value note (rarely, a note perdtte) on which a petite grace 
is marked or around which an agrement is centered. 
Melisma A varying number of notes sung to a single syllable; used 
primarily in discussions of chant. The word coulade is used in this dissertation. 
Musique mesuree, vers mesuree A movement in poetry and music from the end of the 
sixteenth century. The metric accents of French verse were strictly applied to music with the 
aim of communicating text above all. 
notes inegales 
sixteenth notes. 
Inequality. Usually of notated straight scalar eighth or 
notes perdues (perdue) "Lost" notes in small type or simply 
thirty-second and sixteenth notes used to mark tierce cou!e and 
other petites graces not accounted for in the measure. 
Poet1y of the airs de cour Derived from Italian pastorals and translated by d'Urfe, the 
texts are symmetrical with regular rhyme schemes and strophe lengths. The meter was 
influenced by musique mesuree and the content predominantly centered on love. 
Ricit The term includes all recitatives but was generally applied to 
"fragments or entire compositions for solo voice ... [the] term was borrowed from spoken 
tragedy (recit dramatique), where it usually referred to a long monologue that brought passions 
XV 
to their highest point at the close of a tragedy .... " 1 They appear, for instance, in Guedron's 
ballets de cours.2 For organ music, this is a "piece in which one voice merges soloistically, and 






Repeat and return signs. 
Rest; eighth 
Rest; quarter 
Stretching or contracting of beats for the purpose of 
Tenuto or tie. 
Underlay Text underlay is the joining of pitches and syllables; this may 
be clearly notated by the composer. Prior to standards of notation, certain music printing 
practices made underlay less comprehensible to the modern musician. Syllable stress and 
second strophes (even prior to being ornamented) are of particular concern here. 
1 James R. Anthony, "Recit," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 46406. 
(accessed January 30, 2014). 
2 Jonadnn LeCocq, "Guedron, Pierre," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University 
Press, http: / /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 11919. 
(accessed December 1, 2013). 
3 Willi A pel, The History ojKryboard Music to 1700 translated and revised by Hans Tischler 
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1972), 723. 
XV1 
THE ORNAMENTS 
agrements, agremens, agremens, agrements du chant, cadences ("charms") French ornaments 
indicated by signs, notes perdues, or full notation; or are idiomatically added by stylistic 
performers as tutored by instructional treatises of the time. The term includes both petites 
graces and French varieties of passaggi (cott!ades, traits, and diminution-style Doubles). 
petite grace ("little grace") A small French ornament decorating a single note. Typically, a 
single gesture. 
Agrements without pitch alteration 
ba!ancement ("wavering") Rhythmic alterations in either volume or strength of the same 
note. This is related to flattement and tremb!ement, but does not have a change in pitch as one 
would expect from a modern vibrato. 
point d'arret ("point of stopping") Stopping on the main note; used in describing the end 
of a tremb!ement. 
son coupe, detache, aspire ("detached," "cut sound") Shortening of a note so that the duration 
is less than the notated value. Keyboard composers advised it before certain petites graces. 
son diminue ("lessening sound") A decrescendo. 
son enfle ("rising sound") A crescendo. 
sonfi!e ("spun-out sound") No change in volume or dynamics. This may refer to 
straight tone or a messa di voce. 
suspension ("suspension") Delayed attack of a note. 
temti/ ("held") A prolongation or accentuation with stress. 
Agrements of a single pitch 
appt'!)', soutien ("a thing to lean on," "to sustain") Primarily an upper auxiliary preparation 
(appoggiatura) that often precedes a trembiement. Also known as the "borrowed" note. It is 
found in full notation or with notes perdues. It is often not notated at all but idiomatically 
expected. There is much discussion about the metric nature of this ornament (whether it 
precedes or arrives on the beat) including whether a fully notated example is meant to 
indicate preheat performance involving the appt!J tied into a trembiement. It can also be found 
as a lower auxiliary used to create dissonance with or without another petite grace following. 
XV11 
cheute en montant,port de voix en montant ("ascending fall") Same as the cbUte but found 
ascending; differs from the port de voix in that it belongs to the previous pitch (to which it is 
often slurred) and is unaccented. 
thute, chute, cheute, chutte, cheute en descendant, tombi (fall") A soft, unaccented note that falls in 
pitch and volume. Also the name of a passing note in an arpeggio. 
cou/e, cou/ement ("trickling down") An unaccented note that moves downward to the main 
note. The most common occurrence as a petite grace is to fill in a third (tierce cou/e). Differs 
from the chl'tte in that the cottfe belongs to (and is often slurred to) the following note instead 
of the preceding note. This is also the name of a slide and a tempo or affect marking 
directing the performer to connect in a flowing manner. 
leaping melodic inflection, port de voix A note that leaps for special effect or to express 
affect. This is most common after a fourth or fifth cou/e and often used on words such as 
"alas" and "inquietude." The expressive intent is related to the port de voix. 
port de voix ("carrying of the voice") Metrically diverse, this single-note preceding agrement 
ascends a half or whole step to the main note. The port de voix is most often dissonant and 
finishes on a strong beat. This is sometimes of the same metric and harmonic flavor as an 
app''fY· Composers, theorists, and critics differ on defining how much of the value of main 
note this petite grace takes as well as the metric departure and arrival. 
port de voix doub/i, cou/e ("doubled carrying of the voice") Two sixteenth notes and a longer 
note (usually an eighth) that rearticulate the previous main note and then ascend like the port 
de voix. This term is used here instead of the cou/e referred to by keyboard treatise writers. 
Agrements of two pitches 
accent, aspiration, p!ainte ("raising or letting fall of the voice," "aspiration," "lamentation") A 
light release in pitch upward (the version that survived in Baroque practice) or downward 
(lower auxiliary accent) from d1e main note. This is meant to sound aspirated and unaccented. 
It may be followed by a son coupe and is most often is followed by a return to the main note. 
The proportion of the accent to the main note varies but is generally three-fourths main note 
to one-fourth accent. The difference between an incomplete accent and a chettte en montant is 
that the note following the cheute is the direction of the ornament; the incomplete accent is a 
decoration of the previous main note and can jump down to another pitch. The aspiration 
may also refer to a slight silence following the ornament and the p!ainte to string vibrato. 
ba/ancement de main, /angeur, aspiration, tremb/ement sans appt!Jer ("wavering of the hand," 
"languor, "blowing") Clavichord key vibrato and string vibrato. 
battement, batement, marte//ement ("beating") Inverted mordent or vanatlon on the rhythm, 
direction, or number of beats of the basic pinci. Also used for string vibrato. 
XVlll 
cadence ("cadence") A generic tenn for a variety of trills. Due to its double meaning 
as the end of a musical phrase, tremblement will be used here for the sake of clarity. 
cheute en desmzdant sur deux nottes The inverse of the cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
Sometimes the last note is also an anticipation. 
cheute en montant sztr deux nottes Same as the cheute en monant but with a second ornamental 
note traveling upward. Generally, this is similar to a port de voix double and is followed by the 
main note again. 
coule sur deux nottes A doubled coule that is more rare than it's close relative the cheute en 
descendant sur deux nottes. This is not the same as d'Anglebert's coule sur deux notes de suitte as it is 
slurred and falls to the main note. 
double cadence, cadence double, cadence doublee, tremblement double, double cadence battiie, pincement. double 
Cadence et tremblement ("double cadence") A tremblement with a te11:Ilination of two notes (lower 
auxiliary and main). This has also been used to refer to a tour de gosier and a tremblement with 
either a preparation or termination. 
doublement de gosier, balancement, animer ("doubling of the throat" "wavering") Pitch altering 
vibrato. Above and below the notated pitch. 
flattement,flate,flatte, tremblement mineur, pinci ("flattering, "flattening," "minor trill") Similar 
to a tremblement but involving a lower instead of upper auxiliary pitch, the pitch alteration is 
most often narrower than a half step. It can include a varying of both the speed of the 
alterations (as in tremblements) as well as the distance of the interval. For instrumentalists, this 
was often "finger vibrato" created by woodwind players wiping or beating only a part of a 
tone whole and alternates below the written pitch. For viol players a rocking with two fingers 
on a string produces an alternation above the written pitch. 
pinci, martellement, pincement, battement ("plucked," "hammering") Mordent. Begins and ends 
on the main note; has iterations like the varieties of tremblements but is at least one beat. May 
be found following a port de voix. See battement for variations. 
proto-trill Precursors to the tremblements. Fully notated with at least two beats or 
oscillations between upper auxiliary (of some interval) and main note. 
tremb!ement, cadence,flexions de voix ("shaking") A generic term for a variety of trills. The 
beats alternate between the upper auxila1-y and the main note. Must have at least four notes 
or it is considered a pinci or battement. 
tremb!ement app1fYe, cadence app1fYe, cadence avec app1fY, cadence priparie, tremb!ement priparie, cadence 
souteniie ("prepared shaking," "trill with lean") A prepared trill. This starts on the upper 
auxiliary-the appz!J. The appz!J is often sustained so that it is longer than the beats of the 
tremb!ement. This is taken by some composers to be the basic French trill. There is dissention 
X1X 
on the length of the appt!J proportionate to the note marked with a trill sign as well as the 
onbeat or preheat nature of executing this ornament. 
tremblement non app1fYe, cadence sans appt!J, tremblement simple, tremblement sttbit, detache ("trill 
without lean") A trill without an applfY or sustained upper auxiliary. 
tremblement fermi, tremblement detache,flatte,flattement A tremblement that terminates on the 
lower auxiliary (despite being trilled with the upper auxiliary). This may be notated as a 
combination of tremblement and chi'tte. 
tour de chant ("turn of the song") A specific main-lower auxiliary-main gesture that follows 
a son coupe and generally leads into a tremblemmt. 
Agrements of three pitches 
cheute en montant sur trois nottes Same as the cheute en montant but with three ornamental notes 
traveling upward. This verges on a small coulade. 
sanglot, he/an, elan ("sob") Four-note sobbing figure; most often in full notation. May 
involve catching the breath mid-gesture. 
Agrements of four to twenty-seven pitches 
coulade, diminution, passage, tirade, broderie ("flow," "divisions," "passage") A larger ornamental 
gesture or gestures connected by a slur or sharing the same syllable. The origin of coulades 
seems best described as evolving out of the melismas ornamenting chant and the Italian 
practice (diminution) of dividing gestures into equal notes of lesser and lesser value. 
tour de gosier, tour de go~jer, double cadence, doublement de gosier ("turn of the throat," "double 
cadence") A turn. At least four pitches are played; upper auxilary-main note-lower auxilary-
main note. A variation may start on the main note. 
proto-turn Precursor to toNr de gosier, a fully notated melodic gesture in equal note values 
that travels a similar path, but has not yet been cast in the mold and codified as a sign-able 
petite grace. 
trait, diminNtion ("arrow," "divisions") A coulade with individual syllables or articulations 
(tongue, bow, or finger). 
son glisse ("glided sound") Glide between two pitches by sliding between 





This dissertation examines the evolution of French vocal ornamentation of the petite 
grace vat-iety. These were specific decorative musical gestures that were eventually so 
standardized they could be notated by composers with the use of a symbol or sign. These 
were meant to enhance, not alter, a melody by adding grace, charm, or "pleasantness." 
Many seventeenth and eighteenth century writers used the term agrements to identify 
all types of French ornamentation. This wnbrella term included petites graces, the interval-
based ornaments that moved from one main note to another, vibrato, and terms such as 
liaison and teniie that today's musician generally considers a part of basic technique rather than 
an ornament. While most musicologists use the English "graces" to refer to this strain of 
ornamentation, the use of petite grace here eliminates any confusion as to the country of origin 
and type of ornament. Petites graces are often discussed in opposition to the improvisatory 
Italian-born passaggi. The French had their own Italian-influenced trend of interval-filling 
diminution-style ornamentation, but their contribution to the inventory of ornaments 
stemmed largely from the individual petites graces that are connected to a single note instead of 
those bridging an interval. 
As the method of notating these petites graces was intentionally imprecise, and 
composers differed in their orthographic and descriptive indications of these signed or fully 
notated ornaments, much discussion has ensued as to their intended performance. This 
dissertation compiles as comprehensive as possible a catalogue of specific examples of all the 
ornamental gestures (agriments) in question, both signed and expressed in full notation. 
2 
Dissertation Scope 
A miscellany of relevant topics are unfortunately outside the breadth of this 
dissertation: While the alteration of notated rhythms known as notes inega!es is unarguably a 
facet of ornamental subtlety rarely included in the musical notation of the seventeenth 
century, a body of work already exists for those who wish to supplement their knowledge.1 
The general tendency and individual taste of composers to leave agrements off the page is 
outside the purview of this dissertation. Issues of stylistic accompaniment, syllabification of 
text, vocal ornament adaptation for instruments, the expected frequency of ornaments in a 
vocal line versus an instrumental rendering of the same, and the practicality of larger 
ensemble ornamentation are all related elements not given space here. The rhetorical 
context, importance of poetic rhythm, and relationship of affect to expressivity is outside 
this dissertation 's scope. Needfully omitted, of course, is the question of implementing a 
practice that is transitory in nature: Improvisation. 
Summary if where research was conducted 
The bulk of this research was conducted at the Departement de la Musique at the 
Bibliotheque national de France, Site Richelieu-Louvois and at Loeb Music Library of 
Harvard University. A substantial amount of research was conducted using digital libraries 
including the Bibliotheque nationale de France's Gallica, Royal H olloway's digital repository, 
Petrucci Music Library or IMSLP, Early English Books Online, and others. Boston 
University's holdings at Mugar Memorial Library were generously supplemented with 
1 Stephen Helling, Rhy thmic Alteration in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Music: Notes i1tfgales and 
Overdotting (New York: Schirmer Books, 1993). 
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InterLibrary Loan materials from Stanford University, Princeton University, University of 
California-Berkeley, Case Western Reserve University, Tulane University, University of 
Illinois-Urbana Champaign, West Virginia University Libraries, University of Texas-Austin, 
and University of Minnesota. 
The materials consulted include secular vocal and instrumental music, some sacred 
vocal music, instrumental and vocal treatises, front matter including ornament charts and 
reflections from composers and publishers in the guise of an Advis, Preface, Epistre, and so 
forth. 
Dissertation Trqjectory 
The core of the dissertation is the chronological charting of the appearance of the 
ornaments. This is organized as a series of annotated catalogues chronicling the earliest 
emergence and following appearances of each specific melodic ornament both signed and 
appearing in full musical note values. 
The glossaries preceding the Introduction include the most concise rendering of the 
agrements found in the subsequent material. Chapter 1 provides a broad musical context from 
the fourteenth century through the turn of the eighteenth century. Chapter 2 summarizes 
vocal and general music treatises 1627-1736. Chapter 3 compiles treatises and front material 
1603-1699 for plucked instruments, keyboard treatises and front material 1650-1717, viol 
treatises and front matter 1685-1695, and flute treatises and front material 1702-1720. 
Chapter 4 surveys the trends of the sixteenth century with an annotated repertoire overview 
of French vocal music 1527-1597, and Chapter 5 gives the same for related foreign vocal 
music 1536-1598. Chapter 6 is the heart of the dissertation with an overview of the 
4 
seventeenth century 1602-1725. The Conclusion draws attention to the most noteworthy 
trends and changes of the agrements growth in the burgeoning printing and amateur music-
making industry and encompasses a look at the shift in ornament trends over time. Tables 1 
through 3 present the overall findings. A comprehensive primary and selected secondary 
source bibliography presents the material reviewed during the course of research. 
Ot;ganization of Catalogue Entries 
The catalogues are organized chronologically by composer: A composer is listed in 
order of his or her initial solo surveyed publication. If the work is a compilation, the listing is 
under the name of either the editor or publisher. For the yearly publications released by the 
Ballard family and others, the entire set is kept together instead of having interspersing 
entries of multiple collections. If Grove Music Online or Worldcat identifies a single 
composer as composing the majority of the music in a work, the listing is under his or her 
name. In some cases, works are listed under the poet-especially when the compiler has 
reset sacred words to secular tunes. 
Caveats 
Original misspellings including inconsistencies within a work and the direction of accents, 
capitalization, and archaic punctuation have primarily been preserved, with the following 
exceptions: 
ito j 
f and s clarification 











abbreviations spelled out 
ampersands spelled out 
space before punctuation 
co~tenant 
& 
fin : Bacilly 
City names have been standardized: 
















When numbers have been spelled out, the guidelines for accents have been 
publications of the same decade or publisher: 
IX Livre 
IX Livre 
Nez(/iesme livre Adrian le Roy et Robert Ballard (i), 1564. 
Nez(/ieme Livre Pierre Ballard, 1642. 
Original translations have been provided when none were readily accessible. These 
are as literal as possible while attempting to give the sense of passages; this sometimes 
involves a restructuring of the syntax. The original terms for agrements from each author has 
been adhered to within quotations of their treatises and front matter, but elsewhere the 
terminology found in the glossaries has been applied so that the evolution of the musical 
shapes-not their terminology-may be better observed. 
In lieu of transcribing each musical example, the dissertation has opted to present 
said examples in their ot-iginal form. This abandons issues of underlay and onbeat versus 
prebeat concerns complicated by the presence or lack thereof of bar lines and vertical 
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alignment. While this provides a bevy of useful information, it admittedly leaves much to be 
desired for standardization and certain modes of comparison. 
7 
CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 
8 
The first instances of both signed and fully notated indications of the French 
ornamentation that were to develop into the highly stylized system of the eighteenth century 
are generally believed to have arisen in the seventeenth century. Current musicological 
literature does not adequately engage with the many problems associated with this, and few 
are willing to identify a beginning-much less an evolution. The catalogues of this 
dissertation chart the evolution of agriments from the melodic shapes found in Renaissance 
vocal music to the high stylization of the practice at the turn of the eighteenth century. This 
dissertation strives to illuminate the particulars of the petites graces as well as mapping the 
maturation of these ornaments over time. The mapping of the maturation of these 
ornaments 1s impeded murky nomenclature, lack of orthographical standardization, 
difference in composer intent, and the difficulties of producing the same gestures and 
sounds for all instruments and voices. 
The lack of documentation and notation before the seventeenth century does not 
preclude the existence of an oral tradition awaiting the technology to express it. The precise 
evolution from the stylistic buds of early French ornamentation to the highly refined and 
symbolically codified Baroque works is unclear. The origin of the petites graces is likewise 
indefinite and contended; Kenneth Kreitner argues they are keyboard2 c.1320, while players 
of the lute or viol claim that their respective instruments serve as the inception. The general 
consensus among woodwind players and vocalists is that they are vocal in origin, although 
2 Kenneth Kreitner, et al. "Ornaments," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 
Press 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 49928pg1. 
(accessed February 1, 2014). 
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the present author is hard-pressed to find any book or article to lend concrete dates to these 
theories. 
While the tluust of this dissertation is vocal ornamentation in secular repertoires, a 
larger context is provided by selections on ornamentation from vocal and instrumental 
treatises, limited instrumental music, and a selection of sacred music. As the origin and 
potential crossover of vocal ornamentation into insuumental practice (or simply a shared 
language of imitation) is not discussed here, repertoire such as the nascent Brunettes popular 
in the eighteenth century makes only a brief appearance with Hotteterre's c.1 715 selections 
with examples of the ornamental styling of Lambert and Lully. 
Omamenting the Music 
The polyphony of vocal music in sixteenth century France did not preclude the use 
of improvised ornamentation. By most accounts, the long-standing oral tradition called for 
agrements of the florid variety may trace its birth to the significative letters of chant in the 
eighth century. Some of these accounts railed against the resulting obscured text. As 
monophonic compositions in France gave way to polyphony by the fourteenth century, "the 
opportunity ... for improvised linear ornamentation would have lessened .... " 3 Although 
"Jerome of Moravia, writing in Paris around 1300, advocated the use of all types of vocal 
ornaments, he admitted that not everyone agreed. . . ."4 An account from the sixteenth 
century yields a similar opinion by way of a 1562 anecdote from the life of Josquin: " .... a 
singer tried to add to his music c-o/ores or coloratures that he had not composed, he went into 
3 Timothy McGee, The sound of medieval song: ornamentation and vocal sryle acmrding to tbe treatises, (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 142. 
4 McGee, Sound, 152. 
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the choir and scolded him severely . . . 'You idiot: Why do you add embellishment? If I had 
wanted it I would have put it in myself. If you wish to improve completed compositions, 
make your own but leave mine unimproved."'5 David Fallows believes this "obviously offers 
evidence that some people did embellish polyphony in the sixteenth century"6 and laments 
the modern "prejudice" that judges "the better the music, the more damage is done to it by 
embellishment" despite the evidence that "instrumental embellishment was normal in 
polyphony of some complexity .. .. " 7 Beyond the music and treatises available to today's 
scholar and performer, "deprecatory accounts of contemporary practices ... [set] context 
and reveal alternative views,"8 and are one of the primary modes through which we are given 
insight that may illuminate a particular writer's pet peeve or general trends. 
French instrumental music of the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries was 
primarily vocal in inspiration as vocal and instrumental modes were considerably 
interconnected. Printed instrumental music survives from the thirteenth century: 
Vocal and instrumental dances existed side by side throughout the [Middle Ages] and 
obviously influenced one another; indeed it is not always possible to separate information 
about one from that for the other. The names and descriptions of some ... are identical, and 
it would appear that in terms of function and form they were closely related . .. The bulk of 
the earliest surviving works are in the troubadour/ trouvere repertory, and they remained 
popular secular forms in France ... until the end of the fifteenth century.9 
Warwick Edwards cites Attaingnant's 1530 publication of dances as the earliest sumvmg 
written music for an instrumental ensemble, despite the large body of evidence that exists to 
s Quoted in David Fallows, "Embellishment and Urtext in the Fifteenth-Century Song Repertories 
in M edieval M usil", ed. Honey Meconi (Surrey, England: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2011 ), 365-394. 
6 Fallows, "Embellishment," 366. 
7 Fallows, "Embellishment," 367. 
8 Rachel Brown, The E ar(y Flute: A Practical Guide (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 8. 
9 Timothy J. McGee, M edieval Instrumental D anm (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 
1989), 5. 
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acknowledge such music making was well-established prior to this date. 10 Indeed, the same 
composers included in Chapter 4 of this dissertation published most of the material he cites. 
T11e shared traditions of omamenting vocal and instrumental music are litde 
discussed in current scholarship. Historical performers today have a shared sense of this, but 
a dearth of citable material. Seventeenth and eighteenth century sources, however, frequendy 
compared instrumental and vocal versions of an agrement or-most often-incited 
instrumentalists to imitate the voice. Keyboard intabulations in particular provide "plenty of 
evidence that the music was often decorated, at least when played on keyboard instruments; 
and [fifteenth century manuscripts] offer hints about possible embellishment in other 
circumstances."13 
Musique mesuree, started in 1587, implemented a strict system to ensure textual 
communication, and the confluence of events and values resulting in French opera around 
1669 led many composers to a style of text setting akin to theatrical declamation. 
Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, there was tension and vacillation 
between the importance of words and melodic invention (notated or improvised). The air de 
cour genre that emerged in the last part of the sixteenth century expressed this dichotomy. 
For even before the highly ornate Doubles evolved, the simple first strophes (Simples) were 
notated with the understanding that all vocal lines or the vocal and accompanying line were 
to be omamented: 
to Warwick Edwards, "Sources of instrumental ensemble music to 1630," Grove Music Online. O>iford 
Music Online. Oxford University Press. 
http: / /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 26297. 
(accessed February 5, 2014). 
13 Fallows, "Embellishment," 368. 
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The alternative versions of the accompaniment of three songs in the 1571 collection attest 
an improvisatory ornamentation of the lute part. The voice in solo airs can also be 
ornamented in ways often similar to Italian practice, as discussed by Mersenne ... Bacilly ... 
and J. Millet ... Bataille stated in the 1608 collection of lute airs that he was putting down 
only the simplest form of the song, no doubt so that less gifted amateurs could enjoy them, 
the professionals knowing how to apply ornaments.14 
Ornament Functions 
Ornamentation was meant to embellish and otherwise draw attention or highlight 
that which the composer or performer deemed beautiful or expressive. Some were solely 
melodic, including diminution or division style where a single note was divided into smaller 
note values. Other ornaments were harmonic and achieved their expression through 
dissonance or resolution of harmonic tension. Ornamentation and expressivity are 
interrelated. They are closed connected to rhetoric, affect, and the length or brevity of 
vowels and consonants. 
The function of agrements in the seventeenth century was less contested than their 
frequency. Some were meant to act as signposts for cadences, some created dissonance to 
add beauty and tension, and some added variety and spice to a melodic line or 
accompaniment-even to the point of showcasing agility. Virtuosity was praised, but bon goilt 
was always advocated. 
As styles change, the collective ear judges what is or is not excessive: opinion and 
taste govern what quantity of ornaments clutters the music. Whether or not a particular 
performance resulted in an obfuscation of the text, ornamentation extended to all voices in 
polyphonic airs and chansons of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. As found in this 
14 John H . Baron, "Air de cour," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/201 14pg8. 
(accessed November 22, 2013). 
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dissertation, the more dominant voices generally receive more ornaments. Carefully notated 
compositions often used either parallel ornamental gestures or the ornamental equivalent of 
passing the relay baton. 
Otthograpi?J and Notation 
The concept that the score is sacred and an exact record of the composer's intent is a 
modem one. The inked page was a mode of transporting the bare necessities of a piece, but 
custom and oral traditions added all manner of necessary ornamentation and style to the 
notation. Richard T. Pinnell captures this idea: "The history of Western music (especially art 
music) has been largely dependent upon a tradition of notation. As the need grew to express 
more than one form of notation could handle, great changes frequently took place in the 
notation system in order to more accurately describe the sounds desired."15 Bruce Gustafson 
elaborates: " .. . . there is considerable evidence that 'the piece' was not as fixed an entity as 
the notation might suggest to the modern eye. It is natural for us to want simply to find 'the 
original' and to reproduce it faithfully, but ... [there are] examples of quite different versions 
of a piece that can claim almost equal proximity to the composer .... "16 Annette Otterstedt 
is more blunt: "The example of the importance of ornamentation may be the most obvious 
way of demonstrating how much all those who define the 'work' as nothing but the 
structure, that is, the notated text, are in love with a skeleton .... " 17 
15 RichardT. Pinnell, "Alternate Sources for the Printed Guitar music of Francesco Corbetta (1615-
1681)," Journal of the LuteS ociety of America Vol. 19 (1976), 65. 
16 Bruce Gustafson, "France," in Kryboard Music Before 1700, 2nd ed. Edited by Alexander Silbiger 
(New York: Routledge, 2003), 119. 
17 Annette Otterstedt, The VioL· History of an Instrument, translated by Hans Reiners (Kassel: 
Barenreiter-Verlag, 2002), 192. 
14 
Innovations in mus1c printing developed concurrent to widespread manuscript 
circulation. Prior to 1660: 
copyists ('noteurs') determined how music was distributed in France: the manuscript copies 
could be purchased at the homes of the copyists themselves. Most often composers would 
provide or sell music direcdy to amateur performers, many of whom were their pupils. 
Scribal publication flourished, but the Ballard family often had a vested interest even in the 
distribution of these manuscripts . . . [as] they could be purchased at the shops in Paris run 
by the Ballard family as well ... [their] control over the distribution of music was not 
restricted to printed works . . .. 18 
Instead of vanishing with the technological advances of mus1c publishing, manuscript 
dissemination continued to thrive alongside printed music. Stanley Sadie and D.W. Krummel 
distill the situation: 
Before the technique of printing was established ... music was preserved and circulated in 
manuscript, or survived as a repertory carried in oral tradition among priests and 
professional lay musicians. During the latter part of the 15th century and d1e 16th printing 
became the accepted means . . . but vocal and instrumental music was still circulated in 
handwritten form . ... 19 
Publishers transitioned from the woodblock printing that prevailed in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries to the moveable type made possible for music a few decades after 
Gutenberg's invention of 1450. Paris saw the innovation of single impression musical 
printing with Pierre Attaingnant in 1527; this marks the beginning of the catalogues in this 
dissertation. The limitations of moveable type specifically impeded the ability of a composer 
to notate agriments, as their improvisatory nature meant finding an alternate method of 
eliciting the desired shapes while leaving the result in the hands of the performer. Many of 
the shapes composers chose to signify their petites graces had a graphic element to guide the 
performer to the intended pitches. For instance, the prevailing tour de gosier sign when laid 
18 Lisa Perella, "Benigne de Bacilly and the Recueil des plus beaux vers, qui ont este mis en chant of 1661 ," in 
M usic and the Cultures rf Print, ed. by Kate van Orden (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000), 252. 
19 D. W . Krummel and Stanley Sadie, eds, Music Printing and Publishing (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Co., Inc., 1990), 3. An excellent source for further information on music printing. 
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upon a staff shows the performer to play the main note-upper auxiliary-main note-lower 
auxiliary-main note; this gave the pitches and their order but left the timing and other 
musical aspects to be altered as fits the performer and situation. Especially relevant to this 
dissertation are the agrements expressed with notes perdues, as type size was not standardized 
during the seventeenth century. The bulk of the most florid ornamentation is found in 
engraved editions in the middle of the seventeenth century; this method of printing allowed 
for more precise symbols to be drawn and supported the flowing Doubles in the 
compositions of Lambert, Bacilly, and D'Ambruys. 
There are numerous complexities involved in identifying what pitches are or are not 
involved in the various agriments. Not least among them is the ever-polarizing topic of vibrato. 
Some of the illustrations and descriptions of agrbnents (notably balancement, flattement, and 
martellement) were potentially meant to elicit the sound modern singers refer to as vibrato: an 
oscillating change in pitch that may include a change in amplitude, volume, speed, or some 
combination thereof. The change in pitch referred to by early descriptions and illustrations 
of agriments might have been a whole or half step, or an interval like a quarter-tone. It either 
ascended, or both ascended and descended around the notated pitch. 
The rise of the music publisher was particularly heterogeneous rn France. While 
books circulated prior to Gutenberg, music manuscripts were not distributed in the same 
widespread fashion: "No evidence has been uncovered ... of any copying shops that 
specialized in music. Music scribes were attached to courts and chapels, ... the music they 
copied was often widely circulated and much used .... " 20 Attaingnant's first musical 
zo Stanley Boorman, et al. , "Printing and publishing of music," Grove M usic Online. Oxford Music O nline. 
Oxford University Press, 
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publication was followed by Du Chemin and Fezandat, but in 1551 a printing dynasty was 
established. Cousins Adrian Le Roy and Robert Ballard (i) obtained royal rights to all music 
printing and, along with their successors,21 controlled what was disseminated until the decree 
was abolished in 1790. Antwerp's music publishing began in 1539, but Susato dominated 
starting in 1543 and overlapped with Laet and Waelrant in 1554. The Low Countries had 
father Pierre Phalese (i) and son Pierre Phalese (ii) in conjunction with Jean Bellere and their 
successors publishing from 1545 to 1691. 
The Ballard family "refused to consider any other sort of music [but vocal airs] and 
vigorously defended their monopolistic stranglehold on music publishing in France."23 
Members of the family focused primarily on vocal music with particular emphasis on the 
output of court composers. Engraving24 "came to music" in 1660, creating a shift in the 
Ballard-held dynasty: "Engravers were free from privilege and composers could have their 
music engraved .. . without going through the Ballards; therefore, the engraving of Michel 
Lambert's first book of airs essentially broke the Ballard monopoly .... "25 Laurent Guillo 
provides precise information on royal privileges: 
From the sixteenth century onwards composers applied for their own privileges. In France 
the earliest were delivered to musicians of the first rank: Guillaume Morlaye (1551 ... ), 
Orlando di Lasso (1571), Guillaume Bani (1576), Claude le Jeune (1583) ... Guillaume-
Gabriel Nivers (1658), ... Franc;:ois Martin (1660 and 1663), Benigne de Bacilly (1661 and 
1668), Denis Gaultier (1669), Francesco Corbetta (1670), Jacques Champion de 
http: / /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 40101 pg2. 
(accessed February 5, 2014). 
z1 Lucrece Dugue, Pierre Ballard, Robert Ballard (ii), Robert Ballard (iii), Christophe Ballard, Jean-
Baptiste-Christophe Ballard, Jean-Baptiste-Christophe Ballard's widow Catherine Colin, and Pierre-
Robert-Christophe Ballard. 
23 Roger Chartier, The Cultural Uses oJPn.nt in Ear!J Modern France, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 145. 
24 Copper, iron, and pewter plates were used. 
zs Perella, "Benigne," 252-253. 
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Chambonnieres (1671), and others. The validity of these privileges varied from three to 
twenty years ... In some instances authors ceded their privileges to the Ballard firm . .. . 26 
Whereas typography "is relatively cheap, ... the entire stock must be produced at once 
(since the typographical matter is needed for the next publication)" engraving, on the other 
hand, "allows for small runs and easy reprinting ... It is no wonder that the various methods 
of printing ... remained in use conjoindy for long stretches of time .. . . "27 
The sixteenth century catalogue found on pages 202-258 includes many musical 
examples without text. This idiosyncrasy comes from earlier practices, as Lawrence Earp 
explains d1e customs of notating music in the fourteenth century: 
.. .. musical manuscripts, both for motet and chanson, were copied with the text first ... 
This procedure of copying music symbols direcdy over the syllables to which they belong 
did not change when, around 1340, the first examples of the new-style polyphonic chanson 
appeared. These works exhibit a highly melismatic cantus, the only voice to carry the text ... 
not easily copied using the old procedure . . . In earlier sources, repeated phrases of music 
had always been written out in their entirety over a single line of text. Now, a double line of 
text, a new technique of copying d1e repeated sections of music ... provided a distinct 
advantage when dealing with highly melismatic music, since there was one less line of text to 
space out for the melismas . . . this technique of copying, when applied carefully, produced a 
largely unambiguous text setting . .. 28 
During the fifteenth century, the "technical problems" caused by this "time-consuming" 
procedure "came to a head shordy before 1450, when copyists ... began to copy 
manuscripts music first ... music symbols are placed equidistandy, and the text later 
underlaid below ... [In] the practice of the mid- and later 15th century ... all notational 
symbols are set equidistandy."29 Earp cannot, however, provide absolute answers to all 
questions of vocalizing "partial texting" nor ambiguous underlay, but leaves his readers with 
26 Rudolf Rasch, Music Publishing in E urope 1600-1900. Concepts and Issues. Bibliograpry, ed. Rudolf Rasch 
(Berlin: Berliner Wissenschafts-Verlag, 2005), 129. 
27 Rasch, Musit· Publishing, 5. 
28 Lawrence Earp, "Texting in 15th-Century French Chansons: A Look Ahead from the 14th 
Century," in Medieval M usic, ed. Honey Meconi (Surrey, England: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2011), 
353-354. 
29 Earp, "Texting," 355-356. 
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a problem: "Can we assume that the first syllable of a phrase goes with the fust note, and the 
last syllable, whether accented or an unaccented final '-e', with the last note? Such principles 
b . A d th " 30 may seem o Vlous. n yet ey are not. 
It is not by chance that issues of orthography and ornamentation become relevant 
around the turn of the seventeenth century. This is when "virtuoso solo song" was "fust 
issued in print. Up until that time, the only genres of vocal music commonly available in 
print were polyphonic Masses and motets, and vernacular songs for two or more voices ... 
vocal polyphony ... was issued fust in choirbook format and later, beginning in the 1520s . . 
. in partbooks, but never in scores .... " 31 Kate van Orden proposes tlus new musical form 
that sprang out of Italy "required new technology to produce vocal/ instrumental scores and, 
even more troublesome, a new range of note values to capture the rapid flourishes and 
coloratura of the new style. Without written-out embellishments, the essence of the new music 
would have been lost. ... " 32 Furthermore, she remarks; "the story of how monody fust came 
to print actually conflates two innovations: new ways of writing down the improvisations of 
singers, and new ways of printing these transcriptions .... "33 
Vocal Contex t 
The further removed from the modern understanding of what musical notation is 
meant to imply both by time and cultural understanding, the more difficult it is to ascertain 
the best means of achieving a satisfying interpretation of a printed (or digitized) sheet of 
30 Earp, "Texting," 357. 
31 Kate van Orden, Music and the Culture.r of Print, ed. Kate van Orden (New York: Garland Publishing, 
2000), XV. 
32 van Orden, Music, xv. 
33 van Orden, M usic, xv. 
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music. As this dissertation deals with a time period during which the composer was not 
expected to wtite down all the intricacies s/he intended upon notating a composition, much 
is left to the perfotmer or scholar to add. For eras "in which aural transmission was as 
important as wt-itten ... [and] literacy was still fairly rare ... in which even the most erudite 
retained the habits of listening and memory formed by centuries of unwritten culture,"34 the 
marks on the page are not the complete aural picture. 
As today's aesthetics differ in priority from those of previous centuries, separating 
the ideals upheld today in classical singing from the music examined in this dissertation is 
advisable. Especially for the ornamentation notated in the music and described in the 
treatises, a flexible voice is advised. Medieval ornamentation practices included sliding and 
pulsing sounds in addition to trills of varying intervals: Sign orthography that began 
appearing in the ninth century included a dot and curved, wavy, or jagged lines. Derrick 
Henry states "[c]ertain neumes . . . are generally acknowledged to be abbreviations for 
various sotts of ornaments, just as today [a wave] represents a shorthand for trill ... Less 
clear is the extent to which unspecified notes were inserted into the performance of a 
melody. Embellishment of this sort, which could be either spontaneous or rehearsed, 
survived well into the Renaissance . ... "35 The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries yield fewer 
surviving accounts of ornamentation and instances of potential signed ornamental gestures 
than do the earlier centuries. McGee summarizes: "The only types of ornaments visible in 
compositions from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are of the passaggi type .... " 38 
34 Fallows, "Embellishment," 379. 
35 Derrick Henry, A Listener's Guide to Medieval and Renaissance Music (New York: Facts on File, Inc., 
1983), 11. 
38 McGee, Sound, 143. 
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There is inadequate discussion of the sixteenth through seventeenth century 
desirable vocal sound. Only rarely do secondaty sources endeavor to interpret treatises, 
reviews, and correspondence in addition to the repertoire of the time to draw conclusions 
regarding the possible vocal qualities of the time. Gudrun Ryhming's six-page article is a rare 
occurrence that begins by lamenting that the "age of the air de cour, of the chanson of the 
Parisian streets, of the chanson of the priciettx, has rested relatively in shadow .... " 39 Ryhming 
believes because "people sang . . . at home as well as at cabaret . . . we cannot treat the 
r-hanson of the seventeenth century as a unit. All levels are represented, both in terms of text 
and vocal technique .... "40 It is precisely because of "the vocal art; so refined and so 
technically developed" that was "lost little by little in the following centuries and thus ... 
veq difficult to reconstruct" as the "tradition no longer exists"41 that Ryhming believes this 
period (and presumably subject matter) has been neglected. 
Its genre was intimate, it is hardly appropriate to large concert or opera halls today, where 
artists often struggle against oversized orchestras, against instruments designed to develop 
the most powerful sound. This was contrary to the ideal of the seventeenth century, 
particularly that of France, known for its delicacy. We have lost the ability to listen in this 
refined way; the ear not being able to perceive any more the delicacy or ... tiny nuances. To 
try to revive this music, one must dedicate a lot of time, both in the level of research as the 
development of a vocal technique that loans itself to the execution of all the necessary 
agriments. This is no small affair, and most singers give it up ... 42 
"How then to sing an air de coU1Y" Ryhming asks, "One thing is sure; it should not be 
executed as written. Let us listen to Bacilly ... 'a piece of Music ... executed without the 
necessaq ornaments, most of which are not ordinarily marked on the page .... " 43 
39 Gudrun Ryhming, "Quelques remarques sur l'art vocal fran<;:ais de la seconde moitie du 17e siecle," 
St·hweizerische Musikzeitung Revue musical suisse Vol. 122 (1982): 1. Present author's translation. 
40 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 1. Present author's translation. 
41 Gudrun Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 1. Present author's translation. 
42 Gudrun Ryluning, "Quelques remarques," 1. Present author's translation. 
43 Gudrun Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 2. Present author's translation. 
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Accordingly, Bacilly "stresses the need for variation in order to avoid stereotypes," which 
Ryhming belives is "especially important today when the tendency for formulas to be stuck 
here and there on a melody has become general: we imagine that this as the ornamentation 
of early music!"44 Ryhming inserts some noteworthy remarks on the secrecy surrounding 
ornamentation-Doubles in particular: " ... According to Bacilly, instmmental music is simpler 
than the vocal art, this is why the way of singing the 'double' qualified as 'Method of singing!' The 
singer who lacked creativity in composing his or her own had to borrow from others, which was 
not easy because each guarded 'his or her' method. It was then important to have a good teacher. 
. . ."45 Improvisation both in the ornate Doubles and in employing bon gout to dispensing 
agriments was advocated in all of the treatises of the time: "For improvisation, we find again 
the same principle: in the given framework, either melodic or metric, we make the 'broderie.f 
around the notes that are only an indication-a memoq aid."46 One of Bacilly's 
. £ d h . "' . ff th ff '"47 reqwrements or a goo teac er 1s one must smg o e cu .... 
With the "addition of spontaneous vocal ornaments, ... [each] performer took on 
some of the role of a composer, adjusting each composition ... according to the talent of 
each singer .... " 49 Naturally, this resulted in a different realization of the piece depending on 
the individuals involved and the music-making situation. Often, a "performer's 
ornamentation [is] an embellishment of something already embellished" as ornamentation 
"took place on two levels: composers elaborated basic outlines, and performers (in many 
44 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 2-3. Present author's translation. The irony of placing this quote 
in a dissertation devoted to analyzing such formulae is not to be missed. 
45 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 4. Present author's translation. 
46 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 4. Present author's translation. 
47 Quoted in Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 4. Present author's translation. 
49 McGee, Sound, 1-4. 
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cases, the same person as the composer) added additional levels of embellishment to that."50 
This practice was certainly a factor in the airs de cours and gready contributed to the shift in 
the musical makeup in the middle of d1e seventeenth century. The idea that ornamentation 
was a multi-level process is further supported in the seventeenth century with the Doubles of 
Lambert-as famous for his singing and teaching as for his compositions. 
The majority of descriptions from the seventeenth century praise in vague terms the 
"sublime gout'' of a particular singer, or their ability to "sing very well." It is of value to note 
that more detailed descriptions tend to be of how well the singer applies their bon goltt to 
agrements: 
.... At this time, lord Lambert . .. and a most excellent Musician, perfected the manner of 
singing well, either for the finesse and delicacy of p01ts de voix, passages, diminutions, 
tremblements, tenues, movements, and all the ornaments [ornemms] of song that can flatter the 
ear most pleasantly, with an admirable method .... 51 
This 1 715 source leaves the reader with a better picture of the qualities that were prized in 
employing the voice instead of the sound of the voice itself. Catherine Massip also bemoans 
that regarding "the proper quality of his voice, we have few indications ... But one of the 
dominant characters of this famous method seems to reside in the difficulty of affixing it and 
transmitting it in writing .... "52 Based on contemporary accounts of Lambert, Nyert, Hilaire 
Dupuis, and others, Massip concludes: "to sing 'lambert-ically' meant to bring all attention to 
two precise points; the pronunciation and the ornamentation . . . Bacilly precisely treated 
these two points in ... his Remarqtte.f' found here on page 65.54 
50 McGee, Sound, 6. 
51 Quoted in Catherine Massip, L'A1t de Bien Chante1:· Michel Lam ben (Paris: Societe Franc;:aise de 
Musicologie, 1999), 100. 
52 Massip, L'A11, 101. 
54 Massip, L'A11, 101. 
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One source speaking to the qualities prized in the middle of the seventeenth century 
1s a biography of the famous singer Anne de la Barre by Lisandro Abadie: Anne's life is 
somewhat illuminating for the type of voices in vogue: At nineteen she was "in service to the 
court, mastering the Italian style and and singing alongside one of the great castrati of the 
time. . . ."55 Her voice was praised in the Gazette de France for its "beauty," while poems 
likened her to a "beautiful bird" and praised her "rare merit," and her return to Paris after 
voyages abroad prompted the poetic announcement hailing her "celestial voice."57 
Unfortunately, these descriptions give little evidence as to the sound quality she may have 
evoked. A 1654 poem in a letter calls her voice "clear, charming and rare."58 Other singers of 
the time included Mademoiselle de La V arenne whose was praised for "singing better than a 
siren,"59 Mademoiselle Raymond, and Hilaire Dupuis. Hilaire was "especially appreciated in 
salons for her beauty, her voice and her talent for accompanying herself on the theorbo" and 
a 1658 source spoke of a'"sweet and delicate voice."'60 
Theodore Gerold in his seminal work of 1921, aligns Bacilly's qualifications in 1668 
for "the qualities of the voice that one must learn [in order] to sing" with those of Mersenne 
in 1637. Bacilly distinguished between "beautiful voices, pretty voices, and those with less 
range,"62 and his remarks generally "address themselves more to the temperament of the 
singer than to the voice itself ... . "63 Gerold ruminates that "we still see today that the singers 
55 Abadie, "Anne," 8. http: / / www.jstor.org/ stable/ 25485883 (accessed March 29, 2014). 
57 Quoted in Abadie, "Anne," 25. http: / / www.jstor.org/ stable/ 25485883 (accessed March 29, 2014). 
58 Quoted in Abadie, "Anne," 23. http:/ /www.jstor.org/ stable/ 25485883 (accessed March 29, 2014). 
59 Quoted in Theodore Gerold, L 'art du chant en France au X V IIe siec!e (Strasbourg: Commission des 
publications de la Faculte des lettres, 1921), 128. Present author's translation. 
60 Quoted in Gerold, L~rt du Chant, 129. Present author's translation. 
62 Gerold, L~ 11, 181. Present author's translation. 
63 Gerold, L~rt, 181. Present author's translation. 
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endowed with a very beautiful organ are often less intelligent and more lazy than the others" 
before returning to his comparative summation of Bacilly: 
Turning to the amplitude and timbre of voices, he classes them as large or small, strong or 
weak, brilliant or touching. The common faults in large voices are a lack of suppleness and 
hardness. Mersenne also notes . . . 'The voices rl1at are hard are not pleasing, though to be 
fair, because iliey have too much sourness and brightness [d'essclat] iliat harms delicate ears, 
and that prevents them from gliding as agreably into the minds of the listeners.' Bacilly 
accurately observes, moreover, that to correct this harshness one must not restrain the voice 
too much, otherwise one will remove all the sound .. . The small voices are more flexible, 
and have more facility for the agrements ... touching voices often have ... the same defects 
as the beautiful voices, only one cannot hear d1em sufficiendy in the large rooms. For d1e 
Assemblies and the Ballets, one needs brilliant voices.64 
Bacilly "finds that the high voices are more appropriate for the expressiOn of the diverse 
passions; the bass voice is only somewhat capable of expressing anger .... "65 Gerold is quick 
to point out that for this last piece of advice, Bacilly is in contradition with himself in his 
Remarques. "He then takes up the defense of falsetto singers, who are often disdained, noting 
that they make the agriments of singing reach their full value better. He yet concedes that the 
voices that have sourness often lack accuracy .... "66 Gerold clarifies the singer situation in 
France: 
the falsetto voice; ... male singers who knew how to climb very high into head voice . .. are 
sometimes preferred to young boys, whose voices age too quickly, due to the voice breaking. 
From of the second half of the sixteenth century 'falsettists' were gradually replaced by 
castrati. They were generally accused first, to have a piercing voice. Doni speaks with 
admiration of the castrati voices and that of the female singers in opposition to those of the 
singers in falsetto .. . . 67 
Gerold concludes that in "France, it seems that the use of the falsetto voice was considered 
ever so slighdy ridiculous."68 
64 Gerold, L~rt, 182. Present author's translation. 
65 Gerold, L~rt, 182. Present author's translation. 
66 Gerold, L~rt, 183. Present author's translation. 
67 Gerold, L'A11, 183. Present author's translation. 
68 Gerold, L'Art, 183. Present author's translation. 
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Gerold's summation of Mersenne includes only the briefest mention of vocal 
qualities. Mersenne stated the voice "needed to have three qualities; they must be accurate, 
equal and flexible."69 Gerold notes Mersenne's distaste of some Italian tendencies: "they had 
no effect. The gout long remained sweet, tender, elegant, and moderate." As this still leaves 
much to the imagination, Gerold believes Saint-Evremond in a letter c.1689 "perfectly 
summed up" the "sentiment of high society of the seventeenth century .... " 70 
But in your gout for singing, 
We do not admire you so much. 
Expression moderated by precision 
That has neither hardness nor softness, 
Manner, appropriateness, 
Time, movement and quantity, 
Each long and short syllable 
Known with discernement, 
And pronounced diversely 
The sense that starts or finishes; 
All of dus means nothing to you 
And you pity us ... 
0 you, famous cantors, great masters of Italy, 
Who with this open book made your folly, 
Learn your songs for their perfection 
They would ask for some repetition. 
If you do not pile passage on passage, 
To sing properly if you gave care enough; 
The nasty connoisseurs would admire you less 
But the people of bongoutwould enjoy you more.71 
Agnfments and Vocal Technique 
Particular matters of vocal technique were not adequately addressed in sixteenth and 
seventeenth century treatises. Certainly, some aspects defy the written word. A discussion of 
vibrato is not given priority here, but a perusal of relevant vocal technique may help the 
69 Gerold, L'Art, 183. Present author's translation. 
70 Gerold, L'Art, 193. Present author's translation. 
71 Gerold, L'Art, 193. Present aud1or's translation. 
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modem singer embrace the differences ill singing style of the seventeenth century. Sally 
Sanford is most precise: 
The principal reason that vibrato is perceptible as a constant in the vocal tone of modern 
singing is because of the greater air pressure used ... Using a lower pressure (compared to 
modern operatic singing) avoids the need to control vibrato through mechanical suppression 
in the vocal tract. Seventeenth-century singing-- whether French or Italian-- is not achieved 
by taking a modern production and "straightening" the sound. If you try to suppress vibrato 
without changing the air pressure, you will have to use some kind of constriction in the vocal 
tract. Such constriction can lead to unnecessary tension and fatigue ... a laryngeal set-up that 
is unconstricted, with a ~ower] breath pressure ... will allow for vibrato to be used at the 
singer's discretion ... There are two different ways of producing vibrato, one produced with 
breath pressure and the other produced in the throat. Both types of vibrato mechanism were 
used during the seventeenth century ... T he French would most likely have used a throat-
produced vibrato, a mechanism very similar to their trill technique, in order not to disturb 
their steady air stream . . . No seventeenth-century source addresses this issue ... .72 
There are, of course, other necessary elements to consider in vocal technique and outlook 
including historical pronunciation and approach to declaiming as well as vowel and 
consonant shape and length. Throat articulation is of particular concern for the agrements: 
Both French and Italian singing in the seventeenth century differ significantly from modern 
singing with respect to the use of throat articulation, a technique for singing rapid passages 
and ornaments. Throat articulation had existed at least since the middle ages . . . Bacilly 
called this technique, or the laryngeal set-up for using this technique, the disposition de Ia gol'ge . 
. . it makes the music [of the seventeenth century] easier to sing ... [for example] the florid 
double of a French air .... 73 
Another technical aspect linked to the performance of all agrfments involves the basic sound: 
Derrick offers a few remarks that survive from the Middle Ages: "Isidore of Seville (d.636) 
described the ideal voice as 'high (or bright), sweet and clear.' St. Bernard of Clairvaux 
(c.1090-1153) provided his monks with these precepts: 'Let the chant ... be sweet, yet 
without levity, and, while it please the ear let it move the heart."'76 For the next centuries: 
72 Sally Sanford, "A Comparison of French and Italian Singing in the Seventeentl1 Century," Journal 
for the Sociery for Seventeenth-Century Music, Vol. 1 (1995). http:// sscm-
jscm.press.uiuc.edu/jscm/VI/ no I/ sanford.htrnl (accessed June 9, 2013). 
73 Sanford, "Comparison," http: // sscm-jscm.press.uiuc.edu/ jscm/VI/ no I / sanford.html 
76 Quoted in Henry, Listener's, 11. 
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It is difficult to have any definite picture of what vocal quality the troubadours strove to 
achieve. Strength, clarity, and sweetness are those attributes contemporaries most frequently 
admired. This really tells us very little. Strenghth, for example, amy be taken to represent 
power and loudness, or it might refer to confidence and sureness of manner. Clarity might 
allude to a focused tone, or to precise articulation. One era's conception of beauty can be 
quite dissimilar to another's ... ,77 
Pronuncing the Text 
Issues of omamentation are inextricably linked to syllable length and the art of 
declamation. Ryhming observes: 
in the seventeenth century a vast project of simplifying and purifying the French language 
was undertaken . .. These trends came within tl1e scope of the art of singing as well as in 
literature. One does not only recite poems, one also sings them. Anyt11ing tl1at can shock is 
avoided. The significative difference between the expressive possibilities of Italian poetry 
and . . . the art of the French song, where all violence is prohibited. Yet B. de Bacilly 
continually rises against those who conflates the soft and the bland, as the poet and critic N . 
Boileau somewhat mockingly expresses: 'up until I hate y ou all is said tenderly.' Nevertheless, 
Bacilly manifests a certain envy toward the Italians who are allowed to use (without being 
criticized) words like 'Lightning, Thunder, Stars, Purgatory, Hell ... ,'78 
Bacilly is not as categorical in listing which agriments belong on which syllables, but he does 
give some indications: "trembiements, accents and piaintes can never be used on short syllables ... 
, 79 
The syllable length of the first strophe may match perfectly the composer's intended 
stress and ornamentation. A second strophe, however, creates new poetic accents that may 
not align with musical accents nor match omamental gestures to the appropriate words or 
syllables. Ryhming summarizes Bacilly: 
"For Bacilly, knowledge of the French language as far as pronunciation and 'quality' (length) 
of the syllables was of utmost importance. Indeed, the length of a syllable determines the 
ornaments that one can place there. Without tl1is knowledge, the words become inaudible, a 
'fracas.' He adds that, formerly, there were many more diminutions and one placed them 
wherever. It raises the question of how it sounded, especially seeing the 'double! printed by 
77 Henry, Listener's, 27 
78 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 2. Present author's translation. 
79 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 2. Present author's translation. 
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Bacilly and Lambert, where the 'bmderies' abound. Michel Lambert was one of the most 
appreciated singers, composers, and teachers in Paris. He was closely linked to Bacilly. 
Thanks to the notated 'doubles,' we can get an idea of the wealth of ornamentation. As the 
novelty was still sought after, most teachers and singers did their best to avoid spreading 
their airs and their 'doubles,' this is why they are lost to us. Bacilly even says that the best airs 
were transmitted by oral tradition and that they were never published."80 
Ryhming notes the "influence of the phoneticians of this era and the pronounced 
determination to establish a 'usage' are very marked. Bacilly insists that d1e knowledge of the 
'quantity' of syllables is indispensable for a correct ornamentation, and he gives lists of 
words and precise tules to mark the difference between long, medium, and short syllables."81 
The entire second half of Bacilly's treatise is devoted to analyzing pronunciation: "It depends 
on the genre of the chanson. Everyday 'vulgar' pronunciation is recommended for 
chansonnettes, vaudevilles, or gavottes," but heightened declamation and intimate knowledge of 
the long and short syllables was otherwise necessary.82 As Bacilly says, "expression is the soul 
of the music; ornamentation and prononciation are only at its se1vice. . .. "83 
Pronunciation is inextricably tied to expression and ornamentation in seventeenth-
century France. Tunley's assessment that "clear pronunciation" was possibly "the basis of 
the new method of singing" from de Nyert, Lambert, and Bacilly as "the second half of 
Bacilly's treatise is devoted to this matter"84 is short-sighted. "Clear pronunciation" 1s a 
misleading term for a subject that extends to the specific admonition to "gronder . . . les 
Comonel' espoused by Bacilly in his Remarques to the fundamentally different technical 
approach to singing as theatrical declamation instead of bel canto. "Gronder" is generally 
80 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 4. Present author's translation. 
81 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 6. Present author's translation. 
82 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 4. Present author's translation. 
83 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 6. Present author's translation. 
84 David Tunley, "France" in Concert Music (1630-1750), ed. Gerald Abraham (New York: O xford 
University Press, 1986), 156. 
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understood to be the elongation of consonants; Patricia Ranum notes several Baroque 
writers refer to it as "doubling" or "humming" the consonant.85 Simply annunciating the 
syllables with modern French vowels and consonants cannot hope to come near the aural 
output imagined by composers in the seventeenth century. Tunley does remind us "it is 
worth noting that it was precisely this aspect [of pronunciation] of Du Bailly's singing that 
claimed the approval of Mersenne. As Du Bailly's career was almost over by the time de 
Nyert returned to Paris, it would seem that such changes were already in the air .... " 86 
Ryhming points to Bacilly's discussion of movement: "Togive 'movement' to a chanson, the 
singer must use all means of expression, of which the list is very long; for example mbato, 
ornaments, . . . declamation of certain 'grondee.f vowels that is to say pronounced at length, 
etc. This is very far from the interpretation called 'objective' that we hear too often in our 
era whose rhythm is a rhythm of a 'sewing machine' .... "87 This places tempo and rhythmic 
flexibility (especially apt for Doubles), rubato, ornamentation, and elongation of vowels all 
under the umbrella of expression. 
Airs de cours: Parentage and Progetry 
Airs de cours were strophic secular songs, generally binary in form. The consensus in 
today's literature of the parentage of the air de cour is the "homophonic and popular" 
vaudeville that "acquired new dignity in the guise of the court ai-1'88 and the poetic movement 
85 Patricia Ranwn, The H armonic Orator: The Phrasing and Rheton·c of the M elot!J in F1·ench Baroque A irs 
(Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2001), 114. 
86 Tunley, "France," 156. 
87 Ryhming, "Quelques remarques," 2-3. Present author's translation. 
88 Kenneth Jay Levy, "Vaudeville, vers mesures et airs de cour," Musique et Poisie au XVIe siecle (Paris: 
Centre national de la recherche scientifi.que, 1954), 184-201. 
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of ?Jers mesuree (discussion found on page 35). The clash of high and low inception gave birth 
to this court-based genre that "served French composers as a primary model for their vocal 
music" for nearly two hundred years.89 James R. Anthony believes "in combination with 
dance measures, its influence was felt in instrumental music ... [and its] restricted range and 
generally conservative harmony acted as a deterrent to the adoption of Italian vocal 
h . ,90 tee ruques .... 
The first appearances of both the air de cour term and genre were in the 1570s. The 
flrst use of the term is in Adrian LeRoy's 1571 collection of Livre d'airs de cour miz sur Je Juth. 
Durosoir avers it continues until around 165091 and that Caietain's 1576 publication is the 
"oldest anthology of this new genre that would soon be called air de cour . ... "92 Anthony 
adds "the "Livre d'airs de cour mis en musique a quatre et cinq parties de phtsieurs autheurs, printed by 
Pierre Ballard in 1596, is the first collection to refer unequivocally to the new genre in its 
tide."93 
The two strains of airs de cours were those for unaccompanied voices and those for 
solo voice and lute: "In general, the ensemble version was printed first and given the 
signature of the composer. Afterwards, an intabulation for lute and solo voice was made-
often by someone od1er than the composer ... in the seventeenth century, some airs were 
printed as accompanied melodies or dialogues independent of any known polyphonic 
89 James R. Anthony, French Baroque Music: From Bemijoyeulx to Rameau, rev. ed. (Portland, Oregon: 
Amadeus Press, 1997), 407. 
90 Anthony, French Baroque, 407. 
91 George Durosoir, L'airde coUJ·en Fram·e: 157 1-1655 (Liege: Mardaga, 1991), 15. 
92 Durosoir, L'air, 51-52. Present author's translation. 
93 Anthony, French Baroque, 408. 
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soutce."94 Lute intabulation "requites the arrangement of music from mensural notation into 
lute tablature .. . intabulation treatises included scores to assist the student in comparing the 
vocal model and its intabulation .. . The 'literal' intabulation ... is the faithful presentation 
of a vocal model in tablature form . . . only the skeleton of the music is presented. The 
lutenist's artistic license stimulated the addition of ornaments. . . ."95 Prior to plucked 
instruments such as lute, theorbo, and guitar serving as accompanying instruments for solo 
voice airs de cours, intabulations for solo lute initiated the genre. Lute tablature was f.trst 
published in France in 1529 by Attaingnant and fell out of fashion in France after the turn of 
the eighteenth century.96 The lines of the staff correspond to the strings of the lute, rhythm 
is indicated above the staff, and letters ate used in place of numbers to indicate which fret is 
to be used. Anthony lays out the idiosyncrasies involved in the air de cour form: 
Bar lines, which in the LeRoy 1571 collection actually mark the isometric divisions, have no 
metric function in the early seventeenth centw:y. Instead, they mark the end of each line of 
poetry. Where meter signs appear, they have no metric significance and may be viewed 
merely as a convenient way of grouping time units; they must never be interpreted as 
depicting strong or weak accents.97 
This method of barring measures is foreign to many of today's historical performers: "In the 
eighteenth century musicians attached great importance to the hierarchy of beats within a 
bar, of bats within a phrase and of phrases within the whole. The regular metrical division of 
the bar-line denoted the importance of the downbeat and ... the half bat ... . " 98 
While French composers and musicians had experienced cross-fertilization with 
Italian and other foreign influences, the singing tutelage provided by Piette de Nyert after his 
94 And1ony, French Baroque, 409. 
95 Hiroyuki Minarnino, "Transformation in In tabulation," Journal if the Lute S ociery if A merica Vol. 18 
(1985) 114-116. 
96 Bent, et al, "Notation," Grove Music Online. 
97 Anthony, Frem·h Baroque, 410. 
98 Brown, E ar!J Flute, 74. 
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return from Rome prompted the application of Italian practices. These included a specific 
manner of expressivity, a strict relationship between text and music, and (most relevant to 
this dissertation) the diminution-influenced ornamentation by musical figureheads of the 
French court, especially Lambert. David Tunley ties together the major players: 
.... Louis XIV's . .. premier valet de Ia chambre, Pierre de Nyert ... [was] A gifted singer and 
lutenist . .. he began to reform French singing along Italian lines, and his proteges were to 
include some of the foremost French singers of his time: Anne de la Barre, Hilaire Dupuy, 
La Varenne, and Rayman. Michel Lambert was also his pupil . . . Nyert's gifts, and the 
influence he shed over French singing are amply confirmed from a diversity of seventeenth-
century French sources ... Sicard, de Chancy, Luigi Rossi, La Fontaine . .. are among those 
who esteemed him highly .. . Titon du Tillet ascribes to Lambert much that might have ben 
due to Nyert: 'Lambert was the first in France to reveal the tme beauties of vocal music, its 
precision and the ornaments of expression. He also composed diminutions for most of his 
airs in order to exploit lightness of voice, vocal ornamentation in various passages, brilliant 
and graceful roulades, in which he succeeded admirably' . . . Bacilly points to the singer 
Henry du Bailly as the one responsible for developing the 'modern' practice of diminutions, 
and it would seem clear that de Nyert and Lambert refined it still further so that (as Bacilly 
suggests) ornamentation could also be used to rectify differences between ... verses .... 99 
The air sirieux was a direct descendent of the air de cour. It was even more stylized and 
focused anew on the relationship between music and poetry. Some elements of the dialogues 
and Recits were taken. Primarily for solo voice and accompaniment, musicians "may have 
adopted new techniques . .. concerning rhythm and tempo," as Bacilly propounds in 1668--
a year prior to Pierre Perrin encouraging "a performance with a free and serious beat:"100 
The Air proceeds in a free though serious measure and movement and thus is more proper 
for the expression of honest love and the tender emotions ... that it wakens in the heart ... 
The Chanson differs from the Air in dut the Air follows a free measure; and the Chanson 
follows a fued meter, dance or other [sort], either entirely or in part. . .. 101 
This is countered by another selection from Perrin, who states the Doubles "should be exactly 
like the first, not only as concerns the union of meaning to the number and length of lines, 
99 Tunley, "France," 154-155. 
10o Robert A. Green, Introduction to Michel Lambert's Airs de differents autheurs in Recent Researches 
in the Music of the Baroque Era, vols. XXIX, XXX (Madison, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, Inc., 2005), 
lX. 
101 Quoted ill Anthony, Frem·h Baroque, 415-416. 
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syllabic quantity and caesurae or other pauses and vocally accentuated places, but even to the 
point of preserving the principal figures of the first verse, particularly when they are strongly 
k d th f 1 . . . 1 " 102 p . f th mar e , as are ose o exc amatlon, mterrogatlon or ament. . . . errm was one o e 
co-creators of the French opera. As the serieux designation was used in part to differentiate 
between airs of the new Lullian opera, both strains of airs in the second half of the 
seventeenth century held dramatic elements and awareness of theatrical declamation. 
Airs and chansons were published in collections exclusively devoted to one genre or in 
those that contrasted the high "serious" and the low "drinking." In the latter part of the 
seventeenth century, composers "grouped airs, recitatives, and ensembles together to fonn 
autonomous dramatic entities" sometimes as part of a collection of Airs seriettx et a boire as 
the second genre held a "broad base of popular appeal" and therefore the "chansons, 
vaudevilles, airs a boire, bnmettes, and airs champetres had never really been seriously threatened by 
the ... more esoteric air de cour and . . . air seriettx."103 Religious lyric rewrites such as 
Berthod's airs de devotion or original works such as Bacilly's airs spin'tuels were published 
separately, but the admixture of airs serieux et a boire prompted a monthly publication from 
the Ballard press. 
The frenzy for the Bacchic may have been aided by the heightening of the genre by Bacilly 
and Sicard, as the latter in particular "blurred the distinctions between his airs serieux and airs 
d boire in stating that 'Among the Serieux there are those that are joyful and demand a fast 
tempo; there are also among the Boire those that demand a S erieux tempo.' . . . The duo 
'Amis, je suis triste' found in Book 5 (1670) uses the musical language of an air tendre to 
mourn a broken wine bottle ... [others] are virtuoso pieces for bass ... [some have] naive 
simplicity" and there "are even a few airs d boire organized as dialogues like some of the airs 
serieux.104 
102 Green, Introduction, xix. 
103 Anthony, French Baroque, 418. 
104 Anthony, French Baroque, 419-420. 
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Music and Poetry 
Musique mesuree was a movement in poetry and music that began around 1567 with 
the Jean-Antoine de Baif and the musician Joachim Thibault de Courville. Pierre Ronsard 
and the literary group known as the Ph~iade were influential, and the group that became the 
Academie de Poesie et de Musique met 1571 to 1576. Among their members were Jacques 
Mauduit, Guillaume Costeley, and Claude LeJeune, and in addition to their subscribers, the 
succession of kings of France attended their lauded concerts and meetings. They attempted 
"to apply .. . the principles of metrical accentuation found in classical poetry ... with the 
aim of recreating the legendary powers and 'effects' of ancient music" to French verse. 
Their goal was to unite music in poetry in the manner of ancient times with what 
they called vers mesures a /'antique or vers mesutie. Adhering to the verse, composers set "long, 
accented syllables as [half notes], and short, unaccented ones as [quarter notes]. This resulted 
in irregular phrases and bar-lengths, with no regular pulse, and as a result much of this music 
has no time signature and is left unbarred. Texts were set syllabically and homophonically so 
that the words were as clear as possible."105 Carol MacClintock notes; "all parts pronounced 
the same syllable at the same time - in this respect different from ordinary polyphony of the 
period - ... it made the text completely audible." The clarity of the text was of primary 
importance, "for they hoped that the union of the words, with their influence on the minds 
of men, and the music, with its influence on the souls of men, would produce effects .... " 106 
1os Jane Bellingham, "musique mesuree," The Oxford Companion to Music, Oxford Music Online, O xford 
University Press, 
http: / /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ opr/ t114/ e4641. (accessed 
May 3, 2013). 
106 Carol MacClintock, Readings in the History rf Music in Peiformance, edited by Carol MacClintock 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1979), 22. 
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Despite the brevity of the Academie, "the most important French musicians of the 
late 16th and early 17th centuries" were impacted: "No musique mesuree was published during 
the few years the original Academie was meeting; but collections of neo-classic verse set to 
musique mesuree appeared in great quantities in the 1570s and 1580s" in chamon publications by 
Caietain, La Grotte, Le Blanc, Mauduit, Guillaume Tessier, and Le Jeune until 1610 
(c )1o7 d G ' dr , 1o8 aurroy an ue on s poetry . 
The strophes of the airs de cours varied in length. As the air de cour genre evolved, it 
"gradually severed its ties with the vaudeville and became more serious. . . Reflecting this 
change was the poetry chosen for airs de cour . . . [with] themes and images drawn from 
Petrarch and fashioned by Philippe Desportes and his followers into a sentimental, precious 
1 ,109 anguage. 
Basse Continue 
Basso contimto or Basse Continue is the practice of playing a continuous bass line played 
on keyboard, plucked, and/ or bowed insuuments. This often includes an improvised 
chordal accompaniment indicated by numbered figures that are to be realized in 
performance. Throughout the course of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, the function 
of the bass line altered dramatically. Robert Zappulla gives an in-depth look at the 
1o1 Howard Mayer Brown and Richard Freedman, "Vers mesures, vers mesures a l'antique," Grove 
Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, 
http: / / www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 29243. 
(accessed January 30, 2014). 
108 Jonathan LeCocq, "Guedron, Pierre," Grove M usic Online. Oxford M usic Online. Oxford University 
Press, http: / / www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove / music/ 11919. 
(accessed December 1, 2013). 
109 Anthony, French Baroque, 408. 
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development of Basse Continue in France concurrent to the timeframe of this dissertation: 
"The earliest experiments with the Basse Continue in France were attempted in vocal music; 
specifically, the form known as the air de cour, certainly the most common type of vocal 
composition to be produced in France during the first third of the XVIr" century, at 
least."110 While Basse Continue appeared in the second decade of the seventeenth century, 
separate figured parts were not published until the middle of the century-at which point 
the practice of Basse Continue was more prevalent. Relevant publications are the fust instances 
of a separate figured part in Huygens Pathodia of 1647, Moulinie's sacred Meslanges of 1658, 
and Du Mont's Cantica sacra of 1652. Figured bass accompaniment treatises for plucked 
instruments and keyboards appeared by 1660. Zappulla's examination includes 
ornamentation as many French treatises "advocated" for more than simple tremblements in 
Basse Continue realizations.111 Zappulla claims the "earliest evidence that ornamentation was 
applied in accompaniments in . . . France is found in Corbetta 1671. ... "112 
Anthony points to Verchaly's 1961 publication identifying earlier use of Basse 
Continue in France in the airs de cours: 
Guedron and, later Boesset were the first ... albeit timidly. They did this long before .. . Du 
Mont's Cantica sacra . .. Admittedly, Guedron's polyphonic setting of "Berger, que penses-
vous fair" (Book 3, 1617) contains no more than bass fragments scored "Pour le luth," but ... 
they represent the first appearance in France of a continuo-here used in support of a 
dramatic dialogue. Bataille's intabulation of this air in his fourth book represents, then, the 
first genuine realization of a continuo line in France. This innovation was not seized upon by 
the conservative French, although from 1620 on Boesset scored occasional passages in his 
polyphonic airs "Pour le luth." It was not until his seventh book (1630) that Boesset included 
a "basse continue pour les instrument!' for the five-part air "Mourons, Tirsis" and not until years 
later in his ninth book (1642) that the same composer included other ensemble airs with 
. 113 contlnuo .... 
11 0 Robert Zappulla, Figured Bass A ccompaniment in France (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000), xv. 
111 Zappulla, Figured Bass, xxiii. 
112 Zappulla, Figured Bass, 101. 
113 Anthony, French Baroque, 412. 
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Boesset was also the last to use lute tablature in an air de cour (1643) as the nomenclature 
shifted to accommodate the airs of the opera and air seriettx. Robert A. Green draws the 
Ballard monopoly-at first so technologically-advanced in their printing practices but later 
dilatory in adapting to evolving printing trends-into the discussion: 
.... Although a growing number of publications from 1650 on included continuo bass lines 
and accompanying figures, Ballard's series was slow to adopt this practice, and the lack of 
figures may reflect the amateur's initial reluctance to improvise an accompaniment. The first 
air in Ballard's anthology to be printed with figures and an untexted bass line appeared in the 
1669 volume ('Sous les ombrages,' by Robert Cambert and/or Honore d'Ambruis). This air 
proved to be an anomaly, for in the next year none of the pieces had figures, despite the fact 
that many featured untexted bass parts. In subsequent years, the figures gradually increased 
although in some cases there were as few as one or two figures per air .... 114 
Furthermore, Anthony in collaboration with Catherine Massip identifies Lambert in 1660 as 
the first to publish an engraved edition of airs with Basse Continue. 115 
Lute and theorbo technique were closely related to that of the viola da gamba. 
Robert A. Green draws attention to their accompanimental duties issued to Hotman and his 
contemporaries: 
Since the primary court duties of . . . violist-theorbists consisted of accompanying 
performances of air de cour, their playing was probably heavily influenced by vocal styles. This 
melodic style together with its vocal conventions remained the property of the dessus [de vio!e] 
throughout the age of its popularilty. Unfortunately these musicians were primarily 
improvisers, and the only music to have survived from this group [including Sebastien Le 
Camus and the Ithier family] is some by Louis Couperin and a fragment by Hotman.11 6 
The following generation was populated by Du Buisson "one of the first viol players 
Rousseau met upon his arrival in Paris" who "produced the first music which has survived in 
114 Robert A. Green, Introduction to Michel Lambert's Airs de differents autheurs, Recent Researches in 
the Music of the Baroque Era, vols. XXIX, XXX. (Madison, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, Inc., 2005), xi. 
11 5 James R. Anthony and Cad1erine Massip, "Lambert, Michel," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 
Online. Oxford University Press, 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 15888. 
(accessed December 6, 2013). 
11 6 Robert A. Green, "Jean Rousseau and Ornamentation in French Viol Music," Journal if the Viola 
Da Gamba S ociery of Amerim Vol. 14 (1977), 15. 
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the harmonic style"117 and Sainte-Colombe. "It is only by understanding the closeness of the 
ties which existed between lute and viol technique as well as compositional style that the 
[written debate between Rousseau and De Machy] of 1685-88 can be understood. In quick 
succession De Machy, Marais, Danoville, and Rousseau published their works. Of these, 
only De Machy was not a student of Sainte-Colombe."118 Green resolutely states: "Few 
aspects of viol technique and composition were more tied to the lute tradition than 
ornamentation. This is a logical result of the fact that ornaments, for the most part, are a 
function of left hand-technique .... " 119 A possible student of Michel Lambert, Green argues 
"this background had a considerable influence on Rousseau's philosophies concerning viol 
playing and particularly ornamentation, which brought him into direct conflict with 
contemporaries whose main influences came not from the voice but from ... the lute ... 
. "
120 Green acknowledges that Rousseau "was not so extreme as to present the melodic style 
as the only legitimate approach to composition, but it was in his approach to the agrements 
that he represented the extreme of the vocal model ... the process of borrowing &om vocal 
conventions had begun at least with Sainte-Colombe if not with Hotman .... " 121 
Bon Got1t and Ornamentation 
The majority of treatises on music during to this time period and continuing through 
the Baroque acknowledged bon gout or "good taste" either as a guiding principle or final 
answer for nearly every aspect of musical performance. The instructions given regarding the 
11 7 Green, "Jean Rousseau," 16. 
118 Green, "Jean Rousseau," 18. 
11 9 Green, "Jean Rousseau," 22. 
120 Green, "] ean Rousseau," 11. 
121 Green, "Jean Rousseau," 21. 
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application of agrements were either brief illustrations of signs and their corresponding pitch 
realizations, or more lengthy descriptions that included an adherence to the principle of bon 
gout. To play without agriments seems to have been universally acknowledged as poor taste or 
go,(t, but depending upon the situation and commentator, the opinions on contemporaneous 
performances vary widely. Reports disagreed on the vulgarity of displays of vocal agility 
weighing down music (especially Doubles) without care for the likewise revered aspect of 
communicating the text. This was set in opposition to the delight of invention with new 
embellishments added upon each hearing of a piece. Variety and subtlety of differing degrees 
were yardsticks of public opinion-at court or while drinking. Composers alternately 
meticulously noted their agriments or offered a few words of wisdom in a preface to a largely 
unornamented collection. While outside the primary timeline of this dissertation, Fran<;ois 
Couperin's remarks of 1722 leave no doubt as to his predilections and the changing 
landscape of composer intentions with regard to notating ornaments: 
'I am always surprised, after the pains I have taken to indicate the agrimens which suit my 
pieces, and of which I have given separately a quite intelligible explanation in .. . L'art de 
toucher le clavecin, to hear people who have learnt them without following my instructions. 
This negligence is unpardonable ... since it is not at all an arbitrary matter to introduce such 
ornaments as one wishes. I declare that my pieces must be executed as I have marked them, 
and d1at they will never make much of an impression on persons of true taste unless 
everything I have indicated is observed to the letter, without adding or subtracting 
anything.'122 
'· . 
122 I<reitner, "Ornaments," 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 49928pg1. 








Musical works published: 1623-164 7 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1627-1637 
1627 Mersenne, Marin. TraitC de L'Harmonie Universelle: Oft est contenu fa 
Musique Theorique et Pratique des Anciens et Modernes, avec les causes de ses effets . . 
. . Paris: Guillaume Baudry. 
Summary: Mersenne makes brief and rare mention without expounding upon passages 
(coulades) and diminutions, tremblemens (tremblements), and the "cadence finale." 
1636 Mersenne, Marin. Harmonie Universelle, contenant fa theorie et fa pratique de 
fa musique . . Par F. Marin Mersenne . ... Paris: Sebastien Cramoisy. 
Summary: In his Preface, Mersenne assures his readers "this volume contains almost all 
the sorts of characters that have been invented up to now" to which he has added "some 
musical examples .... " 123 While speaking of the lute, Mersenne gives the most detailed 
instmctions for ornamentation, discussing the tremblement, accent plaintif, martelement or soupir, 
verre casse, battement, an unnamed tremblement variation approached from below, and vibrato. His 
musical examples make use of a comma-signed tremblement but he notes "most people use no 
other character to express all the different sorts .... " 124 
Nomenclature and signs 
Mersenne claims his agrements (referred to as "tremblemenl') "have never been so 
frequent as they are at present ... different in their affects as well as in their names, I shall 
attempt to make them understood, and to distinguish them through the characters which I 
have expressly invented for this subject, for each names them and figures them just as he 
1 ,125 p eases ... . 
Tremblement 
" .... the one which is formed in this fashion ., is called [tremblemen~ ordinarily, and 
most people use no other character to express all the different sorts; that is why I have not 
. h d h . ,126 w1s e to c ange lt .... 
123 Roger E. Chapman, "The books on the instruments in the Harmonie Universelle of Marin 
Mersenne" (PhD diss., University of California at Los Angeles, 1954), Microfilm, 21. 
124 Diana Poulton, "Graces of Play in Renaissance Lute Music," Ear!J Music Vol. 3, No.2 (Apr., 
1975): 111. http: / /www.jstor.org/stable/3125948 (accessed January 31, 2013). 
125 Chapman, "The books," 217. 
126 Chapman, "The books," 218. 
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Accent 
" ... .I have not wished to change the name given it ordinarily [accent p!aintijj, and I 
figure it in no other way than the [tremb/ement], except to add a small point before, so as to 
distinguish it from the first ... ·-e- ... after the sound of the string is half passed away, 
the finger must be let fall from above on the fret .. . without making any [tremb/ement] . ... "127 
Battements 
"On two sorts of Marte/ements ... I mark the figure of this [tremb/ement] with a small 
cross . . . ~ ... when one plays the second string with the right hand, he ought to make it 
[tremb/ement] with the left hand, and finishing the [tremb/ement], the finger must be brought 
down firmly at the same place as it was before . ... 
"There is still another species of marte/ement, that I indicate with this character " and 
it is different from the preceding one only in the number of fingers of the left hand ... this 
one always needs two ... when the string is played by the right hand, the finger which is 
placed at the fret ... ought to remain fixed in this place, while the other [finger] which is 
placed on the [other] fret ... makes the [tremb/ement]; and when it is ended, it must be firmly 
replaced on the said string, in the same place that it had earlier .... " 128 
Vibrato 
" .... the verre casse . . . is not used so much now .. . [but] it has a very great charm ... 
one of the reasons that the moderns have rejected it is because the older ones used it almost 
all the time . .. it must be used in moderation . . . -4-J • ... the finger of the left hand ought 
to be placed at the point indicated; and although the string will be played with the right hand, 
the left hand must swing with great violence, while raising it towards the head of the lute, 
and in bringing it down towards the bridge without lifting the tip of the finger off the string 
. £ hi ,129 111 any as on .. .. 
Tremb/ement (potentially appt(Ye) 
"The battement is more practicable on the violin than on the lute; but because I do not 
wish to omit anything ... here is its notation: ~. Now it is called battement because the 
finger of the left hand ought to pull [up offJ the string only once, after it has been played by 
the right hand, for the remainder of the [tremb/emen~ ought to be made by the single 
[battement] of the finger, as many times as the length of the measure will allow it .. . although 
one plays the string with the right hand, the string must be pulled just one time with the little 
finger, and the remainder of the [tremb/ement] must be ended in beating the string .... " 130 
Prepared tremb/ement (potentially appz9e) 
"The seventh [tremb/ement] is com~osed of the second [accent] and the sixth 
[tremb/ement], and its notation is marked thus: ~z. ... the first means that it is composed of the 
127 Chapman, "The books," 219-220. 
128 Chapman, "The books," 221. 
129 Chapman, "The books," 222. 
130 Chapman, "The books," 223. 
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accent joined with the [battement] ... it is necessary first of all to play the second string with 
the right hand, and then the first finger of the left hand must drop onto the fret ... of the 
second string, and immediately afte1ward, the [battement] must be made with the little finger .. 
,131 
P d 'b 137 repare vz rato -
"The eighth ... [tmnblemmt] is composed of the second [accent] and the fifth [verre 
--casse], is marked . .. ~so that the dot before shows that it ought to commence with the 
accent, and the dot that follows that it should end in the verre casse . .. after having played the 
string with the right hand, the first finger of the left hand must be allowed to fall onto the . . 
. fret, and then the litde finger of the left hand must be placed upon the second at the fret .. 
. ending the [tnmblement] as it is done with the [other tnmblemens]. . .. " 133 
. · Ltl Jigt~rts J~ tr'tlllbltmtnt. 
I '1; \};( ! IA •\1.! k~ I .; 1 
Mersenne goes on to explain how a dot beneath and a lack of a dot each signify 
fingerings. 
Vibrato 
The Fourth Book speaks to Stringed Instruments and includes a potential vibrato 
description: "Now one can explain what the bow does to the vibrations of the string .. . it 
does not change the number of vibrations or the beats . .. nor, consequently, the pitch of 
the tone, but gives it a new movement which is rather similar to the quaver that is made by 
the throat, which does not change the tones or the pitch of the voice, and which serves 
1 1 ,135 so e y as a new ornament. 
Diminution 
The Fourth Book includes Mersenne's first discussion of diminution "on the viol, 
and on all the other instruments with fingerboards, and even on spinets and organs . .. . " 136 
His example is from a Fantasie by Claude LeJeune: 
131 Chapman, "The books," 223. 
132 Janet Dodge thinks this "partook somewhat of a slide, three separate tones being heard . .. . " 
"Ornamentation as indicated by Signs in Lute Tablature," Sammelbdnde der Intemationalen 
MusikgesellschqftVol9.Jahrg., H. 3. (Apr.-Jun., 1908), 325. 
133 Chapman, "The books," 224. 
135 Chapman, "The books," 504-505. 
136 Chapman, "The books," 489. 
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The Sixth Book speaks to keyboard instruments: "To explain all the improvised 
ornamentation that can be made on the organ and on the spinet." He speaks briefly to of the 
approaches of different players, as some "can make three or four hundred measures of good 
counterpoint figured against an organ point," while others "have a great velocity and 
dexterity, as happens when they make thirty-second notes ... and still others of those who 
make a very great number of passages, of diminutions, and variations against some subject 
given them. To this can be added that those who play with a beautiful movement and good 
grace, and who are exact in their measure are the most perfect of all ... . " 137 
Mersenne follows his litany of desirable qualities with examples of diminutions from 
the first two measures of Tu crois o beau solei/:138 
137 Chapman, "The books," 936. 
138 Chapman, "The books," 939-940. 
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Passe-pied de Bretagne ... 
p. 169 
Beamed eighth note trait includes proto-trill. 
1637 Mersenne, Marin. Seconde Partie de /'Harmonie Universelle: Contenant . 
La Methode d'enseigner, et d'apprendre a chanter. L 'Embellissement des Airs . . a 
theorie et Ia pratique de la musique . ... Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: While the flrst half of the Harmonie UnitJerselle was published in 1636 by 
Sebastien Cramoisy and included musical notation printed by Pierre Ballard, this second half 
contains agrimmts. Mersenne recommends Augustin Pise's Battuta Mttsicali for musical 
examples relevant to learning Fioretti ("the diminutions for the cadences") and passaggio. In 
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his discussion of tremblemmts in Part Six starting on page 354, Mersenne uses the terms 
tremblemens, tremblement, and cadences seemingly interchangeably and includes martelemens and 
roulemens as his agriments. Mersenne uses a dot above a note to indicate a tremblement and a dot 
after a note to indicate a port de voix. As he states in his Au Lecteur, his Sixth Book "Teaches 
the method of singing, and of embellishing songs," and the second part of his Sixth Book 
explains "how we must make all kinds of divisions to embellish songs .... " 139 
Mersenne explains he will be describing "the manner in which one should ornament 
and enrich Airs and songs in order to bring them to perfection .. .. " 140 For singing "with less 
imperfection, it appears that it is not enough to pronounce the words which one sings as 
frankly as if one recited with accents suitable to the meaning of the text, unless the voice is 
beautiful, full, pleasant and mellow ... and unless all the variations and changes are made as 
rollings of air in the canal or pipe of the throat, without the pit of the stomach, the nose, the 
roof of the mouth, nor the movement of the jaws contributing to it, even though it is free 
and unfettered, seeming to be above the lips, has great designs, and is animated by fine 
movements. It seems, however, that the present fashion is only to delicacy and affection."141 
Agremmts 
Mersenne describes agriments: ". .one trains [the singer] to make [cadences], which 
consist of [roulemens] of the throat, corresponding to the [tremblements] and [martelemens] that 
are made on the keyboard of the organ and hatpsichord, and on the lute and other stringed 
instruments. These [cadences] are the most difficult of all things to do in singing, because it is 
necessary only to beat the air of the throat without the aid of the tongue to make a number 
of [tremblements] . .. they are, however, as delightful as they are difficult."142 Mersenne 
cautions those who lack the throat "disposed to the aforesaid [tremblemms] and passage!' to 
use the tongue, despite this being less pleasant. The tongue is sometimes "necessary for 
certain passage!' but "[tremblemens] made by the lips" are not "permitted, any more than those 
that seem to be drawn from the stomach." Furthermore, tremblemmts "are not on a single 
note ... like those sounds produced by strings ... unless one wished to imitate the Trillo" 
the tremblement must move a half or whole step and the beats "should be made in the time 
equal to the half measure ... And if one wants to make this [cadence] in all its perfection, one 
should increase the number of beats [redoubler Ia cadence] on the note marked with a dot above 
it with such delicacy that this doubling may be accompanied by an extraordinary sweetness, 
hi h 0 th h f th ,143 w c may contam e greatest c arms o e song. 
139 Robert Fortson Williams, "Marin Mersenne: An Edited Translation of the Fourth Treatise of the 
Harmonie Universelle" (PhD diss., Eastman School of Music of the University of Rochester, 1972), 
732. 
140 Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle. The Books on Instruments, trans. Roger E. Chapman (The 
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1957), 353. 
141 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 752. 
142 Marin Mersenne, "Harmonie universelle," in Readings in the History if Music in Peiformance, trans. 
Carol MacClintock (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1979), 171. 
143 MacClintock, Readings, 171-172. 
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Potts de voix, son glisse, and potential son enfle 
"After one has learned to make these [tremblemens], which can be used for all kinds of 
passages, he should learn to perform ports de voix, which make songs and recitatives most 
attractive, and which, alone, being well executed, make voices estimable even though they 
may not be able to execute the accented and unaccented [trembiemens] ... these potts de voix 
are not marked in the printed books" but one can place "a little dot after the note on which 
one begins the fpott de voix] and then [add] a quarter or eighth, or sixteend1 after the dot, 
which signifies that one must just touch the preceding tone to lead to the note following."144 
!?I¥!iCfhiti~'tl1l 
Mersenne's first example shows a typical pott de voix "how the voice must be carried," 
but the third describes a glide: "the voice flows [se coule] and passes ... and continues to fill 
out the interval . . . by an uninterrupted movement and renders these two sounds 
continuous. This should only be done where it is most suitable and in places where the potts 
de voix have some grace; and one can draw the same conclusion in regard to the trills [fredons], 
roulades [roulemens], accents [mattelemens], shakes [tremblemens], and decrescendos [adoucissemens] 
of the throat and voice. It should be noted that the [Masters] employ different characters to 
indicate the places and notes where [tremblements] are to be used; for example, le Baillif, 
Boeset, and Moulinie put a cross or half cross on the note where they want a simple [c-adence] 
or two or three [tremblements], and another character in the form of the letter m, or the [#], 
when one should lengthen [doubler la c-adence] or multiply the beats [tremblements]." 145 Tlus use 
of tremblements indicates Mersenne is using the term couiez for beats of a trill. 
Accent 
'We can use several other symbols to designate the other devices of solos, as we use 
the small line, I , or the accent, • , to designate that we must fonn the plaintive accent [accent 
plaintijj on the accented note, by raising a little d1e note at the end of its pronunciation, and 
by giving it a small peak, which passes so quickly that it is quite difficult to perceive it. It is 
only necessary to raise it, however, a [half step], which consists in a small effort of the voice. 
,146 
Agdments 
Mersenne refers singers and teachers to Caccini's singing treatise of 1621 for 
"passages suitable to instruments" as opposed to "those which best serve the voice" 
including crescendos and diminuendos, "Trillo and Gruppi, which correspond to our passages, 
fredons, tmnbiements, and beatings [batemens] of the throat. He adds that one must make the 
passages and [roulemens] ... on long syllables, and that the voice should be softened [affoibblie] 
or reinforced on certain syllables to express the passions of the subject ... But our singers 
think that the exclamations and ac-cents the Italians use . . . smack too much of Tragedy or 
Comedy; therefore they do not want to employ them, although they should imitate those 
144 MacClintock, Readings, 172. 
145 MacClintock, Readings, 172-172. 
146 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 784. 
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which are good ... to temper the exclamations, and to accommodate them to the French 
sweetness, in order to add that which the Italians possess of greater pathos [pathetique] to the 
beauty, clarity, and gendeness of the cadences that our musicians make with good grace . .. 
,147 
Mersenne returns "to the cadences and exclam.ations" to explain they can "be done 
in an infinity of ways" as there is "no rule ... one could always add to them" at which point 
he refers "those who like a multitude of passages and diminutions" to Donat, Cerone, 
Ganassi, and Caccini and concludes: "But it will suffice to consider those examples that we 
give at the end of dus book because they will serve as a model for posterity, to demonstrate 
th f . b lli hin A. "148 e manner o ornamenttng or em e s g zrs . . . . 
Notation 
The signs Mersenne has given "do not have much relationship with d1e movements 
of the voice which they signify" so he proposes to "invent better ones. . ."149 Mersenne 
proposes indicating the ''port de voix . .. with a line which follows the note . .. upon which 
dlis pott (de voix) begins ... Secondly, trills [tremblemens] which should be made upon the note 
of the cadence, upon which we must pulsate [trembletj ... by an asterisk *, which as many 
rays as we must form pulsations [tremblemens] ... [For] the plaintes or sighs [soupirs], a small 
dot which some masters use is quite appropriate ... there are a number of passions which 
we can make appear in singing, for which we have not yet devised symbols, such as the great 
exclamations of Italian Airs and the representations of lapses of the heart. . .. " 150 Mersenne 
bemoans the lack of symbols to indicate notes that call for a stronger emphasis. 
Tremblements and Passages 
"Cadences . .. should be well indicated, and sufficiendy attacked ... Those, however, 
who form them perfecdy, be redoubling them upon the antepenultimate note, go so quickly 
and so delicately that it is difficult to count the impacts of air [percttssions de l'aitj which the 
throat makes, and to know whether it changes pitch."151 
"It is not necessary to give examples for cadences, passages, and trills [tremblemens], since 
I have given enough of them in the division ... [in] Book Four on (String) Instruments, and 
in ... Book Six on the Organ. In addition, we find as many of them as we wish in the airs 
which M. Ballard prints every day. This is why I conclude . . . with the following two 
propositions concerning beautiful songs .... " 152 
"I do not speak more of the embellishment of melody, since it is enough to note that 
if French airs have anything commendable and unique over those of Italy, Germany, and 
Spain, it depends upon the cadences and trills [tremblemens] which those who sing well, as Baillif 
does, are accustomed to use when forming the cadences and passages, inassuch as the voice 
147 MacClintock, Readings, 174. 
148 MacClintock, Readings, 175. 
149 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 788. 
150 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 789. 
151 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 791-792. 
152 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 792. 
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then has a great pleasantness, and redoubles all its charms .... " 153 
In a following Proposition of "Examples of the diminution and of the 
embellishment of song," Mersenne speaks of syllable length in conjunction with diminutions 
and gives an example "which shows the method of singing, or at least of composing, of the 
best masters, the most experienced, and those who have the approval of everyone .... " 154 
Mersenne's "examples of diminution and the embellishment of Songs, and the 
method of making good Songs, and of embellishing them by use of diminution:"155 
N'esperezplus mes yeux ... Air de Monsieur Boesset. 
Port de voix in simple. Double: Port de voix double, medium sixteenth 
cottiade, proto-turn, appt!J, cheute en desc-endant sur trois nottes,ports de voix, and third cottii. 
· -q)iminurion tie Mon}teur le ~illy. · · 
Chmttf-pk. __ . , · •• ,UJ·'t m1 .. ~~Htli Pi, ~i'r\ .J = 
•
.. llllii~IIJIJpiJ 1~ · · · · ·· · r• . I :: U • usJk;z..ll'ltp/INu. #<• J!!:.' . . · ·.·/1 t(ltll'. . U a tliltiD~ 
. £R-JI--'J'". DITrWQ<U/k~l•wlmf"' fA• ~ ~ d t1 s @~ r~itil till f. tftJ ~ 
w nTl·li· r~.rttJ.l J.r -J.ri 11 J 111 ,. i = 40H(! ~ ;.q;~_ ._(~ 
- · · It ft• ''" tk- .,.. rt. . rt.LeCid ']AIMn *- ,.,... . 
,.,.. . ... rsciJ}A'-"_.._.,., ,.., .. lUi_,.."..,. :!:~ ~~ 1t ]fl • I r II . " --~--F 1 ~r1-: II r · :E:idflfll 1 -~ ~ ~ l t~ == 1 . 
,.,-ft rl·.r--: /mn-,A t~· "J ""'R<!ff.v~uuun I"' fori·~"'· 
Medium eighth coulade with proto-trill, proto-tum, and appt!JS . 
.AHm· Jimim~tion Je Monjie11r Boejfot ; · 
,..... • ._ ><~ .J.utre ft~fon de chilnter de MonfoNr Moulini/. 
-' -'ocl- . chlfntftmple. 
Lutf-m •'* Jl- tie ,litll · Dusftt,..; tk a · )j~ . • 1. 1 '· · ' . . ... J 
·. tnlt~'i411llrl··t.tttlj-;1 rf£: ·.:~ ib?f•t. 1<Eftll_- uP!ril~1~ 
':i;;; DMtkfto- "- · _........., "· ,.., L<Ck/}'11«1:< · . ·., N'/j}mr.JIIM...OJtNX D< rtukt•mlitt.xL<kUIIIJ•<J•tl.- ,., '" . 
_:_ .r J.rl¢11tit"TJJtrwp·wntl f4¥t•J.l~.r J·i¥HI1111'n Ftf II@§ 
J,,.,';;-' N11-IK11r,A rll•J;;;: 'f•iffi,114nr:;--' rt 14, fl ri.fMtltr. . ' LeCitiJtf,~Je,.,,//1-/ttllr,A TlfiiJWMIUijf4111t~llrlrt P<frfl ri-gNntr. 
153 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 793. 
154 Williams, "Marin Mersenne," 896. 
155 Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle, contenant Ia theorie et Ia pratique de Ia musique . . .. (Paris: 
Sebastien Cramoisy, 1637). IMSLP: 
http:/ / javanese.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/7 /73/IMSLP77426-PMLP156089-
MersenneM_HarmUniv_Ptl_OS.pdf (accessed May 5, 2013), 410. 
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.. . 
Port de voix double; mixed gesture small coulades, port de voix, and appt!JS. 
Port.ile Voix. - ' 
. . -
fFe .. I tJJ~)2±!:t~@· rs u·UJjjg§ 
. N'tj}<- ""'fUM"'" J<MJ< Dt rtuir til ttl litllx L• htutlgu jil· 
N-~ ~~ll 1HI i-:r:. ruJ.r~ru .r J. rt u-rfj 1 1 l 
J~ rt : . mLl CitljAIIIIx Jtm_111t111·bur A WIJ 11!~ IIJI!/- .f-t4· . 
~'"' . F.\- " J_ . . fb4H411J £"1 = FE · _ · · · · -
ro· rt Po fl ri· ~.,. 
Proto-trill and proto-turn coulades, mixed gesture small coulades, and 
appt!JS. 
ANtrt filfon ·tk_chAHitr de Monjiti#'Molllinif. · 
ChAnt Jimpk; -
B11jfo J, q~N~ttitj'rm t;ONpltr Je f HJ~n~~~ JJr~~tio _rutNS. 
Stcond r:oNfler~n:4[mii1Mtion i ' ' Ch~~nt ftmtle. 
~ . .. . 
r:-::1 JmilJ1ilm 1.1 n!lUL~_ ,itJa1\ut®¥ m::tU±1~l J.J rr,,! r1 j. • · 1.1.1 1 J1 
LrsJI-'s.''"'fi-tk . lit•Duk c~•r Jt cr Ji<M D111t 11 _fo, A-oruuindemunuwnuluui.Nll\ulwnfrcq!JC~rfrcquotct ,. ·hn·gui~cun. 
S!t] lf@ r.IP\iij 1jl ·II~ J .. l. E! m EH.fitb , ); J ~_ , r; £, i·J !·JrtiJrrn-rr-rfiE :i, ill¥ 
U.. It ft.. ,., tk- ... ,. ~ · rr: Lt cui ·}'· t.u~ ais languidis curt- ais · tribuit medc- Jam ' mede- L:un:!Zpius oonfert mifcru 
~.!,Wf@Ul iJltt1#i!! 'Eflrl;ll, )i 1 J 1 11 ~J! J .11 1•1_ll J _J .ttl ~W@ijl 
Jtmln/,,.!JrNr 4 r•~ IIJ"'• 1111p.11• "ttAIIrl- ,., 1., ·p fiP"'• ~&a~• ro· g2.-. rus dona Calu~~ faluas·. dona~utu.dqnadona faluas. 
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·. ::-_ · · · Dimifllllion JM qlllllrie/me . i:oNpkf • 
.. _;:~J~fn~PJ11ltnn.mJ 1j~ ~ @:tli~antuj,-i-t·W·- r -1 ' . .. ·- '-' . '--" . ........, . ' ........, . . - v .v 
Al,lf"\""d":-... !llWI><G· . mu- lum ca- mu-lwn !Tequen- P": _wcon- fen: nu-: ·fc- ns ro- ga.. tus roga-
f:i·~tll1 t!··"fh!l JJ ·rt ~~J~L~ @ · ~u.PJ.tt~~}· 1 t iJl'~ !1tJ3 U t ~±-fij~ 
rcr fre.. 'lucn- rcr lan- pdiscunalflanguadisc:unaistn- · · ·tus c!onafa-, .lu- tis. falu- tis. doD& 
,. i '~' tt WJl~r u t~ {ij '! Pfflliil tr1- §]~t ~ ' J11 r. ffltr.tflhJJ1$ill ·~• :.&] 
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Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1666 
1666 Millet, Jean. La Belle Methode, ou L 'Art de Bien Chanter ... L 'on voit ala 
fin quelques Airs composes par L 'Autheur. Lyon: Jean Gregoire. 
Summary: Published two years prior to Bacilly's treatise, Alfred Cohen postulates Jean 
Millet's offers more than "occasional clues to the earlier manner of performance [of airs, 
such as] are found (e.g., in Mersenne's Harmonie universelle) .. . Millet's short treatise provides 
the only known systematic and thorough guide to its most characteristic feature-the 
method of applying vocal embellishments to the music in performance. . . ."156 Cohen 
believes the instructions given by Millet describes a practice that "seems to have been 
retained in provincial French cities" such as Millet's Besans;on, and "in foreign centers 
dominated by French culture long after the new singing style came to be preferred in Paris .. 
• • "
157 Furthermore, Cohen regards the "earlier French manner of performing air.f' as a 
"product of Italian influence" and remarks Millet allows study of "the development of 
French ornamental practice as it grew from Italian vocal improvisation . ... " 158 
Millet, like some of the other treatise writers and composers in this dissertation, 
offered new classifications for agrements needed for "a beautiful method in singing and do 
justice to the portements de voix . ... "159 Millet's last category (Roulade) includes both variations 
of the first two categories (Avant and Reste duSon) and agrements that use both preceding and 
succeeding pitches. 
While Millet's Epistre infers his musical examples and selections are to be 
accompanied by lute, no figures are found until the final motet. The musical examples are 
from the facsimile edition and the translations by Barbara E. Thomas' with the present 
author's clarifications from the original French in brackets. 
Au Lecteur. Millet introduces" .... a few new terms .. . the Avant-Son, the Reste duSon, 
S auts, Elans and others in the manner I produce them ... the ordinary terms of those who 
teach the method of singing are Traits de gorge, Portemmts de voix, [Agreements], Passages, Roulades 
and others which mean almost the same thing ... that which I call the Avant-S on is [usually] 
Portemmt de voix [this Trait de got;ge] precedes the [main] note and the Reste dtt Son is [also] a 
Portement de voix or Roulade .. . the Roulades and the Passages in my opinion are only different in 
156 Alfred Cohen, Introduction to Jean Millet's La Belle Methode ou L'Art de Bien Chanter. Lyons: Jean 
Gregoire, 1666. Facsimile ed. New York: Da Capo Press, 1973), vii. 
157 Cohen, Introduction, viii. 
158 Cohen, Introduction, viii. 
159 Barbara E. Thomas, ''Jean Millet's L'art de bien chanter (1666): a translation and study." M.M. 
thesis, University of North Texas, 1998. ProQuest Dissertations and Theses: 
http:// search.proquest.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ docview /304480522?accountid=9676 (accessed January 
13, 2014), 36. 
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name, except that ... a small [group] of notes . .. [is] a Passage and a larger one a Rnulade . .. 
there are large and small Roulades . .. I introduce four [kinds] of them, some of which can 
sometimes replace the Avant-Son, and others that of the Reste duSon, others the two together, 
and others the whole [main] note .... " 160 
A ppt!JS and ports de voix 
"The Avant-Son is nothing other than a [rushed] movement of sound, sustained 
sometimes to the same degree of the note on which it [occurs], or to the degrees which 
touch the same note ... [it] is marked by a sixteenth note or an eighth note and sometimes 
by a quarter note immediately before the [main] note .... " 161 The first is an example on the 
same note, the second on a lower step, and the third on a higher step. Note the doubling of 
vowels. Th~ , ~7~C::~rt;l,.9 .;;:~~e~u~i;J~rts de voix and the third are appt!JS. 
ii#f.ffWSt-t=Ut g#ffff§! 
vvt,ree,mij. faa fool ......_-~ .- · · -~. 
l'Auant-ron f,. n~~~A ~--- ,:'11 J.~ v_ vt: 
"The Avant-Son usually occurs ... on the [main] note when one begins a song . .. or 
when one jumps from [a compound] interval to another, or [even] after a pause. If the song 
begins on a fa, one can perform the Avant-Son on mi." 
mnin :1 :idtnn 
vvt.fool.reC.laa. l. faa, faa. 
& - • -
"[For] leaps of compound intervals, one sometimes takes the A1;ant-Son of a half-step 
higher or a half-step lower than the [main] note .... " 162 Appt!JS and ports de voix . 
i!£t GL.tt-~-11 aT ( tEm 
ric. l:la. mij, mij. mij, faa. ree. fu. 
"At a major or minor third, the Avant-Son is [made on] the lower [step from] the 
[main] note; when this third rises ... and when it descends ... it is [made] on the degree 
higher than the [main] note .... " 163 The first examples show ports de voix with doubled vowels 
instead of slurs and the second show app1fYs. 
. . - --- --··- r--
tllll Y lr I i! .I-l#f-1.:-i r·r~Xt [ f:tt-J1l1fll t:r.l n~( t~l~l ':'It 
- - -- ·---- - ~~~!E re.faa. mi, fooL folnuJ.fa,ft'e.fa,re.. ma,vvt. 
L IU1U'II "'-.A ani'•• ~,__._ .. il__ 1- • ~ .. J1 v _.¥' .. -··~ ---~ - · •• • -
"There are some who [make] the A1Jant-Son [on the higher], when one rises a major 
third . . . but I do not find this way ... acceptable ... " This is an appt!J. 
~ 
vr.mij. II 
160 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 35. 
161 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 37. 
162 Thomas, "Jean Millet,"37. 
163 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 37. 
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"The Avant-Son is sometimes [made from the lower] when one descends one or two 
thirds [in a rowl in a Cadence .... " 164 The example shows a port de voix and an appt!J. 
i I 1 o I I ifJftiy1i, I r~ 
la,fi•.rec.Udence. Ia,£ 
Avant-S on versus Reste du Son 
"Those who believe that the Avant-Son can be [made on] two notes, confusing it with 
the Reste dtt Son and the Roulade call[ing] the three together port or portement de voix . . . I 
believe that as soon as there are several notes in front of the [main] one, it is a Roulade and 
not an A vant-Son . ... " 165 The examples are of a pince, two small cottlades, coule sttr deux nottes, 
and a pince into an apptg. 
~!Mijt¥$1$¥@ 
fa, soh Ja. re. {a, mi. 
Combinations of agrements 
"The Reste dtt Son is nothing but a little harmony that one must [make] after the 
[main] note has [rung], in the same way [as] a string plucked on a lute or spinet. There are 
two types ... one which is [made] at the end of the song on the last note of a cadence ... or 
on a note which immediately precedes a pause .. . The other is [made] ... on the [main] 
notes [during] the song. The first must be almost imperceptible to the ear: it is a [muted] 
sound that one must allow to die [as] one produces it, [that] is why I [mark it] with a thirty-
second note ... it is composed sometimes of two notes, and it is of [good practice] when it 
is done appropriately and with [muting] of the voice [while] making it die ... . " 166 The first 
examples are either incomplete accents or chetttes en montant. The second are chetttes en montant 
sttr deux nottes. 
~~ 
vt. fa. fol !i mt m 1. 
The other Reste dtJ Son which is performed [during] the song is sometimes quick, 
sometimes slow, according to the value of the notes; it is done after a [main] note .. . [it] is 
composed now of one note, now of two, according to the will of the [singer], [only] in 
[several places]. . .. " 167 The examples are a chttte and an apptg, a chettte en montant and an appt!J. 
cl'vne norte. d·vne not(~ • de2 norreJ 
~=riiJj:~:ut~Ffftltw~tlfifffiffil 
fa. vt fol. fa. sol.fa h .mi. 
164 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 38. 
165 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 39. 
166 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 39-40. 
167 Thomas, 'jean l'viillet," 40. 
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The two note examples with clear underlay are: a chettte en descendant sur deux nottes and 
a port de voix, and a battement. The second set includes a cheute en descendant sttr deux nottes and an 
appt!J, a small coulade with a chettte en montant sur dettx nottes. 
d~2 norte-' -4~ deua nann. 
JiFrt.~Jtt!lij t$001111 lllfifJ 
sol . fa . f3.mi. lo~vt. vt,foJ. 
Millet gives two examples with both one and two note executions: cheute en montant 
into an app1g becomes a lower auxiliary accent and a port de voix. The second set starts as a 
cheute en montant into an app19; it becomes a cheute en montant sur deux nottes and a lower auxiliary 
accent. 
d'PA•neuc_lo•e{ ... dr d ... r..n«te. lomdJDc de 2.nottr.S. 
Mffltii dlllfUffiBJl 
fa.foJ. f~. [ oL mi, fa. mi, fa. mi, fa. 
Coulades and combinations of agrements 
"The Roulade is an assemblage of several well-arranged notes which [being rung] one 
after another ... form an agreeable harmony . .. There are ... infinite ... types of Roulades 
because of the diverse mix of notes and [since] each nation has [its own] way of singing [the] 
Roulades, ... part of the beauty of [the song] when they are well done, [they can] also [be its 
downfall] when .. . they be too [frequent] ... [or excessively long], making them boring. I 
will speak here only of Roulades ... which I distinguish into four types .... "168 
"The first ... replaces the Avant-Son. The second ... replaces the Reste duSon. The 
third comprises the whole [main] note. And the fourth, which is composed of the three 
others, is [made] on cadences, on long notes, on [compound] intervals and [in] a few other 
places .. . The first ... is composed of two ... to five or six notes; it is always in front of the 
[main] note."169 The examples are a pinci, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes into a port de voix, 
cheute en descendant sur deux nottes into an appt!J, cheute en descendant sur trois 1zottes into a port de 
voix, proto-turn into a pott de voix, Rroto-turn into an appt!J, and proto-turn into a pott de voix. 
uep.4ca,....., deJ,...,, .. _ · -··---~,.. 1111,;1f11C de.tnottrs. --· •• •c:- I:J S< 
~ , d,.,.,.on:.o. ~ d~~ nottes. 
t tl till trlft@jYij111ftH1ffi'B PiHtt1rni1ttt:t}f t ~ r tnnn~ 
fa. Ja fa.. Ia re I~ J la fa. J~ fa I fi . 
de .f nottes. " so · I. :a feennA .. o -· ·•- _. _ · _ _ 1 a· 
"The second Roulade ... is [made] after the [main] note; it comprises . . . three .. . to 
seven or eight [notes]. ... " 170 The examples are small cottlades into appt!JS, tour de gosier into an 
appt!J, tour de gosier into an anticipation, proto-turn into an app1g, coulade with a proto-turn into 
an appuy, and coulade with a proto-turn a leaping melodic inflection and an appt!J. 
de J notes. de 411otrJ. ~ e ~ ~B cloSnolC:J. de onctc:J. de7 notes . deB notes. 
lftlfitilk! ttli~ i 1-tl fYit lll b •liitiD!J F •• 1 fitJ41ftt il o o! fimtttiN 
fa fol fa mt. fa 1111. Ia fol . fa mi. Ia vt, fa mt. 
168 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 41-42. 
169 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 42. 
170 Thomas, 'jean Millet," 42. 
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"The third Roulade which [comprises] all of the note extends &om [two] . .. to [eight 
notes]. ... " 171 The examples include a pinci and small coulades, pince into an appt!J, proto-turns, 
and proto-!ID-us into appZ!J~· _ 
dede.affJ=_lfJ--':"- ~ notes . .. de G no~u. cle7 not~. de 8 no~ 
notes 1flf · . 6JJ00$®1Jlwll
In fa foL In Ia re fol. fa ,..,, "'fol fa, iol fa, fal fa. 
de '3 notes. de 4 note•- de 5 .Autres J f , UttiHtHl !l1"f¥f~~: Exemp.! ¥01 ttttt!ttUuiY!~@ij 
folfami . lafa re. folfa de8not. .aolfa fol. b.fa mi. 
Coulades 
"The fourth Roulade includes sometimes the AtJant-S on and the Reste du Son, other 
times the [entire main] note, [and] yet at other times all three together; it is composed of 
[five] or [six] notes ... to [twelve] or [fifteen], according to the length of the cadence or of 
hi h · · r- d 1 "172 th~ ~ot~?? ~--~-~ l~_LIE-,!1-__ ~ :.~-.~- ... -· -...-~ ... 
~o o ·ot ~~ ?I t!ifil9ll 0 tl Jj~ 
J. fa fol. sol fa . JJU. 
Leaping melodic inflection and cou!es 
" .... among Roulades, one sometimes mixes in Elans, which give them an unparalleled 
grace: these are leaps or [compound] intervals separated by [two], [three], [four], even [five 
degrees .... " 173 The example include a port de voix into a third cou!e and an app1'!)1, leaping 
melodic inflection and an appZ!J; small coulade with a third coule; cheute en montant sur deux nottes, 
a fourth coule and an appt!J; and a mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with a son coupe in the 
middle of the fourth cott!e. 
de5degres. -£¥em 1e$. · .. ,:· --- ao dr + degrcs. de 'J' degr~s 
de ~ ~ . ,..... d=::: t·:n~~~ ~~!nlt~r}ll f'¥1ttt®U*!f$JJHJ@Iiiii:&i-!=tt==-~ 
fa mi. sol fa. sal fa. sol fa mt. Ia v-t. 
Tremblemmt or potential vibrato 
To his three categories, Millet now adds the tremblemmt, "which is done on long 
notes, especially on the penultimate notes of each cadence ... it is an effect unparalleled in 
singing, but since it occurs naturally and ... there are people who would not know how to 
obtain it through any practice of singing whatever they may do, I will not continue to talk 
about this,"174 but Millet sugg~sts imitating others. 
t!??!rl~Wfl~· 
fol fa 
171 Thomas, "Jean Millet," 43. 
172 Thomas 44. 
173 Thomas 44. 
174 Thomas, 45. 
foJ. 
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Port de voix 
"Pottements de voix [of] musical intervals, [both] simple ones [and compound]; 1n 
hi h h 0 
0 f th ,175 tht 0 ,176 w c one sees a armoruous tnlXture o e ee categones. 
Simple intervals: The first examples have the Avant-S on on the main note and the 
second set on. th~ preceding note. These are p01ts de tJoix ascending and app"!))s descending. 
~ / ~ i!H t trl uo rta Uta 
vt) re_,mi, fa, fol, Ja. Ia, roJ, fa,mi') .re,vt~ 
"' _ ..... _ _ _ ,. _,__ . 
The last set of examples has a mixed variety of app"!))-main note-cheute en montant. 
itY!Pf!llitlirtrU!;H tit~:.f i . 
vt, re~mi,fa, fol. Ja: )a, foJ» fa, mi) re, vt. 
On two notes: While the first ut is a lower auxiliary accent, the following pattern is of 
a port de voix and battement pairing as the scale ascends. The descent begins with an accent and 
is followed by apptg and battement pairings. 
w=tw rl~~?tL>mlJTJiflFfitt=!t=t-a oolttEKE 
vt re mi ~ fol Ia, Ia fol fa nu re vt.~ 
Millet continues "Mixing ... the Rottlade with the other two types .... " 177 
i &ttf i1 :ftl_]Y :rnu 4 ttrftt mrif 1 ttfit1l m n;rf t& 1 
vt re mi h fol Ia, Ia ~ fo) fa mi re vt : 
"Another mixture, doubled:"178 . 
~~hi iMJ· ~WtJii$.~!!1@ & 
.• ,_"t re mi fa fol _ Ia, Ia . fol fa . mi re vt. 
More ''portements de voix!' include ports de voix (eighth and sixteenth), cheutes en montant 
(eighth and sixteenth), app"!))s (eighth and sixteenth), lower auxiliary accents, chetttes en montant 
sur dettx nottes, pinces, and the other shapes seen in Millet's previous examples. Sixteenth rests 
continue to appear rarely mid-coulade. 
§o!itfJjFi-1 n tit f.~~ 
'nifa,mifa, .mi{a,mi fa, mifa, fol Ja, foJ Ia. 
175 Thomas, 45. 
176 Thomas, 4 7. 
177 Thomas, 47. 
178 Thomas, 48 
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Descending examples showcase chiltes (eighth), potts de voix (eighth), cheutes en 
descendant sttr deux nottes, pinces, app11Js (sixteenth), and small coulades including proto-tum 
figures. Unexpected thirty-second notes appear inside carefully notated mixed rhythm and 
gesture coulades. 
m~!f~~{~ftl t:iaf~;wrmntnr·:.:J 
l-1 fol,~fol.l• fol,l~ fol,l;, fol,la fol,la fol,la fol,la.fol 
~~~W~-Jl1~ tJl[jtMffttlW1J!! t1JW@I 
foL b fol, Ia fol.l:l fol. Ia [oJ ]a fol. l_a fol, Ja fol, Ia fol. Ia fol 
Cross-signed tremblements ftrme appear: 
• Wli!itr ~1hl\l1UiiiDltit! ffiirtiN ) fol fa, fol fa 1 h mt,fam1,fam1,fa rnJ,fa m1, :,mi re 
Incomplete accents: 
titlf]a~F ;-~ 
fa mi, fa mh 
~ 
Incomplete accent into appt!J. 
• m•r~ . 
Sixteenth rest mid-coulade. 
. . 
!Sa~lt~tMiifflF* fl§1 &al 
la fol f-a. Ja. f«>l fa. 
Ascending major thirds ("simple" interval): Tbis example uses a lower auxiliary accent, 
pott de voix,_ chettte en montant, and app''!J· 
tftl:13_Jg 
fa [o) la, 
Proto-turn figures continue to fill the more elaborate coulades. 
tjll[tf! ••r-m 
fa folia, fa fol Ia. 
"To [ascend] and descend simple intervals which comprise the fourth and the fifth, I 
refer you ... to the examples [above], in order to avoid repetition, you will be able to use 
them . . . according to what you find harmonious in singing." 
Millet's "Compound Intervals" are major and minor thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, 
and octaves. His formulae continue with the same gestures and petites graces. 
Some less common gestures: 
Wtlirt~-~~ 




Ascending fourths: Port de voix, pince, chiite and doubled port de voix, cheute en montant sur 
trois nottes, proto-turn, cheute en montant sttr trois 110ttes and appt!J, chettte en montant sur trois nottes 
and appf!J into pince. 
~ffftifl&ill-Witt~ 
vtf.a,vtfa,vtfa, vt fa,vtfa, vtfa, 
~.1!tti,!fljji!Lti~J1 
vt fa, vt fa, v~ fol, 
Descending fourths: Chute and app!!J, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, coulade, battement 
and app!!J, proto-turn and appf!J, proto-turn, proto-turn and appt!J, proto-trill and appf!J, 
proto-turn and app!!J, proto-turn and appt!J, coulade with leaping melodic inflection and appt!J, 
port de voix and cou!e st;! deux nottes, co_::lade and appt!J. 
~11 riJ1~lff1Jrtttlif 
Ia tni, Ia mi,la mi , la mi .la 
~~~~~ ~~: ~!Jtliifil] 
mi,b mi,\:1. . mi,la mi,la mi. Ia mi,la rni,bmi fa 111i, 
Ascending fifths: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes and port de voix, cheute en montant sttr 
trois nottes and appt!J, leaping meloJ!c inflection and proto-turn. 
~i(;;$~lfoit~fl¥f~ 
fa fa, fa fa, fa fa, fa f:t,fafa, 
Descending fifths: Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes and appf!J, cheute en descendant sur 
trois nottes, coulade. 
~~ ijlfr HI itijJ§I ylt til it uUi 1tr 
fol vt, fol vt, fol vt, fol vt .Col 
Ascending and descending sixths: " ... .I will not speak to you about it, save the 
minor [sixth]. There are some who do not allow Roulades to climb to this sixth and content 
themselves with the Avant-S on: I am of their sentiment when one begins a song, but in the 
f [th ] I . 0 th 0 b d ,179 c~ur~e o e son~ , m~t~ at 1t c::n e one .. .. 
6 ~ ~ ~~= i 0 ! o. i! t!-~_5jiJtyl~1t==· 
re fa. re fa, re fa, refa. 
~J}~ a1it;B ft. I ~ij ~ 
fa re, [;~ re. fa re, fa rl', l~ vt, Ia vt. 
"One ordinarily does not [roll ascending] octaves, however I am giving an 
example:"180 
b 0 1 t~ilfff 
~-
179 Thomas, 67. 




~0 .!aiN$~1%~14l\ii f!f: 
fol vt,fol vt) fol vt, 
" It is . .. good practice to descend to one step lower after these Roulades: but it is 
necessary after the octave to go up a fourth, otherwise this method is not [done) . .. . " 181 
--~ f~ ~ ~ a ~ \ 1iljiJ fi£!t$1 
sol vt fa. 
"In the Double of these intervals, I do not limit myself to the measure, [so] that I [can 
show you] . .. the beauty of pmtements de voix. In order to [sound) them well and [agreeably], 
one must not wait ... to be [rushed] to breathe: [but] in order to [inhale properly], one can 
do it [before) the Reste dt-t Son when it ~as ts] up two notes [as if it were a] sixteenth rest, and 
before the Roulade after the [main] note. [Note] the following example, where I place 
sixteenth rests in a few places in order to take a breath."182 
WH6i§·fl:mai S:J~ fjnl-·ifiyififi:~! 
Vt mi vt fa vt fol> re fa re. vt fol mi l.1 vt m1 ~i. 
titlil r I ijt fflj j F11 ttif 
fol r~ fa, sni fol mi Ia, Ia fa 
~ffii r®l oJ t®fig IMUii t?f 
1~ mi Ia re, fol .mi [ol rc 
NM~mWJfintJ&~! ~ 
lo) _vt,fa refa vt.mivt fai 
''When the song is composed of quarter and eighth notes, one [only) uses the Avant-
Son and Reste du Son . . . Example of th~ simple:" 183 
t:n t t n1Httl t t rs 1q·Ai#RP 
fa fol Ia 
r~~ufg n ~l tl m t:t1 l. n ttl Y s 
fa foJ fa mi re m1 vt fa re fol mi fa lolla 
rn=wcttttttttJ v I1rW : 1 rr :f: 
fol fa. fa [ol Ia fa Col. 
~ ~ ~7tfBfRffif 
la fa mi fa fol fol fa fa . 
181 Thom as, 71. 
1sz Thomas, 71. 




"When in the simple there is a series of eighth notes, it is [good] to double a few of 
them."184 
- . • - ·- -· ·-r ... -· 
ttl:ltl iJij tt t :}Hl:l tIt tt it f!it 
follafafolmi. remi fafolla. 
"Since the cadence is the most beautiful part of [the song] and is the cause for all its 
beauty, it is called ... perfection and [culmination] of harmony . .. I will not [distinguish for] 
you the different cadences except by the examples that I am going to give you for the 
portements de voix . .. One can diversify these cadences in the Double [with] infinit[e] types ... 
,185 
~otjfWYUft~d 
fol fa fol, fol fa fol, fol 
ttiB·Sm 'm'ft lfir\ffrf¥# 
fa fol, fol fa fol, fol fa fol.) fol 
''You can perform cadences in a hundred other ways on those here subtracting or 
adding a few notes according to the brevity or the length of the cadence (it not being very 
necessat-y to absolutely observe the measure)."186 
"All the examples of cadences that I have reported can be mixed in such a way [as] 
taking from a passage of one and adding it to the other: .. . In addition to the cadences of 
which I [just mentioned], there are more which belong to the bass, and to the harmony, but 
as they are composed of [distant] intervals, I refer you to the examples that I have reported. 
. . giving .. . here only seven or eight ... for you to notice how to apply them:"187 
r r, 01 fili,;!tfiYII1i ·&t1ttt~:: 
fol la \ re. fol 
&11£!:-;ltfTitt $i lf~ifff&l-11l.I11· §:ijj t I ~I tlJH!tli !!0·* b l!tf~ 
re fol. re la re. re Ia ml la . 
~UJfilf*L:~I ut ~ti&!fltJl~ M'WJ!tiil ttl~- -~~t~ 
fol r-: fa la. . fafolla fa vt fa . foJ vt~ fa . 
"All of the Roulades or passages ... are not all equally beautiful, [nor] equally in use ... 
it is the effort and discernment of the singer to [sometimes] use ... some, [sometimes] 
others according to the measure. In order to give you [full] knowledge of portements de voix .. . 
I am going to [show] you a few airs . .. where you can notice throughout the [agreements] .. . 
184 Thomas, 74. 
185 Thomas, 75-76. 
186 Thomas, 81. 
187 Thomas, 84. 
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[good practice in] singing: I will not subject myself to narrow observance of the measure in 
the doubles; I will keep it only in the simples. [It] will be enough for you to [stop] each note in 
proportion to its value, but as almost all the notes are connected in the double one to another, 
it is necessary to take a breath ... at the beginning of the words; one can [take a breath] 
again on a syllable [in] the middle of a word, provided that afterward one [makes] a Reste du 
5 on or Rottlade ... I begin with an air without words, where I [mark] for you in the dottb!e only 
the [main] notes, which replace the words .... " 188 




188 Thomas, 85-86. 
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Benigne de Bacilly (Basilly, Bassilly, Bertrand) 
( c.1625-1690) 
Works published: 1658-1738 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1668-1679 
1668 Bacilly, Benigne de. Remarques curie uses sur L 'art de bien chanter Et 
particulierement pour ce qui Regarde Le Chant Fran;ois. Ouvrage sort utile a ceux qui 
aspirent a Ia Methode de Chanter, sur tout a bien prononcer les Paroles avec toute la 
finesse et toute Ia force necessaire ... Par B. D. B. Paris: Chez l'Autheur et chez 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Bacilly makes the distinction between diminutions and agrements after he lays 
out the trajectory of his treatise. He explains his reasons for wanting establish rules while 
distancing himself from his pedagogical contemporaries, as he does not intend to "give 
examples of strict formulae for passages and diminutions for each and every musical interval 
and then to superimpose these woodenly upon every musical phrase ... as many musical 
pedagogues attempt to do."189 Bacilly credits Le Bailly for "the first development of modem 
diminutions," which Bacilly qualifies as "a bit rough-hewn compared to the more polished 
1 f d 0 ,190 stye o present- ay practlce. 
As has often been noted, Bacilly's decision not to include musical examples in his 
singing treatise has caused difficulty, despite his clear indications of examples from Richer's 
engravings of Lambert and himself, which he believes are sufficient "because these works 
contain as nearly as possible all the ornaments of vocal music ... especially .. . the second 
edition, in which a majority of the diminutions have been changed ... . " 191 
Bacilly's agremmts are the Port des 7Joix, Cadences and Tremblemens, accent or aspiration, 
doublement du gosier, and the sot2tien des finales. Bacilly's list of attributes for a good singer 
include "proper performance of cadences and tremblement, . . . accents (commonly called 
plaintes), and the proper performance of passages and diminutions."192 He does not use the 
term cottlades, but his definition of passages and diminution clearly fits. A passing remark at the 
end of his discussion of trembiements gives an early description of son glisse; Bacilly's intent may 
involve a smoothe connection of half-steps or the full slide through imperceptible intervals. 
Bacilly prefaces his definitions of agrimmts by clearly expressing his opinions on 
adding ornamentation: ''Without any doubt a piece of music can be beautiful, but at the 
same time unpleasant. This is usually a result of the omission of the necessary ornaments."193 
189 Austin B. Caswell, A commentary upon the art of proper singing (Brooklyn, N.Y.: Institute of Media::val 
Music, 1968), xv-},.'Vi. 
190 Caswell, Commentary, 114. 
191 Caswell, Commentary, xvii. 
192 Caswell, Commentary, 6. 
193 Caswell, Commentary, 64. 
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Bacilly's vocal ornaments: 
The port de voix 
The cadence (as opposed to the ordinary tremblement, often called the flexion de voix.) 
The double cadence 
The demi-tremblement (also called the tremblement etoziffe) 
The soutien de la voix (used on fmal notes and other long notes) 
"The expression (called passionner by the commoners) 
Certain almost imperceptible repetitions of a note done with the throat, which is 
commonly called animer 
The accent or aspiration (often called the plainte) 
The diminution (used in passing from one note to another; ordinarily never printed in 
the simple version of an air and used only in the subsequent verses). Commoners call the 
diminution the Methode de Chanter, thereby implying that the only purpose of singing consists 
of performing those things which they barbarously call the Fredon, the Roulement and other 
similar terms." 194 
Port de voix versus apptg 
Bacilly brings up a point few do: "First, concerning the port de voix, there are those 
who confuse it with a certain soutien or anticipation ... which is used before the tremblement . .. 
I consider the port de voix ... the movement made by the voice from a lower note to a higher 
one."195 He defines the port de voix as a three-part agrement. "1. The sustained lower note, 2. 
The doublement du gosier which is given to the upper note, 3. The sustaining of the upper note 
after it has been repeated."196 
Dmry-pott de voix, port de voix glisse, port de voix coule, and port de voix perdu 
This petite grace lacks the third part of the port de voix and the coup de gosier "is 
performed with less force and more delicacy than in the true pott de voix' either as a port de 
voix glisse or coule by "[s]liding over the coup de gosier and performing it without any force of 
accent, and yet ... still preserving the time value and length of the upper note" or as the port 
de voix perdu that reduces "the time value of the upper note and give almost all the time to the 
hi h d . ,197 note w c prece es 1t. 
Port de voix, demy-port de voix, son glisse, and leaping melodic inflection 
For both, "the lower note which is carried up is repeated although on paper it may 
appear as a single unornamented note ... before starting the coup de gosier which forms the 
port de voix ... the quarter-note must be divided into two eighths ... it is necessary not only 
to borrow an eighth-note from the preceding syllable but also to borrow by means of an 
194 Caswell, Commentary, 64. 
195 Caswell, Commentary, 65. 
196 Benigne de Bacilly, Remarques curieuses sur !'art de bien cbanter . .. (Paris: Chez l'Autheur et chez 
Robert Ballard (iii), 1668), 144. Biblioteca Digital Hispanica: 
http:/ /catalogo.bne.es/uhtbin/cgisirsi/mLq9roowFf /BNMADRID/113440127 /13 (accessed 
December 7, 2013) . 
197 Caswell, Commentary, 65. 
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anticipation a little of the time value of the upper note, to add it to that which has already 
been borrowed ... [thus] the port de voix is performed perfectly with a long sustaining of the 
. th J . ,198 lower note prev10us to e coup ue goszer. 
Both genres of the pott de voix are "absolutely necessary for the proper performance 
of vocal music."199 The ''port de voix is . .. always used at cadential points" where the "demi-
port de voix is rarely used; this latter is used only at other less important places in the air."200 
Bacilly recognizes that the proper placement of the demi- and the regular p01t de voix is 
difficult; he further complicates the situation by mentioning the need to omit them in favor 
of a tremblement at times. Both can be performed at intervals from a step (the most conunon) 
to a sixth (leaping melodic inflection). Bacilly goes on to explain the caution necessary for 
third, fifth, and sixth and the readers are advised to leave the ornament alone rather than use 
it "inappropriately." The port de voix may also be eliminated in favor of "a certain bold vocal 
stroke which is done by an imperceptible repetition commonly called 'animer and which can 
be compared to the coup d'an:het [bow stroke] of the violin. If this is not used, there is nothing 
so flat and puny sounding."201 
Bacilly again appeals to good taste and a consideration of the text. In conclusion: "it 
is an infallible rule that a complete port de voix must be used on the final cadence of an air ... 
In order to give some variety to your singing, you must mix up these types of ports de voix, 
sometimes using a true one, another time a g!issi, and at other times the notes just as they are 
. £ 1 . 1 , 202 wntten or an a ternatlve sty e. 
Tmnblement 
Like many of the treatise writers, Bacilly feels the need to differentiate musical 
cadences and tremblements "which are done vocally and which everyone acknowledges to be 
one of the vocal art's most important decorations."203 He, however, uses the terms 
interchangeably. Bacilly does not mind a slow tremb!emmt as long as there is an acceleration at 
the end. The three components of his tremblement are: "The note which precedes it, which is 
often not marked but only assumed. The alternation of the throat . .. The ending, which is 
the liaison made from the tremblement to the note on which the piece ends by means of 
another note touched very delicately."204 Bacilly cautions leaving out the third point for a 
tremblement that does not repeat the main note or the note below at a cadence point, etc. He 
also advises against tremblements on notes preceded by a sharp accidental and ascending 
passages. His again admonishes singers to constantly be aware of the length of the syllable. 
198 Caswell, Commentary, 66. 
199 Bacilly, Remarques, 
http: / / catalogo.bne.es / uhtbin/ cgisirsi/ mLq9roowFT / BNMADRID / 113440127 / 13 (accessed 
December 7, 2013). 
2oo Caswell, Commentary, 67-68. 
201 Caswell, Commentary, 76. 
2o2 Caswell, Commmtary, 82. 
203 Caswell, Commentary, 82-83. 
204 Caswell, Commentary, 84. 
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Songlisse 
Instead of a tremblement for a particular ascending passage, the "more appropriate 
interpretation would be to glide [glisserj (somewhat in the style of an almost imperceptible 
port de voix) by half steps."205 
Vibrato 
" .... there are many people who have an acceptable voice wid1out having a cadence at 
all. Others have it, but it is too slow for certain places where the tremblement ought to be 
compact and compressed; others have cadences that are too fast or sometimes too coarse, a 
quality which is commonly called bleating [chevrottante]. As for those who haven't got it at all . 
. . it is possible to acquire a cadence by practicing in the necessary manner ... Concerning a 
cadence which is too slow, it might be said that this deficiency is like 'the bride being too 
beautiful,' since slowness in a cadence is an advantage provided that it gets a bit faster at the 
d th 0 th b 0 0 ,206 en an 1t was at e egmrung .. . . 
Appt!J 
Bacilly defines the appt!J as the "note which precedes and prepares the cadence or 
tremblement"207 whose name is "synonymous to "an anticipation, preparation, or whatever you 
wish to call it. " 208 
Double Cadence and tour de gosier 
The double cadence "is performed by a certain tour de gosier . .. It has within itself a kind 
of tremblement etotdft which means that the voice hardly comes forth but what it inlmediately 
cuts itself off ... It can be performed in two different ways-either by ascending to a note 
from underneath or by using the tremblement on the note itself which is the more difficult." 209 
Unidentifiable tremblement variation 
The "common" and "important" tremblement itotdft is performed "after having sung 
the appt!J . .. the voice starts to [trill] but actually only seems to as if only wanting to repeat 
the note on which it would ordinarily make a complete cadence ... this is a very fascinating 
vocal feat."210 
Accent 
The accent or aspiration is "a certain particular tone which is touched very lighdy with 
the throat," which others "most inappropriately call it the plainte, as if it were only used in 
places of a plaintive nature. This accent or aspiration is always used on a long syllable . . . 
ordinarily is used only on a note when the next note is at the same pitch, or one or two steps 
zos Caswell, Commentary, 89. 
206 Caswell, Commentary, 83. 
207 Caswell, Commentary, 95. 
208 Caswell, Commentary, 94. 
209 Caswell, Commentary, 95. 
21 o Caswell, Commentary, 95. 
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lower."21 1 Bacilly complains particularly of overuse by commoners, at the "ends of last 
notes" and "on port de voix."212 
Sang/ot 
Bacilly remarks upon a doubled accent sound remarkably like the sang/ot. " .. . .it is a 
great mistake to sing an accent with too much emphasis. If the accent is emphasized, it must be 
done twice, thus substituting two notes for one, in which case the name plainte becomes 
more appropriate. However . . . this type of ornament often slows down and hinders the 
progress of a song . .. [a] true plainte" can be called for depending on the text."21 3 
Doub/ement de gosier 
Doub/ement du gosier is "the repetition which the throat makes on a single note ... It is 
done so quickly that the listener has a hard time telling whether the singer has performed 
two notes or only one. It is a device which is used by the viol most expressively and is 
commonly called 'animer,' implying that it gives rhythmic motion to the note. The vocal 
version of this ornament has the same effect and without it airs would be soulless and 
boring. For this reason, it may appear very frequently in the course of an air . .. this 
doub/ement de gosier can be joined with an accent as long as there is an opportunity to do so ... 
,214 
" .... a single note which is articulated twice rather than once; however, it is 
performed so lightly and delicately that it hardly appears so ... it is .. . used in vocal music 
(more than any other ornament) ... it is possible to perform a succession of four or five 
J b I J . . d ,215 uott tements ue goszer on certam wor s .... 
Doubles, Passages, and Diminutions 
Passages versus Diminutions: "The term 'passage' covers any musical device which 
diminishes the length of a long note by breaking it up into many lesser, i.e., shorter notes .. . 
a 'diminution' is any melodic device added to the simple melodic notes as they appear in 
notation on the printed page. This would include the p011 de voix . . . and also the many 
varieties of cadence."216 
Bacilly sneers at "commoners" who are easily impressed by vocal agility. He claims 
they are so taken in by Doubles that they "consider this 'vocal style' as existing almost 
exclusively in second verses" of airs. Bacilly curls his lip further at the common terms for 
such ornamentation "the difficult 'fredons,' 'rotd/ements,' 'broden"e'" which he calls diminutions 
(" 1 ") 21 7 or passages synonymous y . 
For t·ou/ades of either the equal division (diminution) or variegated (passages) variety, 
their "invention" takes "great talent and long practice," their "application ... to the vocal 
211 Caswell, Commentary, 95. 
212 Caswell, Commentary, 96. 
213 Caswell, Commentary, 97. 
214 Caswell, Commentary, 99. Ryhming believes this is reminiscent of the trillo. 
215 Caswell, Commentary, 102. 
216 Caswell, Commentary, 103. 
217 Caswell, Commentary, 103. 
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text" takes "considerable practice," and their performance "requires an excellent natural 
constitution of the throat so that the voice is supple enough to perform any delicacy the 
singer may wish ... greater or lesser degree of speed and lightness."21 8 Only "a very small 
number of people ... are talented in the proper text-placement of diminutions . ... "219 
Doubles 
Bacilly generally agrees with "the entire world" in that the first strophe should be 
sung fairly simply. He does, however, stipulate that "a good singer cannot help but use one 
or two agrements."220 In support of this and of diminution in a second strophe, Bacilly rules 
"the object of a good singer is always to preserve the expression of the words."221 Bacilly 
recommends against "slavishly" following the underlay of the first strophe. Instead of risking 
"a distortion of the pronunciation and syllable-length of the vocal text," a singer must 
"remedy the verbal inconsistencies" in setting the second strophe to music prior to adding 
diminutions so that "the diminutions will never impair the words." To "re-work" the air 
"before ornamenting the second couplet," the singer must "alter his speed, to repeat or even 
to transfer the position of a certain syllable or of entire words."222 
Diminutions 
"There are diminutions which are appropriate for the bass part or bass voice, such as 
the couiements from high to low (principally by octaves) . These couiements are called 'rouiementf 
by the uninformed and are used very seldom in the dessus or melody of a song."223 
Bacilly seems to be advocating inegaiite in diminutions: " . .. . diminutions must be 
intetpreted in an alternatingly dotted rhythm . . . given two notes of equal length, one of 
them is interpreted as being dotted while the other is not. However .. . this intetpretation is 
never indicated in the printed notation" because "the probable result would be that the 
singer would perform them in the jerky or jumpy style ... no longer acceptable; therefore it 
is necessary to interpret this dotted rhythm as delicately and subdy as possible .... "224 
Exceptions 
"It is often necessary to make exceptions in regard to the three rules I have set up 
for the cadence, especially in the case of the anticipation or soutien de voix before the cadence . . . 
This sot2tien should often be omitted in many places ... Those who conceive of themselves as 
being the greatest mentors in the field of vocal music often make a point of never omitting 
this preparation before the cadence in its most complete form, even on minor tremblements ... 
they render the song insipid and wid1out any variety, without considering that there are often 
exceptions to the general rule which are more pleasant in their effect ... .'225 
218 Caswell, Commentary, 104-105. 
219 Caswell, Commentary, 105. 
220 Caswell, Commentary, 106. 
221 Caswell, Commentary, 106. 
222 Caswell, Commentary, 106-107. 
223 Caswell, Commentary, 115. 
224 Caswell, Commentary, 118. 
225 Caswell, Commentary, 91. 
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Notation of agrements 
Bacilly discusses the possible reasons behind the lack of signed or fully notated 
ornaments: "The majority of these ornaments are never printed in the music, either because 
they cannot accurately be reduced to print because of a lack of appropriate musical symbols, 
or because it may be thought that a superabundance of markings might hinder ... the clarity 
of an air ... [also,] it is useless to print these ornaments if the performer doesn't know how 
d th "th th , 226 to ren er em w1 e proper nuance. 
" ... .it is a tradition of long standing not to print all the necessary vocal nuances in 
the first couplet of an air, but to leave the interpretation up to the individual style of each 
. ,227 
smger. 
Accents "can never be effectively written down in notation since even though they 
involve a certain note, this note must not be emphasized."228 
The demy -port de voix "can hardly be reduced to print ... perhaps because it is 
presupposed that whatever is marked on paper ought to be sung exacdy as printed. 
Moreover .. . there is one kind of port de voix which can only be done in a slurred fashion; 
and for this slurring or sliding of the throat there is no particular symbol among the 
characters of musical notation."229 
The ports de voix: " .... the ordinary manner of notating these ports de voix in which 
nothing but an equal division of time appears between the preceding note and the note upon 
which the cottp de gosier is performed. This gives no indication of the time value borrowed 
from the following note."230 
226 Caswell, Commentary, 64. 
227 Caswell, Commentary, 94. 
228 Caswell, Commentary, 97. 
229 Caswell, Commentary, 66. 




Works published: 1678-1687 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1683 
1683 Rousseau, Jean. Methode Claire, Certaine et Facile, Pour apprendre a chanter 
Ia Musique ... A faire les Ports de Voix, et les Cadances sur Ia Musique avec 
regularite; Et A connoftre oil if jaut fiare les Tremblemens dans les livres oil ils ne 
sont point marquez . ... Paris: Chez l'Autheur et chez Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: The translations are from Robert A. Green's dissertation and the musical 
examples are from the Microfilm of the original. 
Dedication to Monsieur Lambert: "The particular merit which distinguishes you 
from all those who have excelled in the art of singing commands me to seek your support in 
favor of this little work and to praise one to whom music owes all its beauty and its richest 
ornaments. The entire world knows the superiority which you have obtained for France by 
your channing method, which has made her the object of admiration by all. Italy in 
particular confesses openly ... But I confess that I am indebted to you ... in particular by 
the kindness you have shown toward me and by your protection with which you have 
favored me since the moment that I had the honor to have access to you . . . your character 
yields nothing in sweetness to the charms of your melody. Permit me, Monsieur, to show 
you this recognition ... Condescend with additional kindness to receive favorably this little 
work ... It is from you that it awaits perfection by the good reception you will give it .... " 231 
Preface: Rousseau is upfront as to the "respect I have for great men does not permit 
. h th . ks" h ill "b "232 I d me to tamper w1t eu wor so e w not e presumptuous. . . nstea , Rousseau 
clarifies: "There are no new elements here, nor a new way of practicing those now in use, 
since this little work is founded only on ordinary practice. Instead it is a clarification of 
difficulties which were introduced into music some time ago ... Finally I explain how to 
perform the Port de voix and the Cadence without altering the tempo of the music. Will give 
rules for knowing where to use tremblemens in books where they are not marked at all ... . " 233 
In the third part of his treatise, Rousseau discusses agriments: 
Port de voix 
"The port de voix consists of naming a note on a part of the previous note by 
anticipation of the value and pitch, or by anticipating the pitch only before carrying it to the 
231 Robert A. Green, "Annotated translation and commentary of the works of Jean Rousseau: a study 
of late seventeenth-century musical thought and performance practice," (PhD diss., Indiana 
University, 1979), Microfilm, 187-188. 
232 Green, "Annotated," 189. 
233 Green, "Annotated," 189-190. 
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pitch which is natural to it. The port de voix by anticipation of the value and pitch is made 
w~~n_a;cen,,~g,_~Y, ~()~,se,cu,f~~~te~ _ Er,,~-~~~,note to a note which is longer."234 
Pnf1fl•~~~ 
"The port de voix can be made also by ascending by conjunct degrees on notes of 
equal value, but two things must be observed. First, one must never do it when it interferes 
with the note value or the tempo ... Secondly, when singing words, it must be done only on 
long syllables, as in the case of the last syllables of words with masculine endings ... and on 
the penultimate of those whose endings are feminine ... . " 235 
~r- · .. , . , _ ·· ' -·- r · ·  -~ j~a · --~~~~- - --:J _ .-1 .'- .. ·. ·,, ·ii.·. 
.. . . . . .- ·' . ·• :auiti ·I • .- • . -. ' ' • . • . .. . . . .. . • . . J -~- . . • . •. j ~,~ ._: . . ,_ .,; .. ~ ·:·_ .... ..: ;~~~. •. ~-: : _-· -_ ; -: . ~~--r:r~j - ~: . 
- · ' ·; ·-P.tl;fV'irs;' 'Piti.ff.itiu. · -1 · ··_ ·rlii'll.wl. P11jffit;.. ;,~ 
''When ascending from a quarter note marked with a tremblement to another which is 
equal or longer, or when ascending from a half note also marked by a tremblement to another 
of equal value or longer, or even to a dotted quarter, the port de voix should be played with a 
slight anticipation. If a whole note marked by a tremblement is encountered in an ascending 
passage, a tremblement is not necessary, but a port de voix alone should be made on the second 
half of the note."236 
~.~ ... ----:- • .:· .-6 de ra: v~ieurr i: ': ._ :!-. • • - ·_.\ .. • -.... • -: . .-· · - ..: · : . 
condc .mo.1tt . .. . . · · 1 .. · J· ...... · -- - . -- + -~• ·.- .,. •. t.r." . ~ 
. . ' .. •· 'tl( .. , .. . ' . -- ··,.;.;..;:& . ::.t.. -·- .. ·- --_ .. - ... .. . __,. ~,.. .r·~- H~· .... . . -g~ftlllt~.; ,,t~£-.:- :, :; ~ ·-: ~-:- ~ : >~· :· . :Pl .. . ~ , , ·,_ · .:.. ~ "~ '!...• - .&,_,;:,.; · M.;,.,.. -~., ·(nn·. feu\ement 1.e a1t en mon-
"The port de voix by anticipation of the pitch only is made when ascending from a 
short note to a note which is four times its value or more .... " 237 
'OU l une;j)~l:).~. . · · I-:.,· ·1 -• ·: -.: 
1 
,... , ia '~ ~ - · ~* ... : ·~~ -,...~-: ..... .-  ·- ·" ·.- ~ :r~:(:· · :: ·· . 'tmi :Q:~~:tf-.; ~ -;;:~_;._ . :~~~~ ) : .· "7· . ' A' . .. . . . 1 • ·' ~ '~ . . ,. ~ 1" • 
"In the case of airs or recitatives for the bass (ricits de basse), the port de voix is played 
when ascending or descending by a fourth or fifth on the cadences when sung with 
words."238 
~.41~ ~:::~-~-~; :·ij _.c·>:, ;~ .-·~ f · ~ . i .! ~ :~, . L,: : 1 ~, / ,-....... :;,.,,: 
"It should be mentioned that the examples of all these rules, and most of those 
which follow, are in a time of four slow beats. The rules should be applied in the same way 
to other tempos in relation to these latter ones."239 "It should be mentioned that one must 
234 Green, "Annotated," 223. 
235 Green, "Annotated," 224. 
236 Green, "Annotated," 224. 
237 Green, "Annotated," 225. 
238 Green, "Annotated," 225 . 
239 Green, "Annotated," 226. 
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never make the Port de Voix when the notes are under a slur."240 
"For the voice to proceed in the right way, it must be guided by the meter and the 
beats so as not to make a mistake. In a meter of four beats the port de voix can be made only 
from the second beat to the third and from the fourth to the first. In a meter of two beats it 
can be done only from the second part of the first beat to the first part of the second, and 
from the second part of the second beat to the first part of the first. In a meter of three 
beats, it must be done only from the third beat to the first."241 
Tremblement 
"The cadence is a descent [Chute] of the voice on notes which are expected naturally 
and form the conclusion of a melody."242 
~~ . :>::. _ ~ · .. I · , ._'·""""·~· ... ·-····-~" .~ .. t. ..~, .. r,. ·ttruuu 
"The tremblement is a beating [battement] or agitation [agitation] of the voice on certain 
pitches which naturally need to be trilled [tremble's] for the charm [l'agriment] of the melody, 
particularly at the cadences with which the tremblement is almost inseparable, and, as it is not 
played in any other way in the course of the song, they are called cadences. For this reason in 
the following mles, when I speak simply of the cadence, I mean the tremblement, and when I say 
cadence paifaite, I mean the cadence formed by the melodic line as showed above. 
"The cadmce is played in two ways-avec appt!J or sans appt!J. The cadence avec appt!J is 
made by anticipating the value and the pitch, naming the note on a part of the value of the 
note which precedes it, and on the pitch of the note which is located immediately above it. It 
may also be made by anticipation of the pitch. The cadenc-e sans appt!J is made only on the 
natural pitch of the note, only by the agitation of the voice."243 
Tremblement appt!Je 
"The c-adence avec un appt!J by anticipation of the value and the pitch is made when 
descending by steps or skips from a short note to a longer one or even when descending by 
notes of equal value, provided that when words are sung, the length of long and short 
syllables is observed. Meter and tempo take precedence over all and must not be altered as in 
airs with languid melodies where the slowness of the beat gives the time to do everything 
that can be done to contribute to the beauty of the song. This is not done so easily in dance 
. ( . J ~ ,244 
au:s azrs ue mottvement;-
~~.m~-~ ... 
· Y .:. .,... _- :.•: .. j . • · _ , .-.1 -- ~ .... _ - I ~- :: · ·: 
240 Jean Rousseau, Methode Claire . ... (Paris: Chez l'Autheur et chez Christophe Ballard), Microftlm. 
Present author's translation. 
241 Green, "Annotated," 226. This paragraph is an addition to the 1691 edition. 
242 Green, "Annotated," 226. 
243 Green, "Annotated," 227-228. In the 1683, avec app'1Y is labelled avec un 5 uport and sans app'1Y 
labelled simplement. 
244 Green, "Annotated," 228. 
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"The cadence avec ttn appt!J only by ant1e1pation of the pitch is made only when 
descending from a short note to another which is more than double its value . ... "245 
--J~:7~:·2=' ·~··: : ~~ _ ... - . -. -, :_ .-_ · .s .r... ;.. .:J-.u---.ti'\9\,...Pit .,.n e..<. -en v --~ commc
''When descending by long notes of equal value, as by half notes, and even when 
descending by half notes to a dotted quarter or in similar cases. When proceeding from a 
quarter to a dotted quarter or in similar cases. When proceeding from a quarter to a dotted 
~a.~t~~i~ .. ~ .. ~~·~,~~lf f!-:1::~~,;~?:-~ ~aj~~~e ~arJ.aite :~ st ep below or on the same scale degree." 246 
==-!~~~- ~; - ;.-· :~Q: •. . -~ · . . 
·g j ~-"----- -~~ _ 1 .. • ~ - . ... . 
. _:: ~ ·. ~ '.Y . 0 , .~ : _.: ·, · ~·. : .: ; , , ; ... : ' • ' ~ • ~~~ ~ >. ' • ; .. :: ~~· . -.: ~ ' .- ! ."•:'i 
. , . __ ;·, ., , .L I]., _ _ ,. _ , . ._ .! • ' 4 , _J ....:l.. ~--- -L'--,.ka4n'Y' . .,.rt 
''When proceeding from a quarter to a dotted quarter or a half in dance airs, but 
parti~ularly with a beat ~f ~I~ (f~st)."~~~ ~ , , 
=~&± . . -. -~-: .. , .(;t::~Ef:r't:_. : ~ - ·. : : ... ·.. ~?fi ---.!1, ·; , • • _;: · .-~ .. :~ .;,_:. -Ff .. - . I - - · . • ·~. ; • ! -- I . ~ • • .,..... . · - · 
Tremblement non appt!Je 
"The cadence sans appt!J is used in ascending passages, on notes of the same scale 
degree, and even when descending, particularly by fourths, fifths, or sixths, especially when 
they are not dotted. All notes which are dotted in descending passages, or on the same scale 
degree, must be trilled [tremblee] with a support by anticipation of the pitch, as the permits."248 
~--• ":,· i';:.J .. ~. ' .• ::~;t:~·~··· · :;·. ~·: . ~ 
"The cadence sans appt!)l is used on all occasions in airs gays such as minuets, with a 
meter of 3 I 4 or 3 I 8 or the like: if the appt!J is used, it must be very light. It must be 
mentioned that if the cadence note has a value of four beats in a descending passage or on 
the same scale degree, in the melody, that is to say in solo song, the appt!J by anticipation of 
the pitch can be used on the cadence paifaite. But in the harmony, that is to say when singing in 
parts, and even when singing melody with the exception of the case of the cadence paifaite, 
when the cadence note ascends, the natural sound of the note should be taken and trilled 
[:CCJ?:q!_:~L~~ ~E-~~,-~e_;?_t;~ -~a~~ o~ its ~~lue."249 . ;$Lf.·'·fi· •·· -~-· · ' n._ •• li • ~i - ·· :· -~-:- ~· ~ : . . ~- .:- ··. ·~?iliil 
.g; ~t . . . , . ·~ ' 2: ~-:~--- . .. -.~.1-: '~_,y.-·_ .. ·':' ' ...:::.:J :-:~ •• · ~ _y_;~: 
245 Green, "Annotated," 228. 
246 Green, "Annotated," 229. 
247 Green, "Annotated," 230. 
248 Green, "Annotated," 230. 
249 Green, "Annotated," 231. 
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"It should be mentioned that all cadence notes which are encountered under a 
liaison must be trilled without an app1!J."250 
A dding unmarked agrements 
"How to Know When to Make the Cadence If It Is Not Marked: When descending 
from a short note to a longer one by consecutive scale degrees, by thirds (particularly minor 
ones), by fourths , fifths, sixths, and sevenths which encompass two semitones, the note 
which descends [fait la cbtlte] must be trilled [trembler]. Since these different degrees are 
perhaps difficult to distinguish at sight, however, it can be said that all descending intervals 
[toute cbtlte] that occur on the second note of a descending semitone ... or on some note 
marked with a sharp or natural, or when a note is located above one which is flatted, the 
p_:.:f?.:.~~!~??-2~!t>~ftre~~r1. foll~~g ~erules for the cadence."251 
f~~t,pt~ 
"It should be mentioned that the same thing is true of all descents [chtltes] which 
result from a short note follow~d immediately by a long one a semitone below."252 
ftt·tj ] ~#*L~6!i!t 
· _S -.:-.•. ~-. -~Zf~Dj~L~L~~~-
"In the case of a short note followed by a long one on the same scale degree, the 
~.~~~~111.~~ ~~~=+~?;tr~ ~ -~L~ ~ 
"In the case where there are several notes on the same scale degree, and one among 
them is dotted, it must be trilled [trembler] , particularly if the note which follows the dotted 
one descends or if all are on the same scale degree .... " 254 
;t.~=ailtlfi ···: ·f!F"~!~a~ ~~r~, _ ~: .: ;·: -~~ .. Pi. -~-4~~!:' 
''When ascending from a short note to a long one by consecutive scale degrees, the 
note which falls on the first note of a semitone or the degree immediately below must be 
trilled, particularly if it is dotted . .. . "255 __ _ 
-~ . . . -~-- - .•. I; ··Jr · ··i .. ~it . ; ~~Wtt•:- _· .. ~t£~ tlib~-,,:~ -~=~-=-~ ; _·_: ____ ~ . . - ~- · . ~ - ~~~:::~ft.!=:-~ 
250 Green, "Annotated," 232. 
251 Green, "Annotated," 232. The 1691 edition includes crosses on the third beat o f each of the first 
four bars and the penultimate bar of the example. 
252 Green, "Annotated," 233. T he 1691 edition includes crosses on the third beat of bars 1, 2, and 7; 
the fourth beat of bar 4; and the first beat of bar 6. 
253 Green, "Annotated," 233. 
254 Green, "Annotated," 233. T he 1691 edition includes crosses on the third beat of bars 1, 2, 3, 5, 
and 6. 
255 Green, "Annotated," 233-234. The 1691 edition includes crosses on beat three of bars 1, 3, and 6; 
beat two of bar 4; and beat one of bar 5. 
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"The penultimate note of each melodic cadence must be trilled [tremb!ee] when it does 
not have less value than a quarter or than a dotted eighth, but if the cadence occurs in an 
ascending passage, the penultimate note has less value, and that which precedes it is dotted, 
then the cadence must be made on the dotted note in order to finish it with a port de voix. If 
there is no dot, only the port de voix must be made."256 
~ .••••• ,: ... ~1
- .. . ' ... , . . .. ,..... B S . . · I . ........ · ., .. 
_:. : r .f" T::~ · ~ "'~ ~- ·. E Ry-A) :~: I 9 N 1S. . ! ... . :, . 
"It must be mentioned that a trill [tremb!etj can be used in many situations in 
ascending or descending by consecutive scale degrees or with larger intervals as well as on 
the same scale degree, when all the notes are of equal value. It should be used, however, only 
as far as the syllables and the meter permit. Let us mention also that the mi and si, which are 
the second notes of a descending semitone, and the flrst in ascending passages, or 
immediately below, must be trilled [tremb!ies] preferably as far as the melody permits."257 
-~~l!)~tti!!!" 
''When proceeding from a short note to a long one in a descending passage: or on 
the same scale degree, and another note follows which is longer yet in value, the tremb!ement 
must be performed on this yet longer note, provided that it does not end the song."258 
=rt·~~M· i. m ·< . .•. ,._ • _·H .'. · · . ~- . : . . , ~ __ . . - '" 1 '<~·o • . 
"It is more natural to make the tremb!ement on equal notes (notes iga!es) ordinarily on 
the fust and third beats of a four-beat measure than on others. In a measure of two beats, it 
is more natural to trill on the fust part of the fust and of the second beats. With a measure 
of three beats, the tremb!ement is most natural on the flrst beat."259 
"Every dotted note seems to be longer than the note it precedes, in spite of the fact 
that it might be less in value. This is why it must be trilled [tremb!ee] in preference to 
others."260 
- ~, ":' .... .J : . ' . 
illi~Wil--~J.~~ ~~-.:~~~ .. ~;;-]: .... ~~----~- ~- L •. . -~~~ 
''When descending by major thirds .. . if the note which follows the third descends, 
the note which completes the third must be trilled [tremb!etj. If the note following the third 
does not descend, it is quite unnecessary to perform the cadence. It is necessary only to touch 
in passing the note between the two which make the third by anticipation of the value of the 
256 Green, "Annotated," 234. The 1691 edition includes crosses on the first beat of bars 2, 3, and 4. 
257 Green, "Annotated," 234-235. The 1691 edition includes crosses on the third beat of bars 1, 3, 4, 
and 7; and beat one in bars 2 and 6. 
258 Green, "Annotated," 235. This passage and example were not included in the 1691 edition. 
259 Green, "Annotated," 235. This passage is not included in the 1683 edition. 
260 Green, "Annotated," 236. The 1691 edition included crosses on beat one of bars 2 and 3; beat 
two of bars 4 and 5; and beat three of bars 5 and 6. 
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first. This rule must be observed particularly in the harmony, because the voice naturally 
makes these semitones in this kind of descent [chUte] since they are done in the cadence."261 
~-: a~ oo· ~~W!MfliP~ 
~.c;~~1 ~'l't!i~'i'; . 
--:--i;P,.- ~ . ;;.~' 
.l .J. • .. ·ll ·. li .·c.:.;, .· 
"The cadence in ascending passages does not prevent the performance of the pott de 
voix when d1e note is long enough to permit both. This is particularly true of the melodic 
cadence (cadmce paifaite)."262 
~·;;:;r :..;"' , .i . + . : · · ·· -.·~i:. ~ ~· ·. : , ... :a 
- • ., ·:tl·iftlt¥t~b::fl§lifl . V•~ : ~~,+~B~~~JI~.:-: .·:·. ~: .. ·~ ~ : : .'_ . :> - ~~ , _· .~:·.\ .. :
.1!1'_..1 . . ._ ..... .. ·. . .. ...... u... _, _ -L--· -...: - ----- ~ ----•·---.J ..... t ... u,,r~• 
"It should be mentioned that when singing parts, particularly in Latin music, potts de 
voix and appZfYs should be made with much prudence, especially the appt!J by anticipation of 
the value and the sound, in order not to alter the harmony which takes precedence over all 
melody. It must be mentioned also that most printed books mark the cadence with a t above 
or below the note which must be trilled [tremblef1."263 
Additional notation 
''When a mark made thus 8 ·• or -~ is found between words in printing .ij. the 
last words which have just been said must be repeated following the number of notes."264 
261 Green, "Annotated," 236. The 1691 edition included crosses on the second line; crosses are 
included on beat one of bar 2 and beat three of bars 3 and 7. 
262 Green, "Annotated," 237. 
263 Green, "Annotated," 237. 
264 Green, "Annotated," 238. 
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Etienne Loulie (Estienne) 
(1654-1702) 
Works published: 1696-1698 
Works smveyed in this catalogue: 1696 
1696 Loulie, Etienne. Elements ou Principes de Musique Mis dans un nouvel Ordre, 
Tres clair, tres facile, et tres court, et divisez en trois parties: fa premiere pour les 
enfants, fa seconde pour les personnes plus avancez en age. . . . Paris: Christophe 
Ballard. 
Summary: Loulie's definition of an agrement is "one, or two, or more small Sounds that 
are intermingled among the other ordinary Sounds to render the Song more graceful."265 His 
nine vocal Agriments are the Co11li, Chute, Porl de V oix, Accmt, Tremb!ement (he notes the 
distinction between this and the cadence), Marle!!ement, Ba!ancement, Tour de Cosier, and Platte. 
He groups together The Cott!ade and remarks that it both rises and falls, Passages, and 
Diminution and explains of these that they "have no particular Signs, but are marked simply 
with little Notes."266 
A G 6. Z II EN 1" S . D T C 6 AN 1". 
Lc Coet6- t.. Cll••c. Lc Pon de Vaia· l'Accuc. 1cTrcmblt>mcnr. Lc MuttiiCJDelt bJallutCI'DCftt. b Flartt. ¥7ft' t I v' ,-tptpl I i I r I &j l<TodCft~ u~l~ ·~·· -;~,­~ ~ .-• -~ - - - - iilltl@l'WiliiU®I 
fFtil £tilt ttl M*lrJJRI o 'ltmJfM ~mifa~ 
·v<.J ...., · ....._., -F . 
Pages 66 to 76 provide Loulie's insight into ornamentation: 
"The Little Sound is a weaker Sound, . . . less loud or of a shorter duration than the 
other Sounds. The Little Sounds are marked by smaller [type] of Notes ... or by a small 
mark, or slmred and fastened to each Agrimmt." These Litte Sounds are represented by 
"[t]he Little Note .. . a smaller Character [Type] than the other Notes ... always slurred to 
an ordinary Note" with a Slm. These quieter [weaker/ shorter] sounds represented by notes 
p erd11es are "called by the name of the ordinary Note to which it is slmred. It is .. . a step 
from where [the ordinary Note] is placed. Sometimes it takes from the value of the ordinary 
Note that it precedes, sometimes from the value of the ordinary Note that it follows . .. [it] 
passes lightly. . 
, ,......_ E•~_,,., o-•-~· r+- .,_,._ §¢ '"911i '!jl~f5~ 
. . ..... • Jt.- • •• . • . ..,l . 
i§1· w=lflii.l:t£1 :t ~ 
. ~ :. ~ '-.-/ .. , 
265Etienne Loulie, E lements ou P?imipes de musique . ... Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1696. Gallica: 
http:// gallica.bnf.fr/ ark:/12148/ bpt6k58111v (accessed December 7, 2013), 66. Present author's 
translation. 
266 Loulie, Elements, 66. 
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Couie 
"An Inflexion of the Voice that is a small Sound or a weak Sound, or one that is of 
short duration, whose destination is a lower and louder Sound. 3 
i=;ffllftl$11' llit~ ~:! '~@: =?~~rmm~:f~ ~- ~flk!irm~ ~~~~---.;__.I..J~ '-" '-" o...J '-" ....., I "-' ~ -....., . ""' -
Chl'tte 
"An Inflexion of the Voice from a loud or ordinary Sound to a soft, lower Sound ... 
Portde Voix 
An Elevation of the Voice of a weak or short duration, to an ordinary Sound-up a 
step ... / . . 
wr&l r '1 f '·ff€fl@ 
i. lJ .llf~~ 
.. "' ' _,_. ~ · -· ~-- -~- -- · 
Accent 
"An Elevation of the Voice from a loud Sound to a weak, soft Sound-up a step ... 
Trembiement 
"A Beat [Cottle] repeated two or several times; a small Sound to an ordinary Sound a 
1 £ step ower ... 
iJJI.Ii~l -.1~ ~-- - j 
-rn!i!l~td 
"The Trembiement must start in the Time where the trilled Note starts, unless it is 
marked differently. When the Voice does not remain noticeably on the first Note of the first 
Coule [beat], the Trembiement is called Trembiemmt non app1!Je, or sans App"!J; it is marked 
simply with a small cross • 
80 
"The Beats [Coulezl of the Tremblement must not be shaken by either the Aspiration 
nor by the cheveratement [bleating], but they must be dismissed as much as possible; as if it 
were one Sound. The Beats [ Coulezl of the Tremblement must be made with the throat. They 
must be faster or slower, proportionate to the speed .. . of the Air. The Tremblements must be 
lo~r or shorter, proportionate to the duration of the trilled Nate .... " 
!•• rm.iz.-t. rm-61••'"' r .. , c.~. fl¥': u lt~rt ·. 14 
. ··' e • r ... t; · 
Appt!J and tremblement appt!]i 
"When the Voice noticably remains on the little Sound of the ftrst Beat [Coule] of the 
Tremblement, this is called the appt!] of the Tremblement . . .. ~ 
FIFL-1 ·-.. ts=~ _,_"!, _,. -~ ..... : - . . 
rt'~!.' 't·: r~~~' 
"The Appt!J of the Tmnblement must be longer or shorter m proportion to the 
duration of the Note on which the Tremblement is made. 
Pi nee 
"The Marte/lemen! is two very light, small Sounds in the manner of the Chute; one a 
step lower than the other, which precede the Note upon which the Marte/lemen! is marked ... 
'l til :*!·· .. ·,'I, •• · .c :gl 
M.m6•nM · ' • - .11...,_.1 · . . Jlltndi.uiJI ' 
J.,t.. ~· ~ 
, J]i ·1 ;H'TfflffJH@U--1 f~ ~ ~ ·, ... . ~ ' 
Balancement 
"Two or several small gentle and slow aspirations that are on a Note and do not 
change the Sound (pitch) . . . ~ 
,·: r t1: i . . .. 
ra~,., E 
Tremblement fermi 
"The Platte or Flattement is a Tremblement simple or of two beats [coulezl followed by a 
Chute ~ \ (note: Loulie uses this backslash for the chltte, not coule) 
% L .· ., - ~· i . . .. . . . . 
ii 'wt§= 
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Tour de Cosier 
"The Tour de Goifer is a movement of the first Sound of the last beat [coule] of the 
Tremb!ement, that one places a third lower .. . ·(I) 




"The Passages are many small Sounds that are intermingled among the simple 
Agrements. These Passages are commonly called Dottb!es. [Here are] some of them on a single 
Interval to give you the idea: 
-~~·-~ - ~ ~·- ..... . f iUii~~ll' lll!J 
i E lijl!Jmi I htJUL 
li._~ ~T r z:1111 Aift\n.\ta• - = 
-- "'-# 
"The Diminution is a sort of Agrement of Song, [wherein] there are many Notes 
measured in place of a single [Note]."267 jj_, !_lilU, btaliJJ-! I 1:··--·-[J 
267 Loulie, Elements, 66. 
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Michel L'Affilard (Laffilard, L'Affillard, La Filiade) 
(c.1656-1708) 
Works published: 1694-1722 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1697-1705 
1697 L' Mfilard, Michel. Principes tresjaciles Pour bien apprendre La musique, Qui 
conduiront promptement ceux qui ont du nature/ pour le Chant jusqu' au point de 
chanter toute sorte d'Airs, proprement, et a livre ouvert ... Seconde Edition, revue, 
corrigee, et augmentee. Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1697. 
83 
1702 L'Mfilard, Michel. Principes tres-faciles Pour bien apprendre La musique, Qui 
conduiront promptement ceux qui ont du nature/ pour le Chant jusqu' au point de 
chanter toute sorte d'Airs, proprement, et a livre ouvert ... Quatrieme Edition, revue, 
corrigee, et augmentee. Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1702. 
84 
1705 L'Affilard, Michel. Principes tres-faciles Pour bien apprendre La musique, Qui 
conduiront promptement ceux qui ont du nature/ pour le Chant jusqu'au point de 
chanter toute sorte de Musique proprement, et a livre ouvert .. • Cinquiime Edition 
revue, corrigee, et augmentee . ... Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: This is the fifth edition of the 1694 publication. L'Affilard's Airs de Mouvemmt 
include dynamics (dottx and fort), breath marks "c," as well as eighth and sixteenth notes perdues 
and full notation tierce coules. A full notation sixteenth accent is given as the end of a cross-
signed tremblement and note perdue versions of the double cadmce and tremblement ferme make 
appearances. Missing from the agrC!nents tables is an eighth note perdtte chettte en montant, eighth 
notes perdues potts de voix that differs from L'Affilard's own port de voix, and a version of 
L'Affilard's Double Cadence battiie (tremblementwith termination) that uses sixteenth notes perdues 
instead of the vertical slash to indicate the termination. 
Examples from Progres des sept octaves de fa Musiqtte 
p. 16 
Note perdue accmt followed by a double cadence. 
~t;i~i:ft~tn~fij~if1:J_ 
ur' re . roi ' fa ' fol ' Ia • fi ' Ut I 1 
Examples from Diverses manieres dont on se sert 
p.20 
Tremb!ement ferme. 
w-signed Flattemmt/Vibrato/Battement, caret-signed pince, and slash-
signed accmt into eighth note perdue cht2te doubling as anticipation. 
i\-t!lf.-~fl 
Examples from Suite des Exemp!es pour le Triple simple. 
p.24 
w-signed Flattemmt/Vibrato/Battement, cross-signed tremblement, tie, 
break in beaming to show gestural shape, c-signed breath mark, and chettte en montant sur deux 
1zottes. 
-+-_.\ · ·t -R:t: w-_;!·~J1~ M-~i:f.:t:#t:~,~~ ij!:~ift:ti~f,il·~~~~~-· -  -Efl~!!...'li:i:tt 
L'Affilard's Avis for his Agrements explains it is "good to learn early how to play 
certain Agrements that are necessary for singing with solfege properly, and to adjust in the 
same way the Text to the Notes," or a how-to for word underlay. His tables show both the 
marks and their execution "in another fashion .. . by the Notes .... " L'Affilard states he is 
using the signs in accordance with: "many renowned Masters who have long put them into 
use" and that his goal is only to "trace them below in a small space to provide the general 
85 
idea and an easy impression for those who are learning to sing: Not believing that it is 
necessary to give a more scopeful explanation, convinced that one can learn them much 
better by Example [a teacher] will give by singing than from any one Essay [Dissertation] that 
one can make on the subject; this is a task reserved for the Masters in Singing .... "268 
z6 Marqu<I donr on ft ftrr pour dijit,n<r l<r At,dmtnts du Cha'". Nom Jit,nijifrs P"' les M.srques prfcttknm. z.; 
#!~~:!it~~~lf.Jlt~ai!l~i iJJi~ti~ft~tH J~:r-~~~{f:f=i~.,oo~.~~a!!,~~ 
~Hit~il;~it~firili~~-~-~~'~··~ 
;a.. C•.U.u nN~/• •.:n:Htw /\'-!1, .Dou~U C• JtnCI ~ouplc. F.liwtt . piM1. I. C•h- ..,,,_ ~~~ NHD , D o11s./1 CAJ.u ##N/h. T nlllt. pifft/· 
it:Ji@~3~~fl~~f:t:i~t1\~~~~i~ft~!§l~~ifiii~H§Efie'f~~1fil~ 
-:~?~~~~li±1;.~·iif.~:rlt§·c,:;.;"jtr:-:J=fi'=II=rrtjifiiJW.~liitj;t~~~i~·~~=*;~l~=!J i:::.it~;H_•:r:::::t:!::St1tb :~l:!:~~:e_$ =-: ::~:: v · ~~~1~:...:~1--7-U:...~::l~ - :!: 
·.1 o......./ • • • l ' l ~ , HriAtf: #f4 -f}irMUJt ,.;.u,, D1111~U C~ l.tttlur. Cll .hnrr lltpHJI' ,Y.tt .. ";, 
H m•"! IN ll~lltwtlt~P/111 '\IHirfll• D '"" tCII•nfUvMtlli. f:Ml~M~Jb:ll"li. &f"""t. 
Accents 
- t----~i:lt-~-"%1". ~ ~i·~ f .•.•. L 1 -="'=--. ·+-f.: l - .c:-
.Amm. 
Port de Voix and Pince 
:t;!~-.-:rt:ffi:ti=t Jii .±:±}:1~ .. _!j; __ ~· ' ~ -"d--- -- • 
J• C•rktH• mql• .rt:l~ 111M N111 I 
&. MAru:/lmlm: IWfr Jl11;r NDIIS. 
Tour de Cosier 
268 Michel L'Affilard, Principes tresjaciles . . . Cinquieme Edition revue, corrigee, et augmentee . . .. (Paris: 






m".'!l<mm• fow.:.. . . r,..,bltmmt [.U.it. 
Balan cement 
'l=t=t~t;~-~t:t=i=r " - . 
r =•::.:r:!~i-F-=7-t Hfttf.MmiMJ 
BAlAnremmt. B~. C1 
Tierce co1tlis 
:l:t:!•§l-~t:::ll ~-t:i~!t:!·:!:i:rJ 
- .---l-- .. t .. _ . =~·~· ---·*·1· 
·C · ---- -•• : --• -~- • 
CollktntniS, coulements. 
Flattement/Vibrato/Battemenf69 followed by a breath, battement, and accent. 
t Wo ~- i VI ~.,. 1!--- ---- ' . --- - - - --~- -- .. ~- ·. --- . - ..... - - ' - -· . . -~ · . ---~ _: --:!.:!:: _ l=_J:fi:f~ ;.G:_ ::t:!. :~=l~~:=:i:f.ii:,_ !9!--litt,_J_J_._ f ~-d:t~- ::1~~1--t--· ·' 
. ~ .. . \,J 
llti/Jn . 111 iJf'PtriJtlllllll{l tell wlmte. 1 Helifn 1 111 •hirlflim 'lliolmtt. lJ 
Double cadmce 





. . -=s.t~ ~· 
D,,~u cdmu 611tt11t. 
269 Unfortunately L'Affilard's musical examples do not provide enough information to determine to 
which agrement he is referring. 
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Michel Pignolet de Monteclair 
(1667-1737) 
Works Published: 1695-c.1755 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1736 
1736 Monteclair, Michel Pignolet de. Principes de musique. Divisez en quatre 
parties. La premiere partie contient tout ce qui appartient a l'intonation . . . La 
Troisieme partie Ia maniere de joindre les paroles au:;- nottes et de bien former les 
agrements du chant . ... Paris: Chez Ia Veuve Boivin [Elisabeth Catherine Ballard]. 
Summary: For the extracts below, the translations are from James R. Anthony's 
Appendix to Monteclair's Cantatas for One and Two Voices and the musical examples from the 
HathitTrust copy. French words within the parantheses are Anthony's own annotations; the 
present author has included references to Monteclair's original text in brackets. The musical 
examples are taken from the online HathiTrust copy of Monteclair's original edition. While 
Monteclair's categorization of the French agriments helpful, his bias is clear: "The 
incomprable Lulli ... whose works will always be esteemed by true connoisseurs, preferred 
melody . . . judiciousness of expression, naturalness and, lastly, noble simplicity to the 
absurdity of the Doubles, and of those unnatural compositions (musique heteroclites) whose 
supposed merit consists only in digressions, unexpected modulations, harsh chords, noise 
and confusion; all these false brilliancies betray the aridity of the composer's genius. 
Nevertheless they continue to be imposed on untrained ears."270 
The tremblement, the Port de voix, and the coule are Monteclair's principal agrements. The 
cadence is indicated in all foreign countries and on music printed in France by at. Apparently, 
negligence in curving the base of the t resulted in the small +, or x, which the French alone 
use in manuscripts and engraved music to designate this ornament."271 Monteclair states the 
port de voix is marked by a V and the coule - or~ . He shows without musical notation 
where the port de voix, couli, tremb!ement (cadence), and tremblement (cadence) battue; 
~dl.tt»WrWt,t~l.t Cadtuf ;pan""~rr ttltcol&l:- ~ -" · ·-.. - .. _ · 
, ""-'--· •~-'- • I '- I Co' " ' . 




·'· -· -· Amid the explanation of the basic principles of music, Monteclair includes an 
example on pag~ 21_ wj~ note per~ue notation for couiis and .a p01t de voix . 
. Lr./. ,u,.,J.,, ~. . ~- ,..,Jt. ·"""- •.• .J,. ~g rp r R 1f*J]l' g~ u r r r 1 r u r · rJ 1 " n ~ . 1 1(.11 -· "- .. __ ,. 1 
270 Anthony, Cantatas, xvi. 
271 James R. Anthony, Appendix to Monteclair's Cantatas for One and T1vo Voices, Recent Researches in 
the Music of the Baroque Era, vols. XXIX, XXX. (Madison, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, Inc., 1978), 
XV111. 
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Pages 77-90 of his Troisieme Partie 
"On the manner of joining the words to the notes, and on the agremenl' [sic], 
Monteclair attempts to codify the agrfmens that have eluded standardization in the previous 
century and as well as his own: "To sing French well ... one must also have [gout], soul, 
vocal flexibility, and discernment to give the words the expression appropriate to their 
meaning. There is no complete agreement on the symbols or the names of the [agrfments] 
which give French music its elegance and variety. Teachers of the Viol, for example 
designate the tremblement by a reversed C, which they place after the note to be trilled, :r·: 
Teachers of [vocal] music, on the contrary indicate the tremblement by a small cross placed 
before the note, tf;; Organists designate the tremblement by the sign +, which is placed 
above the note to indicate that it must be trilled, ·f.. Teachers of the Lute, the Theorbo, the 
Guitar, etc., use other symbols to designate the Tremblement."272 
Monteclair echos Loulie's words as he clarifies the difference between cadences and 
tremblements: "The Cadence is an ending or conclusion of the melody [chant] which is to 
music what a period is to prose. There are cadences or conclusions of melodies without 
tremblements (A), just as there are tremblements without cadences (B) ."273 Monteclair shows 
allegiance to the tremblm:ent camp. 
7SwftJ.tvu I ::::: tf. 
11 .- ~·-- . • '':"~~~~~._ -1 . 
"The Flattf is so named by Teachers of the Viol. Violinists call it tremblement minettt~ 
There are singing Teachers who call it a Battement. It is nearly the same with all the other 
[agrfments] which are given different signs and different names."274 
"Music being the same for Voices as for instruments, the same names should be 
used and there should be unanimous agreement regarding the most appropriate symbols to 
represent melodic ornamentation [les agrfments dtt chant] ... It is almost impossible to indicate 
in writing the proper ways of executing [agrfments] since the live voice of an experienced 
Teacher is hardly sufficient for this."275 In his explanations, the capital letters refer to the 
following examples. 
Agtiments 
"There are eighteen principal agrements in vocal music: the Coule, P011 de Voix, ChUte, 
Accent, Tremblemmt, Pincf, Platte, Balancement, Tour-de-Cosier, Passage, Diminution, Coulade, Trait, 
Son Fzle, Son erifle, Son dimimte, Son glisse, and S anglot."276 
272 Anthony, Cantatas, xiii. 
273 Anthony, Cantatas, xiii. 
274 Anthony, Cantatas, xiii. 
275 Anthony, Cantatas, xiii. 
276 Michel Pignolet de Montecla.ir, Principes de musique . .. . Paris: Chez la Veuve Boivin, 1736. 
HathiTrust: http: / / catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001461304 (accessed December 15, 2013), 78. 
Present author's translation. 
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Coule 
"The Cou!e . .. softens melody and renders it flowing through the slurring together of 
Tones. It is used on different occasions particularly when the melody descends in thirds ... 
Ordinarily there is no symbol to represent it and [gout] determines the places where it should 
be used. There are Teachers, however, who designate it by a small note (A) connected to the 
main note ('note jotte) by a slur [cmt!etj (B) from whence it takes its name, or who indicate it 
by a simple slur (C). When the text expresses anger or when the tempo of a composition is 
. 1 d b d din third "277 rapid, t:J:e cou!e 1s not ~~p oye _ etween escen g s. _ • ~ 
I ~ oflinw ..Jif.,,a·.,.,t;. - ·o ~- ~ ~~-
I 
.. · 
Pmt de Voix 
"When the melody rises by conjunct motion from a subordinate note ('note faib!e') 
(D) to a main note (E) and rests on the latter, a p011 de voix is often used-above all when the 
interval is only a [half step] ... [it] is not always marked . .. [gou~ and experience give[s] this 
knowledge ... [it] is sometimes shown by a small added note (F) which serves as preparation 
for the main note (G) whose name (solmization syllable) it bears, to which it is slurred ... It 
is also designated by the sign V (H). The Port de Vozx (I) is the inversion of the coule (I<). I 
believe that this symbol ""\would be more appropriate than V .... " 278 
~ D. E . D. E. - . ,_.rU.v<>i.r. 
Chzlte, fourth chute, and fifth chzlte 
"The Chute is an inflection of the voice which, after having sustained [appz_rye] a 
[Tone] for some time (L), falls gently while permitting the sound to die away to a lower note 
(M) without pausing there. This ornament is designated by a small note (N) ... [and] an 
important embellishment used in melodies of pathos."279 
~ . 0 ~ 
277 Anthony, Cantatas, xiv. 
278 Anthony, Cantatas, xiv. 
279 Anthony, Cantatas, xiv. 
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Accent 
"The Accent is a mournful exhalation [a.piration] or elevation of the voice practiced 
more often in plaintive than in tender airs. It is never used in gay airs or in those which 
express Anger. The sound is produced in the chest by a type of sob occurring at the end of 
the note of long duration or of a main note (0); this permits the scale step (P) immediately 
above the accented note to be heard for an instant. The Accent is sometimes shown by a 
11 b th . 1 , 280 sma note or y e s1gn . 
~,.....,. at;-· 
Tremblement 
"Of all the ornaments used in singing, the tremblement, which the Italians call the trillo 
. . . is the most brilliant and is encountered more often than any of the others . . . those who 
sing it poorly will never be able to sing in an agreeable manner. The Tremblemmt is formed by 
the concurrence of two conjunct [steps] or scale degrees produced successively in the throat 
as a kind of warbling, by means of flexible, fast, and distinct beats [battements] which are 
linked together. Several successive beats [coules] form the tremblement . .. [it is] produced 
deep in the throat without any impetus given by the chest, and without the beats [coulis] or 
oscillations [battements] being produced either by means of exhalations ~.piration] or through 
tremulousness [ Chevrottement] . "281 
....... ._.... ....... _ ..... ~--
,u -rc, 11u ;,:.r·~:,Ui~'m ~~~ ~/,.!,. · . ·."'u;/,;x:_ ~~~u{u .. . . . . . 
"The beats [coulis] or movements of the throat [coups de Gosielj should be trilled [se batten!] 
faster or slower, proportionate to the duration of the note and "expression of the text."282 
Tremblement fermi and double cadence 
"The Tremblement is sometimes terminated by a chUte (Q) and sometimes by a Tour de 
Cosier (R); this is known as concluding ffonnetj the tremblement. One may trill the Tremblement 
. kl . 1 . ,283 more qwc y near 1ts cone uswn . 
.ffaHrm~nl. dtMtr . C<lifL1;u. • 
mL r~. t:. ~- , . . . . . . c ut: 
There are four kinds of Tremblements: 
The Tremblement apptgi: f-,. . 
The Tremblement sttbit. + 
280 Anthony, Cantatas, xiv. 
281 Anthony, Cantatas, xiv. 
282 Monteclair, Principes, 81. Present author's translation. 
283 Anthony, Cantatas, xiv. 
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The Tremblement feint + . 
,.,.... 
The Tremblement double· )(. 
Tremblement app~!Ji 
"Tremblement app"!Je . .. is prepared by sustaining [app"!Jant] the voice upon the note 
immediately above the note to be trilled. This [APP"!Y] has longer or shorter duration 
depending on the .. . value of the note for which the Tremblement is destined or according to 
the liveliness of the tempo. To perform a Tremblement perfecdy, one must prepare it well, trill 
it [battre] well, and end it well. A tremblement is called 'pearly' !Perle] when its beats [battements] 
are equal ... The [App19] for the Tremblement is often [marked] by a note which may be a 
[s~ong] note(A), or a [wea~~~J no_t~ (B),bot:h _ofwhic~ .h~v~ _ the same effect."284 
. ~ . . 
. . ·· B- . 
Monteclair declares his distaste for a number of Tremblement variations: "The high 
[battt] Tremblement is that in which the oscillations [battements] are pitched higher than their 
natural place. The low [bas] Tremblement is that whose oscillations [battements] begin on and 
descend below the trilled note. The Tremblement which oscillates between Thirds, Fourths, 
etc., is vile (vicieux). The quavering Tremblement (cbevrotte) is produced sometimes in the chest 
and sometimes high in the throat; these blurred and [rushed] [beats; battements] give the effect 
of a bleating goat .. . The quavering Tremblement, produced either by the shaking of the chin 
or by the head voice, indicates an almost insurmountable defect."285 
,._•av'!'JNaW... ~- • ... .,....,..,.. . ...,. I ,,.._.*r'"". ~ ~ 
. M - _: . :- . m.u~u-. • ~ _r I td{~flt ~I a -~. F _le·~lall fi(JJJiila 
Tremblement non appt!Ji 
"The Tremblement Subit is begun ... without a preparation and is used more often in 
Recitatives than in Airs. 
Tremblement variation 
The Tremblement feint is prepared with an app"!J "as though one were to perform a 
complete IPaifait] Tremblement, but instead of trilling for a long time, only a [short] beat 
[battement] (whose pulsations are barely perceptible) is given ... The Tremblement feint is 
284 Anthony, Cantatas, xiv-xv. 
285 Anthony, Cantatas, xv. 
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employed when the sense of the words is incomplete 
reached its conclusion."286 
""''u· "'"'" ~ ~·"""'~'~ ...... r' .. ., ..... ,r·· ... r"., . .,.. ~-
. · , - ~ T7tf:;-:'·~- . '; ' MA,u"trV.Itlr,"-"wt~- 1~-J~ 
or when the melody has not yet 
e._a,i~n~z, W 1ftit.X C. f~i;_911t:. ffttnol 'VOJ {ai"'IUJ• 
4 
1-Jfofre tf~· 'fhlhY• ·fT .J'!"L. r;!/l~-pa-~. -IPu~ ~~ tft;,.o.!/tn. _ .. ''U· : . 
" one occasionally trills a litde on the note where this [agrement] is marked, 
without, however, conc~uding the Tremblement. This is indicated by"287 + + 
. . 
... .9;. tf£.r, ,,,.i_ · . ~ .. , /,,rnl•rttti . 
Double Cadence 
-
"The Tremblement Double could be indicated . . . · t .. commonly known as the double 
cadence, includes three conjunct [scale] degrees ... the upper note (D) alternates with the note 
receiving the trill (E), after which the voice falls quickly to the next lower note (F), from 
which it rises again prompdy by means of a tour de gosier to the note receiving the tremblement 
(G) in order to rest on the long [forte] note (H) ... The Tremblement double is often found in 
tender airs, where there are many passages marked by small notes, as one may see in the 
doubles of L~bert,_Dam.brui?, and other earlier composers."288 
• b o : • · ,' • • 0 : • " , " • J-,_/o-
Pinci 
'The Pinci has no sign to designate it (in vocal music). It is often produced by a quick 
oscillation [battement] of the throat upon arriving at a main note ... the voice must first reach 
the pitch of the main [forte] note (I); it then descends to the neighbouring note (K), after 
which the voice rises prompdy to the main note (L), and rests there. This will be better 
understood through the use of small added notes."289 
. - -~ --
.r,,pk-.· I.IC. L-. I.JC.L. -
4· · -
Ia rr.~ •. ~ . iY"- rt. ln Mii.r~·.i. mimi. Ia fir~'-'' lilt-
~. m:.~J •. -~ 
.. ·-·- ... :rE~ J.?.rt.!~~oi.x_f.s -~~ways accompanied by a pince. 
1Luv:: - ..p.,.~:r~ ~ iii J.11H13: t r · 61& a f II 
rr m/ ii"";,, .. , .:, .I(•/ /,; , lj u • 11 u .ul 
. 
286 Anthony, Cantatas, xv. 
287 Anthony, Cantatas, xv. 
288 Anthony, Cantatas, xv. 
289 Anthony, Cantatas, J..'Vi. 
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-Flattement or Balancement 
"The Plate is a type of vibrato [balancement] which the voice makes by means of several 
small, gende exhalations [a.pirations] without raising or lowering the pitch ... on a note of 
long duration ... This [agrement] produces the same effect as the vibrations imparted up a 
stretched string which is activated by the finger. Up to the present, there has been no sign to 
designate it; it could b indicated by a wavy line, r---- . If the jlatte were used on all 
important (fortes) notes, it would become unbearable in d1at it would render the melody 
tremulous and too monotonous."290 
'G-rm61 . 
• !i.l>t"/i . 
. 
Balan cement 
'The Balancement, called Tremolo by the Italians, produces the effect of the tremulant 
[stop] on the Organ. To execute it well, the voice must perform several small exhalations 
[aspirations] more marked and slower than those of the Flati. The syllable which is found on 
the first of the notes ... serves for all the other notes embraced by this sign, ~~ ."291 
""' ~ ..... -- ............. _ "'/~ ··--.:7 ... -, . · ···- · .-..;:;,..,;-- . 
nu /lz u/" ar . ..... ro . 
Tour de Cosier 
"The Tour de Cosiet·is indicated by this sign cu. The five notes which serve to form it 
are sung on one breath and do not exceed three conjunct [scale] degrees ... one sustains 
(appt!Je) voice on the main [forte] note where the sign C\) is written (M), one then rises to the 
pitch immediately above (N), descends then to the same pitch as the main note (0), after 
which one descends to the next pitch below the note of preparation (P), and to terminate, 
one returns to the note of preparation [appt!J] (Q) to rest there ... [then] the Throat must 
make its tum by passing quickly from the first note to the fifth while executing a type of 
tremblement suddenly on the second note (0). This [agrement] forms a warbling [ramage] in the 
throat which is difficult to execute ... The tottr de Cosier is kind of tremblement Jeint."292 
~iaiO·~I:II(f"Gifl:~,~ltfiiEYliiij 6 I 
._ . . . . *'--t ~ . . :~· -~ .. ~ . re re.e . ur.. 
Double 
'The Passage is performed in several different ways . . . in the airs which earlier 
composers called Doubles. It is indicated by small added notes [notes postiches] which serve to 
guide the voice over all the pitches when they cross. Passages are arbitrary; each [singer] may 
290 Anthony, Cantatas, xvi. 
291 Anthony, Cantatas, xvi. 
292 Anthony, Cantatas, xvi. 
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execute more or fewer according to his [gout] or disposition. They are practiced less in vocal 
music than in instrumental music, especially at present when, to imitate Italian taste, 
instrumentalists disfigure the nobility of simple melodies .... " 293 
j {'/&MI-.fi,i.t~ ""=' . ctt".f~ .. u.r.. ~ . ~ ------ 0 ~~ " r I " II" w ~ u I "II "ilOO~ I" II "~iii il f"al" II 
;-...,,. J ..... J.~ .uu..,J,.,I... AN~., 
. J.t./M,. lut.IW.-. .r .... 'J..,& lt.t.itt,. 
. ('/,turJ-.J'impft- . """' p;..,.,,,_, IIU Jllf..•/tfw. ~ 
~l'f1H~1! ,., llli@~f\1 f'GI 01.1iilri!WYBEI 
Diminution 
"Diminution is not arbitrary in that the notes employed are doubled or quadrupled 
and maintain their intrinsic value in the metric scheme."294 
..J;. -,._ . • - ' . . 
Coulade including port de voix double (coulade chi'tte) 
"The Coulade is indicated by several small added notes which ascend or descend in 
conjunct motion and which can be made use of or dispensed with without interrupting the 
continuity, the legato [liaison], or the beauty of the melody."295 
~ """""-...;.,. . ~ . ~. . c~ • &~' . ' ~ tp!l! r~u. ~ ~nmti:W ur rq1 Ill 
Trait 
"The difference between the Trait and the Coulade [is] only that all the notes are 
articulated in the Trait (A) and are slurred in the Coulade (B). The trait requires a single bow 
stroke, or a single articulation on wind instruments for each note. The Coulade sounds all 
these notes on only one bow stroke, on one articulation of the tongue, or on the same 
s llable."296 
293 Anthony, Cantatas, xvi. 
294 Anthony, Cantatas, xv. 
295 Anthony, Cantatas, xvii. 
296 Anthony, Cantata.r, xvii. 
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No inflection of pitch or dynamics 
"The Son File is executed on a note of long duration by sustaining the voice without 
the slightest bit of fluctuation. The voice must be, so to speak, as smooth as ice during the 
entire duration of the note." 297 
Son Enjle and Son Diminue 
"Son Erifle et Diminue. For a tone to be swelled properly, it must begin in the chest at 
half voice. One draws it out and strengthens it litde by litde while pushing and extending the 
voice until it reaches its greatest volume. One must avoid beginning the crescendo [enjlement 
du son] in the head voice or in a falsetto voice because one cannot pass from that voice to a 
full voice without a division or separation [of sound between the two ranges]. There is no 
sign to designate the son enjle and the son diminue ... [I invented a mark to] indicate this 
[agrement] ... a line which would thicken as it was extended for the son etifle and which would 
dimini. h th J: th J• 0 ' , 298 s on e contrary 10t e son uzrmnue . . . . 
(""''~ .. , • .,_.,.,"Y "Y "'c....r .. v..w. · LJ.' '1 
JDif- u:fit. = 0 .fo.t cli,.,in.u~ . Jqn a:r•t-· ~t- ~C:. I 
e:c '\ I ;qp" II ,'4,'4" II e" I " I§Cf I !I I " Il l 
f'; .J( -w. I 
Son Glisse 
The slide "glides from one pitch to the next ... passing gendy through all the almost 
indivisible parts contained within the [half step] or [whole step] without allowing any 
intermediate pitches to be heard individually. To form this [agrement], players of the Viol, for 
<:~~:~;~~sfre~~.~~~~e~ ¥~~'~y along the string._ .. :"~9~ 
· · p- .r.IJI.::.•·,•H·rct,;.,.,.. . . • : ; . 
. . . tM Y.C -JJ Jhu«·"., ~. . : . :..t&Aitt&a·. 
~i r r 1 t'"JT 1 !fA · -t=r=-=uriTI 
. . .. Ji&"< «fll ..... "'-'· . : Jl k.r m .. . · . .......... . . f/c. ,{c · .IU- ~fot'l'irr~: · · 
· . . J"""-._.itv.r/ II' ,fllmnur~ r.n tk•"f";;,.fd'!_~- . . . :- .,~_ . . 
• CtHrk:: l'lriiJi!•. . {'nJ, ci'--
Breath release upward or downward 
Monteclair does not believe the sanglot '~hould be used only in lamentations" but 
that "it can be used to express several passions opposed [in character] to one another. The 
Sanglot originates deep in the chest as a spontaneous expression of emotion ('enthousiasme'). It 
is formed by a violent release of the breath [a.piration] which is heard only as a muffled and 
suffocated sound. The sanglot precedes the actual tone, to which it is closely joined. When the 
voice is extended according to the value of the note or the force of the passion, it almost 
297 Anthony, Cantatas, xvii. 
298 Anthony, Cantatas, xvii. 
299 Anthony, Cantatas, xvii. 
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always terminates with an accent or a chttte. The sanglot is employed for the most acute 
suffering, for the greatest sadness, for laments, for tender melodies, for anger, for 
d .c 0 , 300 contentment, an even 10r JOy ... . 
·a-.I',;. IV u:t1amnhdn.r1 nh! ch: o : ~tc- cur; 
.1"-J--am..r. uj..,,;/--~. ··de. J~k;. 
l;e --:- ./"iWr/1~ 
He .. . .. 
. ). .. 
Fragments Tires de la Tragedie Sinte de Jephte. 
La Pille de J ephte page 184 Malheureux un coeur qui ... 
p.98 
Monteclair's passages; cheutes en montant sur deux nottes and third coule. 
- • I 
300 Anthony, Cantatas, :h'Vii. 
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CHAPTER III 
INSTRUMENTAL TREATISES AND FRONT MATTER 
98 
The plucked contingent 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1583-1699 
99 
Jean-Baptiste Besard (Besard, Besardus,Joannes Baptista) 
(c.1567-after 1616) 
Works published: 1603-1617 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1603 
1603 Besard, Jean-Baptiste. Thesaurus harmonicus divini Laurencini rom ani, necnon 
praestantissimorum musicorum, qui hoc seculo in diversis orbis partibus excellunt, 
selectissima omnis generis cantus in testudine modulamina continens. Novum plane, et 
longe excellens opus, in gratiam liberalis huius facultatis excultorum, quanta fieri 
potuit diligentia, methodo, et facilitate, ex varijs ipsorum authorum scriptis . . . 
divisum, per Joannem Baptistam Besardum, Vesontinum, artium liberalium 
excultorem, et musices peritissimum. Additus est operis extremitati de modo tn 
testitudine studendi libellus, in gratiam rudiorum ab eodem authore conscriptus . . 
Cologne: Gerad Grevenbruch. 
Summary: Besard's treatise details lute instructions including thumb and finger position, 
and in which direction chords should be played. Robert Dowland's 1610 lute treatise 
translates some of his remarks: 
. .. . the first two fingers may be used in Diminutions very well insteed of the Thombe and 
the fore-finger .. . But if with the said Diminutions there be not set Bases which are to be 
stopped, I will not counsell you to use the two ftrst fmgers, but rather the Thombe and the 
fore-finger: neither will I wish you to use the two fore-fingers if you be to proceede (that is 
to runne) into the fourth, ftft or sixt string with Diminutions set also with some parts .... 301 
The extra musical notation of a dot under a chord indicated not an ornament but the 
intended direction of the marked chord. Dowland's translation of Besard includes the 
following words on ornamentation: ''You should have some rules for the sweet relishes and 
shakes if they could be expressed here, as they are on the Lute: but seeing they cannot by 
speech or writing be expressed, thou wert best to imitate some cunning player."302 
Book Four of ten includes cantiones gallicae for solo lute in tablature each of which 
includes sixteenths, thirty-seconds, and sixty-fourth notes diminution style ornamentation 
but no signed petites graces. Following these pieces is a selection of Airs de court [sic] with lute 
tablature accompaniment to a single vocal line that is often ornamented with diminution 
coulades primarily of equal unbeamed eighth notes. There are primarily short scales and proto-
turn figures, with a few unbeamed sixteenths. Neither slurs nor hyphens are used. After the 
accompanimental selections are a handful of solo Airs de court [sic] in tablature. 
301 Robert Dowland, Van"etie if Lute-lessons: Viz. Fantasies, Pavins, Galliards, Almaines, Corantoes, and 
Volts: Selected out if the best approved Authors, as well as bryond the Seas if our owne Country. By Robett 
D01vland. Whereunto is annexed cerlaine Observations belonging to Lute-plqying: By John Baptista Besardo if 
Visonti .... (London: Thomas Adams, 1610), 6. Early English Books Online: 
http:// gateway.proquest.com/ openurl?ctx_ ver=Z39.88-
2003&res_id=xri:eebo&rft_id=xri:eebo:citation:99856874 (accessed January 21, 2014). 
302 Dowland, Varietie if Lute-lessons, 7. 
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Cantiones gallicae. Le Rossignol. 
p.64 
.. 
Airs de Court. Si c'est pour mon puce/age .. . 
p. 68 
Equal eighth note diminutions; cott!ade with proto-turn and proto-trill. 
~n. 
pour " lllonr- . ccl "Ia r 'I'~• 
"'~ nD ~1' ·· ~j;!! " 1 
~ 
--cr 
Airs de Court. C'est ma!hettr que de votts qymer. .. J. B. Besardi. 
p. 77 
_ _ . Large (potentially twenty-seven notes) largely quarter scalar cott!ade. 
~~iufmtm~tij~Jffft¥ 
.rcpens pour tous lam~ is 
1. t 
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Nicolas Vallet (Valet, Nicolaes) 
( c.1583-after 1642) 
Works published: 1615-c.1644 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1615-1620 
1615 Vallet, Nicolas. Le secret des Muses. Amsterdam: Chez l'Autheur. 
Summary: The 1615 edition of the Secretum musarum in Amsterdam was the first 
engraved music book in Holland.303 The differences between the French and Dutch editions 
published simultaneously were "restricted to the preliminaries and the index pages .. . . "304 
The music is secular and of French origin or style and the Petit Discours includes fingering 
s1gns: 
the use of the double stripe for the right-middle finger and the numbers for the left hand are 
quite unusual. They are not used in all pieces: mainly in the French dances at the end of the 
ftrst part, from page 61 ... The other signs that Vallet introduced, are a line or curve for the 
continuation of a note stopped by the left hand, and a sort of comma for an appoggiatura 
and a cross for a trill (double or triple). The repeated use of the middle finger is in 
accordance with his instruction to play with the right thumb out. An asterisk indicates a bam. 
This last sign was . . . given . .. in the 'errata' after the index . .. . 305 
Susan G. Sandman informs us the fingerings are of "particular value because of their 
completeness ... written out for entire compositions," unfortunately they are "occasionally 
contradictory and incomplete," particularly as some "ornaments ... and ... temtes ... are 
impossible to execute if the fingerings are followed .... "306 The fingerings are found at the 
end of the first book: ''Vallet uses from one to four dots next to the tablature letters to show 
the index, second, third, and fourth fingers of the left hand; one and two dots underneath 
the letters to indicate fingerings for the right hand. In addition, Vallet indicates held notes 
(temtes), bars, and ornaments wid1 signs"307 that Sandman remarks appear starting on page 
fifty. 
Vallet's agrements include the applfY, x-signed tremblement and double cadence, and 
diminutions. 
303 Louis Peter Grijp, Introduction to Vingt et un Pseaumes de David, Accommodes pour chanter et jouer du 
Luth Ensemble. Amsterdam: Chez l'Auteur, 1615. Facsinllle ed. (Utrecht: Nederlandse Luit 
V ereniging, 19 86), vii. 
304 Grijp, Introduction to Piete Rqyalle, xi. 
305 Louis Peter Grijp, Introduction toLe secret des Muses. Amsterdam: Chez l'Auteur, 1615. Facsinllle 
ed. (Utrecht: Nederlandse LuitVereniging, 1992), xxx. 
306 Susan G. Sandman, " Interpretive Left-Hand Fingerings for Lute in Nicolas Vallet's Le Secret des 
muses (1615)," Peifo17nance Practice R evie1v, Vol. 6, No. 2 (1993). 
http:/ /scholarship.claremont.edu/ ppr/vol6 / iss2/ 5 (accessed February 9, 2014), 130. 
307 Sandman, "Interpretive," 131. 
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Tenues 
"Be advised that when you find the lines......._,__~ or ~~' [they] indicate you 
should hold the finger steady on the letter or line until the end ... otherwise the lute playing 
~illrese!J-1.ble the c~b of the ~e~. -,i.~·-'~11' 
4 
.. , 
:ZB~ ~Iii¥· 'l Pq;. . . "~'1!1 
Diminutions 
"It is also necessary to avoid using the fingerings of the thumb [in] playing the 
diminutions [freddons], where it bends inside the hand, like many amateurs still do today; [this] 
is a clumsy and ridiculous fault because the thumb should always pass outside the hand and 
not pluck inside the hand312; [this] is what causes movement of the whole body, and often 
1 . , 313 compe s gnmaces. 
Appt!J 
Tremblement and double cadmce 
" .. . . Finally, the sixth sign or mark ... X .is similar to the preceding one, except that 
one must repeat pulling the string with the left hand either two or three times, especially 
when the aforementioned mark is placed under a dotted quarter note and an eighth, or also a 
half note."315 
J. r J J. r J J." ~ J J 
&19$.1? 4 II r,~ w·cr t~ ~I~: r II 
.. :• '· .. ~a:: , ' ·"' ''· , n , "'- "' . 
App!-!J, tremblement, and double cadence 
"These last two signs (or rather lute agrements [ornament]) are better little used in 
several places; namely in those areas where (dear readers), may it please you to observe them 
as much for your advancement as for giving sufficient testimony." 
311 Vallet, Le secret, Petit Discours. Present author's translation. 
312 Some emerging players were playing outside instead of inside and preferred the middle to the 
thumb for fingering diminutions. Catherine Liddell, interview by author, Boston, MA, March 12, 
2014. 
313 Vallet, Le secret, Petit Discours. Present author's translation. 
31 4 Vallet, Le secret, Petit Discours. Present aud1or's translation. 
315 Vallet, Le secret, Petit Dismurs. Present author's translation. 
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Bard 
At the end of the book, Vallet explains he has forgotten one sign: " .... a small star as 
you can see in the Tablature, whose significance is that one must lay down the finger"316 
ostensibly across the fingerboard at the fret. 
r 
At§) 
Ballet A. 9. 
p.32 
x-signed double cadences. 
r r. I\ 1 r. P 1 r. r- 1 r. B 1 r. ~ 
: re?*la 
Ballet A. 9. 
p.34 
x-signed tremblements. 
J -- J 
~~ 
Courante de Mars. A. 10. Suitte 
p. 61 




x-signed double cadence and and asterix-signed barre. 
J.BJ r J r 
:ltf-@11 lti!~ (f#!11 i -~ 
Courante A. 10. 
p.64 
Asterisk-signed barre and comma-signed app1!J. 
l f~~~t ~ t:t FOR 
316 Vallet, Le secret, Petit Discours. Present author's translation. 
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J. 1\ J ~ 
!·1I%1!1 
x-signed tremb!ement and asterisk-signed barre. 
1616 Vallet, Nicolas. Le second livre de Tablature de Luth; Intitu!i Le secret des 
Muses: Contenant p!usieurs belles pieces non encor ouyes par ci-devant, fort faci!es et 
uti!es pour tous amateurs. Ensemble p!usieurs autres pieces mises en Tablature se!on !a 
mode plus belle, et plus facile qui se puisse trouver, entrautres quelques pieces mtses: 
pour joiier a quatre Luts differemment accordez. Amsterdam: Chez l'Autheur. 
Summary: x-signed tremb!ements and double cadences. App19fs. 
Ballet des gueux 
p.2 
li?tf:;J 
Comma-signed app19f and x-signed tremb!ement. 
1620 Vallet, Nicolas. Pieti Roya!!e C'est a Dire: Les Cent Cinquante Pseaumes de 
David, Accommodez pour jouer sur !e Luth, d'une nouvelle et !res-facile mode, non 
encor veiie ny oiiye parry devant . ... Amsterdam: Chez l'Autheur. 
Summary: Vallet's previous agrements of app19f, x-signed tremb!ement and double cadence, and 
diminutions are joined by a double cross-signed vibrato. Grijp believes Vallet intended the 
lute player and singer to be the same person. While the mysterious asterisks might at first 
appear to be ornaments: 
Each psalm setting has two, sometimes three parts. The first part is the psalm in a simple 
harmonisation, sometimes with a few diminutions . . . The second part is a variation, still 
containing the psalm melody, but often loaded with diminutions and ornaments. In this 
variation the melody is indicated by asterisks underneath the tablature . . . [when] a new note 
starts . .. . 317 
317 Louis Peter Grijp, Introduction to Piete Rqyalle. Amsterdam: Chez !'Auteur, 1620. Facsimile ed. 
(Utrecht: N ederlandse Luit Vereniging, 1986), ix . 
105 
P. h 1 · T 7"b 3 18 1tc a termg v z rato 
Avertissemmt for Amateurs: " .... where you encounter the double crosses in this form 
X , you must grace [mzgnardetj the string with a single finger, know to hold the finger firrn~y] 
on the letter that precedes the aforementioned cross and shake [branletj 319 the entire hand as 
fast as you can."320 Grijp avows this "description can mean nothing else but a vibrato. This is 
acknowledged by the fact that this particular ornament in the Regia pietas is never used for an 
open string . .. the vibrato is usually limited to a single expressive note in a phrase. This can 
also be the final note .... " 321 
Accompanying oneself 
Vallet explains his method " . ... to marry the voice with the Lute ... [instead] of 
placing all the words and text of the Psalms, I have ... each syllable acquainted with a small 
star . . . t! , which is placed just under the chord or letter with which it must be 




Psal. 67. Nostri. Sato. Dieu Nous. 
p.23 
Double cross-signed vibrato on simultaneous pitches. 
Psal. 135. Nomen Domi. ChantezDe. 
p. 135 
Double cross-signed vibrato on simultaneous pitches. 
318 Stanley Buetens believes this is the first "mention ... as a conscious ornament ... with the 
possible exception of the Spaniard Venegas de Henestrosa, who in 1560 mentions something like a 
vibrato." "Nicholas Vallet's Lute Quartets." Journal of the LuteS ociery of America Vol. 2 (1969), 30. 
319 Snarky footnote. 
320 Nicolas Vallet, Piete Rqyalle .... Amsterdam: Chez l'Autheur, 1620 (Facsimile ed. Utrecht: 
N ederlandse Luit Vereniging, 1986), Avertissement. Present author's translation. 
321 Grijp, Introduction to Piete Rqyalle, x. 
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Denis Gaultier (Gautier, Gaulthier, Denys) 
(c.1597-1672) 
Works published: c.1652-1692 
Works smveyed in this catalogue: 1670-c.1672 
1670 Gaultier, Denis. Pieces de Luth de Denis Gaultier sur trois differens Modes 
Nouveaux Grave Par Richer .... Paris: Chez l'autheur. 
Summary: His collection includes Doubles. 
To the Amatems of Harmony: "I would misuse yom time if I held you in any long 
discourse ... The lute pieces that I have engraved for you to be clearer make the tablature 
more Intelligent will give you more satisfaction. I learned from my friends that the pieces 
that I previously put down are so changed and so disfigmed when they are sent into 
provinces or outside the Kingdom that they are no longer recognizable. This has obligated 
me to put them down unblemished, and to give you the way to touch the Strings that is 
marked diversely . . .. " Gaultier speaks of the dots, lack thereof, and vertical slash in regard 
to fingering. 
Arpege 
" . ... That which cuts [between] letters [indicates note that] must be separated or 
;;o;c:,. 
played one after the other ~ 
Port de voix 
" . ... That which is like a [half] circle denotes that one must use the finger to fall on 
--(f-;:::: 
that which is marked -.../ 
Appt!J 
"when there is a line that takes two strings where there is a tremblement, each takes a 
~tj 
t-ight hand touch and pulls with the left hand , ~ one can also pull two with the left 
if""' 0 . di b' ~ hand . ~ . The comma m cates a trem tement ----r. 
Unknown; possibly port de voi:x!22 




"This mark -4::::!f2- indicates that [over] the two letters, one must draw the first 
finger of the right hand .... 
322 This may indication a port de voix of a longer value or followed by a battement. 
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Son coupe 




Comma-signed app!fY. There are no rhythm signs for this piece. 
-----'".P.7'-lr;...,__ · a r a . c- '" 
-· I' ••. , 1 ...., < ;r -,~ a.· "g ,... . _ J col'.,, . ~' 
I r P - ~- ? ~·/ - . . ;/ -.---=--~-~·...,....-=-- j' /. r a · L._ ---'==----~~2~c~-,,,..?._/_' ,~ · /, tL 
,_ ,//L>o- Cti 1axa. ///a 
II 
Pavanne ott tombeau de Mr. Raquette 
p. 9 
Caret-signed possible port de voix. 
c.1672 Gaultier, Denis. Livre de tablature des pieces de luth: sur plusieurs diferents 
modes, avec quelques reigles qu 'il faut observer pour le bien toucher. Paris: Chez 
I' Auteur. 
Summary: The At;ertissement in Perrine's edition refers the reader to Gaultier's "great 
Book" wherein all "easy principles are marked" and notes "one will flnd no difficulty in 
playing them in their final perfection on the Lute as on the Keyboard [Clavessin]."323 He 
discusses "I used in the other pieces the same marks that are usually used to signify the 
chords that must be separate" before giving a summary of the same. 324 
Courante. L 'immortelle du vieux Gaultier. 
P· 1 
323 Denis Gaultier, Livre de tablature des pieces de luth . ... (Paris: Chez l'auteur, c.l672). Present author's 
translation. 
324 Gaultier, Livre de tablature. Present author's translation. 
325 Tremblement,pince,pott de voix, and apptQ! are all potential gestures to match this sign. Janet Dodge 
believes it is a tremblement. 
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Allemande ou Testament du V. G. 
P· 5 
Small coulade. 
x-signed tremblements into pinch 
[ 1 
109 
x-signed double cadence. 
Battement. 
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Francesco Corbetta (Francisque Corbette) 
( c.161 5-1681) 
Works published: 1639-1674 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1671 
1671 Corbetta, Francesco. La guitarre royalle dediee au roy de Ia Grande Bretagne. 
Paris: Hiesrome Bonneiiil. 
Summary: An Italian-born composer, he became entrenched in the French court before 
publishing his music. Zappulla claims this is the "earliest evidence that ornamentation was 
applied in accompaniments in ... France .. . these are the embellishments that decorate ... 
relatively sparsely, the realisations for guitar of the basse continue" in ensemble dance pieces in 
Corbetta's work.326 
Corbetta's agrements, called Cheutte sans Mmtellemem, Martel!emens, Rou!lement, 
tremblement, Cademes, F!attements, and Aggremens, are ports de voix, port de voix and battement, 
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326 Zappulla, Figured Bass, 101-102. 
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Ports de voix . 
~ v ------.... 
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Unknown comma-signed agrement. Most likely approached from below. 
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Jacques Gallot (de Gallot, le vieux Gallot) 
(d. c.1690) 
Works published: 1672-c.1694 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1684 
1684 Gallot, Jacques. Pieces de luth. Paris: Hiesrome Bonneiiil. 
Summaq: Comma-signed tremblemmt. v-signed port de voix and caret-signed pind. Notes 
perdttes. Battemmts, pinds, and port de voix. His agremmts include the tremb!ement, port de voix with 
battement, port de voix, pince, atpege, and even more strumming indications. The translations are 
from the present author. 
Tremb!ement 
"• "The tremblement is marked by a small comma after the letter .... "327 
Port de voix with battement 
y 
7 
la, "The martel!ement [marked by] a kind of small v after the letter .... " 
Atpege 
"To hit the two strings with the thumb together or separately, do thus . .. . " 
Port de voix 
~ 
"The chute or tombe [is marked] by a small " reversed before the letter .... " ~ 
Pi nee 
''When you see two letters like the following, sound them with the first finger .... " 
327 Jacques Gallot, Pieces de luth: composees sur differents modes, Paris: Hiesrome Bonneiiil, 1684 (Facsimile 
ed. Geneva: Minkoff Reprints, 1978). Present author's translation 
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Nicolas Derosier (Derosiers, Desrosiers, Derozier, DesRosiers) 
(c.1645-after 1702) 
Works published: 1688-1730 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1689-1699 
1689 Derosier, Nicolas. Les principes de Ia guitarre. . . . Amsterdam: Antoine 
Po in tel. 
Summary: Comma-signed tremb!ements. Cheute en montant sur dmx nottes. Unidentifiable 
agriments: cheute en descendant sHr deux nottes or cott!e sur deux nottes, cheute en montant or port de voix, 
chute or tierce cott!e, pince or battement, and potential vibrato. Derosier's ornament table includes 
fingering instructions below the top line of examples. 
a 
u 
II 2 ·- 1 
Marte:llcmcab. "l4i<>laaaw ... p~ .... Pour couc)ori lc p<~miu cloit. 
=i~9 r~-J I if ~i I§ 
Tmics Paiou: mam. : 
-j@ ! Q-,-f -tt---;;-11 ;----4--H·~~ 
Cc ~·i en· ddfaar Its lrum, c·cn ~·' ri!<' de It m.oia 
d,...ite ~ lr ~nc. Jf:al c·tn poor] .. ,.-tmltf tlo1t .Itt 1 , powc.s 
foncp""r le.k~:rilrr.c•'.c~, !< ieuoud:dcOO!ll t"dl 




Cheute en montant sttr deux nottes and chettte en montant or port de voix. 










Pinci or battement with or without port de voix. 
a 
MmeiL:meals. 
Potential vibrato and unidentifiable agrement. 
· Miolcmcutl 011 Plau;tcr. 
Bani 
I 
lOUt COUt~~~ Jc ptf iDiCt doir, 
1699 Derosier, Nicolas. Nouveaux principes pour fa guittare, avec une table 
universeiie de tous ies accords qui se trouvent dans fa basse-continiie sur cet instrument. 
Ce qui peut servir aussi aux personnes qui joiient du iuth, du thiorbe et de fa basse de 
viole. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Comma-signed trembiement. Appuy, pinci, and port de voix. Derosier's Parisian 
publication includes arpegiation. 
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Porl de voix 
-'-~--· -~: · -~!;t~~it -· ~ii-~ --~ = 
--~- - . - ····-- -1-.-- . -
_ _:_._;_ .. _ g.ue.ceJt. ":"'--·-- ~ 
-....,._.....,&... ... . --··--- -·- -
. '---' . 
Pinel 
- .· ..:.:::,:· Q!.!.i . t~lit -· ~--· . _· . ·~-
...; :./J-j. ant:l1H . ... ... . 1.~-- ~t'- · 6··-·-" -· 
-~---. ·. -·--.__ ~ -- ---
-· _, • ..;,_ • que cclJ. •. ___ .... :-· --- ~- ....., 
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:----:- ·: -. - -·~-:"'-- ~ 
.. . f!.ppuy 
~-..:~~ ~ i f.tic . -:--~-
-;·1""'-· ... · am.mc --·· \'-£\-- -
. ' . -:-... , ....-. . I . ____ ....,_ __ _ -
.. . ·-· ·. -. que ce ~ -. · · .. ~ · · .. · · 
~~ . . . - -"""· ..----- -
- ·-·- ·- .. . ------ .... 
\../ · .. 
Tremb!ement 
\ ~. , .. ; .~: ~: .. _ : ~'_;: ... ~A · .. ~-·,- . It . . 
-.fi .. ;~.· ~· . >: ·.· .. -J'-rc .... -t~l-f~·tt~-f>-ti-~· . ~;:.;.. . Q!ti. (Ji~ . . .-~ . 
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Works published: 1679-c.1699 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1699 
1699 Mouton, Charles. Pieces de Luth sur differentes modes. Livre Deuxieme. Paris: 
Chez !'auteur. 
Summary: His Avertissement includes descriptions of the appi(J, port de vozx, pince, 
tremb!ement, and arpege. The agrement signs are from the Minkoff Facsimile edition. 
Appi(J 
"To pluck the string with the left hand after having touched the right hand one time 
although two letters are marked here ~' and sometimes marked by a small comma for 
• •· •· )t 
example; I c:~i that must be the same effect."328 · 
Port de voix 
"The cheutte that is to touch d1e first letter that is marked and let fall the finger on the 
other that is marked by a small circle under the two letters here ~ and sometimes 
under a single ~etter] that must be the same effect example; ~£.1 "329 
Pi nee 
"Marte!!ement is when you have the finger on a string and after having touched it, you 
lift the finger very litde and replace it in1mediately; and it is only a half step and rarely a step. 
I 0 k d th 1 ~ , 330 t 1s mar e us, examp e; 
Tremb!ement 
"The tremb!ement is marked with a litde cross after the letter thus ~-"331 
Termination 
"The cadences of which the fust two letters are touched by the fust fmger trailing and 
the third of the second is marked with a bar across that holds from the fust two letters 
Q," 
• & ..f!ib- , 332 
'· ..... 
328 Charles Mouton, Pieces de Luth sur dijfermtes modes. Livre Deux ieme. Paris: Chez l'auteur, 1699 
(Geneva: Minkoff Reprints, 1978). Present author's translation. 
329 Mouton, Pieces. Present author's translation. 
330 Mouton, Pieces. Present author's translation. 
331 Mouton, Pieces. Present author's translation. Unfortunately the cross does not appear. 
332 Mouton, Pieces. Present aud1or's translation. 
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The kryboard contingent 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1650-1717 
118 
Jean Denis (Denys) 
( c.1600-1672) 
Works published: 1643-1669 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1650 
1650 Denis, Jean. Traiti de I' accord de I' espinette, Avec Ia comparaison de son 
Clavier a Ia Musique vocale: augmenti en cette edition des quatre chapitres suivants . 
. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Denis gives instructions for pincements, fredons, cadences parfaites, tremb!ements, 
coulemens and accents. 
Advice to the Masters of music and Organists:"The Organists must not play those 
tones at all, and the Masters of Music must show discretion and see to it that they conform 
with the Organist on the notes and the right and harmonious chords; and it is not 
reasonable, because of a mere faux-bourdon, to deprive the organist of all conceptions of 
the mind, the freedom of the hands, the performance of beautiful passages, the personal 
touches, and the soft and strong accents that give so much grace to the playing of music. 
Such a course of action can even spoil the organ's tuning, which is so perfect."333 
The manner of playing the Spinet and Organ well: "After hand position, it is 
necessary to speak of the pincis fpincements],fredons, and tremblements [cadences parfaites]: The pincis 
are made within the value of the notes, and consequently there are two sorts of pincis; the 
simple (that has the value of an eighth), and the double (that has the value of a quarter). The 
fredon has the value of a half, without the close [ftmmj and termination [conclure] of a 
tremb!ement [cadence]. Finally, the trembiement [cadence parfaite], which is entirely closed [formic] and 
. d [ .I ·~ , 334 ternunate C011CtueJ. 
"There are a people who make of substantial faults, chiefly when they start a fugue; 
for any note whatsoever, they make the pinci as long as the note value; this is a substantial 
fault ... Now to guard against this fault, it is necessary that you are advised that whatever 
Organist must not start any fugue with a pinci, or that the pinci must only be half the value of 
the note he wants to start so that the rest of the half of the note is held firm [temt(forme] and 
given to understand that it is on that note that he wanted to start; and to start a fugue well, in 
playing the first note one must beat [abbattre] its neighboring note and leave it, holding the 
[ ] th d , 335 note at must soun .... 
"Therefore the Organist must take great care not to shake and wiggle the fingers so 
much that he creates confusion and a scramble; this hinders hearing the consonances and 
the movements: For he who makes well the pincis fpincements], tremb!ements, fredons, and 
cadences aptly must be held well-learned. If there are four notes in succession, be careful to 
333 Jean Denis, Traiti de l'acco1·d de l'espinette, A vec Ia comparaison de son Clavier d Ia Musique vocale: augmenti 
en cette edition des quatre chapitres suivants . .. . (Paris: Robert Ballard [iii], 1650), 19. Translation by 
Bernard H . Bichakjian. 
334 Denis, Traiti, 37. Present author's translation. 
335 Denis, Traiti, 37-38. Present author's translation. 
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place a pince only upon two of them . . . if you want to place a pince upon the second, [you] 
must also place it upon the fourth ... otherwise there would be confusion and scrambling. 
One must not place a pince on eighth notes in passages (that appear quite rarely), and if the 
notes descend, [you] must pince the upper, and if it ascends, [you] must pince the lower; only 
one can be chosen, as I have said before."336 




[1658-1690] Manuscrit Bauyn. MS. 
Summary: m-signed tremblements includingftmte's and double cadences. Slashed wave-signed 
pinces. Dottbles. The page numbers are taken from the facsimile edition volumes one through 
three. 
Le moutier. Allemande de Mr. de Chambonieres. 
p. [1] 
m-signed double cadences. 
,ij.Gffiir fl@ p U ~ i ,tg1 !' 
tM J lg·~ttr ~~~~ 
::(1 _+a • . ' 
m-signed tremblement. 
&*tilliA 
Courante de Mr. De Chambonnieres 
p. [10] 
Slashed m-signed pinci. 
Y kf~ : In1~J 
L-w. lqJ r.~! ~ p; 
Courante de Mr. de Chambonnieres 
p. [96] 
m-signed tremblement .forme. 
121 
Passacail!e de Mr. [Louis] Couperin 
p. [121] 
Layered m-signed tremb!ements. 
-~t . f I - It 
Gigue de Mr. Hardel 
P· [74] 
Slashed wave-signed pinds and m-signed tremb!ements. 
1 RJ I flt I 
T t 
t1 --- I . T Jt I T -;-. 
Double par Mr. [Louis] Couperin 
-~ 
p. [79] . 
Proto-tum. 
Sarabande grave de Mr. D'anglebert 
P· [87] 






Works published: 1665-1741 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1665-1667 
1665 Nivers, Guillaume-Gabriel. Livre d'Orgue Contenant Cent Pieces de tous fes 
Tons de f'Egfise .... Paris: Chez l'Autheur et Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Battements, cheute en montant, double cadences, ports de ?Joix, and tremblements. The 
front matter of this engraved edition includes a brief description of tremblements and adds to 
the confusion in nomenclature. 
"Cadences or tremblements are played by alternately striking two neighboring keys 
equally and quickly. T here are three kinds, named and indicated as follows: the agrement """"' , 
the cadence #,,and the double cadence ................. Let us now come to a specific demonstration 
of these three types of tremblement where one may see the different ways of playing them 
according to their different contexts. All the small notes are only for indicating the 
tremblement. The large note is the only one counted [in the measure] and since it is the main 
note one holds it a litde after the striking [of the ornamental note]"337 
II 
T remblement 
• CJJemon../h~atio11 lt ltL CtL4~n~e.. ... ' I 
II 
-Port de ?Joix 
"Examples of the ·slurring [Coulement] of the notes. The two notes that must be slurred 
[couler] the most are marked here with a small ray." 
I .., ~ · "' V I d'wu r~liu ra:;c.. r,nn-h Je<Volx.) . 
. ,... v., - .... ~ 2, ttl!J$''1liilltt!1nn I r<a: !ftt¥1 
337 Rebecca Harris-Warrick, Pn'nciples of the Hmpsichm·d ~Monsieur de Saint Lambn1, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984), 113. 
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Cheute en montant 
"Observe that there are certain thirds where there is a little line drawn between two notes in 
this way: tf_rhis means that you must play a very quick coulade on the third in this way: 
:~ and hold down the outside notes . . .. "338 
338 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 115. 
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Jacques Champion Sieur de Chambonnieres (Chambonnieres, Cham bonier) 
(d.1672) 
Works published: c.1660-1670 
Works surveyed: 1670 
1670 Chambonnieres, Jacques Champion Sieur de. Les pieces de clavessin de 
Monsieur de Chambonnieres. Paris: Jollain. 
Summary: Wave-signed tremblement. Vertical slash wave-signed pince. Cross-signed port de 
voix. Slash-signed lheute en montant. Sideways S-signed proto-turn. Compare this ornament 
table with those of Nivers (1650) and Lebegue (1676). Chambonnieres' Preface is snide in 
his remarks against those who have distributed his work before him but states his current 









Chmte en montant 
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Nicolas Lebegue (Le Begue) 
( c.1631-1702) 
Works published: 1676-c.1687) 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1676 
1676 Lebegue, N icolas. L es Pieces d'orgues ... avec les varietez, les agreements, et 
la maniere de toucher l'O rgue a present sur tous les J eux, et particulierement ceux qui 
sont peu en usage dans les provinces . .. . Paris: Baillon. 
Summary: Wave-signed tremblement. Slashed wave-signed pince. Slash-signed chettte en 
montant. Lebegue's stated purpose is to give an idea as to the way in which the organ is played 
in Paris at the time of his publication. He includes an "explaination of the other marks that 
serve as agreement for the pieces" 
I I I 
• I I"\ 
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Elisabeth Jacquet de La Guerre 
( c.1665-1729) 
Works published: 1687-1729 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1687 
1687 Jacquet de LaGuerre, Elisabeth-Claude. Les pieces de clavssesin: premier livre 
de Mad.elle de la Guerre. Grave par H[enry] de Baussen. Paris: Chez l'auteur et Chez 
le Sr. de Baussen. 
Summaq: Cross and wave-signed tremblements. Vertically slashed wave-signed pinds. 
Sideways S-signed tours de gosier. Hook-signed cheutes en montant. Medium and large sixteenth 
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Allemande 
p.S 









Cross-signed tremb!ement and slashed wave-signed pind. 
Hook-signed cheute m montant . 
Vertical wave-signed ascending arpege. 
Wave-signed tremblement and slashed wave-signed pin d. 
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Slashed wave-signed pincf and sideways S-signed tour de gosier. 
Wave-signed tremblement, slashed wave-signed pincf, an~ sideways S-
Vertical wave-signed ascending arpege, hook-signed cheute en montant. 
Vertical wave-signed ascending arpege with hook-signed cheutes en 
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Works published: 1688-1714 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1688 
1688 Raison, Andre. Livre D 'Orgue ... Laquelle se peut aussi toucher sur le 
Claverin ... tant aux Musiques vocals qu 'Instrumentales et le Chifre a bien des 
Endroits pour bien passer, les Intervalles et les Agremens . ... Paris: Chez l'Autheur. 
Summary: Wave-signed tremblements and double cadences with son t·ottpe. Slashed wave-
signed pince. Slanted S-signed tours de gosier. Slash-signed chettte en montant. Appuy. Raison's Au 
Lectettr includes an ornament table with signs, their execution, and fingering instructions. He 
explains that he is presenting the "most beautiful movements in use in all of vocal and 
instrumental Music." 
Au Lecteur: " ... .I marked all the agremens that one can give ... You will flnd several 
flgures in many Locations, this is to achieve a smooth flow of the Intervals and the agremens . . 
. . "Raison says the reader will find "les cadences, coules, harpegements et autres" and gives 
the following ornament table: 


















II ttr IIJ 
~c..k .• ~~ 
!lllir!J~ 
Pincf, Tour de Cosier, and Double Cadence with son coupe ] .,zp f~·~l 





Works published: 1689-1705 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1689-1 705 
1689 Boyvin, Jacques. Premier Livre d'Orgue . ... Paris: Mr. de Bau.Bend et Mr. le 
Maire. Rouen: Chez 1' Auteur. 
Summary: Backward slash-signed cheute en montant. Slashed wave-signed tierce cott!i. Port de 
voix, tour de gosier, and tremblement. Boyvin's Avis states he will "give demonstrations" for the 
"agriments, like cadences or tremblements,pincements, harpegements, coule;( and ''ports de Voix." 339 
Tremblement 
"The Cadence or tremblement must be long, according to the note and the time where 
one applies it. One ordinarily plays it in descending; one starts it on the note above." 
OJ c.hUJrr.Jir au;,n, 
g It It l1 HIW 
Cheute en montant 
" . .. . ascends from the preceding note." 
Caule z. 
CD ;J -:j . &f II r· ·: 
J ~ ".ffo 'fu.vu/ c.u Lat 
g)\ r· l't :jj-p J. 
Tierce Couli 
E xemple-
g r *l *r .. l 
-\- . 
g r fi _ §:*t 
3: ~ • . ! ; 
339 Jacques Boyvin, Premier L ivre d'Orgue . . .. Paris: Mr. de BauBend et Mr.le Maire. Rouen: Chez 
l'Auteur, 1689. Gallica: http:/ /gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148 / btvlb9009930b (accessed D ecember 6, 
2013) . Present author's translation. 
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Port de voix and tour de gosier 
"The port de voix is marked +; one must make a small articulation [coup] on the note 
&om which one comes (which is ordinarily descending); it is necessary that this note is 
muted; that is to say, scarcely hold the top, but it must beat [frappe] directly against the bass." 
Doul1le D:ulence..-
®.tl.ttt ±.t d 
~ xl· t U .ttrfl i.t a 
...~,.. X 
J; : 
1705 Boyvin, Jacques. Traiti abrege d'accompagnement pour l'orgue et pour le 
clavecin. . . Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: x-signed fierce coule. Notes perdues. Port de vozx. Boyvin g1ves slightly more 
descriptive information as to the proportion of certain agrements to their main notes. In 
contrast to his 1689 publication, his port de tJoix en montant is oriented far better in the range of 
agrements. 
"On a ... Positif, one can perform the Tempo, the Cadmces, the Pincements and other 
Ornaments, as on a Harpsichord, except that one of the two hands must be held with more 
pressure. Always make the Cadma: long, in proportion to the notes on which it falls; the 
Pincements short, and the Port de voix long in proportion to the note by which it is placed."340 
Port de voix 
"The port de voix e11 montant, which is marked with a comma. But the port de voix must 
be played precisely against the Bass." 
~'fmi~ 
. . . Cela iignifi~. . 
iff!iifmlil 
Tierce coule 
"The little cross x marks a coule or an added note." 
~Pi~ 
340 Zappulla, Figured Bass, 110. 
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Jean Henry d'Anglebert Gean-Henri) 
(1628-1691) 
Works published: 1689 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1689 
1689 d'Anglebert, Jean-Henri. Pieces de clavecin ... avec Ia maniere de les Joiier. 
Diverses chaconnes, ouvertures, et autre airs de Monsieur de Lully mis sur cet 
Instrument. Quelques fugues pour l'orgue ... Livre premier. Paris: Chez l'Autheur. 
Summary: Wave-signed tre.mblements including app'!)le. Comma-signed apptg, battement, 
pind, and port de voix. Sideways S-signed tour de gosier. Open paranthesis-signed cheute en 
montant. Close paranthesis-signed chUte and port de voix. Slur-signed port de voix double. Hook 
and sideways wave-signed cheutes en montmzt sur deux nottes. Dash-signed son coupe. Proto-turn. 
In his Preface, d'Anglebert praises the "incomparable" Lully and his "strongly superior 
gout," and explains his book includes some Vaudevilles: While these latter might fill space, he 
asserts: "It is yet true to say that these kinds of little airs are of an extraordinarily refmed, and 
that they have a noble simplicity that has always delighted everyone." There is contention 
that d' Angle bert was a student of Chambonnieres341 and his claim to fame is often that J.S. 
Bach copied out his ornament chart. His executions do not include returns to the main note. 
JKtinl"~J ,lJ:c ~fy>'"mclttr ,·rlmr ·'i'l"i{i;,lliun :::±:+ 
k f I 'r I 't I t I r (f I ! f I r l r l:t[J 
.;f;.on.Jitmml" .,.r,tm6lnrt.onf C a.f.wc~ au ln.: ,:_/).;ht/c r.·tdnuY' 111111 J~tv h t'm..:. ..f11r nu 
Jlutp/,. •7f/'"f~·~ 6/,~runr ttLra 
Aritrtrtlflrrr~Uit@!JPijmulij!IUg~t l 
I I l r 1 r 1 r 1 9 'I 1 t ~r 1 ~ T 1 (f 1 r-) 1 H 1 u 1 d { 1 !J'/na' (1Urr~ ..t_;;;A!bi~~,I.CJ:.,~'!"'·rJ.' jJJit .·n d~M·t~.:l.wl ( "lu.t;ll',V (' .. ·w~ttv· •IU'f~., ..fitr;z.n~-' tZJtlr~ · a.ldrt 
iwlml;fl;11~-ii~ a I;OO(f .. lfu I~J fllil 
/}1'./iU.ftt~' O.J.Al/1.£' 
JNt l'im·~· 
341 Willi Apel, The History oJKryboard Music to 1700 translated and revised by H ans Tischler 
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1972), 705. 
Bruce Gustafson, "France," in Kryboard Music Before 1700, 2nd ed, edited by Alexander Silbiger (New 







Tre~blements with preparations 
Turn variations prepare tremblements 
cr-nSJ tJ~(F=i 











Pind and Tour de Cosier 
Port de voix. Doubled. 





· .. r.d.:r.rn&r.~tl 
" 
m 
Port de voix and pinci 
~ ,:·h~unv ( 
pi'n; p I ' 
Cheute en montant 
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Chttte and port de voix 
m m ~.Jur• 
~ -Port de voix double 
Jurz t~vru 
d~ .fmfl<t! 
Chezttes en montant sur deux nottes (the last has example an appt!J) 
'IJrl W ~~ -~ ~w 
Son coupe before tremble men! 









Etienne Denis Delair (Denis Delair) 
(d. after 1 727) 
Works published: 1690-1724 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1690 
1690 Delair, Etienne Denis. Traite d'Accompagnement pour le Theorbe et le 
Clavessin. Qui comprend toutes les regles necessaires pour accompagner sur ses deux 
Instruments ... If enseigne aussi a Accompagner les basses qui ne sont pas chiffreez . . 
. . Paris: Chez 1' Auteur, 1690. 
Summary: Notes perdues. App1fY, cheute en montant sttr trois nottes, coule sur dmx 1zottes, and port 
de voix. Delair is one of the authors who uses the term cadence for phrase endings. He does 
not include an ornament chart, but briefly mentions "small notes" that are necessary for 
"agrement" in both the keyboard and theorbo sections of his work. 
For the Harpsichord: 
"One will see in the following example all the ways by which the said chord [accordJ 
can be diversified. The eighth notes that are between the whole notes are not absolutely 
necessary, as they are for agreement [agrement]; thus one does not hold them at all but makes 
~e_t?__~_p-~s~lp.g. 
For the Theorbo: 
" .. .. the notes perdues jpetites notes] that one will find mark the agrimens that can be 
made by each one of these manners . .. . " 
W.!Jt1t11! I g I J]lz 11 






Works published: before 1695-1709 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1695 
1695 Chaumont, Lambert. Pieces d'orgue sur les huit tons ... On Trouvera a Ia fin 
un Petit Traite de l'Accompagnement .... Liege: N. Daniells. 
Summary: Wave-signed tremblements and double cadem-es. Caret- and wave-signed 
tremblements appt!JeS. Slashed-wave signed battements. Caret-signed potts de voix and appf.!Ys. 
Backward slash-signed cheutes en montant sur deux nottes. Small to large traits include 
diminutions. A Flemish composer. "At the conclusion of his Pieces d'orgue, Chaumont, like 
many other French organists, gives instructions on the 'Mes!anges des jeux and an explanation 
of the agrements. Included in the latter is the pott de voix, which he (and some others) usually 
writes out fully in the form of two sixteenth notes on the same pitch."342 
Eocpf1catian der 511~ 
+ . 
I.remblement sans appt!Je 
£ t II 
T:u~~:.:: tttWli II~ 
ffi tJtt tW II d~t~~,~~~ 
Battement 
j 






342 Lambert Chaumont, Pieces d'org,tte sur les huit tons . ... Liege: N. Danielis, 1695 (Facsimile ed. 





ApplfY and port de voix 
~-~~~~~ ~~1-={:' tr f 
.Brrt 'Voix 
ll'ti{'ti111 
Pr Ton Prelude 
p. 1 
Slashed wave-signed battement. 
Caret -signed app1g and port de voix with wave-signed tremblements. 
Wave-signed tremblement into slashed wave-signed battement. 
Caret-signed applfY into slashed wave-signed battement. 
140 
fer Ton 2. Prelude 
p.2 







Du 2 Dialogue 
p.26 
Caret- and wave-signed tremblement appt!Ji, caret-signed port de voix. 
Caret- and wave-signed tremblement app!!Ji and simultaneous 
Caret-signed app!!J and diagonal slash-signed cheute en montant sur deux 
3 Ton Cornet Gqyement 
p.43 
Wave-signed double cadence. 
Caret- and wave-signed double cadence with appt!J. 
141 
Monsieur de Saint-Lambert (Michel) 
(±1.1700-1707) 
Works published: 1697-c.1710 
Works smveyed in this catalogue: c.171 0 
c.1710 Saint-Lambert, de. Les Principes du Clavecin Contenant une Explication 
exacte de tout ce qui concerne la Tablature et le Clavier. Avec des Remarques 
necessaires pour l'intelligence de plusieurs di.fficultes de la musique ... par Monsieur 
de Saint Lambert. Amsterdam: Estienne Roger. 
Summary: w-signed tremblements. Comma- and slashed wave-signed pince. Comma- and 
cross-signed port de voix. Comma-signed app1!J. Open parenthisis-signed cheute en montant. 
Close parenthisis-signed tierce coule. 7 -signed son coupe. Caret-signed accent. v-signed lower 
auxiliary accent. Cheute en montant sur deux nottes and port de voix double. Proto-turn. 
This is an undated edition of Christophe Ballard's 1702 publication. In Saint-
Lambert's remarks on the cou!e, he gives an example of a clearer way to mark multiple-note 
versions as well as an alternative to marking a double cadence by using the length of slashes to 
indicate the unmarked notes to be played. His agrement discussion in chapters twenty and 
twenty-one concludes with the remark that the advice given for the tremblement may be 
adhered to for the other ornaments. He discusses tremblement, double cadence, pince, ports de voix, 
coules, arpege, detache and aspiration. His is the first mark specifically indicating the direction of 
the lower auxiliary accent in the surveyed sources. The translations come from Rebecca 
Hartis-Warrick's edition of Saint-Lambert's Primiples and the musical examples from IMSLP. 
When describing the port de voix, Saint-Lambert feels the need to explain the liaison (slur) but 
also muses as to what is appropriate timing in harpsichord pieces versus voices. Saint-
Lambert offers unique insight in his also recapitulation of the petites graces of d'Anglebert, 
Nivers, and Lebegue. 
Agrements 
" .... the choice of agrementf' is "arbitrary ... [Bon goz1t] is the only rule that must be 
followed. However ... some agrements ... are virtually essential to pieces ... the tremblement .. 
. the pince, the atpege, and the cou!e." Saint-Lambert notes that while those which do not make 
his necessary agrements list "are neither as necessary nor as frequently used, they nevertheless 
give a great deal of grace to pieces, and it would be a mistake to neglect them."343 
" .... the performer is extremely free in the choice of agrements. In the pieces he 
studies he may play them in places where they are not indicated, remove those that are there 
if he finds that they don't suit the piece, and add others to his liking. He may even . . . 
neglect all those that I have taught here (except the essential ones) and compose other new 
ones himself in accordance with his own taste, if he believes himself capable of inventing 
ones that are more beautiful. But he must be careful not to give himself too much freedom 
on this subject ... for fear of spoiling what he wishes to embellish .. . is good and even 
necessary to accept the agrements of others at first and to play them only in the places where 
343 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 75. 
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they are indicated in the pieces until one is knowledgeable enough to judge without 
deceiving oneself that others wouldn't do any harm ... agrements must never alter the melody 
or the rhythm of the piece ... one must never hurry in making an agrement, no matter how 
fast it must be played; that one must take his time, prepare his fingers, and execute it with 
boldness and freedom ... [bon gout] is the only arbiter ... execute the agrements ... 
[othe1wise) they disfigure pieces instead of increasing their beauty, and it would be better not 
to do any at all than to do them badly .... " 344 
T remb!ement 
"The tremb!ement is an agitation of two keys struck [battues] alternately as equally and 
as quickly as possible. It is indicated in the notation by a symbol . . . tV placed above or 
below the note to be trilled."345 
"Since the tremb!ement is an alternate striking of two notes or keys, one must borrow a 
second note in order to play it ... The borrowed note is always the upper neighbor of the 
one marked by the tremb!ement ... The tremb!ement is begun with the borrowed note and ends 
with the main note ... The value of the note on which the tremb!ement is marked determines 
the duration of the striking ... When the tremb!ement must be long, it is more beautiful to 
strike it slowly at first, and to speed it up only at the end, but when it is short is must always 
b ill. k , 346 e q c . 
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"I have dwelt upon the rules for the tremb!ement at length because a clear explanation 
of this agrement makes an understanding of the others much easier. The other agrements are 
like the trem blement in that they add to the notes marked for that purpose other notes that are 
not written in the score. Thus it will be sufficient to indicate here all the signs that signify 
' t. , 347 agremen s . ... 
344 Barris-Warrick, Principles, 98-99. 
345 Barris-Warrick, Principles, 76. 
346 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 7 6-77. 
347 Barris-Warrick, Principles, 80-81. 
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d'Anglebert's varieties of tremblements 
"Monsieur d' Angle bert distinguishes five tremblements ... First there is the tremblement 
simple, for which we gave the rules at the beginning of the chapter, and then the tremblement 
appf!Yi, which consists of playing the borrowed note once before starting the tremblement. He 
calls the third and fourth ones cadences and gives the fifth the compound name of tremblement 
et pind."348 
1J EM 0 NS 7 R .A'TJO N J., figuru gt1i •ar'l••m lti 
~tr{t1 fmu tl' 'Irtt~~bltmtat frloM Mr. d' AIIJ.fntn. · 
Nivers' tremblements 
"M. Nivers mentions three different tremblements. He calls the first one agrement, the 
second cadence, and the third dottble cadence. He defines and expresses them in the following 
manner."349 
Dlttmlflrllli#• ~~~ TrneltMm, ftlil• Mr. _N,W,,~ 
I . "" ' IN 
~Eitt I t 1-
A;·imcnt. . C.dtnee. Dollblc Cadell«; · 
Mtlllibt tk ks nt/'f'iJIItT. 
-
· Ape-r. C~eace. Daublc c..de-. 
"The tremblement that M. Nivers calls the agrement is the same as that which the· other 
masters call the pind . .. except that he starts it on the borrowed note and the others start it 
on the main note. What he calls the dottble cadence is the same . .. as what M. d'Anglebert calls 
th b 1 • , , 350 e trem tement et pmce . . . . 
Tremblements of Chambonnieres and Lebegue 
"M. de Chambonnieres and M. Lebegue recognize only one type of tremblement, 
which is the one we spoke of first and which M. d'Anglebert calls simple. They both indicate 
it by the sign ..J. ."351 
Proto-turn 
348 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 81. 
349 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 82. 
350 Harris-Warrick, Princzples, 82. 
351 Harris-Warrick, P1'inciples, 82. 
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"Since many people call the tremblement a cadence, I will place the double cadence 
following this first agrement . . . The double cadence is usually followed by a tremblement. The last 
two ways are the invention of M. d'Anglebert, but the first is used by everyone and was, I 
believe, invented by M. de Chambonnieres."352 
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Pind 
"M. d'Anglebert distinguishes three types of pind . . . In the agrement called here chute 
et pind, the first note is not essential. It is there simply to show that this agrement is only done 
when the note preceding it is a step lower. The chute et pind is .. . that which M. Nivers 
. 1 ll th . ,353 snnp y ca s e agrement. 
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"M. de Chambonnieres and M. Lebegue speak of only one kind of pind, which they 




"The port de voix is one of the more important agrements for the harpsichord, even 
though not all the masters mention it. M. d'Anglebert acknowledges two types, one 
ascending, the other descending . .. The rule of the port de voix is that one must play the note 
preceding the one bearing the ornament symbol twice instead of once, when the preceding 
note is a step lower or higher than the marked note . . . But it is not fumly determined 
352 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 83-84. 
353 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 84. 
354 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 85. 
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whether this second note takes its value from the marked note or from the preceding note .. 
, 355 
Exu .. udaPortdcVoi.-. Enussio11." .EXEMl'LE. ·EXPRESSION. 
~~ 
'E.aiDOIDbftt, cndcCca:ula. &IDODiact 1fPcld'CCDdlat.' I!Dmoottftt,~:p dcfuruJa.nr 
"M. de Chambonnieres acknowledges only the ascending port de voix , and he indicates 
it by a cross."356 
EXEMPLE EXPRESSION. 
+ 
Appl!J and potts de voix 
" ... .it is necessary to distinguish three kinds of potts de voix the p011 de voix simple, the 
port de ?Joix appl!Je, and the demi port de voix. All three may be done descending, but in 
ascending only the port de IJOix simple and the one called appl!Je are used. The port de voix simple 
is done by playing the note preceding the marked one twice instead of once . . . the 
preceding note ... is never on the same pitch [as the note bearing the port de voix ] and is · 
always an eighth note or a quarter note. The port de voix appt!Je is done by playing the note 
that precedes and is only a step higher three times. This kind of port de voix is only 
appropriate to pieces that are played slowly and only when the preceding note is a quarter 
. hth , 357 note, not an e1g . 
''When the preceding note is two steps higher than the marked note, it is no longer 
this note that is played twice to express the port de voix , but the [borrowed] one in between 
the preceding note and the marked note . . . In these instances, the pot1 de voix is always 
simple: the one called appl!Je would not be appropriate. The demi port de voix is also only done . 
. . when the preceding note is two steps higher. It consists of playing the borrowed note only 
once ... It is only suitable to pieces in quick duple time ... The port de voix apptge has more 
grace ascending than descending ... in slow pieces and when the preceding note is a quarter 
note."358 
Dr~ Pn-11 tl• PliS ,. tkftmU.,; 
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355 Han:is-Warrick, Principles, 86-87. 
356 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 88. 
357 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 88-89. 
358 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 89. 
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Cbeutes en montant 
" .... M. d'Anglebert teaches six or seven types of coule. The first is the one done on a 
third that everyone uses. It consists of playing the lower of the two notes of the third before 
the higher, and while passing from the lower to the higher of also playing the one in 
between, releasing the middle note after having played it ... All the masters indicate the coule 
in the score by a little line drawn upward between the two notes ... but M. d'Anglebert 
indicates it by this other mark."359 
EXEMPLE. EXPRESSION. 
. : f~- - -cl-~=-_i§_ g-==~ -ra Colli• - · ~: 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
"The same cottle can be done on a fourth in the same way by first playing the lower of 
the two notes and then the second .... " 360 
EXt:MPLE. EXPRESSION. 
~?fj ;:: ~LJ;; 
Tierce coule 
"The second coule discussed by M. d'Anglebert is exactly like the first . . . the sole 
difference that it descends instead of ascending."361 
EX~MPL£. EXPRESSION. 
~~:lid 
"The mark placed after ... [shows] to start the cottle from above. When it is in front, 
the coule is started from below. 
Pott de voix (doubled) and Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
"The third coule is done on two consecutive notes, the second of which is two steps 
higher than the first ... At the end of the cottle, all these borrowed notes are released and 
only the last note is held, for as long as its value requires. [For] the fifth cottle . .. one does 
not repeat the first note, as in the other. It is started on the second pitch. These last three 
f /' nl . 1 . ,362 types o come are o y appropnate to s ow pteces ... . 
EXEMPLI:; - EXPRESSION: EXEMPLE. EXPRESSION. 
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359 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 90-91. 
360 Barris-Warrick, Principles, 91. 
361 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 91. 
362 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 91-92. 
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Son coupe 
"The last agrement of which M. d' Angle bert speaks is one that he calls the de tache. It is 
done before a tremblement or a pince and consists of making a little silence between the 
tremblement or the pince and the note preceding it ... by shortening the value of the preceding 
note a little ... very necessary in certain pieces with a lively tempo .... "363 
·. ·. E • ~ 111 P. 1,..1. E 1t ., a .a. s s 1 o N. . 
Accent and lower auxiliary accmt 
" ... .I call aspiration, which consists of rapidly playing a single borrowed note only 
one time . . . The mark indicating the aspiration is always placed after the note to be 
aspirated. When this mark has its point upwards, the upper neighbor note is borrowed, as 
for the tremblement. When it has the point downwards the lower note is borrowed."364 
Mt~rqrtt tit r AfJiratil,, MAnilrt ,, fnp,irlrw. ·· .. 
ij~mmr~ 
Saint-Lambert's notation 
Saint-Lambert finds D 'Anglebert's method of marking all cheutes en montant 
insufficient; he proposes using a "little line drawn through the pitches of the notes to be 
borrowed for playing the coull' since "one is free in the choice of ornaments and in the way 
of indicating them in the notation."365 
- EX EM P L E. -~~i=f-1:,./ __ w'~:l= 
®d < J±E_ru '±t! ~~ ·~~r.Esl1~1~:L~==T= 
... k ntem•11r. coulc. hii'l~ ~~"'"'""" iifl~!E 
363 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 97. 
364 Harris-Warrick, Principles, 98. 
365 H arris-Warrick, Principles, 92-93. 
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F ran<_;:ois Couperin (ii) le grand 
(1668-1733) 
Works published: 1679-1730 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1713-1717 
1713 Couperin, Frans;ois. Pieces de Clavecin. . . Grave par du Plessy. Premier 
Livre. Paris: Chez I' Auteur et Sieur Belange Marchand. 
Summary: Wave-signed tremblements including appt!Je and non appt!]e as well as double 
cadence. Slashed wave-signed pincis and batteinents. Slash-signed chettfe en montant. Backward 
slash-signed tierce cottle. Sideways S-signed proto-turn. Vertical slash-signed son coupe. Arch and 
circle-signed suspension. Notes perdttes. Accent and ports de voix. An undeniable giant of the 
harpsichord and exempla1y writer on the stylized baroque agrements, Couperin had published 
airs seriettx in the Ballard yearly publications. 
Preface: Couperin claims he has "included all the necessary [ agremens]" for his 
pieces" in "proportion to one's knowledge and age .... " 366 Furthermore: "In order to 
facilitate the understanding and execution of my pieces in the proper manner, I have been 
obliged to invent certain signs for the [agremens], but I have kept to the greatest extent 
'bl th hi h alr d . "367 poss1 e ose w c are ea y ill common use .... 
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366 Kenneth Gilbert, Introduction to Franrois Coupm·n s Pieces de Clavecin. Premier Livre. Paris: Chez 
l'Auteur et Chez Boivin, 1713 (Paris: Heugel, 1973), xxii. 
367 Gilbert, Introduction, xxiii. 
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"It is the value of the Notes that must determine the duration of the pincis, ports de 
. d h T b I , 368 vozx, an t e rem temens . ... 
Pinci 
"11 tjfoc . / 
Battements 
\'-' ~ ~Jfctc . 
Port de voix 
P01t de voix and pinci 






cpl" . / 
Port de voix and battement 
-/. \ 
\ 
368 Fran<;:ois Couperin, Pieces de Clavecin . .. Grave par du Ples.ry. Premier Livre. Paris: Chez !'Auteur et 




Tremblement non appt!Ji 
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Son coupe 
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1716 Couperin, Fran~ois. L 'Art de Toucher le Clavecin par Monsieur Couperin 
Grave par L. Hue. Paris: Chez L'Auteur et Le Siew Foucault. 
Summary: Couperin's most common agrements (for which he g1ves his students 
exercises) are the "tremblemens," pinces, and ports-de-voix. Appt(J. 
Agremens 
"I have already illustrated ... the aspiration [son coupe] and the suspension in the table of 
agrements at the end of my first book, but · . . . These two names will probably seem new .. . I 
have broken the ice in appropriating . . . names which are in accord with their effects . . . 
Regarding the expressive effect of the aspiration, it is necessary to detach the note on which it 
is marked less vigorously in tender things, and slow [things], than in those which are quick 
and swift. Regarding the suspension, it is hardly employed except in tender and slow pieces. 
The [duration of the] silence that precedes the note on which it is marked must be ruled by 
the gotlt in the person who executes it." 
"Generally, the value of the notes should determine the lenghth of the [battements], the 
pmts-de-voix; and the tremblemens. All pince must be fixed on the note where [the sign] is placed 
... I use the term Point-d'aret [stopping point], marked here by a small star: thus the beats 
[batemms] and the note where one stops must take place within the value of the main 
' I f th . d · , 369 martetement o e strmge mstrurnents. 
Port de voix 
"The port-de-voix is composed of two notes of [full metric] value and a petite note perdiie . 
. . the ports-de-voix are marked with litde crosses . .. The petite note perdue of a port-de-voix or a 
cottle must be struck with the harmony ... in the time of the note of [metric] value that 
follows ... "370 
369 Fran<;:ois Couperin, L'Att de Toucher le Clavecin . ... (Paris: Chez L'Auteur et Le Sieur Foucault, 
1716), Gallica: http:/ /gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k105068n (accessed D ecember 7, 2013), 19. 
370 Couperin, L'Arl de Toucher, 19-22. 
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Tremblements and app!fY 
"Although the tremblemens are marked as equal in the table of agremens of my first book, 
they should nevertheless begin slower than they finish, but this gradation must be 
imperceptible. On notes where a tremblement is marked, one must always beging on the step 
or half-step above. The longer tremblemens include three components, that [through] their 
execution appear a single thing. 1. The app!fY which is formed on the note a step above the 
main [essentiele]. 2. The beats [batemens]. 3. The stopping point [point d'arest] ... the other 
tremblemens are arbitrary. Some have the app!fY, others are so short that they have no appt!J nor 
stopping point; one can even make them aspirated [aspires]."371 
~k-
.r-.. ' '\. .. 
Notation 
" .. .. there are faults in our way of writing music that correspond to the way in which 
we write our language! This is that we write differently than we execute; this is [why] 
foreigners play our music less well than we do theirs" for the "Italians write their music in 
the true values that they intend ... our practice has enslaved us, yet we continue."372 
371 Couperin, L:Art de Toucher, 23-24. 
372 Couperin, L:Art de Tout'her, 39-40. 
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The 1Jiola da gamba contingent 
1685-1695 
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Sieur De Machy (Demachy) 
(±1.1685-1692) 
Works published: 1685 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1685 
1685 De Machy. Pieces de Violle En Musique et en Tablature, differentes les unes 
des autres, et sur plusieurs Tons. Elles contiennent deux Livres, et sont les premieres 
qui jusques a present ayent paru au jour ... Gravies par H. Bonne iii/. Paris: Chez 
L'autheur et Chez Bonneiiil. 
Summary: Comma-signed tremblements. x-signed pinci. Double x and u-signed 
battements. Tilde-signed ports de voix. Curved slash-signed Jlattement. Slanted tilde-signed 
vibrato. De Machy's "agremen.f' are the app'!)l, tremblement, petit tremblement, tremblement sans 
appt!Jer, martellement, double martellement, port de voix or chetttte, battement, and aspiration or 
plainte. His Avertissement claims his "principal Rules" are ''Very Necessary" for knowing 
how to play the Viol well and "avoid the abuses that have recendy crept in on this 
Instrument" and that one can "play the Viol in three ways, as well as the Theorbo and the 
Keyboard [Clavessin]" the second of which "consists of accompanying oneself, or of 
singing one Part while playing the other ... " 373 He and Rousseau had a famous batde in ink 
over viol technique; Demachy favored lute technique. 
A grements 
" . . .difficulties are met in the things that are not made expressly for the 
Instrument, like in the Airs of the Opera and other Pieces .. . it would be better in these 
occasions to prefer the song and the agremms to the chords which would prevent [the 
musician] from making them: But in the Pieces composed for the Viol, one must avoid-as 
much as one can-from interuppting the harmony. It is not that I would want that you 
make a profusion of chords that serve no purpose when they are not [made] according to 
the rules of the Instrument [for which they are] prescribed . . .. "374 
App!!J and tremblements 
"One must play the appt!J of the tremblemmt according to the value of the note, and 
make it equal. The petit tremblement (which is called a tiret on the Lute) is produced the same 
th . d . , 375 except at lt oes not contmue. 
373 De Machy, Pieces de Violle En Musique et en . ... (Paris: Chez L'autheur et Chez Bonneilil, 1685), 
Gallica: http:/ /gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b9078569f (accessed December 7, 2013), 1-4. Present 
author's translation. 
374 De Machy, Pieces de V iolle, 8. Present author's translation. 
375 De Machy, Pieces de Violle, 9. Present author's translation. 
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Two-fmgered F!attmenf16 
"The tremb!ement sans appt!Jer is to press one finger against another without playing 
an appt!J while pressing a litde on the string."377 
Pinci and battement 
"The marte!!ement is to lift the finger from the note or the letter, as soon as 1t 1s 
touched, and to replace [the finger] in the same time. The double marte!!ement is made the 
same [way], being repeated."378 
Port de voix 
"The port de voix (which one calls [chUte] on the Lute and other Instruments) 1s 
made by anticipating a note or a letter [going] to the other."379 
Battement 
"The battement must be started with a lifted finger and continued like the 
trem b!ement. "380 
One-fingered vibrato381 
"The aspiration (also called plainte) is made in varying the finger on the fret. There 
are people who want it to be called miau!!ement [mewling] by allusion."382 
Double cadence (tremb!ement and pinci as termination) and port de voix with battement 
''When the marte!!ement is with the tremb!ement, the petit tremblement, or the port de voix, 
one must always make it the last."383 
376 Robert A. Green avers this is a two-fingered vibrato in his article "Jean Rousseau and 
O rnamentation in French Viol Music," J ournal of the Viola da Gamba Society of America Vol. 14 
(1977), 25. 
377 D e Machy, Pieces de Violle, 9. Present author 's translation. Kinney believes this is a two-finger 
vibrato. 
378 D e Machy, Pieces de Violle, 9. Present author's translation. 
379 D e Machy, Pieces de Violle, 9. Present author's translation. 
380 D e Machy, Pieces de Violle, 9. Present author's translation. 
381 Green and Kinney believe this is a one-finger vibrato. 
382 D e Machy, Pieces de Violle, 9. Present author's translation. 
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J:JI!tU. _ I 
Cmved slash-signed flattement or two-finger vibrato. 
TrP:;;dJie m ent 
x-signed pince 
n iartf•lkrne.nt /i 
~,·E$ 
Double x and u-signed battements 
hattNru•nJ.r 
Tilde-signed port de voix 
Port de q,.,;r: 
6 
I .J ·rt 
S~anted tilde-signed one-fmger vibrato 
lrmtbit"m.Utt' 










"The p (pouse) Signifies pushed and the t (Tire) pulled at the Start of the first and 
Second part of each Piece, then one only has to continue."384 
Gavotte 
p.32 
p-signed upbow, comma-signed tremblements, x-signed pinces, and 
tilde-signed potts de voix. 
~ U'{ 11f"~'i h~:rl~f,t11f fK#$ I iz~ 
Comma-signed double cadence with termination, slanted tilde-signed 
potential flattement, tilde-signed pori de voix, x-signed pince, comma-signed tremblement, and 
comma-signed double cadence with termination. 
~ rtffl §I fPj J 
F ~ ~ 
Gavotte en rondeau 
p. 50 
p-signed up bow, slanted tilde-signed potential flattment into son coupe 
and cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
1:rimDt 
· f · Tilde-signed pori de voix into x-signed pince, x and comma-signed 
double cadence. 
p-signed up bow, slanted tilde-signed potential flattement, 
comma-signed tremblements, and x-signed pince. 
H il a z9"X~BI~ S?,J;t hr i. l' - ·' ~~) ~ . 




Works published: c.1680-1 725 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1686-1711 
1686 Marais, Marin. Pieces a une et a deux violes composees par M. Marais . . • . 
Paris: Chez I'Autheur etJean Hurel. 
Summary: Comma-signed tremblement and double cadence, x-signed unidentifiable agrement, 
wave-signed j!attement, and vertical-wave signed vibrato. Note perdue. A ccent, p01t de voix , port de 
voix double, and fierce cottles. Small and medium cottlades. Proto-trill and proto-turn. Marais' 
agrements, which he assures his reader he has marked with "as much exactitude as possible," 
are the "Tremblement, Batement, Pinci or j!atement, Port de voix, P!ainte or j!atement . .. cottle de doigt, 
_; · h' , 385 uozgt cottc e . . . . 
Avertissement. "In order to accommodate myself to the differing capacities of persons 
who play the viol I have, up until now, presented my solos furnished more or less with 
chords; but having recognized that this diversity was creating a bad effect and that people 
were not playing them as I composed them, I have finally decided to present them in the 
manner I (myself) play them, with all the embelishments [agriments] that ought to accompany 
them. And inasmuch as simple melodies are to the taste [gotlt] of a good many persons I 
have, with this in mind, composed some pieces into which chords enter hardly at all. Others 
will be found in which I have put more of them, and several which are entirely filled with 
them, for persons who like harmony and who are more advanced. Therein will be seen also a 
quantity of pieces for two viols and some other novelties ... delicacy in viol playing consists 
in (the use of) certain embellishments [agrements] proper to this instrument ... "386 
Tremb!ement J 
Unidentifiable agrement L/3t.~ti'4rtt ~fll . . .. . . . .. I • I 
Two-fingered j!attement [/!in.ce' ou flme.nwnl . •. L • •• • r • ~  
One-fingered vibrato 
"The vibrato [plainte] is ordinarily made with the little fmger by rocking the hand .... 
I j 1,337 
385 Marin Marais, Pieces a une et a deux violes composees par M. Marais . . . . (Paris: Chez l'autheur et Jean 
Hurel, 1686), Gallica: http:/ /gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btvlb9010039f (accessed December 4, 2013). 
Present author's translation. 
386 Gordon J. Kinney, "Marin Marais as Editor of His Own Compositions," Journal if the V iola da 
Gamba Society of America Vol. 3 (1966), http:/ /vdgsa.org/pgs/journal/vol03-1966.pdf (accessed 
March 11, 2014), 7-8. 
387 Marais, Pieces. Present author's translation. 
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Port de voix 
"The port de voix is marked by a lone little note that is not counted in the measure, 
and that is called note perdiie; and when several of these occur together, they do not mark the 
p011 de voix but certain coulades that one can [play], or not [play] without altering the piece, and 
I have marked these only for a variety of execution."388 
Prelude 
p.9 





Wave-signed flattement, thirty-second notes perdttes proto-turn figure 
and comma-si~ed tremblement. 
t { -~. £--J TiE lil fS 
. I ' 
. -
Note perdue accent and wave-signed flattement. 
I t ~ _W: ~ ;,. -~~ . . ' . ~. · · pmrw-
-.... n . 
Sarabande 
p. 18 
_ _ p-signed bowing, cross-signed tremblement, lower note perdue port de voix. 
"31; fll~~rm 
r 
Double of Gigue 
p.22 
Full notation thirty-second bowed tmnblement. 
F(ID1it171wnt~ 
\..... - 4.. :J.J-1. ·IO:t•-•ii;-_ 
Rondeau 
p.29 
Tremblement into sixteenth note perdue tierce cott!i. 




Comma-signed double cadence into notes perdues termination and tierce 
couli. 
1689 Marais, Marin. Basse-continues des piefeS a une et a deux violes. Avec une 
augmentation de plusieurs piefes particulieres en partition a Ia fin desdittes ·Basse-
continuC's . ... Paris: Chez l'Autheur et Chez Jean Hurel. 
Summary: Comma signed tremblements and double cadences. Notes perdues. Chmttes en 
descendant sur trois 1tottes and ports de voix doubles. Small and medium coulades; small to large traits. 
Engraved by Bonneiiil. Tempo and dynamic markings. Marais includes Doubles of 
Allemandes, Courantes, and Gigues but starting on page 90, Marais' variations of a Stgd are 
labeled Couplet. 
Avertissement: Upon giving his "Book of Pieces to the Public for one and two Viols," 
Marais was held up in printing his intended basses as "engraving is a very long enterprise" so 
they are the current publication. The basses are figured so that they may "be played oil the 
Keyboard [Ciavecin], or on the Theorbo; which goes very well with the Viol playing the 
melody [s1get]."389 Additionally, there are pieces that "are very difficult, but it is not however 
impossible to execute them" and these were all "expressly made for those who have a 




389 Marin Marais, Basse-continues des p ie[es a une eta deux violes. A vec une augmentation de p lusieurs pie[es . .. 
(Paris: Chez l'Authew: et Chez Jean Hw:el, 1689), Gallica: 
http: / / gallica.bnf.fr/ ark: / 12148/ btv1b8538835k (accessed February 22, 2014), 2. Present author's 
translation. 
390 Marais, Basse-continues, 2. Present author's translation. 
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Cheuttes en descendant sur trois nottes. 






Notes perdues port de voix double. 
Couplet 1 7 of S tg'et 
p. 98 
Notes perdues cott!ades. 
~ 'I ·~ l ~ ~-jJ~ ~ ---'---=-&_.______,__~vj3_ft,- '?t•WHJE. 
I "' -+-
1692 Marais, Marin. Pieces en Trio pour les Flutes, Violon, et Dessus de Viole ... 
Basse-Continue. Paris: Chez l'Autheur et Chez Jean Hurel. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appt!JeS and Jermes as well as double cadences. 
Notes perdues. Incomplete accents, lower auxiliary accent, appt!Js, chutes, coules sur deux nottes, tierce 




p. 7 2me. Dessus 
Cross-signed tremblement. 
iJ i¥J f11J£Ift£Bil 
Sarabande 
p. 8 2me. Dessus 
Tour de gosier. 
1£1 r® 11 
Loure 
p. 12 2me. Dessus 
Note perdue tierce cottle, proto-trill, and cross-signed dottble cadence. 
m J J. t U I tU1 UJ:~ 
~ ··· 
Chaco nne 
p. 23 2me. Dessus 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
! J &lt I J 2 
p. 27 2me. Dessus 
Notes perdttes tour de gosier. 
mflil fi I : Jt 
Sarabande 
p. 32 2me. Dessus 
Beaming matches gestures; proto-trill into cross-signed double cadence. 
p. 39 2me. Dessus 
Notes perdues coule sttr deux nottes into cross-signed tremblement and cheute 
en montant sur deux nottes. 
~· ~- r--.. Hll~J:tlf'llH 
Prelude 
p. 50 2me. Dessus 
Cross-signed tremblement app1fYe. 
163 
Sarabande 
p. 52 2me. Dessus 
Cross-signed double cadence with notes perdue termination. 
Notes perdues tierce cou!is. 
J;:r rlJ1fJJH±f m.1t¥rmt, 
.. , . rrr~.rc-
Double of Gavotte en Rondeau 
p. 55 2me. Dessus 
Notes perdues cheutes en montant sur deux nottes. 
1i !Bnu1 ,Dna 1 
Prelude 
p. 66 2me. Dessus 
Notes perdues app"!Js. 
J !al r rJ ~ ~rr fJI" 
Sarabande 
p. 68 2me. Dessus 
Cross-signed tremblement and notes perdttes tour de gosie1: 
Gavotte 
p. 104 2me Des sus 
Note perdue incomplete accent. 
Gavotte en Rondeau 
p. 34 1 er Des sus 
Cross-signed tremblement forme with note perdue chttte. 
Autre of La marianne 
p. 77 1 er Des sus 




p. 90 1er Dessus 
Notes perdues fourth chutes. 
g~Q@ 1 ErlijUH 
La desolee ... 
p. 113 1er Dessus 
Notes perdues tour de gosier. 
1701 Marais, Marin. Pieces de Violes ... [Seconde Livre] Paris: Chez l'Autheur et 
Chez Jean H urel. 
Summary: The comma and cross signs are both used here; one is a tremblement, the other 
unidentifiable. In the following pages, the comma has been identified as the tremblement and 
the comma as the unidentifiable "batement." Wave-signed flattement. Vertical wave-signed 
vibrato. Notes perdues. Incomplete accent, apptgs, cou!es sur deux nottes, pinces, ports de voix, and port 
de voix doubles. Small to large coulades. Proto-trills. Engraved by Bonnei.iil. The Basse-continues du 
second livre de pieces de violes... of the same year does not include the Avertissement. The 
translations by Kinney are clarified from the original French in brackets. 
Avertissement. " ... .The pieces are worked in a different manner than those in my first 
book. I have kept in mind, in composing them, the making of them suitable for all sorts of 
instruments, such as the Organ, Keyboard [Clavecin], Theorbo, Lute, Violin, Flute [Fiutte 
allemande] ... The [Basses continues] for them are rather melodious, which contributes gready 
to the ease of persons willing to give themselves the trouble of applying them to each 
instrument in particular ... when emply places are encountered in some ... [pieces], it will 
be necessary to reflect upon the [basse continue] in order to fill them in with a tune [chant] of 
the most graceful and suitable kind possible . ... " 391 
"Since these new pieces have been amplified by some indications that are not in my 
first Book, it is fitting that I explain them here . . . Dots indicated . .. above or below notes 
with a slur, signify that it is necessary to articulate with a single bow-stroke several notes as 
though they were by different bow-strokes, and this by pressing on them a little (with) the 
finger that touches upon the hair of the bow . ... "392 
{ 
c.'ump/e..'J .J ~ ? .. ;i' 
fM.fl< I ':' 'J'r,·ft/Jc I~ g w ! r: / 
. . . 
391 Gordon]. Kinney, "Marin Marais as Editor of His Own Compositions," Journal of the Viola da 
Gamba Society of America Vol. 3 (1966), http: I I vdgsa.orgl pgs I journal/ vol03-1966. pdf (accessed 
March 11 , 2014), 10. 
392 Kinney, "Marin Marais," 10-11. 
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The following dots "signify that it is necessary to fill in the gap between the subject 
and the bass so as not to make bad sounds .... " 393 
~ {a:'!mp/L? )~zj J !1 ! _I·/ l { aru,- f".'JNI · J . - . . 1 • 
"I avail myself of several usages of these dots to avoid the multiplicity of special 
marks that might have caused trouble ... The little • that is to be encountered in many 
places . signifies the open or unstopped string and it is vety useful for specifying the unison 
with the open string . . . As for the other signs that denote the usual embellishments 
[agreemens], these are the same as those in my first Book."394 
In ega! 
The dots in the following example "signify that each note is to be made equal in 
duration instead of, as is customaty, dotting them from the first to the second; and 
whenever, for movements of this kind, they are not indicated, one can still make them as 
though they were, provided that the style of the piece calls for it ... I have marked them 
only in the places that could suffer some doubt, and even in the [basses continues]. ... " 395 
(' • • 0 
( .1'(1/1/)k ' 0 0 0 
fn' ~~''l,;_, ,lu,f.>h;J hq·jiJ l : ~-l () i'Jf"/l''t. .~ J ~ -- - . 
Notes perdttes 
These dots "represent small 'lost notes' [nottes perdiies] which one can make or, if one 
1: 1 th . . 1 k " 396 pre1ers to p ay e p1ece srmp y, not rna e .... 
{ .. f:xc~~~plc'J ,}£9= 
0
., M ' l · ··% 
L "I"''~'I'<:!!MI. . : : •. . .·: ·.' 
Barre 
Marais cautions against confusing dots signaling strings i; ;:~j"·. ~·; "with the finger-
bar [do~t cottche] with the first finger. Dots at the side ·I~ indicate the barring of the first 
finger, and when they are located above ... this means it is necessary to place the fust finger 
th d . ,397 on e secon strillg .... 
Prelude 
P· 1 
Comma-signed tremblement, wave-signed jlattement, x-signed 
unidentifiable agrement, potential double cadmce, small and medium coulades, and bowings. 
i-C~f~;JI£1 rP.NUfi~~;~·t·gtr 
'rntd#t_ •• _ .............;; -.. . ..... .. ~ ' --::-:-.... ·-- -~-
393 Kinney, "Marin Marais," 11. 
394 Kinney, "Marin Marais," 12. 
395 Kinney, "Marin Marais," 11. 
396 K..inney, "Marin Marais," 11. 
397 Kinney, "Marin Marais," 11-12. 
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x-signed unidentifiable agrement, notes perdues cou/e sur deux nottes, and 
tour de gosier. 
Proto-trill into comma-signed tremb/ement. 
Vertical wave-signed vibrato. 
-~~ Courante 
p.9 
Notes perdues port de voix into x-signed unidentifiable agrement, and note 
perdue tour de gosier. 
/-~ 










Tom beau pour Monseiur de Lui!J 
p.99 
Note perdue port de voix into cross-signed undentifiable agrement, small 
coulade, and wave-signed jlattement. 
'ilt~,·-lf~ 
. - 1..-~ I - L ' 
Rondeau en Vaudeville 
p. 127 
Note perdue incomplete accent. 
1711 Marais, Marin. Pieces de Violes . ... [Livre Troisieme] Paris: Chez l'Autheur 
et Chez Jean H urel. 
Summary: Comma-signed tremblement including fermi. x-signed unidentifiable agrimmt. 
Wave-signed Jlattement. Vertical wave-signed vibrato. Check-signed son glisse. Notes perdues. 
Incomplete accent, battement, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, and cht1te. Small to medium 
coulades. Proto-trills and proto-turns. The Avertissement reminds the readers the pieces may 
be played on "Organ, keyboard [clavesin], violin, treble viol [dessus de viole], theorbo, guitar, 
flute fflutte traversiere], recorder fflutte a bee], and oboe .... " 398 
Au Public: "The honnor done me by the public for nearly tlill:ty years in playing my 
pieces, gave me the determination to devote to it this third book ... Satisfying the earnest 
entreaties ... since my Second book. However, I felt obligated to mix in some strong pieces 
well-furnished with chords with several Doubles, to satisfy those who are the most advanced 
on the viol. Finally the addition of some marks that were not in my two preceding books, 
and that are essential for the gout of my pieces must persuade the public that I have neglected 
thin ,399 no g .... 
Avertzssement. "The most beautiful pieces lose their charm [agrement] if they are not 
executed with the gout that is proper to them, and [as I] cannot give an idea of this got1t using 
ordinary notes, I was obliged to supplement new marks capable of making those who are 
. k 
playing my pieces acquainted with my view: - e -; !' · CLt: · · signifies that one must express or 
swell the bowstroke by pressing more or less on the string according to the demands of the 
398 Marin Marais, Pieces de Violes .... [livre Troisieme] (Paris: Chez l'Autheur et Chez Jean Hurel, 1711), 
Gallica: http:/ /gallica.bnf.fr/ark: /12148/btv1b54000088b (accessed February 22, 2014). Present 
author's translation. 
399 Marais, Pieces de Violes . .. . fl-.-ivre Troisieme]. Present author's translation. 
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piece, and sometimes on the start of the time [of the note] or during the dot as the mark 
indicates; in this manner one gives soul to pieces that without it would be too uniform."400 
Arpege 
Bam " . .. . the two dots to the side of a -·+'. as with the first; this rarely happens."401 
Son enfle Marked with an e. 
Fantaisie 
P· 1 
Cross-signed unidentifiable agrement, wave-signed flattement, medium 




Notes perdues battement, wave-signed flattment, e-signed son enfle, comma-









Check-signed son glisse. 
1 ~ . 
I e ~ I 1"4W:Lf·.4.1 ;. II 
.__.;.--/ t t 
A llemande La Magnijique 
p.91 
Vertical wave-signed vibrato, comma-signed tremblement fermi with note 
perdue chUte. 
~ 
400 Marais, Pieces de Violes . ... [Livre Troisieme). Present author's translation. 




. Note perdue port de voix, e-signed son en.fle and comma-signed tremblement. 
e ~~ e. 
_ll @183 '') f 
Sarabande 
p. 110 
Wave-signed .flattement into note perdue incomplete accent. 
~ 5 ·r n ~~ta 
Sarabande en Rondeau 
p. 111 





Note perdue port de voix double. 
Pin cis . 
. ~·gb lr~ll~ 4 
Note perdue fifth cbttte . 





Works published: 1687 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1687 
1687 Danoville. L'Art de Toucher le Dessus et Basse de Violle, Contenant Tout ce 
qu'il y a de necessaire, d'utile, et de curieux dans cette Science. Avec Des Principes, 
des Regles et Observations si intelligibles, qu'on peut acquerir Ia perfection de cette 
belle Science en peu de temps, et mesme sans le secours d' aucun Maistre . ... Paris: 
Chez 1' Auteur et Chez Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Comma-signed tremblement appt!Je. Cross-signed pince. Wave-signed Jlattemmt. 
Notes perdues. Appl!J, balancement de main, pons de voix, son glisse, and vibrato. Secondary sources 
point out this treatise is for the treble or treble and bass viols. The following descriptions 
come from pages 39 to 45 in Danoville's treatise and the translations are by the present 
author. 
Tremblemmt app1!Je 
"The Tremblemmt is the most beautiful agrement [onzement] in all of Music; vocal as 
much as instrumental: It ranges from the half step to ... the whole step, it is practiced by 
means of the Supposition. Supposition is to anticipate the Note that precedes the [note] 
upon which one must make a Tremblement. For example; if there is a Tremblement marked on 
Mi, anticipate it with the Fa; put the first finger on the Mi and the second on the Fa 
(which is the supposed [borrowed] Note), and-always holding the first-let the Bow 
flow a moment after agitating the second finger with equal beats [agitation], and hurry it at 
the end; I mean, to execute this with faster beats ... . " 402 It is marked "by a little comma 
situated after the note that must be trilled [tremb!ee]."403 
=j=•!-=-t~=:i=~t-~:1-I-:.h: 
-· . l~ ... -·- -- -




"[The] Pince is made with a brusque agitation, replacing the finger on the Fret; the 
number of its beats [coups] must be ruled by the value of the Notes. It is marked by a little 
Cross. " 404 
*:rtm=-1-,==: ·--· -- -"'· 
-- -- ~- ... 
402 Danoville, L'Art de Toucher le D essus et Basse de Viofle. ... Paris: Chez l'Auteur et Chez Christophe 
Ballard. (Facsimile ed. Geneva: Minkoff Reprints, 1972), 39. Present author's translation. For a 
translation of Danoville's viol technique, see Kinney's article in the Journal of the Viola da Gamba S ociery 
of America. 
403 Danoville, L'Art de Toucher, 40. Present author's translation. 
404 Danoville, L'A11 de Toucher, 40-41. Present author's translation. 
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Two-fingered Flattement 
"The Battement is ... situated on the Note upon which one must use it: it has 
tenderness and fills the ear with a sad and languishing sweetness. It is ordinarily used on 
the fust Note of a Piece when it starts with an even number, and the same on the start of 
the second Part, and everywhere where bon gout of he who plays would like to apply it. The 
Flattement [Battement] is made by tightening the finger against the one put on the Fret and 
letting the Bow flow [for] a moment; one moves this finger with equal beats [agitation] in 
succession and [then] one lifts it before the Bow finishes its movement"405 
=*=*:;-:t:==t==*-=t·= ·-- - -- -- - -
--- - -- ....... -
Port de Voix and appl!J 
"The Po11 de Voix makes a great connection [liaison] in Song [Chant] and without 
the aid of it, it is impossible to sing or play apdy. It is made by cutting in half of the Note 
which precedes the one on which the Voice will be carried, and taking the last half [in] 
slurring to that which follows. Observe by these Examples that one writes with a Note 
perdtte [Note perdue] so that the Note which must be shared is left in entirety; famous 
Authors do not use another Method."406 
"" r'\ ~·~]~~t~tt~Et~t~Ii~fJ~~!~~[ij~ 
E11 montA»t, £, de{<t~~d•nt . 
Son Glisse 
"The Cottle du doigt is an agrement that pleasandy surprises the ear because in the 
start of it's execution, one hears the false [note]; the finger cannot go over the Fret 
without hearing the start of a False Tone; however, gliding imperceptibly up as far as a 
Half Step .. . it entirely atones for having produced the false [note]: The Viol is the only 
Instrument upon which one can use this beauty; the Strings of the Violon are too tight, 
and the Lute, the Theorbo, the Keyboard [Clavessin] do not sustain Sound [and] cannot 
produce this sweetness ... only the Flute [Fluste] could agreably express it. It's range (as I 
have said) is only a Half Step ... It is marked by a Line as in the following example; it is 
. d d din ,407 never pracnce escen g. 
f.XEMPL£, 
One-fingered vibrato 
"The Balancement de main is closely related to the Battement, it is ordinarily used on 
the Note that is the conclusion of a double Cadence, and in several other places according to 
d1e bon gout of he who plays it. It is made with the fourth finger which remains pressing 
405 D anoville, L'A11 de Toucher, 41. Present author's translation. 
406 D anoville, L'A11 de Toucher, 42. Present author's translation. 
407 Danoville, L 'Art de Toucher, 43. Present author's translation. 
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[appt_rye] the fret necessary for the sound (without abandoning it), relaxing the thumb (that 
holds tight the underneath of the neck) a little [and] shaking [agite] the hand by a little 
Rocking: Notice that it is not necessary to stop the Bow (unnecessary also for the 
Tremblement); it is ordinarily marked with the following Sign:"410 
EXEM.Pl...!. 
ril:J~llj£::~:1: *:: 
--t=t--·····J ··-·--· .___ _ 




Works published: 1678-1687 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1687 
1687 Rousseau, Jean. Traiti de Ia Viole, Qui contient ... Des Regles certaines, 
pour connottre tous les agrimens qui se peuvent pratiquer sur cit instrument dans toutes 
sortes de Pieces de Musique . ... Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including app19e and non app19e as well as double 
cadences. App1-!Js, battements, chtttes, fierce coule, flattemmt, pinds, port de voix, son glisse, and vibrato. 
Proto-turns. The majority of the translations are from Nathalie Dolmetsch with the present 
author's clarifications from the original French in brackets. The musical examples are from 
Gallic a. 
To Monsieur de Sainte Colombe: "Sir, if the Obligations that we owe to Monsieur 
Lambert for the perfection of Song that is in use in France, an indispensable duty falls to me 
to dedicate my Method for Music to him ... [but] this Traite de Ia Viole a tribute to you .... " 412 
Avant Propos: " .. .. The third [part] contains definite Rules for knowing the principal 
[agremens] commonly practised on the Viol in relation to Singing; and by these same Rules to 
know where such [agremens] should be made and when to make them . . . I have no doubt 
that the novelty of my Rules for the practice of [Agremens] and of Bowing will meet with 
opposition at first, as usually happens to new things produced in any Art, but I am sure that 
those who will examine them without prejudice, and those who put them into practice will 
find that they are based on such solid foundations .... " 413 
Agrements 
"The [Agnfmens] are to the Voice and the Instruments what Ornaments [Ornements] 
are to an Edifice, and just as ornaments are not necessary to the support of the Building, but 
serve only to make it more pleasant [ agreable] to eye; similarly an Air for the Voice, and a 
Piece for the Instruments could be correct as to its ground-work whilst nevertheless not 
satisfying the ear, if it were not ornamented [ornezl with suitable [Agremens], and as similarly 
too many Ornaments would cause a kind of _confusion which would make the Edifice less 
pleasing; also a confusion [Agremens] in Airs and Pieces only serves to diminish their beauty, 
which is why, as in Architecture, one distributes Ornaments with Order and in accordance 
with Rules; similarly one must practise the [Agremens] in Airs and Pieces by Order and by 
Rules, and as the Voice employs them to perfection, it is to be this model that Instruments 
must confonn, and particularly the Viol, which imitates the Voice better than any other 
Instrument. 
41 2 Rousseau, Traite de Ia Viole. Present author's translation. 
413 Nathalie Dolmetsch, ''Jean Rousseau's Traite de Ia Viole (1687)," The Cons011, Vol. 33 (1977), 226. 
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"Further one can say that the [Agremens] are a Melodic Salt which seasons the Song, 
and which flavours it without which it would be tasteless and insipid, and that as Salt they 
must be used with prudence, so that there is neither too much, nor too little, and that more 
is required in the seasoning of certain meats than in others. Thus in the use of the [Agrtfmens], 
they must be applied with moderation, and one must discern where more are required and 
where fewer."414 
"The [Agrhnens] that the Voice usually employs are the Cadence or T remblement, the 
Port de Voix, the Aspiration, the Plainte, the Chettte, and the dottble Cadence. The must employ 
the same [Agnfmens], adding further to these the Martellement, the Battement and the Langueur, 
which are not specified for the Voice, as they are practised naturally, but must be specified 
for the Instrument as they would not be employed otherwise."415 
"It must be noted, as much for the performance of the [Cadence] as of the other 
[Agremens] which are regulated by the length of the Notes . ... " 416 
"It must be observed that any [Agremens] which alter the time or the Movement must 
never be practised. In quick and accented Movements, [Agrtfmens] should be few. The 
sweetest and the most natural [Agrtfmens] which go from one Note to another, like the 
[Cadence], the Port de Voix, the Aspiration and the Cheute, are those which occur in the interval 
of a [Half Step] . One can play several [Agrtfmens] on the same note, provided they are of 
different kinds."417 
T remblements 
"It must first be stated that by the word Cadence I mean the Trill [Tremblement], and by 
final Cadence [Cadence finale] I mean the Cadence formed by the Melody of the Notes, which 
makes in effect the Conclusion of a [Song]. There are two kinds of Trill [Cadence]: that is to 
say the Trill with appoggiatura [Cadence avec app'9'] and the Trill without appoggiatura [Cadence 
sans appt!)l]."418 
"It is not allowed, or it should be very rare, to make two Trills [Cadences] of the same 
kind one after another, without their being separated by some other [Agrtfmen~, which is 
usually done by means of the Aspiration or the double Cadence . .. It must be mentioned that 
you must never make any [Agrement] from one Note to another when they are separated by 
some pause, and when the first of the two makes a Melodic Chettte."419 
Tremblement appt!)li 
"The Trill with appoggiatura [Cadence avec app'9'] is done when the finger which must 
shake the trill [tremble1j, holds a little [app'9'e] before shaking, the Note immediately above 
that which requires a Trill [Cadence]. .... "420 
414 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 226. 
415 Nathalie Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau's Traite de Ia Viole (1687) .Part II," The Cons011, Vol. 36 (1980), 
402. 
416 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 404. 
417 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 411. 
418 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 402. 
419 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 403. 
420 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 402. 
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Tremblement non app1!Ji 
The letters refer to the following example: ''When descending from one Note to a 
longer one ... and sometimes when descending by conjunct or disjunct motion, and when 
the Cheute is made on the Second Note of a descending [Half Step] as E, B, etc ... . or the 
Note immediately below, as D , A, or even on the same Notes, at the same pitch [D] , you 
must make [Cadence avec app'!Y] .. . when the same Note is repeated, the [app19] must be very 
slight, unless it is descending to a [Cadence finale]. Concerning other notes which must have an 
[app'!)'], this must be adjusted according to the length of the Note, and according to time and 
movement, which must never be changed, under any pretext of gracing it fpretexte 
d :4grement]. "421 
A B c D S Comme s'il y avoir. .S 
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App'!J 
" .. .. to make the [app1!J] and shake the Trill [trembler Ia Cadence] you must put your 
finger on the Note immediately above that which requires a [Cadence], but as in the Cheute it is 
often necessary to make the [app19] to the [Cadence] on ... degrees most subject to change, 
according to the different Modes .... "422 
Tremblement non app1!Ji continued 
"The [Cadence sans appt!J] is done like the preceding one, omitting the [appt!J] .. . it is 
used when one ascending from a short Note to a long one on the first Note of a rising [Half 
Step] (A) or that immediately below it, particularly when it is dotted (B) and even in 
descending, when its shortness prevents the [app'!Y] (C). When descending in equal [eighth 
notes] , of which the first is the first or third beat of the bar, you must [make the Cadence sam 
app1!J] on the 3rd, 5th, 7th, etc. (D), or if you make an [app19] it must be very slight. When it 
is on the second or fourth beat of the bar, you must make the same [cadence sans appt!J] on the 
2nd, 4'h, 6'h, etc. (E) When you descend on a long note ... it must be made without [appt!J] on 
the second part of its value, particularly when accompanying (I)"423 
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421 D olmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 403. 
422 D olrnetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 403. 
423 D olrnetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 404-405. 
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"In all quick movements the [Cadence] must be done without [ app"!Y]. Those wishing 
to know in more detail the Rules for the [cadence] and the [Port de Voix] ... [read] my Methode. 
,424 
"The [Cadence avec apptg] and [sans apptg] is appropriate to all the different kinds of 
Viol playing. In tender and languishing Airs it should be softened, and in gay Airs animated. 
But it must be pointed out that in Accompaniment the [app19] to the [Cadence] must often be 
very slight, to avoid the bad effect it might make against the other Parts. In Melodic Airs and 
Harmonic Pieces one must observe the [app19] as much as the Time and the Movement 
admit. One must also observe it similarly, whether playing alone, or in Parts. With regard to 
accompanying oneself, when singing the top line, one can also use the [app19] in the same 
way provided it is so proportioned as to make no bad effect."425 
P01t de Voix 
"The Port de Voix is performed by making two separate strokes of the Bow on the 
same Note, and then placing the finger on the following Note about half way through the 
bowing-stroke. In rising in conjunct degrees from a short to a long Note you must use the 
Port de Voix, particularly when rising by a [Half Step] . . . in accordance with the time 
available (A). One can sometimes use the Port de Voix on Notes of equal value, particularly 
when moving by Intervals of a [Half Step], and sometimes even by Intervals of a Tone, so 
long as the following Note descends, and the Time and movement are not altered (B). In 
four time the Port de Voix must always land on the first beat (C) or the third beat of the bar 
(D) either from a short to a long Note or of equal length. In 1:1:iple time the Port de Voix must 
fall on the first beat of the bar (E). In duple time the Port de Voix may sometimes fall on the 
second beat ... but usually falls on the first (F). When the final Cadence comes by conjunct 
degrees, and the penultimate note is shorter than [an Eighth], and even sometimes when it is 
[an Eighth], if this Cadence finishes in rising motion it should always be finished with a Port de 
Voix (G)."426 
Comme s'il y avoic. 
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"The Port de Voix is also appropriate to all the different kinds of Viol playing. It must 
be well controlled in Accompaniment, and used in all other kinds of playing, following what 
we have said about the [Cadence]."427 
424 Dohnetsch, ''Jean Rousseau," 405. 
425 Dohnetsch, ''Jean Rousseau," 410. 
426 Dohnetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 405. 
427 Dohnetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 411. 
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Pince and Battement 
"The Martellement is performed when the finger on a Note makes first two or three 
little beats [coups], closer and quicker than a [cadence], and then remains on the Fret. The 
Martellement is always inseparable from the Port de Voix, for the Port de Voix must always 
finish with a Martellement. It is [an agrement] which the Voice performs naturally, with a little 
throbbing [agitation] of the throat in finishing the Port de VozX; this is why Instruments should 
imitate it. The Mattellement is usually performed on the second Note of a rising [Half Step], 
such as ... (C), etc. particularly when rising from a short to a long Note (A, B). In four time, 
when playing equal [Eighths], the Mmtellement should be performed on the fust part of the 
beat in rising Notes (C), and observe that it is less usual in descending passages. In playing 
equal [Quarters], it must be done on the first and third beats of the Bar (D). In duple time in 
equal [Quarters], the Martellement should be done on the first part of a beat in rising Notes 
(E), and with [Eighths] it must be done on the first part of the beat (G). When playing the 
double Unison, you must, in so far as the Time and the Movement permit, perform the 
Martellement with the finger which holds the Unison to the open string, pressing another 
finger on the next Fret on the side towards the . .. [Half Step below]: for the Martellement 
must only be played at the Interval of a [Half Step] in tl1ese circumstances, and at most at the 
Interval of a Tone on all other occasions, and never over a bigger Interval (H). The 
Martellemmt of a [Half Step] ... on the Unison must be used in particular when falling on a 
final Cadmce in the Bass, and when having to make a rather long Hold on a Note where the 
double Unison is possible (!)."428 
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"The Martellement is appropriate to all kinds of Viol playing, and it should be regularly 
used; for it can never make a bad effect, save if it is used too frequently."429 
Incomplete accent, cheute en montant, and port de voix 
"The Aspiration is made when at the end of a Note one lets a finger fall upon the 
Note situated immediately above it, in the same bowing stroke and upon which the bow 
must stop suddenly. The AJpiration should be used at the end of the Note which is 
immediately before that on which you want to perform the [Cadence avec app19], where Time 
permits (A). 
''When you want to play the [Cadence] or double Cadence rising by conjunct degrees, 
you must make the Aspiration at the end of the preceding note, if the Time permits (B). 
When you want to do the Martellement on one Note, and the Trill or the Cheute on the 
following one, the Martellement does not prevent an Aspiration at the end of the same Note on 
which is the Martellement (C). One sometimes plays two Aspirations one after the other on 
428 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 406. 
429 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 411. 
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two consecutive Notes: but there must be a [Cadence] or a Cbettte between the two, which 
separates them (D). You must never play an Aspiration unless you design to follow it with a 
[Cadence] or Chettte. When you trill the second Note of a descending [Half Step] , and the 
following Note rises by a third, you must flnish the [Cadence] with an Aspiration (E). 
"The A spiration must often be used when rising in Thirds, particularly with minor 
Thirds . . . (F). One should make an Aspiration when after d1e Second Note of a descending 
[Half Step] one lands by a jump of a Third on a sharpened Note; then the Aspiration must be 
played at the end of the flrst Note on the [Half Step] (G). An Aspiration can often be used in 
place of a double Cadence in descending, or on a repeated Note. When playing Melodic Airs 
which have words to them, neither the Aspiration nor any other [Agrement] must ever be used 
on short Syllables. As the A spiration must be performed on the Note inlmediately above the 
one you are playing, and as it must be played sometimes on the [Half Step] and sometimes 
on the whole Tone, the same Rules must be observed that have indicated for the [app19], and 
the trilling [tremblement] of the Cadence."430 
Comme s'il y avoir. 
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"The Aspiration is appropriate to all kinds of Viol playing; it makes a flne effect in 
tender Pieces."431 
Tierce cott!e 
"The Chettte is performed when, whilst descending by the Interval of a Third, you 
play in passing with the second stroke of the Bow the Note which lies between the two 
which make the third. The Cbeute is played in descending by a Third, if you do not wish to, 
or should not, play a [Cadence] on the Note of the Third on which you land (A). You can 
make a Cheute and a [Cadence sans app19] on the same Note and this is when the Note on 
which you land after the gap of a Third is long, and when the note descends by conjunct 
degrees, and even by the Interval of a Third; then you must make a [Cadence sans app19] after 
the Cbeute, followed by the second Chettte (B) ."432 
430 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 406-407. 
431 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 411. 
432 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 407. 
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" .... All Major descending Thirds ... require a Cheute, because they must never be 
shaked (D) unless the Note following the second Note of the Third descends ... the last 
Note of the Melody, only the Cheute must be employed (E)." 433 
''You must not add a Cheute in Pieces where the movement needs to be very 
accented. As when making a Cheute ... to perform it correctly you must obset-ve the same 
Rules that we have given for the [aPP/9'] of a [Cadmce]."434 
A ppt!J 
"The Cheute can be played sometimes on repeated Notes, and this is usually on the 
longer of the two (C)."435 
APP/9' and chute 
"The Cheute is sometimes performed when descending by the Interval of a Fourth .. 
. without making a [Cadence], this kind of Cheute is very expressive, and suited to tender and 
languishing Pieces; it is done by playing in passing the Note above the lower Note of the 
Fourth, with the same Bow (F). A Cheute makes a good effect in place of a [Cadence] on 
Notes marked with ... [an] Accidental, particularly in ascending; it is played by anticipating 
the note above the sharpened Note and slurring it with the same Bow; it's character is similar 
to the preceding one (G)."436 
Accent and app/9' 
'ewhen two Notes descend by conjunct degrees, the second one requiring a [Cadence], 
and you wish to dispense with it to sweeten the playing further, you must make an A spiration 
at the end of the first Note and follow it with a Chute [sic] on the second (H). The Chett!e is 
also performed sometimes in a similar context without an Aspiration (1)."437 
Comme s'il y avoit. 
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"The Cheute is appropriate to all kinds of Viol playing, and it must be played exactly; 
it makes the playing smoother and sweeter. In tender and languishing airs it should often be 
433 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 407. 
434 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 408. 
435 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 407. 
436 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 408. 
437 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 408. 
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used in place of a Trill, to make the Melody more appealing. In Pieces of Music expressing 
something dramatic and terrible, it should be played in an abrupt and precipitate manner."438 
Double Cadence 
"The double Cadence is made in several different ways, as often in rising as descending 
... Those performed when descending vary in three ways, though the differences are not 
great: dus is why the player is free to make use of the one he chooses, adjusting it to the 
length of the Note. Of the three kinds of double Cadence played in descending, there are two 
wlllch are more 'double' than the other; they are performed usually on the flrst Note of a 
descending [Half Step]. .. . 
"One performs .. . two kinds of double Cadence on the second note of a descending 
[Half Step] ... but they are usually preceded by the [Cadence avec tppt!)l] in a descending [Half 
Step] and without it in a rising one. The tlllrd kind of double Cadence, wlllch is the least 
'double', is performed on the same notes as the others, when the length of the Note only 
admits of tllls (B). One performs two kinds of double Cadence in a rising phrase, of wlllch one 
is more 'double' than the other. Both are performed when there occurs a kind of Melodic 
Cheute in rising Notes, and it is usually on the penultimate Note of the Melodic Cheute that 
they are performed (C). The most 'double' is practised usually in Harmony and Melodic 
Pieces, using a stroke of the Bow for every Note of wlllch it is composed; but in 
accompanying it must be played in one Bow (D). The only difference between the two sorts 
of double Cadence in rising Notes lies in the length of Note on wlllch they are performed; for if 
it is long one uses the more 'double', and if it is short the less 'double' (E) . .. when the Note 
is very long, one plays the double Cadence only on the second part of its value (F) and .. . the 
double Cadence in rising Notes must always be preceded by the [Cadence sans appt!)l]."439 
Proto-turns 
" . . .. when the length of the Note permits, and one never precedes it by a [Cadence 
avec tppt!)l] or [sans appt!)l] (A, F)." 
Double Cadence preparation 
"There is yet another kind of double Cadence, that is called reversed [renversee] double 
Cadence; it is used in rising Notes in place of the usual double Cadence, when the position of the 
hand does not admit of doing otherwise; it must be in some places be produced by the 
[Cadence sans tppt!)l], and sometimes [avec tppt!)l], when the length of the Note and the Melody 
admit, and not o therwise (E)."440 · 
438 Dolmetsch, "J ean Rousseau," 411. 
439 D olmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 408-409. 
440 Dolmetsch, "J ean Rousseau," 409. 
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Rousseau does not have signs nor musical examples for his last three agrements: 
Two-fingered Flattement 
"The Batement is executed when, two fingers being pressed one against the other, one 
presses on the string and the other beats on it very lightly. The Batement imitates a certain 
gentle pulsation of Sounds by the Voice; this is why one uses it on all occasions when the 
length of the Note permits, and it must last as long as the Note."442 
"The Batement is appropriate to all kinds of Viol playing, and can never produce a bad 
effect."443 · 
One-fingered Vibrato444 
"The L:znguer is done by varying tl1e finger on the Fret. It is generally practised when 
one is obliged to stop a Note with the little finger and Time permits; it must last as long as 
the Note. This [Agrilnent] is for supplementing the Batement, which cannot be performed 
h th littl c:;_ 0 d ,445 w en e e uuger 1s use . 
"The L:znguer is appropriate to all kinds of Viol playing, and cannot make a bad 
effect, it is very pleasing, particularly in tender Pieces."446 
Son Glissi 
"The Plainte is done by dragging the finger on the string, descending from one Fret 
to the next, without lifting it. This [Agrement] is suited only to Melodic and Harmonic Pieces; 
for it must not be practised in Accompaniment, or at least seldom, and with great caution 
and understanding in languishing Airs, so that it shall not result in any effect against the 
441 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 411. 
442 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 409. 
443 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 411. 
444 Green believes this is a one-finger vibrato. Green, "Jean Rousseau," 35. 
445 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 409. 
446 Dolmetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 411. 
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other Parts. This [Agrement] is played in moving by Major and Minor [Half Steps]. It is very 
expressive and pathetic, because it touches Enharmonic degrees in passing."447 
"The Plainte is a very expressive [Agrimmt]; because, as we have said, it passes 
through Enharmonic intervals, it is particularly appropriate for Melodic Pieces, and for 
pieces in Harmony; and likewise on the Treble Viol, solo and in parts: in other kinds of 
Playing it must be very infrequent; it is [an Agrement] that solo Bowed Instruments can 
perform; it is also practised on the Flute: but not so truly and exacdy as on the Viol; because 
• • 
0 1 'fin h 'b th"448 1t 1s easlet to contro one s get t an one s rea . 
447 Dolrnetsch, "Jean Rousseau," 409. 
448 Dolmetsch, "] ean Rousseau," 411. 
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Etienne Loulie (Estienne) 
(1654-1702) 
Works published: 1696-1698 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1695 
1695 Loulie, Etienne. Methode pour apprendre a jouer Ia viol/e. MS. 
Summru:y: x- and comma-signed tremblements. Wave-signed flattement or vibrato. Notes 
perdues. Accent, appt!J, battement, chute, tierce coule, pince, and ports de voix. Loulie's Viol agrements 
are the tremblement, mattellement, flatte, !angueur,plainte, cou/e, chute,pott de voix, and accent. Loulie's 
letters indicate wrist positions. 
Agdments 
After a student knows the rudiments of music, "he must learn to make the Agrements 
and the manner in which each is marked. The Agrements on the Viol are The Tremblement, the 
Mattellemmt, the flatte, The Langueur, The Plainte, the Cou!e, the Chute, the port de voix, The 
Accent, etc."449 
" I do not only give here the definitions of the Agrements; those who want to know 
can read [my] Elemms de Musique ... where they are explained at some length. For the 
Agrements for the voice are the same for all kinds of Instruments." Furthermore, Loulie 
remarks rules for placing agrements are not given as those "who have gout have no need of 
rules"450 and those who have none hardly use it, but Loulie explains he will describe how to 
execute them. 
Most of the agrements "do not have a particular character and they are each marked by 
a little [note] perdue. I will place an Example of each Agrement by they may be better 
understood than from any explanation I could give."451 
N otes perdues 
"Each Agremen is marked with a particular Character or by one or several notes of a 
smaller Type than the main Notes. One calls these little Notes Notes perdues because in the 
th h "d 0 ,452 1neasure ey ave no cons1 erauon. 
Tremblement 
"The Tremblement for the Viol is marked in pieces by a comma placed immediately 
after the Note of the Music, and in the Basse Continue by a little cross placed above or next to 
the note. The little comma that is immediately after the Note si marks that one must start by 
forming a sound a step higher than si (that is to say ut); lifting next the finger to play si, 
449 Etienne Loulie, Methode pour apprendre d jouer Ia violle (Paris. Manuscript, 169 5), 
h ttp:/ /www.greatbassviol.com/treat/loulie.pdf (accessed J anuary 14, 2014), 214. Present author's 
translation. 
450 Loulie, Methode, 214. Present author's translation. 
451 Loulie, Methode, 216. Present author's translation. 
452 Loulie, lvJethode, 214. Present author's translation. 
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replacing it, lifting it, and after several times in a row (equally and evenly) 
B k d d . th . . th th "1 " " 453 owstro e, an urmg e ent:lre tune at e sz asts. : 




and in a single 
"The sound (u~ by which the tremblement on si starts is called the appt!J and it must 
sound more or less according to the duration of the trilled Note."454 Loulie credits Marais for 
showing composers how to mark unclear appt!JS. 
Pinci 
"The Mmtellement for the Viol is marked in pieces by a little cross placed above the 
Note of Music" but it is rarely marked in the Basse Continue. 455 
Portde Vozx 
"The other Agrements do not have a particular character and they are each marked by 
a little [note] perdue. I will place an Example of each Agrement by they may be better 
understood than from any explanation I could give." 456 
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453 Loulie, M ethode, 214. Present author's translation. 
454 Loulie, Methode, 214. Present author's translation. 
455 Loulie, M ethode, 215. Present author's translation. 
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Vibrato or F!attement 
"The flatti for the viol is marked in the pieces by a little character: 
-r-·-
45 7 Loulie, Methode, 215. Present author's translation. 
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The flute contingent 
1702-1720 
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Michel de La Barre (delaBarre) 
( c.167 5-17 45) 
~orkspublished: 1694-1737 
~orks sru:veyed in this catalogue: 1702 
1702 La Barre, Michel de. Pieces Pour la Flute Traversiere, Avec la basse-continue. 
Par M. de laBarre. Oeuvre Quatrieme. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including apptfYe and forme as well as double cadences. 
w-signed pinces. Notes perdues. Accents, applfYS, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, cht!tes, tierce coules, 
ports de voix, son coupe, and tours de gosier. Small to medium coulades. Proto-trill. La Barre does 
not include an ornament table but his Avertissement briefly discusses cross-signed Tremblements 
and airs his hopes that his publication follows Marais' success in the "perfection of the 
Viol." 





Note perdue port de voix. 
Notes perdues for incomplete accent and double cadence termination. 
Suite en D La Re, Tierce Majeru:e. Allemande. l'Angelique. 
p.5 
188 
Suite en G Re Sol, Tierce Majeure. Prelude 
p. 17 
Notes perdues tours de gosier and cheute en montant sur deux nottes into cross-
Notes perdues cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
--7 I>• 
~·- · -·lt-I-~
Suite en G Re Sol, Tierce Majeure. Gavotte. La Therese. Double 
p. 30 
w-signed pince. 
~ DOU'di. , 
ll t #II 
p. 31 
w-signed pince . 
. ifgijmJJfl 
~ 1...1 1...1 -
m~¥J¥2: 
Tremblement ferme with note perdue chl'tte. 
~ ~~tiltJ!~ VJ: '-"' '- ... 
~ MtL!f ti#i 
w-signed pince after notes perdues pince. 
~ 
' . .........,'""'~ ·;.: · 
" i'r,. f. :' iemt~-D 
: r ~- - i 
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Suite en G Re Sol, Tierce Mineure. Gavotte. La Corine. 
p.68 
Proto-trill into cross-signed double cadence with notes perdues 
termination. 




Jaccques Hotteterre Gacques-Martin, le Romain) 
(1674-1763) 
Works published: 1707-c.1765 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1708-1715 
1708 Hotteterre, Jacques Martin. Pieces Pour Ia Flute Traversiere, et autres 
instruments, avec Ia Basse-Continue, Par M. Hotteterre-le-Romain ... Livre Premier. 
Oeuvre Second. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
and 
1715 Hotteterre, Jacques. Premier Livre de Pieces Pour Ia Flute-traversiere, et 
autres Instruments, Avec Ia Basse ... Oeuvre Second. Nouvelle Edition. Gravee sur 
l'imprime, et augmentee de plusieurs agrements, et d'une demonstration de Ia manzere 
qu'ils se doivent faire . ... Paris: Chez L'Auteur et Chez LeSieur Foucault. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Arch and cross-signed tremblement appt!Ji. Cross-
and sideways S-signed double cadence. Cross- and hook-signed double cadence with son coupe. 
Sideways S-signed tour de gosier. Vertical slash-signed pince. v-signed ports de voix. Caret-signed 
tierce coule. Slash-signed accent. Long slash-signed port de voix doub/C. Half circle-signed tour de 
chant. Notes perdues. Accents, battements, ports de voix double, and tours de t'hant. The following pages 
compare the 1608 type and the 1715 engraved reprint. Hotteterre's 1708 front matter refers 
his readers to his treatise for explaination of his "agrements," but he includes a few pointed 
remarks. His 1715 edition includes an ornament table in addition to reprinting his remarks. 
The quantity and variety of petites grdt'es in the 1715 edition far outstrips that of the 1708 and 
agrements appear in the Basse Continue with frequency. 
1708: "Regarding gotlt and aptness, I marked (as much as it was possible) the agrements 
in the most essential places. I will not miss giving some advice here on this subject, which 
can be used not only for these Pieces, but also for all the others that suit the Flute."458 
"You should observe that it is necessary to make flattements on almost all long notes, 
and to do them (as well as tremblements and battements) slower or quicker according to the 
tempo and character of the piece. That you must make a t'oulement in all descending intervals 
of thirds. That you often do a double t'adent'e when you ascend one note higher after a 
tremblement . ... "459 
Port de voix and battement 
"Regarding the Port-de voix ... I marked it with this figure ( v ) as it is used in vocal 
Music I would add that it almost always must be accompanied by a Batement."460 
458 Jacques Martin Hotteterre, Pieces Pour Ia Flute Traversiere, et autres instruments, avec Ia Basse-Continue, 
Par M. Hotteterre-le-Romain ... Livre Premier. Oeuvre Second (Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1708). Present 
author's translation. 
459 David Lasocki, Jacques Hotteterre' s Principles of the Flute Recorder and 0 boe fry Jacques HottetenrJ le 
Romain. Translated and edited by David Lasocki (London: The Cresset Press, 1968), 23. 
460 Hotteterre, Pieces, 1708. Present author's translation. 
191 
''You can scarcely determine all the places where the accent must be placed. You do it 
normally at the end of a dotted [quarter note] when it is followed by [an eighth note] at the 
same pitch (in time signatures where the [eighths] are equal). You do them on certain long 
b th 1 ,461 notes, ut you must use em rare y. 
"When one finds two Notes one on the other, you must choose the one you like. To 
me, it appears necessa1y for the understanding of these Pieces; if one wants to pay attention 
to these small Obervations, I hope that one is able to play properly these same Pieces and 
many others, since these Rules are general Rules. Moreover, I took care in giving in my Traite 
de Ia Flute Traversiere the explainations and demonstrations touching on the manner of making 




Port de voix double 
-_p.-..c.i.-c-':?it.r-~~" .. .:rc-. 
461 Lasocki, Principles, 23-24. 




Tremblement app"!Je variation 
II 2 ... 11 
~ 
Tour de gosier 
-,. -:;-;:~:.=•~"--;-:--· - -
HLH 
JU .!J.III 
.......__..... . . ~ 
Double Cadence 
.Pt.Juhl~ . 
.. t<r.~. ··,' 
II j J.l 
-
• ·"P-"' . 
Double Cadence with son coupe 
---..Douhb-1"~ 
"""~< · ~ 
. ~...} 




. ..lJaUOOtPft· . 
~ 
~ 
TMtr de tbant. 
Tb&o~.~· d(' 
clurni, 
1\ J. j jjjll 
.. + 
. t. . i . 
< ...__.. +' 
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Port de voix 
' "''.d'. I , ., •• .v .• . 
m ~ 
Premiere Suitte. Prelude. Lentement. 
P· 1 
Both editions have notes perdttes ports de voix doubles, but the accent is 
only in the 1715. 
Lutcm eot. 
Lt'N(cWlc'll{ . J 









Only the 1715 has the note perdue appf!Y but both use cross-signed 
tremblements with sixteenth notes perdues termination to represent the double cadence. 
r11iJ~fT 
-Notes perdues couli sur deux nottes in both parts, but no layered port de 
voix with t'Oupie sign into the cross-signed tremblement. 
lfftli!H 111@1,0 hF 
• 6 





7 (f-4' 6' .f * . 
flble;J IJ J J Fv 
No signs for trembiement apt!Jie nor port de voix. 
194 
Only the 1715 has an eighth note perdue fourth couli. 
:tTPr·' i· 
~ 
Premiere Suitte. Allemande. la Rqyalle. Gracieusement. 
p . S 
No sign tour de chant in between two cross-signed tremblemmts. 
SIT-Jilt 







Turn variation prepares cross-signed tremblement. 
No signed port de voix but a shifting value note perdue fourth cottle. 
11·j pI] 
; • . ~~~~.~ 
Eighth note perdue apptg, sixteenth written-out coulade including thirty 
second notes perdttes inclusive of a cross-signed tremblement indicating by the repetition of a 
note under the slur that even such a fast note value is expected to have an apptg. 
ihlJiWlll~ti ~Ntll 
~t=ai=i; ~- - s 6' ~ ~ ~~~~=~~ lli!I ij j I iJ u:ll 
Troisieme Suitte. Courante. L 'indiferente. Legerement. 
p.33 
Cross-signed tremblement into signed port de voix, a tremblemmt instead 
of Hotteterre's double cadence coupee, no signed battement into cross-signed tremblement and 
signed port de voix and tierce couli. 
~- riiH·nfiibiWrl~ 
Llndif~r~nu. '"'oJ"'roou. 
• , fJ .. c ~ . 6' .. r "' ~!ImfnnWiij PlnJllnglfll.JI, 
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Quatrieme Suitte. Prelude. Lentement 
p.42 
No layered or shared battement and accent signs 
fld+-fl;;>'-~­~~.:!1~ -· ~ ! 
x- ' 
-~j:i:f'·-f= ~~·:= 
- r · - f~ ii! 3--
- - - -~· I - - -




c.1715 Hotteterre, Jacques. Airs et Brunettes A Deux et Trois Des sus Pour les Flutes 
Traversieres. Tirez des meilleurs Autheurs, Anciens et Modernes Ensemble les Airs de 
Mrs. Lambert, Lully, De Bousset, etc. Les plus convenables a fa Flute Traversiere 
Seule Ornez d'Agremens Par Mr. Hotteterre le Romain. Et Recueillis Par M. **** 
Paris: Chez l'auther et Chez Fran~ois Boivin. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and double cadences. Sideways S-signed tour de gosier. v-
signed ports de voix. Slash-signed accents. Notes perdttes. A pp1fYs, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, 
tierce coule, fifth coule, and. Small coulades. Hotteterre includes d1e text (almost solely for the 
upper voice) for the marjority of the pieces in his instrumental publication. These agrements 
have a few notable departures from his 1715 "augmented" Premier Livre. He uses notes perdues 
accents, appt!JS, ports de voix doubles, and tierce coules simultaneously but his note perdue lower 
auxiliary accent, fourth cottle and tours de gosier appear in one line at a time. 
Suitte enD la re Brunette. Feu/liages verds naissez ... Tendrement 
p. 2 Premier Dessus and Seconde Dessus 
Simultaneous ornamentation: The tour de gosier sign proceeds direcdy 
into a cross-marked tremblemmt with termination and a v-signed port de voix. 
t I rtlltl i ·:[1 
faurv ...... . r v . 
>wuwl . . . _ . le-;-
' llJ]! I d.:~ 
p. 3 Dessus 
Sixteenth note perdue scalar coulade is syllabified into an appt!J. 
'r r~_ tfUI t?r 
·votM J'nOt..r.rt:'nn.e. en~ r-.. 
('h.anl-=.. , rur ,r,,n cA 
1 
r tit J t?U I f¥t • 
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Brunette en trio. A 3. Fluttes. L'amant le plus fidel/e ... Rondement. 
p. 13 Premier Dessus and Seconde Dessus 
Simultaneous varying length note perdue appl!Js. 
rlfUfl' 
/m~r I~ r e- au J' 
J BV rlt 
r I J J J I . 
Brunette. Non non je n 'irqy plus ... Modere 
p. 19 Premier Dessus and Seconde Dessus 
Layered cross-signed tremblement and v-signed port de voix. 
Versez mqy chers amis a boire .. . Anime 
p. 37 Premier Dessus and Seconde Dessus 
Note perdue tierce cou!e and note perdue fifth cou!e. 
lr f 1fll f 1IlfP1 1Q t 
d/vn 121~ j.abute 9ui N"f'J · · · 
I e J .11 J J I p JJt f-
vouble of Brunette a 3. fluttes. Ma bet;gere ne songe ... modere et par Eco. Lully 
p. 58 Premier Dessus and Seconde Dessus 
Simultaneous thirty-second notes perdztes toztrs de gosier, appl!Js, and slash-
signed acccents. 
Dans !Empire amoztreux ... Rondement 
ij J. tltql 
IJ.d jl J.l 
dL. m. de. 
p. 61 Premier Dessus and Seconde Dessus 
Simultaneous v-marked ports de voix into signed tours de gosier. 
197 
Brunette. Ou estes vous allez ... Tendrement 
p. 62 Premier Dessus and Seconde Dessus 
Simultaneous v-signed ports de voix into note perdue accents. 
, tijlru ~ m t111r~~JI c1 
Air de M. de Luly [sic] . Flute Seule. Double of Dans ces Deserts paisibles ... Tendrement 
p. 68 Dessus 
Mixed rhythm coulades. Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
JJ~ih 
&ttt dti!J! Il®J8,JQUfiJJtj jlJJ">HI~ ~ _....._ r ....:..;---- '--' .. --o-
+ lJ 'unc 'i;lu.cur Cd:,- ire - - - v me mon. C0!1U" .rtY1l: lM plu(f r'il ded COllf'tl. 
(#~ ®tltli ~ t!) P$1d@IJE ~@±f.# 
~ I~ ~ /\ 
ifjl tqf~llRJIJi!Jlj1· l-~l@m~l!!llil J 1111 
_.. -f 
Double de L 'autre jour ma doris. Flute seule. Le jour quE!le ... 
p. 70 Dessus 
Mixed rhythm coulades including a signed accent under a slur and cheute 
en montant sur deux nottes. 
7° IJ~k..U..lJum..~ur ""'-elm:- .P .fa.JI.e., F/ua. Je.ulu 
$m 2 J_r·@1ii f·illft§til®·tfll?fiTtttLI 
Le-.l"ur qu.d - - .. lc.partu-dUw:,._ak. «voil: <k. ci.Ar. - • ,_, ~ hd . , 
; v ., -- ~~ ~ h5 t= f ~ T I i l*t' il ffi>fiAttWiHi It tJ G I!: 
;:; /c. ~ ,fit- W ...Y'-""' ~~"'" - _ _ . tU lar _ _ - mM ""'" b.-r _ ~ 
42 r3 Ufiiiiii ~~®,i! ijl1], r I 1 II 
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1720 Hotteterre, Jacques. Principes de Ia Flute Traversiere, ou Flute D 'Allemagne, 
ou Flute Douce; et du Haut-Bois, Divisez par Traitez ... Nouvelle Edition. Paris: 
Jean-Baptiste-Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and double cadmces. Slash-signed pind. w-signed 
jlattement. Notes perdues. Accents, appt!JS, ports de voix. A reprint from 1707. In his preface, 
Hotteterre claims he will demonstrate all the agrements necessary to play properly and with 
''gout." The translations are by David Lasocki and the musical examples are taken from the 
1973 facsimile edition by Minkoff. Hotteterre's agremmts which are "absolutely necessary for 
the perfection of playing . . . consist of ports-de-voix, accents, doubles cadences, flattements, 
b ,,463 attements, etc. 
Tremblement 
"An agitation of two notes a [step] or [half step] apart, and beaten several times in 
succession. It is begun on the higher note, and ftn.ished on the lower; articulation only being 
given to the first, for the finger continues it ... You give a tongue stroke on [the first pitch] 
and beat several times . . . without retaking breath, and without giving any more tongue 
strokes. Finally the finger which has shaken must stay on the same hole to ftn.ish the 
tremblement. The number of blows which you must give is regulated only by the value of the 
note .... " 464 
Hotteterre cautions "the tremblements or cadences are not always marked in pieces ... 
Only the little cross is marked ... There is nothing which indicates the port-de-voix, but you 
must not omit to do it."465 
Port de voix and appt!J 
"The port-de-voix is a tongue stroke, anticipating the note on which you want to do it 
by a step from below. The coulement is taken a step above, and is rarely used except in 
d din . 1 f third "466 escen g mterva s o s. 
i£l!Jr~l~ i=~f@t~-J) 
Tn cu tu tl\ tl! tu nt tn tu. T.u. tU tU t\l tu ttl cu t Ua 
Notes perdttes 
"These little notes which mark the ports-de-voix and coulements are counted for nothing 
in the bar. Nevertheless, you articulate them and slur the [main] notes to them. Battements are 
f . . d J . ,467 o ten JOllie to porls-ue-vozx . . .. 
463 Lasocki, Principles, 59. 
464 Jacques Hotteterre, Principles of the Flute Recorder and Oboe, trans. David Lasocki (London: The 
Cresset Press, 1968), 4 7. 
465 Lasocki, Princzples, 55. 
466 Lasocki, Princzples, 64. 
467 Lasocki, Princzples, 64-65. 
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Accents and Double Cadence 
"The accent is a sound which you 'borrow' from the end of some notes, in order to 
give them more expression. The double cadence is an ordinary tremblement followed by two 
[sixteenth notes], slurred or articulated."468 
Accto:.,t J, r • enh Aecenr. 
~tif1flm}i ~~-
Tu tu tu tli tu tu tu. tu til tu. Tu 1;:--' tu tu u1 tu. · 
Flattement and pince 
"The Jlattement or [tremblement mineu1 is made almost like the ordinary tremblement. 
There is the difference that you always lift the finger off in finishing it ... You do it mosdy 
on further removed holes, and some on the edge or extremity of holes. It shares the lower 
sound, which is the opposite of the tremblement. The battement is produced by beating once or 
twice in succession, and as quickly as you can, full on the hole next to the one of the note 
you want to do it on. You must again take your finger off in finishing the battement . . . It also 
shares the lower sound. These ornaments are not marked in all pieces of music, and are only 
normally in those which teachers write for their pupils. Here is the way:"469 
~~B DC D A. 
"Furthermore, it would be difficult to teach precise knowledge of all the situations in 
which you must place them in playing ... Jlattements are frequendy made on long notes: as on 
[whole notes] A, on [half notes] B, on dotted [quarter notes] C, etc. The battements are made 
more commonly on short notes: as on [quarter notes] Din fast movements, and on [eighth 
notes] in time signatures where they are taken equally ... [but] taste and practice ... teach 
th 0 
0 th th th ,470 etr appropnate use, ra er an eory .... 
468 Lasocki, Principles, 65. 
469 Lasocki, Principles, 66. 
470 Lasocki, Princzples, 68-69. 
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Pierre Attaingnant (Attaignant, Attignant, Attingere, Petro, Petri) 
( c.1491 -c.1552) 
Musical Works published: 1527-c.1584 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1527-1553 
1527 Attaingnant, Pierre, ed. Chansons nouvelles en musique a quatre parties 
nagueres imprimies a Paris par Pierre Attaingnant. . . Paris: Pierre Attaingnant. 
Summary: Pinces. Small and medium quarter coulades. 
s ecourez mqy ma dame ... 
p. 2 Altus 
Medium coulade with repeated note. 
'-~-~clcri[_J&( -1' .• • fe 
Vi?;rqy je totts ... 
p. 5 Altus 
Small mixed rhythm scalar cottlade. 
I 
De restqys mon pottre coeur ... 
p. 10 Altus 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade with repeated note. 
pj)jft , ·. !* . 
Vett le griif maL 
p. 18 Tenor 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with repeated note into pince . 
• . 1. 
Att pres de vous ... 
p. 25 Altus 
Octave scale descending coulade. 
'fUJQiof~ 
!J"·.'e' .-! ._, ,.· _,. 
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1528 Attaingnant, Pierre, ed. Trente et cinq chansons musicales a quatre parties 
nouvellement et correctement imprimees . ... Paris: Pierre Attaignant. 
Summary: Pince. Octave or near octave medium scalar quarter coulades both ascending 
and descending are scattered among the parts. Pairs of unbeamed eighths in all parts, 
inconsistent use of ii, and use of slanted equal sign as a hyphen. 
Puis que deux coeurs . .. 
p. 16 Superius 
Medium quarter co!tlade ascending octave scale. 
!lltffftltmtr• P' 
• r• ompcwfoll ·.'. · 
Vo1ts avez tout dtt mal. .. 




V~non vignette . .. 
p. 2 Contratenor 
A row ofii. 
~1t ·~· §~-~ 
. plffcsparmon ... , ·· -·41 . .. ,, 
iOUfiCOft a. II 
1533 Attaingnant, Pierre, ed. Vingt et sept chansons 
desquelles les plus convenables a Ia fleuste d' alleman! . 
. . et pour les deux . ... Paris: Pierre Attaingnant. 
musicales a quatre parties 
et a Ia fleuste a neuf trous . 
Summary: Unclear underlay makes it difficult to determine cottfades; small and medium 
scalar gestures are found in all parts; the Tenor has the octave scales. Note this flute and 
recorder collection includes texts for all pieces. Unbeamed eighth pairs, ii used for repeating 
text. No hyphens but large spaces mid-word attempt to clarify some underlay issues. 
De votts servir ... Claudin 
p. 2 Superius 
Medium coulade with unclear underlay. 
!ijtl1_11jltlf tf ~ 
:cmle fF 
203 
Heias amour ... 
p. 4 Contratenor 
Small scalar cOPtiade of unbeamed eighth notes. 
1542 Attaingnant, Pierre, ed. Unziesme livre contenant vingt-huit. chansons nouvelles 
a quatre parties: en ung volume, et en deux. Paris: Pierre Attaingnant. 
Summary: Pinces. Small and medium scalar coulades throughout all parts . Proto-turns. 
Ce mqys de mqy . .. 
p. 9 Contratenor 
Scalar coulade includes a medium proto-turn. 
"'" ~ p. 9 Bassus 
Coulade includes a medium proto-turn with a repeated note into an 
unbeamed pinci. 
nrtntts'·~ 
t4Jl 0. •. 
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Janequin Clement Gannequin, Iennequin, Jennequin) 
( c.1485-after 1558) 
Works published: 1520-1559 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1528-1540 
1528 Clement, Janequin. Chansons de maistre Clement Janequin nouvellement et 
correctement imprimeez. Paris: Pierre Attaignant. 
Summary: All parts have syllabified traits including cadential patterns with quarters and a 
pair of eighths. Contratenor also includes a proto-turn eighth note coulades. 
1540 Clement, Janequin. Huitiesme livre contenant vingt-neuf Chansons Nouvelles 
A Quatre Parties De La Facture Et composition de maistre Clement Jennequin en 
deux volumes. Paris: Pierre Attaingnant. 
Summary: Pinci. The few noteworthy passagework sections include traits and coulades of 
predominandy quarter motion. Pitches are repeated mid-coulade without any indication of a 
syllable change. Mixed rhythm coulades. Proto-turns. No beaming, hyphen, nor slur use. ii is 
used to indicate repeating text. 
Guillot ungjour estoit avec babeau ... 
p. 5 Contrateno [sic] 
Primarily quarter cott!ade ascending almost an octave . 
. i ''''tftt:t 
.. ,. ,,., 
Proto-turn. 
,.... ,., 
Une belle jeune espouse ... 
p. 7 Bassus 
UtftiittitHs 
Syllabified ascending octave scale with repeated note mid-trait. 
~.,_,..~,..,. 
~ celle fa qui oncques m Jut myemze ... 
p. 12 Bassus 
Mixed rhythm cottlade of unbeamed eighths flanking a repeated pitch. 
·t t Ttfjtltf 
ltfti.no:n · ·~ 
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Las qtto cognettst mon nottloir sans le dire ... 
p. 13 Bassus 
Mixed rhythm cottlade; unbeamed eighths flank a repeated pitch. 
llftlbr ... 
Lamour Ia mort et Ia vie ... 
p. 13 Contratenor 
Pince. 
p. 13 Bassus 
The proto-turn is expanded in this quarter cott!ade 
nnnt•Jlog: 
IOIIttltd 
" - . Va rossignol amottrettx messagier ... 
p. 15 Contratenor 
Decelerating cott!ade. 
206 
Jacques Moderne (grand Jacques) 
( c.149 5-after 1 560) 
Musical Works published: 1532-c.1550 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1538 
1538 Moderne, Jacques, ed. Le Parangon Des Chansons. Contenant plusiers 
nouuelles et delectables Chansons que oncques ne furient imprimees au singulier prouffit 
et delectation des Musiciens. Lyon: Jaques Moderne. 
Summary: Quarter note coulade ascending octave scales are present even in the Bassus. 
Ascending leaps of a fourth and descending leaps of a third are intermingled among the 
coulades. Mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. ij is used and eighth note head sizes vary. 
Si je mantims ma vie seullemmt ... G. de la Moeulle 
p. 4 Altus 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
~UiU~L~ 
.clla!ad. 0 0 . 0 - . -
Tant seullement ceste fqys je vous prie . .. A. Causllon 
p. 7 Superius 
Mixed rhythm coulade. 
Msltim 
prfc_ 0 ,, • • • • • •• _- ;:: 
U ng compaignon pour prendre ses esbatz . .. P. de Villiers 
p. 29 Superius 
Texted and ij version of the same material; no noticeable difference 
as to_~~Y.-2-fl.~. wa; -~?9_s_~? over the other besides two rests present in the second example. 
' - @h !ll;l u l: I thlliU}f 
,..... blaJc6acublcUOfJ IJ Clir 
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Clauclin de Sermisy (Cermisy, Sermizy, Sermysy, Sernisy, Servyzy, Claude de) 
( c.1490-1562) 
Works published: 1516-1565 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1542 
1542 Sermisy, Claudin de. Nova et prima motettorum editio ... Liber primus . ... 
Paris: Pierre Attaingnant et Hubert Juliet. 
Summary: Quarter and eighth coulades including four unbeamed eighth notes. Mixed 
rhythm and gesture medium and large cottlades. Inconsistent hyphen use. 
Resutrexit sicut dixit allelua ... 
p. 2 Superius 
Coulade is begun with a repeated note. A mid-co!.tlade repeated note 
also serves as an anticipation to the fmal cadential gesture. 
~ ~ !: ~l!i. i 
Aile lu ya aDelu • . . ' . r l , 
Audite reges et in telli gite . .. 
p. 13 Superius 
,.g•nwon ......... ~ _ Large cot!.l.C:~~; ·~~ for this collection. 
ftt!!:~! 
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Nicolas Du Chernin (Chemyn) 
( c.1515-1576) 
Works published: 1541-15 7 6 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1549-1567 
1549 DuChemin, Nicolas, ed. Premier livre contenant vingtcinq chansons nouvelles a 
quatre parties en deux volumes, les meil/eures et plus excellentes qu'on a peu choisir 
entre plusieurs non encore imprimees, par I' ad vis et jugement de to us et sravans 
musiciens. Paris: Nicolas Du Chemin. 
Summary: Generally, ornamentation includes quarter coulades and large proto-turns; 
fourteen notes per coulade is not uncommon. There are a few examples of mixed rhythm 
coulades. 
1567 Du Chemin, ed. S eiziesme Livre, contenant vingt chansons nouvelles, a quatre 
parties en deux volumes, composees de plusieurs et excellens musiciens. Veue·s et 
corrigees par Loys Bisson, et imprimees nouvellement . ... Paris: Nicolas DuChemin. 
Summary: Mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. 
Devenu suis amoreux . . . L. Bisson 
p. 20 Superius 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade with pinci. 
;j:Qijjj]~lffil 




Works published: 1533-1574 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1535-1570 
1535 Certon, Pierre. Livre Premier Contenant Vingtneufiesme. 
parties le tout en ung livre imprimees p. Pierre Attaingnant. 
Attaingnant. 
Chansous a quatre 
Paris: Pierre 
Summary: There is no mention of Certon in the title, but lower on the title page, he is 
listed as composing four of the twenty-nine chansons. Generally, all parts contain quarter 
coulades; the four note ascending scale is well represented and proto-tum shapes are common. 
Pairs of unbeamed eighths are neither the mle nor rare. ii is used to incidate missing text. 
1570 Certon, Pierre. Les Meslanges de Maistre Pierre Certon ... Esquelles S ont 
Qvatre Vingtz Dix Huict tant Cantiques que Chansons Spirituelles; et autres: a cinq, 
a six, a sept, eta huict parties Plus Deux le Roy boyt, l'un a neuf, et l' autre a treize 
parties: lesquelles se chantent toutes sur la partie du Bassus. Paris: Nicolas Du 
Chemin. 
Summary: Unbeamed eighth note pairs and sets of four for both proto-turn figures and 
scales. The Contratenor has much more extensive cottlades than the Superius. This collection 
contains mixed rhythm cottlades as well as mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Notes are 
repeated mid-coulade. Hyphen use and ij is used for missing text. 
A cinq. Reueillez vous c'est trop ... 
p. 10 Superius 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
lTt_fitffyt "t ;: 
r~<· .. ;' ~ - .. ' ... ··go:F 
Reponse. A cinq. Pleust aDieu ... 
p. 38 Superius 
Four unbeamed eighth notes fonn proto-tum. 
·!ttlt!jlfllt 
:JOt vol!.er au li forr.' Eovoll~~ ~(.! f'orr 
A cinq. Entendez-vous qu'un atttre ... 
p. 24 Contratenor 
Mixed rhythm scalar coulade. 
=J:ttuit~ untit tf 
fecon ·· · · ; ·.: · At;: 
~ ~ . . - .. :· . -
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Claude Gouclimel (Goclimel, Goclimell, Godymel, J oclimel, J odymel, J odrymel, J odimey) 
(by 1 520-15 72) 
Works published: 1549-1583 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1551-1567 
1551 Goudimel, Claude. Premier livre, contenant huyct Pseaulmes de David, 
traduictz par Cllment Marot, et mis en musique au long (en forme de motteti) par 
Claude Goudimel . ... Paris: Nicholas du Chemin. 
Summary: Pinces. Small and medium coulades as well as large mixed rhythm coulades. 
Gouclimel does not hit the octave mark in his scales, but changes direction mid-coulade more 
often than other composers. Mixed rhythm coulades include jumps. Proto-tums. ij used for 
repeating text 
Dixit inivstus. Psal. XXVI 
p. 3 Superius 
Typical small to medium coulades. 
j;H~~·h· -~ ~:-tt ~ 
'fts .]t.fx l JfllctAlfJ• . . tt1 catl'ain £lr; ~ ;(Jr bor rtNr,· 
Pince. 
IIIIJ[Pit & fin: I 
In Domino confido. Psal. XI 
p. 10 Superius 
Proto-tums. 
~~~ 
',.,. ;, firs font ) ·oirrA bitn rojl 
Dixit inivstus. Psal x:x:A.'VI. 
p. 5 Tenor 
Repeated notes mid-coulade. 
~ 
,; co.ljl•mtt t'to 
1557 Goudimel, Claude. Tiers livre contenant huit pseaumes de David, traduitz en 
rythme franroise (selon fa verite hibrai'que) par Cllment Marot et mis en musique au 
long (en forme de Moteti) a quatre et cinq parties . ... Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert 
Ballard (i). 
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Summary: Battement and pincis. Proto-trills and proto-turns. Equal quarter note 
ascending scale of a ninth in Contratenor. Scalar quarter coulades in all parts and small eighth 
coulades in Contratenor. 
Deus, deorum Dominus locutus est. Pseaume I. 
p. 19 Superius 
Large coulades. 
*11tt.ttttltttfitt#ftt11'" ;t ••. t y t"t1tttttriltffttttt t rtt! ,II 
ry 6c.. . A: l'y lie. 
olidel 
Verba mea attribus penipe. Pseaume V. 
p. 8 Contratenor 
Repeated notes rnid-coulade. 
Exultate justi in Domino, rectos. Pseaume XXXIII. 
p. 13 Contratenor 
lc 
Coulade with battemmt. 




Mon Dieu me paist sous sa puissance haute . . . 
p. 16 Contratenor 
Proto-tum and pince. 
A voix pareilles. Seigneur Dieu, qy l'oraison mienne . .. 
p. 2 Tenor 
Scalar cottlade with repeated note and pince. 
UiU1ttt1Utz.zj~ 
emprefle- 1 e,D 
Le Diett, le fort . .. 
p. 19 Tenor 





Conjitemini domino, quoniam. Pseaume CA.'VIII. 
p. 7 Bassus 
Proto-trill. 
1 UlJUifftn· t 
.t'cxa!reny. · l 
1565 Goudimel, Claude. Les Pseaumes, mis en rime francoise par Clement Marot et 
Theodore de Beze. Mis en musique a quatre parties par Claude Goudimel. Geneva: Les 
heritiers de Frans:ois Jaqui. 
Summary: Pind. Very few notes of shorter duration than a half note. 
Pseau. I. Qui au conseil des malins n 'a este . .. 
[Screen 38] Superius 
~~· 
:~~:4t 
n'a e- fte;C 
Pin d. 
1567 Goudimel, Claude. Les Pseaumes de David, composez en musique a quatre 
parties, par Cl. Goudimel. Mis en tablature sur le leut par Adrian Le Roy. Paris: 
Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Battement. Small and medium traits. 
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Adrian Le Roy 
(c.1520-1598) 
Works published: 1551-1583 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1551-1555 
1551 Le Roy, Adrian. Premier livre de tabulature de guiterre, contenant plusieurs 
chansons, fantasies, pavanes, gaillardes, almandes, branles, tant simples qu' autres le 
tout compose par Adrian le Roy. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Rhythms are notated up to sixty-fourth notes. In addition to dances, Le Roy 
includes Chansons a quatre. 
Chanson a quatre. He/as mon dieu. Maillard 
p.5 
Diminutions. 
1555 Roy, Adrian le. Second livre de guiterre con tenant plusieurs chansons en forme 
de voix de ville nouvellement remises en tabulature, par Adrian le Roy. Paris: Le Roy 
et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Chansons a Plaisir open this publication; the extra strophes are printed below 
the musical notation and tablature is printed on the recto. Some of the tablatures of the 
chansons have dance designations such as Bra1zie Gqy and Gaillarde. Medium coulades and traits. 
Chanson a Plaisir. Laissez Ia tJerte couleur ... 
p.2 
Medium coulade. 
ifltllilt o J I :1131 ~g c ~. 
rort padc. 
~ ~ ~ . 
Jp • 
Chanson a Plaisir. ]'qy cherchi Ia science ... 
p. 17 
Medium cottlade. 




;, un 1 '*tttUiu·&; 1 :'! · ~ :::!'"! · 
Cl.!!.dle pci.n.c dl plus dure,~ ctUe que i'mdure. 
1568 Le Roy, Adrian. A briefe and easye Instruction to /carne the tableture to 
conducte and dispose the hande vnto the lute. London: Ihon Kingston. 
Summary: Battemmts. Small to large traits. ij used for missing repeated text. 
1571 Le Roy, Adrian. Livre d'airs de cour miz sur le luth. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et 
Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Leaping melodic inflection and pinci. Traits. 
Le ciel qui }itt ... 
p.3 




Has-tu point veu ... 
p. 10 
There are two versions printed on the same page: 
lttllttl - .. 1r rrrlf' 
•~·· ... """i 1--wl,._._~ .. _,,. . J • I 0 . >~c I 3 lo :.3-l...<~~....tl ~ · (___L],__(~ 1_/ _:~~.! . ' I I I ! " .. I_ • . :J I / I t ~ I . Ll""D I . . I , 1 "'1! ""D I .. I Ai-N. J~ - .,. A . . ~ vu~mcDt. , 
Je suis amour. .. 
p. 16 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with leaping melodic inflection. 
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Robert Ballard (i) (Balard, Robertum) 
(by 1530-1588) 
and 
Adrian Le Roy (Adrianum) 
( c.1520-1598) 
Works published: 1551-1588 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1553-1583 
1553 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Tiers Livre de Chansons 
Spiritue//es, composees a quatre parties par bons et exce//ents musiciens, Imprimees en 
quatre volumes. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Only the tenor part of this third book survives from this series. Pince. Quarter 
cou/ades on words such as "and" may indicate the resetting of secular music with sacred texts 
concurrent to the appearance of this genre. The use of mo~ instead of "mon" when over an 
inch of space follows the underlay indicates the abbreviations may not only be related to the 
crowding of the text. 
Or me vois tu ... Du T ertre 
p. 4 Tenor 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade includes a repeated note and pince. 
, .~,,,,uta 
. : •fa-
1555 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Second recueil de chansons, 
composees a quatre parties, par bons et exce//ents Musiciens, Imprimees en quatre 
volumes. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Only Bassus. Small coulades. ij is used but not consistently. 
Maudicte soit Ia mondaine richesse ... Claudin 
p. 14 Bassus 
Plica and scalar coulade. 
mnTGrtli~Kft:i 
mailb-dl"e.; _l.asp~ ~:·-.: ~a,j ~ 
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1557 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Septiesme Livre de Chansons 
nouvellement composees en Musique a quatre parties par bons et excellens Musiciens, 
imprime en quatre volumes. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Unbeamed eighth note passagework including small scalar cou!ades and proto-
turn shapes. 
1557 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Huitiesme livre de chansons 
nouvellement composees en musique a quatre parties, par plusieurs autheurs. Paris: 
Adrian LeRoy and Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Small cott!ades. Proto-trill and proto-turn. The Tenor is particularly florid. 
M 'anrye a bien !e regard gratiettx . . . Du tertre 
p. 15 Superius 
Proto-turn cott!ade. 
aJ>ieq le 
Tout ce qu'on peut en e!!e voir ... Cyprian Rore 
p. 3 Tenor 





Pour vous servirjusques a ce qui! meure ... Leschenet 
p. 9 Tenor 
Large cou!ade. 
f t 1 JIJttlly1Jitni 
1564 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Second recueil des recueils compose 
a quatre parties de plusieurs autheurs. Imprime en quatre volumes. Paris: Adrian Le 
Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Pincis. Evolving medium to large cou!ades including mixed rhythm and gesture. 
Proto-trills. Hyphen use. 
Rien n 'est plus cher que ce que !'on desire .. . De Villiers. 
p. 5 Superius 
Cou!ade with repeated note into pinci. 
gy r t 111 :> iLfllUII$ 
Par yn efpou, 
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Mon settl espoir a tOU.[jours. 0 0 Maillard 
p. 8 Superius 
Large coulade with proto-trill. 
i!·' wuu;u · P:~ 
Onkw e~o~ 
Je ne serqy jamais berger . .. Passereau 
p. 11 Superius 
Coulade with repeated note. 
~ :lili! ! §I .; d~ll 
ll efta-· : ' utc: moy 
En vous vqyant j'qy Iiberti perdue . .. Rogier 




Une Be1;gere un jour ... De Marle 
p. 15 Contratenor 
Mixed rhythm and gesture large coulade. 
~r~~llil!!m 
. . - - . . ~~ 
louons-nous deux de 'eftc coxnema-
• --.L...&.. 
Force d'amour souvent me vettt contraindre ... Villiers. 
p. 7 Tenor 
Mixed rhythm coulade with repeated note and pince. l t;tiWtr.,-. 
pour- Cuis, 
Ouvres he ]anneton ouvres mqy l'h"!)JS. 0 0 Jannequin. 




1573 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Premier Livre de Chansons en 
forme de vau de ville compose a quatre parties, par Adrian fe Roy. Paris: Adrian Le 
Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes and chilte. ij used for missing text. 
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0 Madame pers1e mon tems ... 
p. 12 Superius 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
1tcms, ' 
Puis que vivre en serviture .. . 
dcuoie trift.t . 
p . 9 Bassus 
ChUte. 
1573 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. S etieme Livre de chansons a 
quatre parties de plusieurs autheurs. Imprime en quatre volumes. Paris: Adrian Le Roy 
et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Large coulades up to twenty-six pitches. 
1567 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Quatrieme livre de chansons 
nouvellement compose a quatre parties, par M. Arcade! et autres autheurs. Imprime en 
quatre volumes. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Pince. Small and medium cottlades. 
Vous qui vou/Cs avoir contentement . .. D e Bussi 
p . 7 Tenor 
Coulades including repeated note and pince. 
!'!Jfl U!fllb~ 
Comment mes yeux m;es vous entrepris . . . Mornable. 
p . 7 Bassus 
Plica. 
c:onren- re,Rc:n 
Astres et dieus, vqyant mon aJJrytie . . . D e Bussi. 
p . 11 Bassus 
Coulades include proto-turns. 
i U!rfttU t T t •1 ~Mt-f'JjUjt 
rompre rna fermer.!: !loa- ~ 1 
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1567 Ballard, Robert (i), ed and Adrian Le Roy. Quatorsieme Livre De Chansons a 
quatre et cinq parties, D 'orlande de las sus et autres autheurs. Imp rime en quatre 
volumes. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Pinci. Small and medium eighth and quarter coulades. Proto-turn. 
Si le bien qui au plus grand bien ... Arcadet 




rcsjou- _ • • 
A cinq. Sur tous regrets le mien plus piteux pleure ... Orlande [Lassus] 
p. 14 
Coulade with pinci. 
ijilifJl~ 
li- ~ucur 
1583 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Vingtquatrieme livre d' airs et 
chansons a quatre et cinq parties, de plusieurs excelens autheurs. Paris: Adrian Le Roy 
et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Slurs for syllabification. 
1578 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Premier Livre de Chansons a 
Trois Parties Compose par plusieurs autheurs Imprime en Trois volumes. Paris: Adrian 
LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Pinci. Small equal quarter coulades. Small to large mixed rhythm and gesture 
coulades. Proto-trill and proto-turn. ij used for missing text . 
. Yousn'a- .. : ~.. 
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Trio. Vnry dieu qu'amoureux ... De Bussi 
p. 13 2e Superius 
Medium coulade with proto-turn. 
~-;:' -~;t . . ~ . ... . ·~ :tf ·.· . 'l£1t ~ @iiil!tltfitd ¥51tli¥ !li~f~ 
'i : :-r · : · .-.- -·:. ·-·-·:• ·-. . T .,_ .. ·: · ' \. ···: . . 7 '' .•• ' ·-: · · ·1· · · . ·.,.ron. 
l rch . ~ .... ,: ):: ~ · ,, , .£• ~on: m • 1 . · . ·· · • -~ '· :f~~ :J. r : · I .. . . 
Trio. Fors settlement Ia mort ... Fevin 
p. 15 Superius 
Large mixed rhythm and gesture coulade . 
• : :~~:· - ! .;&tiOiot<lciDD..._.- . . . 
; ff1 ,fi~f f 1. til u~~~ J.'f t r' n u·t t tl!in 11:1 
!lflomde~~ . -- . - . - • ; . . ~ - -~ 
Trio. II fait bon escouter ... 
p.20 
Large mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with proto-trill. 
i'tijtllll~h·tJ~J!ifli.iliJJi 
Ullanl• .. · ... -1 • • ._(!, •.. , , ,_._. ,_ •. · •. _ . R, 
1578 Ballard, Robert (i), and Adrian Le Roy, eds. Second Livre de Chansons a Trois 
Parties Compose par plusieurs autheurs Imprime en Trois volumes. Paris: Adrian Le 
Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Pind. Large mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Proto-trill and proto-turn. 
Trio. Qi voudra sravoir qui ... De Bussi 
p. 6 2e Superius 
, Lar~e .~ed rhythm and gesture coulade with repeated note and pincf. 
--~-- -;-[;·_} ·.: :~ .. ~i~-;~;! 1. ; .·· ~-~-- - ·. ·. 1 ~ • ·I _ _ .- :. I ·. IQl 
Trio. Grace et vertu bonte ... Hurteur 
p. 15 2e Superius 
Large mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
!!lU;Jf~lfltlU:ft-ki1 f 
: blc{oi. . " ... _ ,, "'·" ·_ :t.? · ··•:j ::J::'JC:·T 
Trio. Robin viendras ttt ... Gascogne 
p. 19 2e Superius 
Large coulade with proto-turn and proto-trill gestures. 
. ....j__ - . I I . . . . . .. - ·~ - ---- . -
-;-·h ·, .. •· < .ijfi!.H it_ tU • Utlt UUl[IlRtt t!Jll_ -..
u Oicnomp.ncd- . . ~~ ; . t :&:. _ . · . . 1 · J: l_c . 
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Adrian Le Roy (Adrianum) 
(c.1520-1598) 
and 
Lucrece Dugue Ballard (veuve, veufe, veufue, Vve) 
(fl. 1590s) 
Works published: 1592-1598 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1592-1597 
1592 Ballard, Robert (i), and Lucrece Dugue Ballard, eds. Airs de Court. Mis en 
musique a quatre. et cinq parties. De plusieurs autheurs. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et la 
veuve Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Accents, cheute en montant, chtltes, third chute, third and fourth cottfes, and pinces. 
Unbeamed small and medium sixteenth and eighth coufades in Superius. Other parts contain 
small coulades, including a quarter coufade in a Quinta part. Proto-turns. Beamed eighth notes. 
Belle qui jutes ... 
p. 4 Superius 
Proto-turns. 
tlJW! "'!liJ~ 
.. . p . . * ·- .. - - ~---- I; 
ChUtes . 
• 
;•- · ~···· · ~_,.- ' ".; 
. . 
. - ' I ' 
,. ~~ ' ,.A 
Wo ~\or~ ~ ·. ,. ~ - -r .. ·· TCU ch: coofbDt. 
Quand je vqy ce beL.. 
p. 7 Superius 
Accents. 
r de lc yo!r feullement -
-~ J!RI-Liti 
~:PI&ae · · · : . .,ia 
I ~ . . '· . 
Cheute en montant. 
Diett votts gard bergerette ... 
p. 3 Contra 
Pi nee. 
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Je trouvqy ia dame un jour ... 
p. 8 Contra 
Fourth couie. 
Third chUte. 
I'll ' . 




Ne vous offtnsezpoint ... 




Beaute tivant portrait ... 
p. 21 Bassus 
Proto-turn and scalar eighth couiades. 
1595 Ballard, Robert (i), and Lucrece Dugue Ballard, eds. Airs mis en musique a 
quatre et cinq parties, de piusieurs auteurs. Adrian LeRoy et Ia veuve Robert Ballard 
(i). 
Summary: Airs de cours. Cheutes m montant. Slurs for syllabification. 
Que je veux mal a mes yeux . . . 
p. 2 Quinta 
Chmtes en montant. 
~ !!I!tl c::r . .......,-
. mes yeux • lc nc puiJ. 
~ --~ 
F.lit {OU( 
J 'eusse bien vouiiu trater . .. 
p. 5 Quinta 
Fourth couie. 
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1596 Ballard, Robert (i), and Lucrece Dugue Ballard, eds. Airs de court mis en 
musique a quatre et cinq parties de plusieurs autheurs. Paris: Adrian Le Roy and Ia 
veuve Robert Ballard (i) 
Summary: Cheute e11 montant sur deux nottes and chutes. Small coulades. Bas sus part only. 
Au joli bois ... 
p. 2 Bassus 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
::t:±;!t:=: ~~==f 
rerc ~ rna 
Espris qui soupires ... 
p. 22 Bassus 
Chtltes. 
1597 Ballard, Robert (i), and Lucrece Dugue Ballard, eds. Airs de court mis en 
musique a quatre. et cinq. parties de plusiers autheurs . ... Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Ia 
veuve Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Incomplete accent, battemmts, cheutes e11 montant, cheutes en montant sur deux and 
trois nottes, chtttes, fourth chttte, third cou/e, and port de voix. Beamed and slurred eighth note 
coulades. Beamed pairs of eighth notes. Small eighth, quarter, and sixteenth coulades. Proto-trill 
and proto-turns. Slur doubles as a tie. Hyphen use. Additional strophes printed on recto. 
Nothing noteworthy in the few Quinta Pars pieces. 
Attssi tost qu'une belle ame .. . 
p. 3 Superius 
Battemmt . 
. t.c- lfa 
Q~tand je vqy ce bel oeil . .. 
p. 7 Superius 
Chmte en montant and third co ~tie. 
ti Iff 
.... -
· a l>da· 
Or que Ia nuict et le silence . .. 
p . 12 Superius 
Chtlte. 
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En m'en revenant ... 
p. 13 Superius 
Large sixteenth proto-turn cou!ade. !!JJiimu! 
Puis qtt'i! jaut he/as ... 
p. 24 Superius 
Proto-turn. 
II. a~ I:.;,. • : • • ~ _JiM Qs1 
Bien heureux qui se peut dire ... 
p. 26 Superius 
Cheutes en montant sur dettx nottes. 
FtittfDI(!I 
: \i!.;: i•s- ....... 
--.. . .. - - -
Amottr n'avance ... 
p. 27 Superius 
Proto-trill. 
Ha toute beste champestre . . . 
p. 38 Superius 
Chettte en montant sttr trois nottes. 
~IJI]fli!t 
. '-""'" tc..-.a •t.r· 
Dieu vous gard bergerette ... 
p. 4 Contra 
Pin d . 
-
.-era- ble ' 
Beauti vit;ant portrait de Ia diviniti . . . 
p. 21 Contra 




Puis qu'ii faut heias! 
p. 24 Contra 
Fourth chUte. 
-•• rt.·.illil 
Bien heureux qui se peut dire . .. 




foy fc rc:· tireS 
Je trouvcry ia dame ... 
p. 8 Bassus 
Incomplete accent . 
............ 
Dieu te gard Catin ... 
p. 40 Bassus 
Over an octave range for syllabified couiades. 
t!tlJ*iU!I-'1 1!BUiQ~ 
r-are. ~- -  ca: • ntlicre. 
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Pierre Cadeac (possibly Paulus Cadeac) 
(fl.1538-1556) 
Works published: 1534-1558 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1555 
1555 Cadeac, Pierre. Moteta, quatuor, quznque et sex vocum. Liber primus. Paris: 
Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Pinci. Single scales range from small coulades to examples up to an octave and 
a third. Mixed rhythm coulades are more common than unmixed. Proto-trills and proto-turns. 
ij is used to indicate repeated lyrics. 
porte< 
Nos atttem glorian· oporlet . .. 
p. 4 Superius 
Proto-trill mid-coulade. 
Misericordias domini in aetermmt cantabo ... 
p. 6 Contratenor 





Cum 5 voc. Sttscipe verbttm vitJ,o Maria ... 
p. 11 Contratenor 
Proto-tum. 
Misericordias domini in aetermt cantabo .. . 
p. 5 Tenor 
Proto-tum. 
Exaftabo te dues meus rex deus . .. 
p. 14 Secundus Tenor 
Coulade with repeated note and pinci. 
m rc<U!i. feculi. 
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J osquin Des Pres (Des Prez, des Pres, a Prato, de Prato Pratensis, J osquini, J osse, Gosse, 
Gossequin, J ossequin, J oskin, J osquinus, J odocus, J udocus, Jus chino) 
( c.1440-c.1521) 
Works published 1502-1549 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1555 
1555 Des Pres, Josquin. Moduli ex sacris literis delecti et in quattuor, quinque, et 
sex voces distincti. Liber primus . ... Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur trois nottes and pince. Mixed rhythm coulades including 
primarily ascending scales. Proto-trills. 
Liber generationis Jesu Christi ... 
p. 3 Contratenor 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
m.· -.. _ ... 
Mittit ad virginem ... 
p. 11 Contratenor 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes. 
~ ~ 
in partu 
Inviolata integra et casta es Maria . .. 
p. 14 Contratenor 
Proto-trill. 
1555 Des Pres, Josquin. Musici prae stantissimi, Moduli ex sacris literis delecti et in 
quattuor, quinque, et sex voces distincti. Liber primus. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert 
Ballard (i). 
Summary: Battement. Small scalar co11lades. 
Liber generationis Jesu Ch1isti . .. 
p. 4 Contratenor 
Sequential cott!ades . 
.. h • ~~ . ij ·mt 
.tt• if;t==0lr:+=m,~=it . &CD~ ~ !o!Vd. Iomii~ ·~ · \ ge~uit _ :eauit _ Oziam. 
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Planxit autem David ... 
huiuCcemo di 
p. 5 Contratenor 
Battement. 
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Jean Maillard (Maillart, Joannis) 
(c.1515-after 1570) 
Works published: 1538-1572 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1555 
1555 Maillard, Jean. Musici Excellentissimi Moteta quatuor, qutnque et sex vocum. 
Liber primus. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur trois nottes and pincis. There are scales larger than an 
octave even in the Bassus. Generally, more jumps (particularly mid-cou!ade) are found than in 
other compositions of this time surveyed in this catalogue. Cou!ades up to twenty-six notes in 
the Superius. Proto-turns. Triplets are marked with a 3 below equal quarter notes mid-cott!ade. 
Invio!ata 
p. 2 Superius 
Repeated note mid-mixed rhythm cou!ade. 
Proto-turn into large mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade. 
·•o •t$$o;L.111ol·£olbli0·11•y• a 
inuiolaca 
Cantantibus organis Cecilia virgo .. . 
p. 4 Superius 
Unclear underlay; potential chute or port de voix and cheute en descendant 
sur deux nottes. 
rt·trtrttt 
C£<ilia vizgo 
Laudate dominum omnes gentes . .. 
p. 11 Primus Superius 
Proto-turn. 
~it·1t.Unw 
.U... IIIia. . . 
A quatre. Cantantibtts organis Caeci!ia virgo ... 
p. 4 Contratenor 
Cou!ade with proto-tum. 
~tttttt•tttti? 
tridua nis 1 
Invio!ata 
p. 3 Tenor 
Cou!ade with repeated note and cheute en montant sur trois nottes. 
cbarU lima. 
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Nicolas La Grotte (La Crotte) 
(1530-c.1600) 
Works published: 1559-1583 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1569-1583 
1569 La Grotte, Nicholas. Chansons De P. De Ronsard, Ph. Desportes, Et Avtres. 
mises en Musique par N. de Ia Grotte . ... Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Trait. 
Quand le gril chante att son grigoulin ... Ronsard 
p. 9 Superius 
Trait, syllabified nonsense syllable. 
fttJurgrm 
Din clerin din clin clin .ij. 0 · 
1569 La Grotte, Nicolas. Second Livre. de Chansons compose a quatre parties de 
plusieurs autheurs. Imprime en quatre volumes. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard 
(i). 
Summary: Quarter coulades. Proto-trill. 
:point 
Que d'ennuis a mesyeux se presente ... Ad. LeRoy 
p. 4 Bassus 
Coulade with proto-trill. 
1583 La Grotte, Nicholas. Premier livre d'airs et chansons, a trois. quatre. ctnq. StX. 
parties par Nicolas de Ia Grotte . ... Paris: Leon Cavellat. 
Summary: Cheutes en descendant sur dettx and trois nottes, cht1tes, third cou!e, and pinch. Small 
and medium eighth and unbeamed sixteenth coulades. Proto-trill and proto-turns. 
Seigneur Diett 0 Seigneur Dieu ... 
p. 6 Superius 
_ Mixed rhythm coulades. 
au una ¢J:UIUtH ~=t'!··~~· 
:m:. hm· " 1 
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Que !'on m'apporte ttne tasse ... 
p. 7 Superius 
1:fixed rhythm cottlades. 
jLt·IJtJltf t ~t t!J; t liUI'UJii'§ 
· graces accoup!j- cs, & l'a.: · mour, 
Je m'en irqy ... 
p. 14 Superius 
Chettte en descendant sur trois nottes . 
. ·' ~ .. 
itfl.a- ~ -~i-1 
chao:r• . g~rdcr 
p. 15 Superius 
Mixed rhythm coulade with proto-turn and pinci. 
! .. u;ntt&uwm 
oonnet- '- teo. 
Si ttt vettx son service perdre ... 
p. 18 Superius 
Cht1tes. 
liM~ 
rou4 .. blic, f-;m~~~ . . c, 
a 5. 0 Seigneur Dieu ... 
p. 6 Contratenor 
Unusual coulade. 
ma · fian- cr., 
a 4. 0 crttel enfant qui tJa triumphant . .. 
p. 16 Contratenor 
Proto-trill. 
chJncdlc Soubs 
Dialogue a six. Jqyme et le trop d'amour ... 
p. 49 Contratenor 
Third cott!e. 
dlc fen valle, 
Mascarades de Pionniers. a 5 Dames VOttS potmiez touver pis . .. 
p. 3 Bassus 
Typical gesture of a coulade with interspersed syllables. 
ffFfff! t· f fi I i 11IJfig l¢1 $~ 
rolfe trc{- buchcr, Ia for- te- rdfe trc[- bu- chcrtrcsbuchcr. 
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Jean Chardavoine (Chardavoyne, J ehan, de Beau-fort en Anjou) 
(1538-c.1580) 
Works published: 1576-1580 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1576 
1576 Chardavoine, Jehan. Le recueil des plus belles et excellentes chansons en forme 
de voix de ville: tides de divers autheurs et poiites Fran;ois, tant anciens que modernes: 
ausquelles a esti nouvellement adapti Ia musique de leur chant commun, a fin que 
chacun les puisse chanter en tout endroit qu'il se trouvera, tant de voix que sur les 
instruments. Paris: Claude Micard. 
Summary: Pincis. Traits. Unbeamed eighth pairs. 
Epistre A u Lecteur. " .... I wanted to place the reasons that induced and persuaded me 
to write these present songs of so many sorts that have come to my awareness over the past 
two or three years . . . beautiful, and deserving merit to be put here; written in the form of 
the voix de ville . . . . "471 









471 Jehan Chardavoine, L e recueil des plus belles et excellentes chansons en form e de voix de ville . .. . (Paris: 
Claude Micard, 1576). Present author's translation. 
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Fabrice Marin Caietan (Cajetan, Caietain, Gaetano, Gaietanus, Gaiettane, Fabricio, 
Fabriciault) 
(c.1540-after 1578) 
Works published: 1571-1578 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1578 
1578 Caietan, Fabrice Marin. Airs mis en musique a quatre parties Par Fabrice 
Marin Caietain Surles Poifsies de P. de Ronsard et autres excelens Poe-tes. Premier 
Livre. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: This is a second edition of Caietan's 1576 Airs. Small and medium coulades. ij 
is used for missing text. 
Suitte. Te laisserqy-:Je helas ... 
p. 16 Contra 
Medium unbeamed eighth coulade. 
N=t[t liJ!fUf 
:QseotefCJ"'Unc . . . ·. . .. \ 
1578 Caietan, Fabrice Marin. Second Livre D 'Airs. Chansons, Villanelles 
Napolitaines et Espagnolles. Mis en Musique a quatre parties par Fabrice Marin 
Caietain. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: 
missing text. 
Small and medium unbeamed eighth coulades. Proto-turn. ij is used for 
Vivez de patience ... 
p. 35 Contra 
Proto-turn coulade. 
':tdfj t=t:-
~~i-~- :: __ 1-, _ ~;~J·~.~ ~ _.; : 
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Didier Le Blanc 
(£1.1578-1584) 
Works published 1578-1584 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1579-1582 
1579 Le Blanc, Didier. Airs de Plusieurs Musiciens. Sur les Poe'sies de P. Des 
portes. et autres des plus excelants PoC"tes de nostre tems. Reduiz a quatre. parties. Par 
M. Di. Le Blanc. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Airs de cours. Pince. Unbeamed eighth pairs, small, and medium eighth coulades 
and one large eighth cottlade that becomes a trait for the second strophe. Many slurs for pairs 
of eighths and quarters and up to six eighth notes. 
S 'il votts desplait d'estre seroie ... Planson 
p. 8 Tenor 
Pi nee. 
·-~--·~- ' .. ~!!a __ ~,, _, Fqy que je vive ... Le Blanc 
p. 14 Bassus 
• . . , . • _ . . _ , Eighte~P.i.'S~ .J:~~. 1 ~~~~ q ~~fade . 
. ;.· ..~mmnt~!!!Di i_~=!~ 
, . muawc ..s·cnuol· ~ll~-
. . __ Fay _quejc ~iuc, & F..y qu'2la mcfm., 1...... I,Ccuc Jc, D1cux, 
1579 Le Blanc, Didier. Second livre d' airs des plus excelants musiciens de nostre tems 
reduiz a quatre parties par m. Di. Le Blanc. Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert Ballard 
(i). 
Summary: Airs de cottrs. Pince. Small to medium eighth coulades. 
Beau Violin ttt vattx miettx ... 
p. 20 Supetius 
Pi nee. 
~;.oj , ;~ : ,!f ~i~~:~:~ 
F cry que je vive ... 
p. 13 Contra 
Medium scalar cottlade and mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
·tJr.'.Jqflii~rtr~t!l 
S'~u~l- ~ --- . · :·•-l;c'cntre · 'r·c;s~U~ 
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F qy que j e vive ... 
p. 13 Tenor 
Medium unbeamed eighth cottlade. 
,:.,.· :r4-t!!t:Ctu-~It·r' ~~ 
'-~~~of_-_ • · , . ' l,t'cna~ lcsDicu, 
1582 Le Blanc, Didier. Airs de Plusieurs Musiciens. Sur les PoC"sies de Ph. 
Desportes et autres de plus excel/ants Poetes de nostre tems. Reduiz a quatre. parties, 
Par M. D. LeBlanc. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: A irs de cours. Pince. Small and medium quarter and eighth coztlades are found in 
all parts. Quarter traits. 
Pour voir ma fin ... 
p. 4 Contra 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade includes pince . 
. ·-· -
0 Nuictjalouse ... 
p. 18 Contra 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
~;j:~iil~iJ!!_j) frl 
~if~+,i~ ::~':_;:i::~, ·, :_:, , ; ::·', ;~e 
0 N uict jalouse ... 
p. 18 Tenor 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
llli!l~ 
. ··:·:'ionrrifj 
·· Iecicf irU 
· dd"ccnsp 
V ole arondelle ... 
p . 12 Bassus 
Traits. 
oie vole TOlnolc vor 
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Lambert de Beaulieu (Sieur de Beaulieu, Girard) 
(fl.1559-1590) 
Works published: 1576-1582 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 
1582 Beaulieu, Lambert de. Balet Comique de Ia Royne, faict aux Nopces de 
Monsieur le Due de Joyeuse et madamoyselle de Vaudemont sa soeur. Par Baltasar de 
Beaujoyeulx. Paris: Adrian Le Roy, Robert Ballard (i), et Mamert Patisson. 
Summary: Cbeutes en montant, cbeutes en montant sur deux nottes, cbtJte, leaping melodic 
inflections, pinci, and ports de voix. Small to large coulades. Proto-trill. An important precursor 
to the ballet de cou1: "The music applied the technique of musique mesurie in the choral sections, 
while several of the solo airs are in the new monodic recitative style of the time and some 
sections of the ballet are in five parts for instruments alone."472 
Le chant des Sereines. A 4 parties. Ocean pere chenu ... 
p. 12 
Mixed rhythm coulade. 
·· r-«•;titti ! . . ... 
. ce.;. ~ . . I'"' 
p. 12 Concordant 
Small scalar coulade. 
ykiJ. Tthor 
L 'arc d'Amour ... 
p. 19 Tethys 
Cheutes m montant slur and with hyphen. 
~ !'trbt· ~ 
11om- mcs. Qai la 1 
Cbeute en montant sur dettx nottes. 
La reprise du dialogue. Et de ses traits ... 
p.20 
Cbeute en montant sur deux 1tottes. 
472 Carol MacClintock and lain Fenlon, "Beaujoyeux, Balthasar de," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed April6, 2014, 
http:// www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 02430. 
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Medium scalar coulade. 
... :-.. 
Ceci est pour la derniere stance. Et qui est ceste l'fymphe? 
p.21 
Large opening coulade. 
!tU!tl-trr'lt.mil "a~ntrttJJ!t*tt• 
T . - . .. • .- .a CJIU • 
·' _ " . •• • • . o •.•; 1: :.:J :' '~~igl:t?_t~~~fi.e: __ '"tl*t~.~l 
Ell c.n- a~ - . No:_ re- . '1- du 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with leaping melodic inflection. 
~ ~[_: ·;p.ltl·jtt ~ .t . i 
1'1~ ' phe 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade into proto-trill. 
rrzt'tt! tttziiZI 
Ve· · nus._ 
_ __ , ____ - - - ~- - ___ , _ -~-~~ coulade. , _ _ _ 
~:f~~!J_l_~,Pl' t • :-t t " flfl''!'~-,~·t?t_!ft!"1~1 ~u~\. .... ~. .. ... -.. ~: . 1 ... ... ~~~ ~ ~ lti t! .  IL 2 S!ittt t . . . 
' . ,. ' - ~ . \ de fa- ;.. . . . -.JIODt• 
Chanson de Mercure. Je suis de tous les Dieux ... 
p. 24 Mercure 
Ports de voix and chtfte. 
M~iJ-ii_ij);~ 
· . . - · .¥. -~ ..... 
Chant des quatre vertus. Dieux, de q1ti les filles nous sommes .. . 
p.42 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
YOIIS gar 
Vertue en l'ame imm01telle ... 
p. 4 7 Superius 
Pi nee. 
nm 




Works published: 1582-1610 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1582-1585 
1582 Tessier, Guillaume. Premier Livre d'airs tant Franfois, I tali en, qu 'Espagnol, 
reduitz en Musique, a quatre et cinq parties . ... Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert 
Ballard (i). 
Summary: Tenor part only. Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chUte, and pincf. Small equal 
eighth scalar couiade. Turn sign for missing text. 
Ha que dis ttt ... 
p. 6 Tenor 
Small equal eighth coulade. 
•==B . . r ·!: .. .. ·;rru'aum·' 
.r u . . . .."1 . . . · . · 
0 Sainte verdettr .. . 
p. 11 Tenor 
Pin d. 
Amans que vous ... 
p. 12 Tenor 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes . 
• Amour las de ses vieilles ... p. 23 Tenor 
Chute. 
1582 Tessier, Guillaume. If primo libro dell'arie Franzesi, Italiche, et Spagnivole, A 
Quattro, et Cinque voci . ... Paris: Adrian Le Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux 1zottes and third couii. Small and medium eighth 
co11lades. Proto-trill and proto-turn. Superius and Tenor parts only. 
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II a menry le malheureux ... 
p. 9 Superius 
Medium cottlade. 
Maudit so it !'amour ... 
p. 10 Superius 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
~ 
.....;, 
ac:;,u ·:, fa · 
Amans que vous ... 
p. 12 Superius 
Coulade with third coule. 
t.rs::ol·t·f.ts:.h ~{~~': . ·: ~ -
Estant cout-hi pres des ruchettes ... 
p. 17 Superius 
Proto-turn and proto-trill. 
f!!JiiTI1fiiUi*'=li 
.Q!d•:Ie !- · '· · <'m'm-.·.- r:pef-·che;:: .cJno!t. ·· 
!Doat?aym,c'acfttt~ .::' . ; · . · 
1585 Tessier, Guillaume. Premier livre d'airs tant franrois, italien, qu'espagnol, 
reduitz en musique, a quatre. et cinq. parties. par M. G. Tessier. Paris: Adrian Le 
Roy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Superius and Bassus parts. This is the second edition. Apptf)S, cheute en 
montant, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chute, third coule, and port de voix. There are more passagi 
and ornamental shapes in the Italian and Spanish pieces at the beginning of the collection. 
Unbeamed eighth small coulades include an octave scale. Proto-trills and proto-turns. 
Hyphens and ij used rarely, slurs used for syllabification. 
Effi·oiab/es torrens . .. 
p. 29 Superius 
Proto-trill with termination. 
~t:· ttl I I ZH 
;orguiu~:-: - ;<. · fcs 
~.~p.ci~ ., :. 




Presse d'ennuis cifflige de douleurs . .. 
p. 32 Superius 
Appt!J. 
Port de voix. 
- ~ · .: , ,....,;_, . 
:. c!!iu_leurs · 
Chute. 
t#a 
J com.. plaia- ~ · cci. : 
Am am qtte vous plaignez ... 
p. 12 Bassus 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes. 
Ill 
rha · 1c 
Amour las de ses vieilles ... 





~;:~~:BJ ~ ~. 
Cheute en montant. 
Presse d'enmtis cifJligf... 
p. 32 Bassus 
Proto-trill. 
M~~~.· . ··~ 
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Jean Planson (Plinson, Planc;:on, J ehan) 
(c.1559-after 1611) 
Works published: 1583-1619 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1593 
1593 Planson, Jean. Airs, mis en musique a quatre parties par ]chan Planson. Paris: 
Adrian LeRoy et Ia veuve Robert Ballard (i). 
Sununary According to Durosoir this is the third edition of Planson's 1587 Airs. Cheute 
en montant and cheute en descendant sur trois nottes. Small and medium eighth cottlades in all parts. 
Traits. ij used for repeating text and slurs for pairing unbeamed eighth notes. 
Puis que le ciel vent ... 
p. 6 Tenor 
Trait. 
, ,lfl . ftlfrlfllffiji'il 
_ •... ,•"Qtreftu-toos. . · . -~· . · · · · · ~•.O;a·efteiyoos. -!~· 
~an;Ou.cftenous. olJo 
~· ..... ; .... .,.._. 
Et Ia Jlettr vole ... 
p. 11 Tenor 
Unidentifiable vertical slash mark. 
Lab~ Ia b~ en ce verd P!6 
S ortez soupirs dtt profimd ... 
p. 32 Tenor 





J 'if VONS despfait ... 
p. 7 Bassus 




Works published: 1597-1625 
Works smveyed in this catalogue: 1597 
1597 Caignet, Denis. Airs de Court. Mis en musique a quatre. cinq. six. et huit. 
parties. Par Denis Caignet. Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Ia veuve Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: Airs de cours. Chmte en descendant sur trois nottes, cheute en montant, and chl'tte. Small 
and medium sixteenth coulades including ascending octave scales. Proto-turn. Beamed eighth 
notes pairs and groups of four. Slm doubles as tie. 
Puis que ceste beaute ... 
p. 4 Superius 
Cheute en montant. 
JilJ~!M-
Di 
J.......__,.. ~" .. :.. ,. 
t_qae .. c. _ ,·-;: ·· · ·:ma: 
Mais d'ou vient que tu me baise ... 
p. 9 Superius 
Sixteenth proto-tmn coulade. 
fj~t 
ct Moo CO:W'' 
Beaute qui me cherit que l'honore ... 
p. 21 Superius 
Unbeamed sixteenth coulade. 
tntUQ 
. .. --~ ... ii pri-:--t"':' . . fC 
- . .... -
Beauti qui me cherit que l'honore ... 
p. 21 Bassus 
ChUte. 
hmc c 
Chuete en descendant sur trois nottes. 
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Charles Tessier (Tessiery, Thessier, Carles) 
(fl. c.1600) 
Works published: 1597-1610 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1597 
1597 Tessier, Charles. Le Premier Livre de Chansons et Airs de court tant 
Enfranfois qu'en Italien et en Gascon a quatre. et cinq. parties: mis en Musique par le 
sieur Carles Tessier, Musitien de Ia Chambre du Roy. London: Thomas Este. 
Summary: Air de cour format; one strophe with music, the rest listed below the music. 
Cheutes m montant, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, and pinces. Small sixteenth and eighth scalar 
coulades. Proto-trill and proto-turns. Repeat signs for missing text. Superius and Bassus are on 
Early English Books Online; the inner parts come from the microfilm. 
A. 5. voc. Ces beaux yeux atrqyans . .. 
p. 1 Superius 
Typical small scalar cottlades . 
...... m--t-m-~· m-:::t= t.Jc .t. : • . 
- flE __ ~ =- --== 
:ycuxa trayaru, I l'huma-
Pinci. 
ill char- me Ia 
A 4 voc Mon diett si /'amour est a mer . .. 
p. 5 Superius 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes. 
-~-. · .. . ·-:--
. . . . 
- .. . . 
ON dieu · fi 
A 4 voc. Baisons nous pastorele tout ausry dottlcemant . .. 
p. 7 Superius 
Cheutes en montant. 
~ sy · 1 loyal- a mant. 
- ·c:ucilbnt Ia 
A 4 voc Amottr n 'advance le trespass ... 
p. 15 Superius 
Opening coulade with proto-trill. 
f£tWW 
. · Mour 
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a 
A 5. Voc. Ces beaux yeux atrqyans . .. 
p. 1 Quinta 
Proto-turn coulade. 
rnya, 
Large mixed rhythm cottlade. 
@i@t'tUf!mitlBitW.itlm 
.. . bmaEtq'lll cNar ' . . . • paicux 
A 5. Voc. Ttt empotteras done o francoise Cypris ... 
p. 2 Tenor Second part 
Repeat signs for missit:!g_ text. 
BDII'1 -ti·,-~ ~~ - ie-liit 'I! 
..._ • ._ • lr,... ... ---· ~~-·tb''ttrlil 1.1i1U 1' '' ''-''r! ~~ . 
.,..._... lrJ 
·-Pinci . 
A 4. Voc. Non vo11s nestes pas yettx ... 
p. 3 Tenor 
Proto-trill. 
ieE=§'tlt il f lfllf II~; 
Qa. ~ .. It's; .. My . ......... i
A 4 voc Casche tqy celeste solei!. .. 
p. 6 Bassus 
Trait. 
Si!~ 
.PI~ bril-.lant ':luc 
A 4 voc II faut en fin bel amant . .. 
p . 21 Bassus 
Opening coulade. 
· s~r;tji ff¥1§ 
L f.lllt en. 
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Tielman Susato (Tylman, Thilman, Tilemannus) 
(by 1515-after 1569) 
Works published: 1540-1561 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: c.1541-1554 
c.1541 Susato, Tielman, ed. Vingt et six Chancons musicales et nouvelles convenables 
tant a Ia voix comme aussi propices a jouer de divers instrumentz nouvellement 
imprimees. Antwerp: Tielman Susato. 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. Coulades are either equal quarters or of mixed 
rhythm and gesture; they include large jumps in both directions. Unbeamed eighth pairs. 
Triplet markings. 
A cinq. Vostre gent corps dottlce .fillette .. . Jo. Lupi 
p . 3 Superius 
Unclear underlay; potential cheute en montant sur deux nottes in coulade. 
Canon. In sub diapason. Trop a regretzfaict mon cueur ... 
p. 5 Superius 
Medium cott!ade. 
fmy.ltfbmt~ 
Situ te plains damours .. . Tielman. Susato. 
p . 7 Superius 
Typical proto-turn coulades. 
~tttrrf ~ 
( tllf~ pi .ins (i itcon{rnt~ 
A cinq. Si par sottjfrir !on pett!t vaim-re ... Cor. Canis. 
p. 17 Tenor 
Medium cott!ade. 
1543 Susato, Tielman, ed. Le premier livre des chansons a quatre parties: auquel 
sont contenues trente et une chansons convenables T ant a fa Voix com me aux 
instrumentz. Antwerp: Tielman Susato. 
Summary: Title makes music available to voices and instruments alike. Pinci. Small to 
large cottlades. Unbeamed eighths throughout-although they are rare in the Bassus. Hyphen 
use as well as ij, although later in the work, Susato does not even bother to print the ij. 
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A quatre. Des herb ais asses belles pour tqy gzterir . .. Thomas Crequillon 
p. 7 Superius 
Large mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
;U1ilrft!Tty1ltiD£ c;:~ 
~ 
·roygw- . . .!!~ 
Aiamais croy recouvrer mon adresse . .. Johannes Lupi. 
p. 8 Tenor 
Coulade with proto-trill and pince. 
fm!:ijtTftTmtttt¥ 
.... .; ;, po.,cNJfr 
1554 Susato, Tielman, ed. Liber Quartus Ecclesiasticarvm cantionum quatuor uocum 
Vulgo Moteta uocant, tam ex Veteri quam ex Nouo Testamento, ab optimis qvibusque 
huius aetatis musicis compositarum. Antea nunquam excusus . ... Antwerp: Tielrnan 
Sus a to. 
Summary: Medium and large mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Repeated notes mid-
coulade. Hyphen use. Triplet marking. 
Cantibtts or;ganicis Christi . .. Ni. Gombert. 
p. 6 Superior 
Medium cottlade. 
,... ::~ :-n 
'Curigen. Usqueqtto domine ... 
p. 10 Superior 
Large coulade. 
tt:tfitl h U UPf M T rryo t U 
•ln{.fUI . ;. 
Incertus autor. Mundum ornas novo flore ... Secunda Pars 
p. 13 Tenor 
. Triplets in mixed rhythm coulade. Potentially missing an ij marking. 
t ' ± • Ji·£1£1iil•:i.J1Jfff*i+l&i: .trtt· 
r...,., ; · ~ , . I 
Antho. Gallt. Psalmo CA.rv. Domine qui ego serous tuus . .. Secunda Pars 
p. 5 Bassus 
Large mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
f\trtifffitl~ 
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Jean De Laet (Latius, J oannes, Latio, Giovanni, Hans) 
( c.1525-1566) 
Works published: 1545-1572 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: [1555]-[1557] 
[1555] Laet, Jean. Jardin musical, contenant plusieurs belles fleurs de chansons 
spirituelles a quatre parties. Antwerp: Jean Laet et Hubert Waelrant. 
Surnmaq: The Tenor and Superius include typical small and medium coulades; less 
general ornamental motion and a rare pair of unbeamed eighths. Proto-turn. Nothing of 
note in Contratenor or Bassus. Unusual repeated use of ij for a single word instead of a 
string of words. 
Dictes Ot(J cest ttng mot seullement .. . Hamicq. 
p. 15 Tenor 
Proto-turn coulade. 
Sfff!I 111 t 1Ittfi 
[1556] Laet, Jean. Jardin Musical, contenant plusieurs belles fleurs de Chansons a trois 
parties, choysies dentre les oeuvres de plusieurs auteurs excellents en /'art de Musicque 
ensemble le blason de beau et laid Tetin propice tan! a Ia voix comme aux instruments. 
Le premier livre. Antwerp: Jean Laet et Hubert Waelrant. 
Surnmaq: Small to medium cottfades and traits. ij and &c. are both used for missing text. 
Au jofy bois sur Ia verdure ... Zacheus 
p. 4 Superius 
&c. used for missing text. 
litl. J!lttlli;jt_., ' .. --. . . +f - . y '' ;, .. .. ' i~ j 
:::~¥.;~~,;,~-  ·~-:~ ,:_ ·.· ~"~~·~,~-+i:.:~t~~.·<j 
Ne veuzile paso Sire ... Vuaelrant 
p. 5 Superius 
Coulade. 
.. 1 ~ - . ' .. , 
lfL ·. . • t ...... klT _tl -p 1-I l J . l ~~~ 
Mt ;,..frb : .· . lbOnibk :: . 
_ .r _ 1 , • t · • .. 
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Pis ne me peult venir ... Jan Lays. 
p. 10 Superius 
Traits with unclear underlay . 
. _.·~·~·-, ~~··;:4-:;. 
[1557] Laet, Jean. Jardin musical, contenant plusieurs belles fleurs de chansons 
spirituelles a quatre parties choysies dentre les oeuvres de plusiers auteurs excel/ens en 
/'art de Musicque, propices tant a Ia voix, comme aux instruments. Le tiers livre. 
Antwerp: Jean Laet et Hubert Waelrant. 
Summary: Small and medium quarter cottlades. ij used for missing text. 
Ungjour passe bien escoutqye ... A. Tubal 
p. 31 Tenor 
_ _ Use of ij for one word. Medium cou!ade. 
~·~ t 'trf.-tf% ftL f I rt.f IT tftitrltlltlilt,! 
I;f.Ul#Jl9 fl<Viif i iJ ij ij ~-- ""• 
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Roland de Lass us (de Lasso, Lassussio, Orlando, Roland, Rolando) 
(c.1532-1594) 
Works published: 1555-1619 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1555-1591 
1555 Lassus, Roland de. Le Quatoirsiesme Livre a quatre parties contenant Dix 
Huyct Chansons Italiennes, Six chansons francoises, et Six Motetz ... Rolando di 
Lassus Nouvellement Imprime .... Antwerp: Tielman Susato. 
Summary: The Italian pieces include a large quarter coulade but the French only up to 
medium coulades. 
1e laime bien et laimerqy ... 
p. 14 Superius 
Mixed gesture coulade. 
!ftrlttT#tfl~ 
•u-IM _.9 
Alma nemes que sola nemes . .. 
p. 19 Contra Tenor 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
-. 
1575 Lassus, Roland de. Passio quinque vocum. Idem lectiones 1 ob et lectiones 
Matutinae de Nativitate Christi quatuor vocum, quarta pars. Munich: A. Berg. 
Summary: Proto-turn coulade. 
Duo. Quid vultis mibi dare ... 
Proto-turn coulade. 
fttttt~Y~ · ~ 
bfsO'Ill:. .. 
1587 Lass us, Roland de. N ovem quzrztationes divi 1 ob, bis quidem, sed diver sis 
modis lentiorique concentu quaternis vocibus modulantes. Adjectis quibusdam ex officio 
deffunctorum responsoriis .... Paris: Adrian LeRoy et Robert Ballard (i). 
Summary: 
use. 
Cheutes en montant sur deux nottes and pinces. Proto-trills and proto-turn. Hyphen 
251 
Plectio prima. Parce mihi Domine ... 
p. 2 Superius 




CU t • Utn~ 
Plectio Prima. Parce mihi Domine ... 
p. 13 Superius 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
{ali- """' 
Lee. Prima. Parce mihi Domine ... 
p. 2 Tenor 
Proto-trill and pince. 
~~t~® 
am! 
Peccantem me quotidie ... 
p. 20 Tenor 
Scalar coulade exceeding an octave. 
5I!ll'ur"~trn: ~ 
- f!~---
Deus & faJ. ua 
Lee VII. Spiritus meus attenuabitur . .. 
p. 9 Bassus 
Large proto-tum coulade. 
tl~ ~miil!li 
Do· mine 
1592 Lassus, Rolande de. La Fleur des chansons ... Contenant un Recueil de ses 
Chansons Francfoises, et Italiennes, a Quatre, Cine, Six et Huit parties, accommodees 
tant aux Instrumens comme a fa Voix: Toutes mises en ordre conuenable selon leurs 
Tons. Antwerp: Pierre Phalese (ii) etJean Bellere. 
Summary: Pincis. Coulades exceed an octave. Proto-trills and proto-turns. Unbeamed 
eighth and sixteenth notes. Hyphen use. 
A 4. Si je suis brttn et ma t·ouleur trop noire . .. 
p. 6 Superius 
Descending octave scalar coulade. 
ilfnJJf~t;·tUI 
·~~· ~....,.. . 
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A 4. Le temps passeje soupire ... 
p. 8 Superius 
-
Unclear underlay; potential chute. 
da6· . ie, 
A 4. Orsus filles que /'on me donne ... 
p. 15 Superius 
itfiJttrrr~ 
Mixed rhythm coulade. 
~-·.U- . : '. ' " ~ 
14-note coulade p. 17 
A 5. Est if possible a mqy pouvoir trouver . .. 
p. 3 7 Superius 
Coulade with pince. 
~ -" • ,":>' 
Dialogue a 8. Hola Caron nmttonnier infernal . .. 
p. 45 Premier Superius 
Large coula_de ~itp prot?-turns. 
~ .-~ 
Lepar. W~a. . . . 1•f.wl! 
A 4. On ne peut le sol amour saouler . .. 
p. 10 Contratenor 
Proto-trills. 
fJfft1tt tttttt;t t ~· t tltt 
fa.oalalOaoild:aau!c. re. ~o!!l! ~'"""!! ~~-~~ 
A 6. Si vous estes mamie ... 
p. 43 Contratenor 
Small coulade with repeated note. 
-
......... 
A 6. Si vous estes mamie ... 
p. 43 Quinta Pars 
Pind and repeat sign for missing text. 
~---··~-~~·~"""~"~~ ·;::; 
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Pierre Phalese (i) (Phalesium, Phalysivm, Phaleys, Phalesius, Piere, Petrum, Petrvm, Petrus) 
(by 1510-c.1576) 
Works published: 1545-1576 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1546-1573 
1558 Phalese, Pierre (i), ed. Premier livre des chansons a quatre parties: 
nouvellement composez et mises en musicque, convenables tant aux instrumentz comme 
a Ia voix. Leuven: Pierre Phalese (i). 
Summary: 
proto-tum. 
Pour boire antecedent. Small and medium quarter coulades. Proto trill and 
Venes mes seifs et bacchus adorons . .. Clemens non Papa 
p. 20 Superius 
Proto-trill. 
Venes mes seifs et bacchus adorons . .. Clemens non Papa 
p. 20 Tenor 
Proto-turn. 
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Cornelius Blockland (Brockland, Cornelius, Corneille de) 
(£1.1571 -1586) 
Works published 1573-1587 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 15 79 
1579 Blockland, Cornelius. Le Second Livre du Jardin de musique seme d'excellentes 
et harmonieuses chansons et voix de ville, mises en musique a quatre parties. Lyon: 
Jean de Tournes. 
Summary: Small and medium quarter coulades. Uses hyphens and slanted double repeat 
sign indicates missing text to be repeated. 
Musiciens, qui chantez a plaisir . .. 
p. 5 Superius 
Proto-turn. 
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Pierre Phalese (ii) 
(c.1545-1629) 
Works published: 1577-1629 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1592-1598 
1592 Phalese, Pierre (ii), ed. Livre septieme des chansons a quatre parties 
nouvellement recorrige et augmente de plusieurs chansons non imprimees auparavant, 
accomodees tant aux instruments, comme a Ia voix: toutes mises en ordre convenable 
selon leurs tons. Antwerp: Pierre Phalese (ii) etJean Bellere. 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes and pinch Medium coulades exceed an octave. 
Proto-trills and proto-turns. Hyphens use and slanted double repeat sign indicates missing 
text. Unbeamed eighth and sixteenth notes. 
Fitry le bien . .. 
p . 6 Superius 
Proto-turn coulades. 
li:t:l::~- . ~~et±:!:-: ~5.-- . . l _ t~l 
ve. okve- · oil') en'(on poll 
Mon perc si m'i maria ... Hubertus Vuaelrant 
p. 7 Superius 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with proto-tum and pind. 
- fl!' ... . " 
- . 
- ~ 
q~iei!Y• ·· . ~,1 
Musiciens qui chantez a plaisir ... Hubertus Vuaelrant 
p. 14 Contratenor 
Small equal eighth coulade into cheute en montant sur deux nottes . 
. grin- soru, 
Musiciens qui chantez a plaisir . .. Hubertus Vuaelrant 
p. 14 Tenor 
Proto-trill. 
~f.~ 
..,fiin.- · gotezh·notc,: 
1598 Phalese, Pierre (ii), ed. Le Rossignol musical des chansons diverses et excel/ens 
autheurs de notre temps a quatre, cinq et six parties. Novellement recueille et mises en 
lumiere. Antwerp: Pierre Phalese (ii). 
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Summary: Tierce cou!e and pince. Small to large eighth cou!ades in all parts. Quarter and 
eighth cott!ades exceed octave range. Proto-trills and proto-turns. Unbeamed sixteenth and 
eighth notes. 
A 4. Tes beaux yeux causent mon amour . . . J.P. Swelingh 
p. 3 Superius 
Medium cott!ades with proto-trills. 
m ~ffJJU fEWM!m 
C~UCt"n ri· . ir, quet'm ri· re, 
• . I . 
A 4. Rose vostre beau teint et voz dottces odeurs . .. Du Caurroy 
p. 6 Superius 
Pin d. 
~--·-·---::-:--· ·· -··-= ... , ... -. -. - ... ' ·-·-· 
'!- · · . ma. da- me. 
I • . • 
A 5. Je me plaignqy des beaux yeux madame . .. Cor. Verdoncq. 
p. 19 Superius 
Unusual cou!ade. 
A 5. Mignone allons veoir si Ia rose ... Rinaldo del Mel. 
p. 11 Contratenor 
Large cou!ades. 
·· ··- ···-· ~- --····-- --·-- ··--· -- ., ...... . 
~~~ =. . _£ 
cueillu _ ' , ~aeJlt~x · c.ueillez ~ ( , 
A 5. Mais vqyez mon cher esmqy ... George de la Hele. 
p. 15 Contratenor 
Large cotJ!ades. 
iifH1Jjif~ ·~ 
~~~ .: . ~~ll'mct : ~ ~~ -- · . 1 : · • •• _. , ·:. · : - ; _ . ·-- ~ .ai~ancc 
A 5. Mais vqyez mon cher esmqy vqyez . .. George de la Helel. 
p. 14 Tenor 
Coua!des with shifting syllable breaks. 
it!-#¥ li ~ :runm ~nmm ittrt~ lituirf ~ ··~·illo · - .. ; ... ~ .... · 
Ia io~ tiilf'aao · . 'cc 
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A 5. Ttt as tout seul ... M. J.P. Swelingh 
p. 26 Tenor 





A 4. En m'qyant chanter que/que fois ... Claude le Jeune 
p. 11 Bassus 
Large coulade. 
lf!jjU!RW$ 
·chao- • te! · queJ· 
A 5. Mais vqyez mon cher esmqy vqyez . .. George de la Hele. 
p. 14 Bassus 
. . . _Eighth coulade of exceeds an octave. 
t--~t 
co,qpilfan-: · ce 
pp. 14-5 
. . _ Coulade se~ting~of ~~~e woE~~ includin~. ~~?~~hy_~. __ --.... v .. ~.,..., 
nmnw ~ umurlttn~ •uttri4tU~ 
·la.1.P.~ · · uilfailcc ·laio-' a•fl"o&lce,, Ia io- uilfaoce 
------- - . 
io- · 111lU"~ . ~ \Ol!i!f"!l~ c~ 
A 5. Amour et Ia beattte . .. Philippe Rogier 
p. 25 Bassus 
- -- --- ··v· - ~· L~~{?~1..~c~~t~~~~~:,~;,:Y: E ~fffH!·iUilt114gtiji 
ftliC . . . r..,;,oa·i: 
A 5. Mais vqyez mon cher esmqy vqyez . .. G. de la Hele. 
p. 14 Quinta Pars 
Cottlade set with and without proto-turn and tierce cottle. 
ti:! l iftuiWitlEJ1 .Ii$1! 
: l:douiff,..,~ . . . . · ~n ailoi~ Ia io:-: ' .; , ailfan- . te . 
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Pierre Guedron (Guesdron) 
( c.1565-c.1620) 
Works published: 1602-1632 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1602-1615 
1602 Guedron, Pierre. Airs de court a quatre et cinq parties. Paris: La veuve Robert 
Ballard (i) et Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Accent, incomplete accent, lower auxiliary accent, cheutes en montant, chutes, and 
sanglot. Short eighth note scalar coulades are found in all parts. Small equal eighth and sixteenth 
coulades are primarily proto-tum gestures. Slurs and beams are used for syllabification. No 
signed agrements. 
Secours mesdames . . . 
p. 5 Haute-Contre 
Beamed eighth sanglot ends the piece. 
~tUJ¥-tru~ 
; dcuenons ~p,·:J ..... tifZI 
Ott luis tu Solei! demon ame ... 
p. 13 Haute-Contre 
Accent. 
de . mon ame, 
Situ veux apprendre les pas a danser ... 
p. 19 Haute-Contre 
Incomplete accent. 
l!Q 
~': : ~;; ~ IL 
Secours mesdames ... 
p. 5 Taille 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
~ 
-~.'uncs, Ontl 
J qyme les bois tant settlement . . . 
p.10Taille 
Mixed rhythm coulade. 
~i1J!r1ff$lg 
n'ayme ri_(n. pln~qu~l(s : , bois, 
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Secottrs mesdames ... 
p. 5 Basse-Contre 
Chutes. 
,~:i-;~~W til=u ~+.~ - .;._ ---b~ 
Nous~- mcs_. gcoliea .Dous . 
Si ttt vettx apprendre les pas a danser ... 
p. 19 Basse-Contre 
Chetttes en montant. 
$dr~ 
lcs pas , f~ras cd~ . 
1608 Guedron, Pierre. Airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties . ... Paris: Pierre 
Ballard. 
Summary: Lower auxiliary accent, app'1)', chUte, coule sttr dettx nottes, ports de voix doubles, pinci, 
and sanglots. The sanglots appear as equal sixteenth as well as eighth notes and in unequal 
rhythmic groupings. Medium and small scalar eighth and sixteenth note cottfades continue. 
Proto-turns Beamed eighths, no ties but one occurence of a slur used to signify both. 
Puis qu 'if faut desormais que j'esteigne ma flamme . .. 
p. 4 Dessus 
Sanglots. 
~-$~1-
clrc- _lllt4ti pour m'~m !cm'ollcauf- fi du · ,~:u1 . 
Espn'ts qui soupirez tant d'amoureuses plaintes . .. 
p. 5 Dessus 
Proto-turns. 
~ ., .. .. 
~I~nt~!~ ~~ :~w~-=t 
1.£:its · q_ui _plain~ tcs, vos paf- fions 




Si c'est pour mon puce/age ... 
p. 24 Dessus 
Cht1te and appt!J . 
. c YO$ pas, . 
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Votre coeur Ieger et tJo!age ... 
p. 26 Dessus 
P01t de voix double and pinci. 
wt:tli~=~= ~t::ti_:U±:~t¢ 
...__, -
ellcr eft co- mune. 
Belle d'ou vient ce jier desdain ... 
p. 44 Dessus 
Mixed rhythm sang!ots. 
~tnrtg m:n=tl 
'-....../ - ·---~-
: c_e _ fier ,def- ~· pa: ro~. trel ~ 
1613 Guedron, Pierre. Second livre d'airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. Paris: 
Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
1615 Guedron, Pierre. Amphion sacri: recuei!(y de quelques exce!!ens musiciens de ce 
temps, contenant plusieurs beaux airs, chansons, noifls, et madriga!es, desque!s 
beaucoup n'ont encore esti mis en lumiere, a quatre. et cinq. voix. Lyon: Louys 
Muguet et Claude Cayne. 
Summary: Accents, cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes en montant, chetttes en montant sttr 
deux nottes, chUte, leaping melodic inflections, and pinci. Small cou!ades. Proto-trill and proto-
turns. Composers De La Tour, Bonnet, Cerveau, Guedron, and Gastoldi. Slur doubles as tie. 
Complaint of The Music to the Christian Musician: " .... Do I not have opportunity 
to justifiably complain about my tones, and my divine chords, my thought-charmingfredons, 
are as thrown into a quagmire, and cesspit of rhymes, and unchaste rhapsodies? ... I see my 
tones, and chords are remarried with chaste lyrics .... " 
ur; 0 -ye:z. : 
Paen A Nostre Dame. Entends Ciel, Terre, Mer ... 
p. 2 Contra 
C!Jeute en montant sttr deux nottes. 
0 Jesus, Rry puissant ... 
p. 3 Contra 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
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IE - J•·s ao-. 
p. 4 Contra 
Proto-turn. 
Ce monde est un vrqy ... 
p. 5 Contra 
Proto-turn. 
IE-f¥S IIOJD,. 
Arion a ceux de sa suitte. Vous qui chm;gez de marryre ... La Tour 
p. 15 Contra 
Cheute en montant. 
le bien 
Hal mon Diett votts vqyez ... 
p. 21 Contra 
Leaping melodic inflections. 
;1;~~ 
Dic:alf'PIJS .ca:fiam-m& e) 
Chtlte and chettte en descendant sur deux nottes. 
Cottle sur deux nottes . 
• "-"' De fon 
C'est amour n'est pas Diett ... Bonnet 
p. 46 Contra 
Chettte en montant sttr deux nottes and pince. 
1Jjh Ul ' I o II 
.......__., 
plu-ftoft IJU'cD no - fire chair. 
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Cesse monde mutin tes mmsongeses ... Bonnet 
p . 48 Contra 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
,d_c . mu-- t in · 
0 malheurettx peche. .. Bonnet 
p . 51 Contra 
Mixed rhythm coulade. 
mon a - me, 
M ortels votts blessez .. . Guedron 
p. 54 Contra 
¥Fff Cheute m descendant sur deux nottes. 
~ 
de - cc-uant 
Sauve mon atm .. . 
j_@_j 
"'t" 
SolllS toll fee 
p. 55 Contra 
Proto-trill. 
Jesus, I'Espoux de nos ames .. . Guedron 
p. 62 Contra 
Accent. 
: de nos 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes and chettte en !Jtontant. 
IE - svs 
Puis que tout ce redttit en poudre ... Guedron 
p. 75 Contra 
Cozt!ades. 
r-:-----. ....... ,..-.,..,.. • ' , I 
~liJ ~~ · ·"':J.l.l ! ·l 
vi - urc fans Ti - e &: W.S iour. 
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Charles Tessier (Tessiery, Thessier, Carles, Claude) 
(fl. c.1600) 
Works published: 1597-1615 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1604-1610 
1604 Tessier, Charles. Airs et villaneffes Fran. Ita/. Espa. Suice. et Turcq: Mises 
en Musique a trois. quatre. et cinq parties. Paris: La veuve Robert Ballard (i) et Pierre 
Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accent, lower auxiliary accent, cheutes en montant, cheutes en montant sur 
deux nottes, chUtes, fourth chtttes, coufe sur deux nottes, and leaping melodic inflection, and ports de 
voix doubles. Small quarter, eighth, and sixteenth co1Jfades including. Proto-turns. 
A 4. Puis que tu m'as ... 
p. 6 Dessus 
~~tt '(t1-~--~ 
...__, 
con ;J ... 
til)' ml 
Cheute en montant. 
Chettte en montant sur dettx nottes and incomplete accent. 
=t=ttltf:ria --~~
c!cJ!- ce- rois u.a 
A 4. Si fe penser demon ame ... 
p. 11 Dessus 
P01ts de voix doubles. 
~ ~ ~li~ =l=ttf~ -~--~-== -··;t-c.=; -
me Ef- to>r .\' ous tf- tes 
A 4. Je jiJis a !'Amour ... 
p. 24 Dessus 
Chttte. 
=t:I~~ '·-·.• ---
- -· .--~ 
: l'.Amotir &: 
Proto-turn. 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes and chute. 
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A 5. Si le Printemps ... 
p. 4 Taille 
'-' 
•tcmpso.ll'amall! me 
Lower auxiliary atcent. 
Fourth tht1te. 
A 4. Si le penser demon atJJe ... 
p. 11 Taille 
Chute and fourth tMte. 
~~ 
'-" '-" . 
pour- roir . · at. 
A 5. Ne me dis pitts o ... 
p. 13 Taille 
Cottle sur deux nottes. 
~ 
pluso .. Phi 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
1610 Tessier, Charles. Airs et villanelles Fran. Ita!. Espa. Suice. et Turcq: Mises 
en Musique a trois. quatre. et cinq parties. La veuve Robert Ballard (i) et Pierre 
Ballard. 
Summary: Lower auxiliary accent, thett!es en descendant sur deux nottes, chetttes en montant, 
thetttes en montant sur dettx nottes, fourth chute, leaping melodic inflection, and port de voix double. 
Small quarter and eighth cottlades. Proto-trill. This is the second edition. 
A 4. Puis que ttt m 'as ... 
p. 6 Dessus 
Chctttc e11 montant sur det-tX nottes, cheute en montant, and incomplete accent . 
. <lei· · . ""' roil wo . 
A 4. Si le penser demon ame ... 
p. 11 Dessus 
Port de voix dottble. 
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A 4. Que sert i! de ... 
p. 21 Dessus 
Proto-trill. 
~.- ;:it¥_ ~ .. FT . . · .· r~
·tri-~:cs_ji. . : ~~· ·~~;> : 
A 5. L 'on admire Ia journee ... 
p. 22 Dessus 
Chetttes en montant sur dettx nottes. 
~·' .!?;.· ''.l .  r ·.o·, · : . ~ ·· · · · ~~ . ~ . . . . _···_: . _(: ~ .... -~. ­bo'ilf:Mm ·· : Juwc•.~.rr- ·J~o~ 
A 5. Si !e Printemps !es jleurettes ... 
p. 4 Taille 
rrm 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
- ~ -· · CDSap- . pas, 
. , ! 
t ' r r: fempsour+ · 
Fourth chlite . 
A 4. Si votts vou!ez qtte je ... 
p. 35 Taille 




Works published: 1608-1626 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1608-1615 
1608 Bataille, Gabriel, ed. Airs de differentes autheurs, mis en tabulature de luth. 
Premier Livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Lower auxiliary ar:cent, appt!J, cheute en montant, chUte, pince, ports de voix double, 
mixed rhythm sanglot. Small to medium sixteenth coulades. Proto-turns. Beaming and some 
slurs for syllabification; slur doubles as a tie. 
S ~jour de Ia diviniti. . . 
p.3 
"'-" N'txrru poml fi 
4 J ). J d 
!-"--·-··"·~"-· --- ··"-L:!:!._-p' ....,:Jl ____ ___5!1zc... 
f.-eo • t:.o c-
J - ·~ 
~::::;:---
Ce penser qui sans fin tirannise ma vie ... 
p.S 
ffi\JJ J b 




b A b 
J?""'Q • b 
}J.Jl , 
v 
Et t1111t moinJ 
" J 
" .. " 4 =p ., • 
ChUte mid-word. 
Cheute en montant. 
268 
Ces Nimphes hostesse des bois . .. 
p.6 
P01ts de voix doubles. 
J'~li- fl.r 14i.\~, .Et a fi:a tiC~nt /'Amr t/l' 
J. r ; J. r ; J J. r 
"!i I :: ~::: b 
Ce que j'avois predit n 'est que trop veritable . .. 
p.8 
Proto-turn and small scalar coulades. 
, =p C:""'P , c;= 
C' C'~J:'-=:L.£. 
--A---~A~---







~ ., £:PI 
b --.. ·...,. I 
~---<1-1 
b 4./' I 
I 
.. 
Mixed rhythm sanglot. 
Aymer d'tm desir insense ... 
p. 31 






- .. ---;r 
269 
Amour est un plaisir si doux . .. 
p.33 
Pince into mixed rhythm coulade. 
It 'lJtN.'< m111rir d'4111PIIT. 
J J J 
_IL_Iz.. .. .., C'..::JL_ 
..::P. • .., " - ._:'D,:P_ 
f <:: j& 
4 ._ 
... 
Esprits qui soupires restant d'amoureuses plaintes . .. 
p.66 
Proto-tw:ns; the first is the most common in this publication. 
~ ~ 
1 ~ w;~ lJID 1 : s;ritJ tpti 't'IJ chAieNrr. 
J J f J J J Jc:> 
C" !:: I ... ,. £ I "'t' C' 4- I .., ~ 
go " I -"'~~--~ I -• It< ~ r c. 
" =± c. I ~~ _s_ u ~ I d--
1609 Bataille, Gabriel, ed. Airs de dijferentes autheurs, mis en tabulature de !uth. 
Second Livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Chetttes en montant. Small, medium, and large equal eighth and sixteenth 
coulades. This collection shows more ascending than descending coulades. Proto-tw:ns. While 
notes were made from at the Bibliotheque nationale de France, the microfilm was unable to 






• ~ 4 








1611 Bataille, Gabriel, ed. Airs de differentes autheurs, mis en tabulature de luth. 
Troisiesme livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Appt!JS and port de tJoix double. Equal medium scalar sixteenth note couiades. 
Proto-trill. Appearance of Rerit designation. While notes were made at the Bibliotheque 
nationale de France, the microfilm was unable to be copied so the images below are from 
Gallica's digital copy of the second edition published in 1614. 




4 J. ! JJ ' 
1613 Bataille, Gabriel, ed. Airs de differentes autheurs, mts en tabulature de luth. 
Quatriesme livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: App!fYs, battement, cbeute en montant, pince, and port de voix. Proto-trills. A recit 
includes a large coulade. 
Pourquqy done encore ttne fois . .. 
p. 12 
Cbettte en montant sur deux nottes. 
Cesses mortels de soupirer . .. 
p.23 
Battement and app!fY. 
271 
Ballet au Cheval C'est bien force o mon Coeur . .. 
p.SS 
Couiade with proto-trill and appZ(J. 




jt tu d.trtlr? 
J r J 
....A--.....___It__A.....l. 
:Dhb•• b_ l_ 
-~
I 
Large mixed gesture cott!ade including proto-trill and app19. 
Cheute en montant into a p011 de voix. 
1614 Bataille, Gabriel, ed. Airs de differentes autheurs, mis en tabuiature de !uth. 
Cinquiesme livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: AppZ(Js, chettte en descendant sur dettx nottes, cheutes en montant, cheutes en montant sur 
deux nottes, chzlte, ports de voix, ports de voix dottb!es, and sang!ots. Large cott!ades. Proto-trills and 
proto-turns. Slurs still used for underlay syllabification. 
Je ne p tti.r m'entrmir ... 
p. 4 Guedron 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, sangiot, and proto-turn. 
~.~ _ _ ... _C'_ .,_ 
.=!).!._..,_"_-._ 
272 
A ce coup j'qy romptt les chaines . .. 
p. 8 Guedron 
Proto-trill and chettte en descendant sur deux nottes. 







J J J. r J 
• 
" Sortis soupirs tesmoim demon martire ... 
p. 13 
P01t de tJoix double. 
Chntte en montant. 
Ou faut il o dieuxl 
p. 14 
Proto-turn into appt!J. 
J Ji(MXI 




T u m 'impttte a folie . .. 
p.48 
• ,. flfti'Witlll, 
. J 
__ ;co 
__ .. _IL_j 
• c l 
, ) . 
Proto-turn . 
273 
S ottvenir ange de ma vie . .. 
p. 50 
-----'11..--::r 
__ 1._~ "' r 
--"-·-. -~-r -~-(1 • ~ 
'-'=p I .I 
L ; 
ChUte into app'!J. 
Par vos yeux douz guerriers . . . Mauduit 
p.54 
lo._""'D lt !.t._ 
:P. It ., " -
:------:ll ~...:..e: ~-b- -=~ 
_ _ ____ _ _ b._\,£ 
Cou!ade with proto-trill. 
Dialogue. II est done vrqy vo!age . .. Guedron 
p. 67 
Sanglot and proto-turns. 
==tt:lijji E fi M 
C" ""':) • ., L....:D ....., -o =p C" 
~· ,.. •It• t:-zll 
C" c 44f .. <" 
, .,._, ,. V I,. 
v 
Si je languis d'un martire incogneu ... Courville 
p.68 
Large cou!ades with sanglot. 
i~ J.~-;*~~~ ~~~~~§d@~ 
'--" '--" '--" F~-1___ -





1615 Bataille, Gabriel, ed. Airs de differentes autheurs, mts en tabulature de luth. 
Sixiesme livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summaq: Accent, lower auxiliaq accent, app"!))s, cheute en montant, chute, quite a few ports de 
voix,port de voix dottb!i, and sanglots. Small to large coulades. Proto-trill and proto-turns. 
Le Soleil. Adorable Princesse ... Guedron 
p. 10 
Coulade with proto-turn and chUte. 










Je voudrois bien 6 Cloris que )'adore . .. Boisset 
p. 13 
Ports de tJoix. 
~ 
J r 
... :I ... ! I *< 
Sanglot and proto-turn. 
6 f t•- ""1 ''" tk- -re. 
r 
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Sotts la fraichettr d'ttn verd boccage ... Bataille 
p. 19 
JIJ· g114Jiftl 




lz lz ., 
• • c• 
...,.., 
Chitte and appt!J. 
Dialogue. Hola, hola charon Natttonnier infernal. .. 
p. 54-6 
Appt!J, proto-trill, port de voix double, proto-turn, sanglots, appt!J, mixed 
rhythm and gesture medium cottlades, large cottlades, ports de voix, etc. 
. ':-' - ,.-., n IJlJ lrffl ~ ll~t11rm ~-~ 1§ ~~'f=J=!Jn J •• nJ I' -e. cN-n~~NIIIIhiiiiNr ,._ ftr- .J. w==~~ . ) ). J J J J ) tf<JII ••••· r<MX _!· ~__, ';;;' U• 
···11~~: §~ E1 !!Jr~l= ~- l! ~~: ~ ~~~ 
. • - ? c.. L::::) • I 
±f.# 0 ~~ ~ ~ ~ r.l 1 tl5Wlt~ .,rs= =-~~~·~~ ~ rl Jt Jllr!R•- f"' ji Jr•.f tl .. ,.. ~~ ~ 
J j f J I J J J '17tir j_. /'"Jf ,.,. ••li f« 
I:; -; ,;;;:; ;·, ,, c.., , ,, I rio "lz 
• • • : c ! : ! ------.~ "'II - • -- , =p I ... J'... .. .. 
\J " LJc • .. , 
" ..
., 
~~ :n3m ,..., .. ~lliJlllllijl ~lffi-
~ J j' c-t fr; ~ 7 1 j r -r r rh..-rb.st• Jt ~' 
-=YI ~:. ,, 3 




:-J! ., ... =p ... . _.... ... ...... 
bJ tl "! :: ~ ti' .. .. ... __.-• 
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~·~lA.@~~ ~ /:r .<II· -- flit -- rir. i•· .....,.,. ,........,. ~~!;'"" a, ct-•• ,,,. pli 
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Works published: 1593-1633 
Works smveyed in this catalogue: 1608 
1608 Mangeant, Jacques, ed. Airs nouveaux accompagnez des plus belles chansons a 
dancer qui ayent esti par ry-devant mises en lumiere. Caen: Jacques Mangeant. 
Summary: Cheutes en montant sur deux nottes. Printing outside of the Parisian dynasty, his 
output was small. Slms are used instead of beams for eighth note syllabification. Lower 
auxiliary accent, cheute en montant. Small equal eighth coulades. 
In 1955, Andre Verchaly "pointed out that the air de cour had become significantly 
more important as a separate genre in the second of the two sets of collections of airs 
published by Jacques Mangeant in 1608 and 1615" while the 1608 were a 
mixture of chansons a danser with and without texts, and polyphonic airs de cours for which only 
the soprano part is provided ... In 1615 Mangeant again published three collections of solo 
airs. The Erst volume is ahnost entirely fllled with airs de cour extracted from various ensemble 
and solo collections of the time. These are serious and often elegant melodies that show little 
trace of their humble origins. They jar strangely with the title: Recueil des plus beaux airs 
accompagnis de joldtre.r . ... This may be yet another example of a publisher misrepresenting the 
contents of his publication for commercial ends .. .. 473 
Au Lectem: Mangeant exaplains some of his Poet friends gave him lyrics of 
songs, some of which were "appropriate for dancing, and other airs to sing with one voice" 
the majority of which were set to fom part music by "the Siem de la Tom." In this 
publication, Mangeant has "resolved to put in order a certain number, which I have only 
written down the melody [stg"et] of the song, of which I have composed [basry] this little book 
... Be sure to make the chansons a danser accompanied by all the so-called qualities, namely of 
measme, rhyme and reason; but I warn you that they must be sung loudly, lightly, according 
th . th th d . ,474 to eu measme at e ance reqUltes .... 
Air Je sens tm extreme martire ... 
P· 7 
Cheutes en montant sur deux nottes . 
. ilc I·o · -fe . rois· 
473 James R. Anthony, French Baroque Music: From Bea"!J'!Yeulx to Rameau, rev. ed. (Portland, Oregon: 
Amadeus Press, 1997), 408-409. 
474 Jacques Mangeant, ed, Airs nouveaux accompagnez . ... (Caen: Jacques Mangeant, 1608), Microflhn. 
Present autl1or's translation. 
279 
1608 Mangeant, Jacques, ed. Airs nouveaux et chansons a dancer: mesurees sur 
toutes sortes de cadences, de branles, voltes, courantes, ballets et autres danses non 
encore imprimees: ausquels airs et chansons l' on a adapte fa musique de leur chant, par 
bon ordre, afin que chacun les puisse chanter et dancer a propos comme if faut. Livre 
deuxiesme. Caen: Jacques Mangeant. 
Sununary: Lower auxiliary accents, port de voix, and port de voix double. Small equal eighth 
and sixteenth cou/ades. Proto-tum. Slur doubles as a tie. Mangeant's Au Lecteur promises his 
third book "will bear fruit, and make you taste [gousterj the sweetness that the diversity of the 
Airs will bring to those who are looking for this sort of music .... " 475 
Pastorale Ott vas tu ma ber:gere ... 
p. S 
Proto-turn. 
1608 Mangeant, Jacques, ed. Airs nouveaux et chansons a dancer . . . Livre 
troisieme. Caen: Jacques Mangeant. 
Sununary: Battement and cheutes en moJttant. Scalar sixteenth cottlades. Proto-turn. Many 
slurred pairs of eighth notes. 
Air Faut-il qu'au mal que j'en dure ... 
p. 15 
Battement. 
~ toute en pleut:!1 




. - f! -;: .. . 
ti:- ~ '-'""---~ ~ 
·de paC i- . on. 
475 Jacques Mangeant, ed, Airs nouveaux et chansons d dancer. ... (Caen: Jacques Mangeant, 1608) 




Works published: 1607-1639 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1610-1638 
1610 Ballard, Pierre, ed. Second livre d' airs a quatre de differens auteurs recueillis et 
mis ensemble par Pierre Ballard . ... Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Accent, lower auxiliary accent, cheutes en montant, cheute en montant sur dettx nottes, 
chtttes, third cMte, fourth coules, port de voix double, sanglots. Small scalar roulades. Proto-turns. 
Beamed eighth notes, hyphens, and slur doubles as tie. 
Puis que tout ... 
:l::tJ:.:f!~ --E~-· ··· .. 





p. 5 Dessus 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes. 
Proto-turn. 
Beaute trop excellence ... 
lit VII polllmi 
p. 20 Haute-Contre 
Third chltte. 
Blons cheveux ... 
p. 38 Haute-Contre 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
tedouta- bles, 
1613 Ballard, Pierre, ed. Airs a quatre de differents auteurs recueilis et mis ensemble 
par Pierre Ballard. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Chtlte. Beamed eighths and hyphen use. 
281 
]e ne Sft!J s'il vous ... Bataille. 






De noftre :Uni 
1628 Ballard, Pierre, ed. Troisiesme livre de chansons pour dancer et pour boire. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes en JJtontant, cheute en montant sur deux 
nottes, and chute. Scalar sixteenth coulades. Even Chansons PourBoire receive petites graces. 
Chanson Pour Dancer. L'Amour que J'"!Y pour tqy ... 
p.28 
Cheute en montant and cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
ft'h •1' 'aet 
Chanson Pour Boire. ]e sttis le plus plaisant beuveur . .. 
p.46 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes. 
~ ~ 
1630 Ballard, Pierre, ed. Quatriesme Livre de chansons Pour Dancer et Pour Boire. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes and cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
Chanson Pour Dancer. Cloris cette jeune rttsie. .. 
p.2 




Chanson Pour Dancere. Vous qui cqjollant Phi/is ... 
p.8 
Chettte en descendant sur deux nottes. 
282 
1638 Ballard, Pierre, ed. Onziesme livre de chansons pour danser et pourboire. Paris: 
Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Chettte en montant sttr dettx nottes. 
Chanson Pour Dancer. De tant d'amants qtte notts fait voir . .. 
p.31 
Chettte en montant sttr dettx nottes. 
1622 Ballard, Pierre, ed. Airs de Differents Autheurs, mis en tablature de Luth par 
eux mesmes. S eptiesme Livre. Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accents, battements, chetttes en montant, chetttes en montant sttr deux nottes, 
chute, port de voix, port de voix do11ble, and sanglot. Proto-trill and proto-turns. Generally less 
ornamentation. 




l ----¥_3l ]~ i !=. ~. ·- · 
. 
=== = - 1· 
fon- ~o~ji: e, 
J J J f J 
Guedron. Ballet. Qttel sttbit changement! 
P· 5 






1. Ballet. Dialogue ... Vostre Heros n 'est plus en servage . . . Guedron. 
p. 6 Le Mage 
Battement. 
tk rt• ,, • 
J )c, 
_1_5_ ..... _·-t· ~ 
Air. Des httmains l'heur et Ia peine ... Bataille. 
p.29 
Proto-trill. 
C 111 · !tnt. 
J 
_A _ _ _ ft_ 
---!i-
_c,_• 
Air. Ce qui vit s11jet au tmpas . .. Vincent. 
p.31 
Incomplete accent. 
r116M- t!( : 
r J J. 
--"-- --·~ --- ~ ,.':"C ____ ~- ... 
_ c-. ____ _ ,~_ 
. 
- ·-_:.;..;- v -- -
Air. Belle cattse de mes douleurs . .. Vincent. 
p.34 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
EVe c.:-fl 
J ~ J d 
- -t_A 
-~ ~ c 




Air. ]'estois baisotant ma belle ... Fegueux. 
p.S4 
It 11t ji11i Jlw J. "''!, 
r . J J 
.:»" " " ------'~ 
__ _..-L..-JL_ 
b • ., 
=p " .. 
Trait proto-turn. 








Eustache Du Caurroy 
( c.1 549-1609) 
Works published: 1583-1636 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1610 
1610 Caurroy, Eustache Du. Meslanges de fa musique .•.. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Swnmary: Cheute en descendant sttr dettx and trois nottes, cheutes en montant sur dettx nottes, 
chutes, and pinces. Small to large coulades. Plica. 
A Six. Le long des eaux. .. 
p. 2 Dessus 
Small co1-tfade. 
de$ chan[om.l 
Chntte en montant sur deux nottes. 
m 
,coorr:Un- drc 
A Quatre. Le juste que jugea ... 




Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
ucf-ja- rr: 
A Quatre. D 'une miellettse voix chante ... 
p. 13 Dessus 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade. 
1l'oD- do. 
A Six. Puis que le Ciel... 





A Cinq. Beaux yeux dont le pouvoir ... 
p. 17 Haute-Contre 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
Cheute en descendant sur trois nottes. 
A Quatre. Cei"!J qui voudra s'empescher. .. 
p. 32 Haute-Contre 
Large mixed gesture coulade. 
~t:-t!I.SIIIi1111~ij 
ti 
·• p!t.· .. 'IIU• 
. . 
.... , .. _. ,,:~.~ 
•. . l . . 
Pi nee. 
p. 33 Haute-Contre 
ChUte. 
A Six. Pour vous qymer ... 
p. 15 Taille 
Small scalar cott!ade. 
1610 Caurroy, Eustache Du. Fantasies a trois. quatre. cinq. et six. Parties. par 
Eustache Dtt Caurroy, Maistre de Musique de Ia Chappelle du Roy a Paris. Paris: 
Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Long instrumental eighth traits. 
287 
Claude LeJeune (Claudin) 
( c.1528-c.1600) 
Works published: 1552-1775 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1610 
1610 Le Jenne, Claude. Troisieme livre des pseaumes de David: mzs en musique zn 
trois parties. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Pinces. Long quarter and eighth mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Proto-
turn. Many pairs of unbeamed sixteenth notes. 
Pse. CIX. 0 Diett mon honettr et ma gloire ... 
p. 8 Moyenne 
Medium mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade. 
[tiiligJ! l tti&l 
cle moy C.uf. frmcllt • 
Pse. CXLIII. Seignettr Dieu, qy l'oraison miemze ... 
p. 25 Moyenne 
Pi nee. 
oy l"oru- fon 
Pse. C:A'VIIII. Rendez aDieu loiiange et gloire .. . 
p. 13 Haute 
Long syllabified cottlade. 
nnltitlullif' 'rr t: tr iJl 
(o. lomneJ. le- mcnc. 
288 
Antoine Boesset (de Boesset, Anthoyne) 
(1586-1643) 
Works published: 1608-1642 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1617-1642 
1617 Boesset, Antoine de. Airs de cour a quatre et cznq parties par Anthoine 
Boifsset . ... Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cheutes en montant, cheute en montant sur deux and trois nottes, chutes, leaping 
melodic inflections, port de voix, port de voix double, and sanglot. Small coulades. Proto-trill and 
proto-turns. Inconsistent slur use for pairs of sixteenths and small coulades, tie doubles as slur. 
A Cinq. ]e vottdrois bien ... 
p. 5 Dessus 
Proto-turn or trill cot-tlade. 
~~ 
Dialogue de l'Amour et de Caron. Hola Caron, vien rost iry ... 
p. 27 Dessus 
Port de voix and sanglot. 
~[lijfjfrf] 
rendu les . corps hc:ure~ 
Grands S oleils des Fran[qys . .. 
p. 4 Haute-Contte 
Cheute en montant St,tr trois nottes. 
;i!!t~~  
-.....__.; 0 
Lc pc- nl 
Lors que je suis aupres de vous ... 
p. 7 Haute-Contte 
=~m~-- ~= 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
•n~ . --
-- ---~ -·-
mon nurri- re: 
Ballet des Dix V erds Caches beaux yeux les amoumms flames . .. 
p. 8 Haute-Contte 
-~ 
...._ 
1lfes .lla- mrs De 
~ nos a- mul 




Cheute en montant. 
-~ 
·toy nous 
C'en est fait, 6 C!oris ... 
p. 15 Haute-Contre 
Chi'ite. 
1 d "ap:as . · Me 
Je dois·:Je done plus esperer ... 
p. 23 Haute-Contre 
Pott de voix double. 
~ b~3U "j. 
cor' i 'i-
Puis que tout m'est si contraire . .. 
p. 24 Taille 
Proto-turns. 
~--r 
con- tre Af- fes 
1620 Boesset, Antoine de. Second Livre d'airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. Paris: 
Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accent, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes en montant sur deux 
and trois nottes, fourth chUte, third cot,tiis, sanglots. Small quarter coulade. Mixed rhythm and 
gesture coulade. Proto-turns. 
Cessis, 6 ditJine beauti . .. 
p. 10 Dessus 
Sanglots. 
Slf!I£ ~ru·~ 
beau- · tC, per-. du 
, . I -
Il est vrqy que les apas d'un bel oeil . .. 
p. 22 Dessus 
Proto-turns. 
fiPl t: ttiif tlt~§l~ 
:lei . 2pJ1 feroir riCD r!r#!~ tcit bicD • 
290 
Suite du Ballet. Ce coup va!heureux 
p. 5 Haute-Contre 
~~4~!~ 
- 4:::=1--
, amourcux · d~ Ia l 
Third cott!i. 
Simon coeur autrefois dans tes noettx arresti ... 
p. 8 Haute-Contre 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes and cheute en montant sur dettx nottes. 
~f=W-(~1 
que de rom- pre mcs fcrs. 
A Cinq. Si l'amoumtse Jlesche ... 




des ar- mes 
Esptits !es plus ambitieux ... 
tb-ym 
clc Ia. f~rw.r , 
p. 17 Haute-Contre 
Incomplete accent. 
Qui vid jamais amant . . . 
p. 9 Taille 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade. 
-
jc: f~uf~. frca~ 
Que!!e co/ere des Cieux . .. 
p. 12 Taille 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes. 
1621 Boesset, Antoine de. Troisieme Livre d' airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accents, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, chettte montant, and cheutes en 
montant sur deux nottes. 
291 
A Cinq. Recit de Mnemosyne Qttelles beatttes, 6 mortels . .. 
p. 8 Haute-Contre 
Cheute en descendant sur deux 110ttes. 
H;:ttf 
·-tl---...:._ 
ca· che fcs 
A Deux. Recit de Castor et Polus. Franfois reveres les Dieux . .. 
p. 11 Haute-Contre 
::t:4~~t~~ ~~-----F-::t=±: 
COA• renteront •os 
Cbeute en montant. 
A Trois. Ballet de la Reyne. Recit d'Iris. Mortels, mettes fin avos larmes ... 
p. 14 Haute-Contre 
Incomplete accent. 
~¥-t-~-6'· ~- - --- ----;- . -- -----.-
mi- lc plaHirs .• 
A Cinq. Si c'est tm crime qtte l'qymer ... 
p. 17 Taille 
Cbettte en montant sttr deux nottes. 
1624 Boesset, Antoine de. Quatrieme Livre d' airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cbeute en montant, cbetttes en montant sur deux and trois nottes, chute, fourth cottle, 
leaping melodic inflection. Small to large mixed rhythm cottlade. Proto-trill. 
Ala fin cette betJ£ere ... 
p. 17 Dessus 
Proto-trill . 
• je 1a PCAS a I:Ditrf • 
A 2. Recit de la Gloire. Ces braves Cbevalliers . .. 
p. 12 Haute-Contre 
Large mixed rhythm coulade. 
~gpJ~:llifij 
v...._ - ....__, 
moade& y.ain- · cus par vos ycux, 
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A Cinq. Celie qui tient ma franchise ... 
p. 20 Haute-Contre 
Fourth couli . 
• iitta 
-._.:::, - . 
pe11. de .,.ie, 
Puis qu 'i! est vrqy en vous !aissant . .. 
p. 24 Haute-contre 
Third cou!e and leaping melodic inflection. 
~~11 
'---"' 
nc mcu- re pas! 
Ballet les Esclaves de Bacchus Que! sort, merveilles de Ia terre ... 
p. 26 Haute-Contre 
Mixed rhythm cou!ade. 
~=! 
 
rc:n• dre c 
Recit de Mecure aux Dames. 0 Divines Beautes . .. 
p. 9 Taille 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
Dieu ' des 
Puis qu'i! est vrqy qu'en vous !aissanto 0 0 
po 24 Taille 
fepa- re 




Cheute en montant. 
Chute. 
Iris vos tigueurs inhumaines . . 0 
po 19 Bassus 
-~ ~€Hi 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
yousmc menaf- fb. 
1626 Boesset, Antoine de. Cinquieme Livre d'airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
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Summary: Accent, incomplete accent, cheute m descendant sur trois nottes, cheute en montant, 
cheutes en montant sur deux and trois nottes, chute, fourth cou/e, and leaping melodic inflection. 
Small coulades. 
A 2. Je meurs sans moHrir nttit et jour . .. 
p. 27 Dessus 
CheHte en montant sur trois notte.r. 
·--... ..........-.... . 
+rn1il!!E 
reftc n'a pllint 
Dans ce temple ou ma passion ... 
p. 25 Haute-Contre 
Accent. 
ckuo- ti- on , 
Recit Pour des Espagnols. Bien qHe nous qyons change nos pas . .. 
p. 17 Taille 
Incomplete accent and cheute m montant sur deHx nottes . 
. - --. . iil g; ·t -rr rtl r¥ 
Et ceu:.: qui ~nuDe 
Qttf!)l que mon triste coeur soit las de soupirer . .. 
p. 18 Taille 
-~ Ef o•ft.1J. 
,:- '-4,..,... -. 
LID1I~ : ·Ill• e, 
Syllabified coulade. 




D 'un coeur amoureux et fidelle . .. 
p. 22 Taille 
Cheutes en montant, fourth cou/e, and leaping melodic inflection. 
~~~ char· me lc r 
1630 Boesset, Antoine de. S eptieme Livre d' airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
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Summary: Incomplete and lower auxiliary accents, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, port de 
voix doubles. Small coulades. Proto-turn. Austin B. Caswell and Georgie Durosoir call attention 
to the development of Basse Continue: "From the seventh book of 1630 the instruction 'basse 
continue pour les instruments' appears several times, representing the first printed reference 
to basso continuo by a French composer."476 
S i ma langue n 'estoir captive . .. 
p. 16 Dessus 
Pott de voix double. 
mti?fi 
.. ~ 
Iaugueur Pu vile . · 
A Cinq. Monarque ttiumphant . .. 
p. 9 Haute-Contre 
Proto-turn. 
rri- · omplunr,• 
A 4)_...._ .• 
A 2. Puis qu 'il vous fait quitter . .. 
p. 19 Haute-Contre 
Incomplete accent. 
-dome des · plc11nr 
ce qui 
.___.. 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
A Cinq. Amour,je ne suis plus a toy ... 
p. 12 Taille 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes . 
plus _ hor, 
A Cinq. Amour,je ne suis plus a toy ... 
p. 12 Bassus 
Small cou!ade. 
476 Austin B. Caswell and Georgie Durosoir, "Boesset, Antoine, Sieur de Villedieu," Grove Music 
Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.corn.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 03384. 
(accessed January 12, 2014). 
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1632 Boesset, Antoine de. Huitieme Livre d'airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summaty: Third cou!es and leaping melodic inflection. Mixed rhythm coulade. 
A Cinq. Ce Roy vainqueur de nos malheurs ... 
p. 1 Haute-Contre 
Third cott!e and leaping melodic inflection. 
rc: 
his qtte votts estes crtte!le ... Air de Boesset le Fils. 
p. 10 Bassus 
Opening mixed rhythm cott!ade. 
Ris, 
1642 Boesset, Antoine de. Neufieme Livre d'airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summaty: Accent, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en montant, cheute en montant sur 
deux nottes, third chUte, leaping melodic inflections, and pince. A particularly high volume of 
third through fifth coules. Small quarter and eighth coulades. Proto-turns. 
Robert Ballard's Advis Au Lecteur is given after Boesset's death: " ... .I have to advise 
... that the impatience of several people pushed them to make Basses, and often parts for 
some others not being able to have the author's basses, which (so disguised and disfigured 
that d1ey were hardly recognizable) lost their t1ue ornament [ornement]. But now that I give 
them to you in all their purity, you will probably avow that this excellent man can only 
produce miracles, and that I worked hard for your contentment in procuring you this 
treasure." 
Depart, depart que le devoir . .. 
p. 30 Dessus 
Third t·ouli. 
~ ' ~. ' . 
' · · · ~-
· que'lc. de 
Pinci. 
: : •. . . .. : _j ~-~-
--
--:· abfen .. acr 
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Doux complices de mes emzuits ... 
p. 18 Haute-Contre 
Leaping melodic inflection . 
. l·tfftl l f s xo~ 
. . _, , .. 
' diamolliaqm<tu· de. 
Cleandre vqyant de retour . .. 
cJr;. · fcndrc 1· 
p. 19 Haute-Contre 
Fifth coule. 
Je perds le repos et lessens .. . 
~ 
4c aa 
p. 24 Haute-Contre 
Third chttte. 
J 'qy brise pottr sttivre Sylvie . .. 
-
p. 27 Haute-Contre 
Chettte en montant. 




~ ... -~·. · 
Third cottle and leaping melodic inflection. 
Recit des Musiciens de L'Antiquite. L'esclat, L'esclat dtt nom de Lot!Js ... 
p. 5 Taille 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes. 
~,!!~~ 
---a- ;!oits Nasi• 
Dottx complices de mes ennuits . .. 
p. 18 Taille 
Proto-turn. 
§:ft~. 1Uilff 
··- - --·::. :· ·- --~ 
· Ombter aoi- res, 
Cleandre vqyant de retour . .. 
p. 19 Taille 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
~:··1 
auoe eft bldUe, 
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Me tJettx-ttt voir mourir . .. 
p. 29 Taille 
Fourth couie. 
en 'Yil .momCilt 
He quqy? penses-tu m'appaiser? 
p. 30 Taille 
,, ,;1: li 
S t -v 
IJIBcpae j•ay taat· 
Accent. 
]'qyme c'est un grand mal. .. 
p. 20 Bassus 
Cheute en descendant sttr deux nottes and leaping melodic inflection. 
f§!;JJ 
rjef~ fre.a 
1624 Boesset, Antoine de. Airs de cour avec Ia tablature de iuth de Anthoyne 
Boesset. Douziesme Livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Appt!J, cheute en descendant sttr deux nottes, cheutes en montant, cheutes en montant sur 
deux nottes, and pince. Small quarter couiade. Mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Proto-trill. Use 
of "refrein"; this continues in the book on the second page of "Recits." 




... , cot 
"' .,. .. I 
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Ballet du Roy. Recit de la Gloire. Ces braves Chevalliers . .. 
p.9 
=-=-~~-, --.,______::p_ 
~eo :J?:""Z:ZZ J) · c.. 







_:1> __ 41 _ C". 
-4 b--- . 
Mixed rhythm cottlade with unclear underlay. 
Pi nee. 
Ballet de la Reyne. Recit de Venus des J ardins. Qttittes, qttittes vos campagnes . .. 
p.13 
APP'!Y· 
.D'itvomr"- uifb:. . 
-"------"'-
__ .... ____ .. _ 
C" .~ £ 
Ballet de la Reyne. Air. Puis qtte r.:e Diett vainqtteur . .. 
p. 14 
Chettte en descendant sttr deux nottes. 
prnidr~ mon CII!Ur; 
J_ J J 
.. 4 .,_ 
I! I b 
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Ballet de la Reyne. Recit de Junon. Je ne suis plus cette ]unon ... 
p. 15 
Cheute en montant and cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
. J ', i1 J.f j i l J J.fU; 
....__.., ....__.., 
l'lcint </r gMrt '& dt rm•m, 
J J. J J 4 ) ' ~ 
Boesset. Air. A Ia fin cette bergere . .. 
p. 17 
Proto-trill. 
je 14 ' \ tuns a 111d). 
J (;) 
_ ___,J4.,.___,b _ _ A I . I 
___ ""'P_. ~-·~--r t:_ . 
b. C' 0 -.,1 
--.. 4/ £/ 1- ~~ 
: I ...g 
Boesset Recit. Ne deliberons plus . . . 
p. 19 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
p.td-t~ 
\..------_./ 
Il foirmoll u;, , .nr.lllJ·· 
J. r J.: J 1. r J, c;) 
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Louis de Rigaud (Louys, Sieur de Fonlidon) 
(fl. c.1623) 
Works published: 1623 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1623 
1623 Rigaud, Louis de. Airs faits et mis en tablature de luth par Louys de Rigaud 
Sieur de Fonlidon. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, chttte, pince, and port de voix double. Small 
eighth f:oulades. Proto-turn. 
Air. Outre par Ia dou!ettr des 1JJ011elles atteintes . .. 
p.4 













Courante Pour Madame la Mareschalle de Themines. Je Jus esbloiii de elaine . .. 
p . 12 
~11.ft.J tc'"" ' 
J J 
• 
___ .,_. _ 
_.:11 _ _ .,_ .. _ 
---· ·-
____ .,~ 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
Air. Amour grand vainqueur des vainqueurs . .. 
p.13 
r 1111ll,·- m 111 ( 
J. 
-" b ._[ 
b " b I 




Dialogue de Rigaud. Voudties votts estre mon berger . . . 
p. 16 
'1111 _DM 'VII (01/Td- .f( fun/:. 
rr~rls fqhJ/ 1" ·, dn- 'f"r I""', 
'Ill mit ax lllrdj( rt- f".,trir, ~ 
J r J 
_ .. _._. _____ _ 
- A - " - -- b __ • A ~"-
- " - .. _ _ b __ ___ _:_-,_, 
-~ --- - ·-- -·- - ~ 
- - ·- - -· - - · 
-A -.,--.. _..... _--
... -a:_;..;.----,;·-
Chtlte, pince, and small scalar coulade. 
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Etienne Moulinie (Moulinier, Mouliniere, Molinie, Estienne, Etienne, Stephana) 
( c.1600-after 1669) 
Works published: 1624-1668 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1624-1668 
1624 Moulinie, Etienne. Airs avec fa tablature de luth de Estienne Moulinie. Paris: 
Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Airs de cottrs. Premier Livre. Appt!JS, chetttes en montant, thetttes en descendant sur 
deux nottes, chetttes e11 montant sur dettx nottes, chutes, tierce cou!es, cou!e sur deux nottes, pind, ports de 
voix, ports de voix doubles, and sang!ots. Small equal eighth and sixteenth cou/ades. Beams and 
slurs go with gestures and syllables. Throughout his works, Moulinie is fond of opening an 
air with a cou/ade and of starting cou/ades or gestures on the second sixteenth of a beat. 






Port de voix. 
Recit. Vous qui n'a/!eges point mon esprit si fidel/e ... 
p.6 
Cheutes en montant. 
Chute. 
m•n rJJrit Ji 
j 
. .. .__ _ _,..,.._,._!z-';"'-
,, , • . h 
L'?'f-• ---/7L 
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Air. Ott f'1Yez votts plein d'inconstance ... 
P· 7 
Chettte en montant sttr deux nottes. 
J 
___ ..__ 
- --"""--__ .. _ .. __ 
-b'"1Ll - -i-
--, .. I 
...__./. 
Cottle sttr deux nottes and apptty. 
Liirt::.~ 't'IIM fin 
J. 
prrji- tit, 




Port de voix dottble. 
Air. En fin Hylas est arreste ... 
p.13 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes. 
~--__ ... 
..Jt.!__ --









Syncopation, cheute en montant, and cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
Ef-h~i!§ 
\....../ 
·,p,r jr rr- UIJ l.t 6r,tttrt 
J. 1'4 J. J'J 
-:---~.,---=---,. 
_t. __ f __ .. _b _ 
_cc:;;;" j::p; 
\J 
Priere. Dans !e !it de Ia mort . .. 
p.28 
Mixed rhythm sang!ot and cheute en JJtontant. 
EJlifq~ 
v 
N r mr rr- don- nr pl:u 
'-'"-----"• ~---"'-
·.-!t..:J! ., b 
·c:· eo 3 «C' 
,,.. ·-----~~-----~~ 
±=1____@i1 j· 1A ~I 
nrlq: tt bJJ!t-htiiJ 
JJ c:> 
Pin d. 
1625 Moulinie, Etienne. Airs de cours avec Ia tablature de luth de Estienne 
Moulinie. Second livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accent, appt!JS, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, chutes, ports de voix, 
and port de voix double. Small and medium equal sixteenth coulades. Medium mixed rhythm 
cottlades over an octave in range. Proto-tum. 
Air. Que mes soins et mes larmes . . . 
p.6 
Incomplete accent. 
L~ ) i 
4 b b ... 
-· -·--~-·-.. 
:7 , .c:?,__l:: 
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Air. Si parmy les desetts au fort de mes atteintes ... 
P· 7 
ChUte and pott de voix. 
iBd·f J ..£ f#l 
_\>_ ... __ ....,_ .. _._ , 
-·~~~ ~~ · I 
• I . 
V -i I· 
Air. Mere des tmvelles amo11rs . .. 
p. 11 
j•IITS, £r dts 
j J 
~ .. _ 
---"-" _ lz___:p__.:.. 
-!.:. _<' .. ..../ 
- ---.;;- --
Pott de voix double. 
Air. DieJJx jttsqttes a qNand pottr le seJJ! de plaisir . .. 
p. 12 
$=1$:tii ~--u v t 
;;'.:r.r f~ril ~~ 
r J 
__ 1?'-----;;-.f 
c:n f • 
v v 
ChUte and appl!J. 




Ballet du Monde Renverse. Dialogue de la Nuit, et du Soleil. Second Couplet. Ce n'est 
point Ia Lune qui luit . .. 
p. 15 Nuit 
Medium and small coulades. 
I 
. ...____ _ _ _ _ _ 
I C £ C 4 "1! ~ A_J.I 7f~'c-s""!.___""!~""!::.._.....:,~ ~ "'~------=.,-~:-o __ c_-:: 
-7'1 ;-.~·--• -~v" c-- 4 __ 
" 
_ .,_. __ 
_ .. 1_!----
c.._c-
p. 15 Soleil 
114- r~. 
J J 
£ • ~ ..-1 
3' ~ J 
(' C" .:- 1 
!! I 
~I ~ 
Over an octave mixed rhythm coulade. Mixed gesture coulades. 
~~fii(ji1$t !~~~. ~I = ~ :::ti TtliiUT-fil' II Cui' cr ,.. N , _ Ill- re. 
1 t/':m· tt Ct - · ·- -~~- - - . -~ ) J C> 
fl" .. __ _ _ 
_ :<» ____ - .. _ c;_ _ 
> c:__ 
e.t 
Ballet du Monde Renverse. Dialogue de la Nuit, et du Soleil. Troisieme Couplet 
p . 16 Soleil 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
oJietrx.'i Ji(RJC!~ 
J d J 








1629 Moulinie, Etienne. Airs de cours avec Ia tablature de luth et de guitarre de 
Estienne MouliniC . .. Troisiesme Livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cheutes en descendant sur deux and trois nottes, cheutes en montant, cheutes en montant 
sur deux nottes, ports de voix, and ports de voix doubles. Small and medium coulades. Mixed rhythm 
and gesture cottlades. Proto-trills and proto-turns. 
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Air. Je sttis ravi demon Uranie ... 
p.2 
Chettte en descendant sttr dettx nottes. 
wir. n) rt$1U' Jt 
J. f J 
=p c.__~ 
-~ c £ 
6 L , c....::l 
~_ __ .. _._._ 
~ 
Air. Crttelle et triste avantttre ... 
p.S 
Chettte en montant sur dettx nottes. 
J 
------· -~ ~ 
~--;:o-~_-;1_ 
._'=.,. _ ... __ · -· 
... ... _ 
--~--
Port de voix double. 
Dialogue. ]ettne merveille ... 
P· 7 
Proto-trill. 
fo mu fitu. 
J J J. 
=p C" • 
_ a _ c,_.,._ 
• <- h 
_ .. ___ ._ 
~-
Dialogue. Respects qzti me donnez la lqy . .. 
p. 9 Second Couplet 






.. _ ..... ___ .. ~





Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade includes port de tJoix double, cheute en 





a ___ _ :z> __ A .. 
_l- -p " 
-~ _ _ __,. _ _ _ A _ 
Air. Puis qu'une rigueur absoltte ... 
p. 19 
Cheztte en descmdant sur trois nottes. 
=flttJ J b id \,.,./ 
f"trT•J- ftr .,;.. •rtl J J J c:> 
_""t> -i-• -~-.::.::: ..... --::;u:c--...=L_--.-1_ 
" .. ,, , . .,~_ 
. .., c. C" .. I. 
•"t :-:_,· I 
L.._!., 1 iif / ... 
Air a Boire. VotJs qtte le dieu Bacchus a mis . .. 
p. 37 





1633 Moulinie, Etienne. Airs de cours avec Ia tablature de luth de Estienne 
Moulinie . . Quatriesme livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accents, app1Q!, chzlte, and coule sur deux nottes. Proto-tum. 
Air. A Ia .fin c'est trop me constraindre ... 
p.4 
-_ .. _ ,.._.,---L. __ 
._ ... J:_ . __ •
" ~ 
' c.•l If,..., c• 
Proto-turn. 
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Air. Celie qui tient ma douce Iiberti . .. 
p.9 
ChtJte and app'!J· 
----.::Jl_...,._u_ .. .a.......c._ 
~-\'--~---"'lLJL'!_JL.: 
;;:-I c_ A C :::::::::::=--
-o~_/ .,__.-
Air. En fin nature a mis au jour . .. 
p.13 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
J 
_ .. ----·- -
. -;,• ~ 
""::'~ ·' - ""'-= ~(., __ :;;-~--
Dialogue. Si !'amour comme ... 
p. 17 
Incomplete accents. 
1635 Moulinie, Etienne. Airs de cours avec !a tablature de luth de Estienne 
Moulinie . . Cinquiesme Livre. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accent, appt!J, chettte en montant sur deux nottes, and port de voix. 
t •• ,.-;; ... 
'J J' 




Ballet de Madamoiselle. Bacchus. ]e puis dire, sans vanite . .. 
p.S 
Port de voix. 
,~..,(.!. 
J r J. 
Air fait pour le Mariage de Mr. le Due de Puillaurans. Cottstez en paix !es doux plaisirs . . . 
p.9 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
1JIJ jtJJ· lltJ dtjir1, 
r J 





1625 Moulinie, Etienne. Airs de cour a quatre et cznque parties de Estienne 
Mou!inie. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accents, app1!Js, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, chutes, fierce cou!e, ports 
de tJoix, and port de voix double. Small equal sixteenth and eighth cou!ades. Proto-turn. 
A Cinq. Si parmy !es deserts au jot1 de mes atteintes ... 
p. 8 Dessus 
Incomplete accent, chttte, and port de voix. i!r1 trzrs~j 
nybi· rc mcsplaiu· ra, _ 
A Cinq. Que! nouveau diett sur ce rivage ... 
p. 11 Dessus 
Chettte en montant sttr deux nottes. 
l fur ,"";---' ri· 
A Cinq. Mere des nouvelles amours ... 
p. 13 Dessus 
Port de voix double. 
jours, Ec des 
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dans l'ail Ja nnge:~1 
A Cinq. Retour tant de fois desire .. . 
p. 15 Dessus 
Proto-turn. 
JTIUtxtt ...__, 
pourroy Voy:ant . 
1635 Moulinie, Etienne. Troisi. Livre d' airs de Cour a quatre parties par Estienne 
Moufinie. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, tierce cot,t!e, and port de voix double. Slurs used as 
syllabification - both for same-rhythmic-value as well as combination passages. Tie used to 
bind rhythmic values alone; not coupled with slur. 
Pourquqy vous offincer, if!Jitste Climeine ... 
p. 10 Dessus 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
:---'1]-ij~ $:;-.: - ----
lo~iiT'cr Cur- prenJff'; 
P01t de voix dottble. 
l~~. ---::I.+- -
----
____ '--_ ...... ""'! 
,Qu'•h lc (o•cot 
Tierce cott!e. 
1637 Moulinie, Etienne. Quatri. livre d' airs de cour a quatre et cinq parties, par 
Estienne Moulinie • ..• Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Third cou!e. 
312 
A Quatre. Cherisse qui voudra les beaux yeux de Carite ... 





1636 Moulinie, Etienne. Missa pro defunctis, Quinque Vocum. Authore Stephano 
Moulinie. Prafecto Musicae Illustrissimi Principis Fratris unici Regis Christianissimi. 
Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Pott de voix. ij used for repeating text, slurs instead of beams for 
syllabification. Very different his style on a melisma 
Dona eis 
p.3 
Port de voix. 
1658 Moulinie, Etienne. Meslanges de sujets chrestiens, cantiques, litanies et motets. 
Mis en Musique, a deux, trois, quatre, et cinq Parties, avec une Basse-Continuif . ... 
Paris: Jacques de Senlecoque. 
Summary: Appt!J, cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en montant, chilte, and port de voix. 
Medium equal quarter, eighth, and sixteenth cottlades up to an octave. Proto-trill. Braces are 
mixed with slurs. 
The Avertissement explains why sacred instead of "profane material" is presented, and 
how the writer wishes he could "purify'' and "make chaste" his music. Both the Avettissement 
and Au Lecteur speak of agrements as well as practical musical concerns-chief among them 
new type. Within the work, a "se taist" designation informs the performer to tacet. 
A vettissement. " . .. .I am obliged to remark here ... on my particular way of 
composing: In some places, I affected certain traits (despite the small number) that are 
daring enough and that will pass perhaps for liberties in the opinion of those who prefer the 
austerity of the old-fashioned manner of the agrlmens to the new. But aside from the fact that 
one must make a difference between the carefully handled boldness that has limits and the 
audacity or blind temerity that has none, and that one should not confound the liberties 
permitted in all things with the freedom of the chains or the laws of which even she [Liberty] 
can never avoid doing without .... that if it is not fair to condemn without hearing whatever 
material possible, it would be still more injust in this [material] where principally the ear must 
judge the effect of the freedom that I took, and I am sure that she [Liberty] will please the 
most difficult (as, in Truth, I myself have not used this freedom except after having 
313 
consulted my ear for a long time, which made me understand that by use was absolutely 
necessary for a greater perfection and for the beauty of my work). If it comes to pass that I 
have happily encountered this fortunate success, [it] will give me the courage to continue in 
attempting to satisfy the Public by the Engraving of my other pieces."477 
Au Lecteur. "Dear Reader, I will not stop to prove to you that Engraving deserves to 
be esteemed the most diligent and faithful Interpretater of the thoughts of the human spirit 
including the lyrics and the voice with a certainty that is as great as it is uniform (and in use 
more advantageous than can be Written); of which, however I admit that the Characters of 
Engraving must imitate all the features and the most particular and diverse ornaments 
[ornemens] [by] effects of the plume. It will sufffice to justify to you here my motives ... in 
searching for the most rare manuscripts from which I have drawn diverse new observations . 
. . . I dare likewise to hope that you will not condemn first the affectation of some necessary 
distance between the Characters of the eighth and sixteenth notes bound together in order 
to represent the Diminutions, Echos, ports de voix , etc. in the most distant diverse intervals 
(octave, sixth, fifth, fourth, third) ... the points478 and tremblemens of the voice etc. that for all 
the preceding Engravings have not been represented in their exact disposition and true 
. . , 479 
s1tuat10n .... 
"Finally ... the innovation of a more agreable thickness of plume that I observed in 
all the notes with a Harmony or Economy of many more difficulties than anything that has 
been done in the past to the Characters of Music; considering that I had inviolably left 
ordinary distances of Edges or Pillar 480 of This Concert Music, and even distances in the A irs 
.. . But I limited myself to this single page that is restraining me also to leave you the effort 
of looking for several other circumstances of Decoration, ... I have no doubt that several 
may be astonished by how my extraordinary curiosity for Music Transported me, when they 
find out that besides the two kinds of aforementioned Characteres, I made an even greater 
expense; both for a new thickness [in Character] for Church Music (destined for Engraving 
[in] the large Lectern Books) and in Music of a contrasting smallness, and in a Pillar much 
less than the Pillar of the Music of Airs even though the Notes also seem Almost sensitive, 
d .c . . th k , 481 an ... 10t carrymg 1n e poe et ... . 
"If, against my Hope, you were not entirely in accord (Dear Reader) with ... all my 
new Characters of Music, and that for valid reasons even if you could prove to me that some 
augmentation, alteration, or innovation is necessary; I am and will always be in an inviolable 
Zeal for the perfection and the supreme Veracity ... J. de Senleque."482 
477 Jacques de Senlecque, M eslanges de slfiets chrestiens . .. (Paris: Jacques de Senlecque, 1658), Gallica: 
http:// gallica.bnf.fr/ ark:/12148/ btv1 b90597746 (accessed January 11, 2013). Present author's 
translation. 
478 The meaning is unclear. 
479 Senlecque, M eslanges. Present author's translation. 
480 These two terms "Reglets ou Patte" are referring to printing items but their meaning is unclear. 
481 Senlecque, M eslanges. Present author's translation. 
482 Senlecque, Meslanges. Present aud1or's translation. 
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Cantique de Moyse. A Cinq. II est temps que l'emtJ91 
p. 6 Basse 
Cou!ade with proto-trill. 
jfftf11F1ttfj(1t~ 
n:t ge 
Motets a cinq parties. Sans Dessus. Cantemus Domino 
p. 19 Basse 
Cou!ades with braces. 
iil=wt-n !!mi~ =~ ~-~ m,tlflltm ~-.......-............, .....,..,~ ' - - ·-~~-~an ... te • mus1 Cur :-_ · · · . rus' : Cur - nu 
Recit. Domine Domine sa!uzm; jac Regem 
p. 25 Basse 
Cheute en montant. 
rHumtic 
Recit. Amavit eum Dominus 
p. 26 Basse 
Chttte. 
'-" . na - Ult cum: 
Chettte en descendant sur deux nottes. 
~;Jqii 
}:, ~~ Jl<!r. ~ ta5 
Cantique de Zacharie. A Cinq. Benedicttts Dominus Detts Israi!l 
p. 32 Basse 
Port de voix. 
cordiom 
Dialogue A3. voix. Et une Basse Continue. Consolamini poptt!e Dei 




p. 37 Basse 
Appt!J. 
~t'!Iftf{f 
Do- mini te ~ tig.ir me! 
315 
1668 Moulinie, Etienne. Airs a vostre. Airs a 4 parties avec basse continue, 
S ixieme. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Third chUte, port de voix, and port de tJoix double. Mixed rhythm and gesture 
coufades. Note the Basse Continue designation in the title. Ties used. 
Airs du Ballet de L'Hyver ... Recit de L'Hyver. Cedez ames charmes divers ... 
p. 4 Dessus 
Port de voix double. 
ittm=:::ti:-.:: 
. -F + ·-~-
-- - --+-
-- ----· 
•,EM, Autom - nc,Lc 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coufade and port de voix. 
~~f~1~~i~t~i~~~ 
----- ' : ~lnsJ,s Hyuers : 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with third chUte. 
__ ])if ... §~-~ - ' - ~~--I~-]-(.1--l;~ -- _ ,__ - - ---· .. -
=l- ~ -_. 1~- i=l-_ --!~t=-::l 
I' onclc · - Je Lou- ,., _ 
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Franc;ois de Chancy (Chansi) 
(d.1656) 
Works published: 1629-1699 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1629-1651 
1629 Chancy, Frans:ois de. Tablature de mandore de fa Composition du Sieur 
Chancy. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Both comma and x appear as signs but there is insufficient information to 
determine to which agrements Chancy is referring. Proto-trill. 
Recherche 
P· 1 
Unidentified comma-signed agrimmt. 
J J J J · t :1 /J:.J~ J :JJft:J · ~ ~~~ ' .---- c f/&, . c • c 
. .·:,; · .  .;../ ..... -tO-------· ...t.:.. ~ 
Recherche 
P· 7 
Unidentified x-signed agrement. 
r J J J J J J , J J J )~~t·J_ J. , J 
·----4 . - ~..,~ ' >~ +.tf-e-· #f - ~~--~ ~~-~ :nx....~ . ·
--- • . ~  e! c ---...,.. :::::z __ 
V · \........,..( \.........../ '-..__.../ V -y ~ ' \ - .. -~ • , 
Proto-trill into unidentified x-signed agrement. 
I . . . ,- . 
~~4~.'~ -~ G~! J_ 
• • .{! - • . . . • ""' • 
. - -~
---·--- . ..--.---
1640 Chancy, Frans:ois de. Les Equivoques du szeur de Chancy. Paris: Robert 
Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheute en montant. Chancy's Au Lecteur requires "revelry" for the chansons a 
danser or warns they will be "poor graces." In a play on the title, Chancy speaks of the 
"ambiguities [equivoques] with which they are ornamented [ornees] . ... "483 
483 Fran<;:ois de Chancy, Les Equivoques du sieur de Chanry (Paris: Robert Ballard iii). Present author's 
translation. 
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Chanson Pour Danser. Cbere Pbilzs preste l'oreille ... 
p.22 
Cheute en montant. 
tflttg 
Pftilis prrC-
:lanuit · je 
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Nicolas Du Chastelet (Chastellet, Duchastelet) 
(c. 1593-after 1641) 
Works published: 1632-1639 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1632-1639 
1632 Chastellet, Nicholas. Les Sileniennes de N. Chaste/let, a deux. trois. et 
quatre. parties. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: 
text. 
Cottle sur deux nottes. Beamed eighth and sixteenth notes, ij used for repeating 
A trois. Puis que nous sommes en repos . .. 
p. 17 Dessus 
Coule sttr dmx 11ottes. 
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Jean Boyer Qan, Ian) 
(before 1600-by 1649) 
Works published: 1617-1642 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1636 
1636 Boyer, Jean. Recueil de chansons a boire et danser . ... Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Appt!J, chetttes en JJtontant, cheute en montant sur trois nottes, and pott de voix . Small 
equal eighth cott!ades. Proto-trill. 
To Monsieur de Flotte: " .... we must admit that the airs ... cannot find their 
perfection except in the movement that you give them, nor their grace except in the agreable 
gestures of which you know accompany their cadence: that I add to that embellishments, 
dialogues, recits, apostrophes, and other secret figures of rhetorical symbols, with which you 
ornament [ornezl and place each couplet in its luster; one demands no more .. . . " 
Chanson Pour Boire. Vous qui tenez ceux de Loraine ... 
p. 15 Dessus 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes. 
;t tnJ1:i £ 
rts Co~ impar£ 
Chanson PourBoire. Quand le bon homme Jacque ... 
p. 20 Dessus 
Proto-trill. 
u: rc- &U· de 
Chanson Pour Dancer. Ne cognoissez vous point Margot . . . 
p. 30 Dessus 
Chetttes en montant. 
YO':" p_oim d'mc bcJ- lc 
Chanson Pour Dancer. N e me baise jamais . .. 
p. 35 Dessus 
Appt!J and pori de voix. 
rit t oiif#g 




Works published: 1626-1637 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1637 
1637 Richard, Frans;ois. Airs de cours. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: App19, cheute en montant and cheute en montant sur deux nottes. Slurs for 
syllabification. 
Amarilis je vqys mourir . .. 




( c.1600-after 1664) 
Works published: 1634-1699 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1639-1648 
1639 Mace, Denis. Cantiques spirituels, composez par le V. P. Irenic d'Eu ... , mzs 
en musique . .. par Denis Mace. Paris: Pierre Ballard. 
Summary: Incomplete accent, apptgs, chmtes en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en montant, 
chatte en montant sur deux nottes, chUtes, and port de voix. Small equal eighth coulades. 
De la Foy. Grand Dim versez IJOStre lumiere ... 
p. 10 Dessus 
Chute and appzg. 
:jtUOF1 
. -
· ca:ur plrin 
Cantiques. De la Confession generale. Paztvres pecheurs veneza Dieu ... 
p. 12 Dessus 
Cheute en descendant sur dettx nottes. 
tend pour vous 
Cantiques Advertissement a une arne ambitieuse. Mets fin a tes errettrs . .. 
p. 14 Dessus 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes . 
.....__...~ 
Et debar-
Cantiques. Du tres-sainct Sacrement de l'Autel. Je vous adore iry Cachie ... 




Cantiques. Sur !'excellence de la Croix. 0 G!oriettse Croix! 
p. 18 Dessus 
Port de voix. 
-
des tollrments : 
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Cantiques. De Saincte Anne. Enftn done j'qy conrett ... 
p. 21 Dessus 
Incomplete accent. 
-· . Et:t!E~ 
de rna vieillcf- fe. 
. . 
Cantiques. Des larmes deS. Pierre. Si par vostre dottceur ... 
p. 25 Basse 
Chettte en montant. 
~k,Bt ~- t! 
:}; f~~y . 'm!:fe: 
1643 Mace, Denis. Recueil des chansons a danser et a boire . ... Paris: Robert 
Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Ports de voix and port de voix double. 
Chanson Pour Dancer. Tircis, dt esprit Ieger ... 
p.37 
Port de voix double. 
Oe ·~o~nen~ ·: :tu · 
Chanson PourBoire. Le dieu Mars est en campagne ... 
p.40 






Port de voix. 
323 
Guillaume Michel 
(fl. middle of the seventeenth century) 
Works published: 1636-1656 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1641-1656 
1641 Michel, Guillaume. Premier Livre des Chansons de M. Guill. Michel, 
audiencier. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: 
double. 
Chettfe en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, and p011 de voix 
Chanson Pour Danser. Ce Printemps est si doux . .. 
P· 6 
Pott de voix double. 
--·· -_ .. , 
~ 
-
· Cloris 1 fait 
Chanson Pour Danser. Nos Bergers sont contens . .. 
p.9 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Bien que Tjrcis soit volage . . . 
p.27 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
1647 Michel, Guillaume. Deuxieme Livre des Chansons de M. Guill. Michel, 
audiencier. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheute m montant and pott de voix. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Que dans ce depart, Tircis . .. 
p.27 
Pott de voix. 
324 
Chanson PourBoire. Amis sttivons nostre destin ... 
p.45 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
1656 Michel, Guillaume. Quatrieme Livre des Chansons de M. Guill. Michel, 
audiencier. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Third cottle. 




Robert Ballard (iii) 
(c.1610-c.1673) 
Works published: 1640-1673 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1644-1673 
1644 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Treiziesme livre de chansons pour danser et pour boire. 
Paris: Robert Ballard (iii) . . 
Summary: Chettte en descendant sur deHx nottes, cheute en montant, and fourth cou/e. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Ha!je te tiens, ma brumtte ... 
p. 18 
Chettte en descendant sur deux nottes. 
~ 
- te foubs cc:s· ~ 
Chanson Pour Danser. Si vous vou!ez qtte mon amour ... 
p.32 
Fourth cou/e. 
1645 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Quatorziesme Livre de Chansons Pour Danser et Pour 
Boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chtlte, port de voix, and port de voix double. Small 
equal eighth cott!ades. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Ingratte, n'accttse pas ... 
p. 14 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
Port de voix double. 
OfFcaa: -
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Chanson Pour Danser. Je voudrois bien cacher . .. 
p.22 
Port de voix. 
1652 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. S eiziesme Livre de Chansons Pour Danser et Pour 
Boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Appt!JS, third and fourth coules, and ports de tJoix. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Callands, ne me cqjeollezplus . .. 
p.2 
Port de voix. 
Third coules. 
"fu. ptdl~s 
Fourth cou!es and appt!JS. 
=!:: ~:_;;.= ~~·i, ~ ff-t~i) 
lte plur que ~c goult. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Enjin done je suis !'amant . .. 
p.9 
Appt!J. 
1653 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. S eptiesme Livre de Chansons Pour Danser et Pour 
Boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, third cou!e, and pmt de voix. Small eighth coulades 
and medium quarter trait. Proto-turn. 
327 
Chanson Pour D anser. Je suis bon Tail!ettr de dame .. . 
p. 8 
Octave trait. 
t.r li c:·JA iU<•p~lt 
~-~ .. 
Chanson Pour D anser. Bet;gere a qttoy cette riguettr . .. 
p. 14 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes. 
Pro to-tum trait. 
Port de voix. 
1657 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Dix -Huitieme Livre de Chansons Pour Danser et 
PourBoire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: App1fYs, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chute, pinci, and pmt de voix double. 
D otted rhythms may suggest inigal. 









_._ Jc Sol 
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Chanson Pour Danser. Qu'il se perd d'agreables moments . . . 
p.30 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
If~ 
. ----.:.... 
le defpit doic cc4u 
APP'!Y· i\trM 
~- , ... ,i~ !J!ilcl«•. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Garrons qui vous mocquer des Dames ... 
p.33 
Port de voix double. 
1658 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Airs de differents autheurs a deux parties. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Lower auxiliary accents, cheute m descendant sur trois nottes, cheute m montant, cheutes 
en montant sur deux nottes, chute, tierces cortlis, third coulis, and port de voix. Some lute parts. 
Significandy less ornamentation than the same compositions published by individual 
composers in the following decade. 
Pottrquqy jaut-i!, belle inhumaine . .. 
p. 2 Upper voice 
Chettte en descendant sur trois nottes. 
fct· lde, l 
Aupres des beattx yeux de Silvie ... [Bacilly] 
p. 11 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
dcpuil YD Joog•CCIIIpH 
Je tJeux bien vous parler . .. 
p . 16 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes and third couli. 
329 
Vostre boucbe et vos yeux . . . 
p. 21 Upper voice 
Cbeutes en montant sur deux nottes. 
~~ 
r ~~~ :· llic~, l ~ ··~ll ~g 
Phi/is, vostre pi tie n 'a rien qui me sou/age . . . 
p . 26 Bass 
Tierce cou!e. 
Lon "toe · 'oo• 
Le tJerger du be1;ger Tircis ... 
p. 34 Bass 
Cheute en montant and chUte. 
It· · · lea. ca~ Oe C, 
Presse des ennuis plus secrets ... 
p. 36 Bass 
Port de voix. 
ilJe 
- . u-
1659 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. S econd L ivre d 'airs de differents authveurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii) . 
Summary: Lower auxiliary accent, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, thute, tierce cou!i, and port 
de voix. Small cou!ades. Stepwise eight notes are beamed, jumps are slurred. 
L 'qymab!e Iris s'en est a!!ee ... 




A!!e;v a!!ez suivez ces pas . .. 
p . 9 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
t:..f!fi¥ ~ ,_._ 
1~ aeloi ie,l 
--
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Chamzante Iris, quandje vous vqy paroistre ... 
p. 17 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes and tierce cott!e. 
lD• p&ICt 
Rossignols, Rossignols, petits ca:urs jaloux . .. 
p. 31 Bass 
Equal eighth coulade and port de voix. 
IC%1 Joe- courn, 
1660 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Troisieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Incomplete accent, lower auxiliary aa·ents, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, fourth 
chtlte, tierce coules, third cou/e, leaping melodic inflections, pind, and ports de voix. Medium 
quarter coulades. Includes Airs a boire. Some lute parts, ij used for repeating text. 
Phi/is, vous vous plaignez que ... 
p. 10 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
Jitl&r:: 
-- -.____.J/' -
.peur ~i- re N ' 
Printemps r'ameine-nous Silvie ... 
p. 13 Upper voice 
Pi nee. 
: l'o(c 4i- re • 
Crainte, respect, retirez-volts ... 
p. 15 Upper voice 
Third coules. 
~"!!:l~ 
.tuy · i biea • lay fi bieD 
Qttandj'qy bien, ditJine Afltinte ... Mignon 
p . 18 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accents. 
~~ -=-: A;;..• · lacai;._. ·~
331 
Be/le Phi/is entre 1wus deux ... 
p. 24 Upper voice 
Tierce coule. 
Beaux yeux qui regmz sur mon ca:ur . .. 
p. 25 Upper voice 
Fourth chUte and p011 de tJoix. 
-
r::H~ 1 jc ane~rs~ .. 
p. 25 Bass 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
~.- ~. ·.. . -J;-~.& - . ~+~ . ---·--~ --~ f~r~ ~ .. ~=~·tii t,, .· ,· ·~;< 
Air de la Paix. Courage Amou1~ La Paix . . . 
p. 33 Upper Voice 
Incomplete and lower accents. 
t!.!;.~:fJ! 
,plaiSrt ... n.c lcwnOIIl'J I 
1661 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Quatrieme Livre d'airs de di.fferents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Incomplete accent, cheutes en montant, chUte, third coule, and pinci. Proto-tum. 
Phi/is quand on vous void . . . 
p. 7 Upper voice 
Pi nee. 
'r~~ .. act_! 
C'en est fait, be/le Iris .. . 
p. 9 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant and third couli. 
;t:J:J·!ft 
....... ~";._ 
He- las I YCMf1 
332 
D 'mze secrete ardeur . .. 
le m- aia: 
p. 25 Upper voice 
ChUte. 
Vous m 'a?Jiezpermis d'esperer . .. 
p. 27 Upper voice 
_ Incomplete accent. 
--A!-::f:::t::f;::j::--;i=i<t:~!:t~+xt ·.~ ~~~-~---
Ctpn- cl:aarjc mcmcllra. 
... -
P laisirs voiry le temps . .. 
p. 37 Upper voice 
Proto-turn. 
~; - ,... ~~ 
ofc! prcr.c...;. 
• - I 
1662 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Cinquieme Livre d'airs de di.fferents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Lower auxiliary accent, cheutes en montant, and pincis. 
Autant que j'qy d'amottr ... 
p. 5 Bass 
Chettte en montant . 
.....--... . 
. : t-! tl~. :T.~ 
V- Ullt l}~l: : 
Allez sottpirs, allez soupirs . .. 





....... . · . . :~~~ 
Sans doute, Iris, vous serez . .. 
p. 35 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accmt. 
:aari: I& I ' 
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1663 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Sixieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Lower auxiliary accents, appt!J, chute, pincf, port de voix, and p01t de voix double. 
Small to medium cou!ades. Proto-turns. Some lute parts. 
II fmtt !'qymer . .. 
p. 5 Bass 
Proto-turn. 
IiJt;It tf-11 
• I'~ l'ar ftll .cJaa. 
ChUte and appt!J. 
C'est assez !angttir ... 
p. 6 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
COIIpi- lr. : 
Les yeux de Phi lis . .. 
p. 25 Upper voice 
... -:... :il.f~ 
a fcaer-~~ 
Pensers ja!ottx . .. 
Pincf into port de voix . 
p. 27 Bass 
Lute-marked medium cott!ade. 
1tUUfti'l~i;; 
-~' .LY7:11 Hcb$ 
Esloigne de yettx . .. 
p. 31 Upper voice 
Port de voix double. 
,aJiq;, •Dn, alln 
334 
1664 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. S eptiesme Livre d'airs de di.fferents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: App19, cheute en descendant sur trois nottes, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, third 
and fourth coulis, pince, potts de voix, and port de voix double. Small equal eighth coulades. 
Ingratte Bergere dis-mqy ... 
p. 5 Upper voice 
Pot1 de voix double. 
-r-~~ ~~i:=--:.£n~1=~=ii=~ 
--- -- ..:.j. ++--L _.!1 
-----
;- - c;__ que [a ne>- fl:re l 
Resolvons-nous, mon ca:ur ... 
p. 10 Upper voice 
~ ""-- ~ +t=:r:ct ~-:~ ~- :.· J~~a 
- -:;.:.:. ~:~ _ . -: ~ :· ... .-
Pinch and 
~ir -.· par · ~on · a~ -_ ~c:• 
Que les moments me semblent ... 
p. 11 Upper voice 
de voix. 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, appt(Y, cheute en descendant sur trois nottes, 
chitte, and pot1 de voix. 
r~:~~ ~"tm~i 
~n l'O- -ll:re --- . - P tnl - cc. 
Quqy quej'adore une ingrate ... 
p. 23 Upper voice 
Third and fourth cottiCs. 
~it~~- . ~~~=13£!-f-ti~l~' ~:~:j 
--'tl- -~-------t-1 g:=±=t: 
YOU- diJ lc m'abu- fo :l j' ma- bJc i11 lr ' maine: 
1665 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Huitiesme Livre d'airs de di.fferents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Third couli and ports de voix doubles. Medium equal eighth coulades. Proto-trill. 
Recit du Ballet de Versailles. ]e portois dans une cage ... 




f:ril - 1 .. , a 
335 
Insensible bergere ... 
p. 29 Upper voice 
Third COttle. 
Sans amour, et sans tendresse . .. 
p. 31 Upper voice 
Proto-trill. 
IC , . Cii fa 1- rc ? 
1666 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Neufuiesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Pinci. 
Languirqy:Je toi(jours . .. 
p . 26 Upper voice 
Pin d. 
1667 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Dixiesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed trembiements. Incomplete and lower auxiliary accents, appt!)l, cheute 
en montant sur deux nottes, third chute, cou!e sur deux nottes, and ports de voix. 
Que faites-votts mes yeux ... 
p. 2 Upper voice 




Dequqy me serf de voir . .. 
p. 3 Upper voice 
Cheutes en montant sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremblements. 
ill ~~~¥~ 
:[,5E~t:fk:;}<tcs_ , ; ~ ,. lc; 
Pourquqy? differez vous .. . 
p. 14 Upper voice 
Incomplete accent. 
•~ i~~u~r~ 
Jj\;~~--!fe_" "'· w- !lo < 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
-_,c::lr---
~~~::i=E ~i=~-J~ 
Souvenir importun qtti ... 
p. 26 Upper voice 
Third chilte and port de voix. 
1668 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Unziesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and tremblement app'!)le. Lower auxiliary accent, cheute en 
montant sur deux nottes, chutes, fourth co1-tles, pince, and pmt de voix. Small to medium coulades 
including mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. 
]e fais ce que je puis pour ... 
p. 3 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
bnCL'r m :s fL'. S , 
Fourth cou!e. 
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p. 4 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade; Bacilly and Lambert influence 
particularly with the eighth in the middle of the gesture . 
.. . . ,. ~
,i~!~it~tU!UijE!~ 
- clpiC- 0~ 
'""' . 
: •::::Pr=t~ J-=!:l~+-~ 
Er la f- ( .! 
p. 3 Bass 
ChUte. 
Respect, vous estes supeiflus . .. 
p. 5 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm cott!ade. 
li re 1 
p. 5 Bass 
Third cott!es mid-cou!ade. 
==:t:== ~ -=mJ'- ~~ ~ ~=:t?==~="! =~=±:::t:*= - - :$::t:::J::±;;. ~ f==:+J==l== 
-+- _:i: _______ ---~H·- ___ :J: - -
fhc 
-
Ft!Jons, abandonuons ... 
p. 6 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremb!ement. 
_· _ *_*_~t= , J:: 
.c.... · - -- - --I.~-
·- - - _._ --
-----
'-' 
, Quirtons ccs l•oi-. , 
Third cou!e and cross-signed tremb!ement appZ!Ji. 
~ ·· mcs pc:i- nc:s ; 
Chantezpetits oyseaux ... 
p. 10 Bass 
Trait. 
~f~f~~1::!== tl~!_~!~ L'A•nour,k beau ri'ps,ks fcuill~ge~ ,les Z <·phir .-~=---·"'If-- 9--4--~ __ _,__, . .. -~. 
Agreab!es Zephirs . .. 
p. 13 Bass 
Fourth cou!e. 
E~:f::*:'=t=:h~--§­::=f.l.r:: . ..;.._:t=.-=-=+:::-t=i === 
----+----==..~+=- :::-.f 
G"·a- bl.s 7 .• 1 .... 
-1::~-
- r -, . . 
- -~ 
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Hal que votts estes heurettx . .. 
p. 21 Bass 
Pinces. 
:!~~!~'--~. ~t-ft1 +-·· . · <-f'~. "' 
d lc s hc u1 cux ~cfl.~J.ietlr~~ux~i 
.I • .:::. 01:..:~.. i.4 ' . } 
Que ton bel a:ii . .. 
p. 26 Upper voice 
Port de voix. 
:$l~ii~~J:i:t::ix: 
-----.:::::r-- - --
'--' faiC, par fa d<• uccur,r 
1669 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Douziesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed trembiements including app1fYI and forme. Incomplete accent, appt!JS, 
chute, tierce couie, and pinces. Medium to large mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Proto-trill. 
Figures for Basse Continue. The Avant-Propos engages in a dialogue over Ballard's printing of 
other composers works. 
Robert Ballard's Avant-Propos engages in the dialogue surrounding the breaking of his 
family's monopoly on music printing and defends his yearly publication: ''When I printed the 
Books of A irs de difforents Authettrs over the past few Years, I believed I was rendering a 
considerable service to the Public, who had solicited it from me several times; requesting to 
be saved from the trouble not only to look for new Airs, and have them correct, but also to 
copy them for themselves ... However, I see that several are ungrateful and muttering about 
what I give them (so they say) that these are too common. Several Authors even complain to 
see their Airs among the others, laying claim to having them printed in a separate Book 
without considering that their Airs would not all be the same strength; the output would be 
mediocre (only printing from one Author), because for an entire Book, it would be necessary 
to put in outdated, instead of in a Collection with only Airs of the Year and the most 
significant from each author. I have, however, wanted to continue to give to d~e Public this 
litde work, seeing as I wanted to stop doing it (as was my intention to stop the gossip of a 
small number of critics); I would have been overwhelmed with reproaches of a thousand 
people of honor, who already give me enough all the days to not have started this sort of 
bli . li [ . . ] »484 pu canon ear er zmpresszon .... 
Ballard continues to inform his public that after customers coming in to buy Bacilly's 
treatise, it is finally available for "all those who aspire to the pefection of the Art that can 
484 Robert Ballard (iii) , ed, Douziesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs d deux pmtie.r (Paris: Robert Ballard 
iii) , Microfilm. Present author's translation. 
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from now be acquired easily without much help from the Masters."485 Ballard advertises 
Lambert's engraved and corrected Lvre d'Airs, "two other rengraved and reprinted books of 
Airs . . . augmented by several new [ones]" and "Vilanelle!' in one collection without "any of 
the Bacchic Airs . .. . "486 
Que de douceurs ... 
p. 9 Upper voice 
Proto-trill. 
:!E--:filfA±!:t~ --If.--=~tf:U~~~j mtti=~~ 
r· .._, Oot 1U1- uy Cc- : Ii- mci- nc: 
Printemps tu fais naistre des jleurs . .. 
p. 19 Upper voice 
Pinch and cross-signed tremblement. 
~i1t_;l,~~ l?.+f:~ii~ 
---~-- ·--~--
plus vi- ucs' indi- gnes 1 
,....... " 
Sous ces ombrages . .. 
p. 27 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblements apptfJi and fem;e. 
~:t33::=-z =-----=x~~ 
jamai;-' ~r~ , 
Incomplete accent and tremblement apptfYi. 
rr. ~~ i=t~~ 
uanf- pgrts _qni l' 
p. 28 Upper voice 
Large and medium mixed gesture and rhythm coulades with tremblement 
485 Ballard (iii), Douziesme Livre d'airs de differents. Present author's translation. 
486 Ballard (iii), Douziesme L ivre d'airs de differents. Present author's translation. 
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1670 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Treiziesme Livre d 'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements appt!Jis. Appt!JS, battements, cheute en montant sur deux 
nottes, chltte, third cht2te, tierce coulis, pinci, and port de voix. Small coulades including mixed rhythm 
and gesture. Unfigured and untexted bass parts; figures appear on page 14, and texted bass 
lines pages 18 to 20 as well as 22 to the end. 
Airs du Divertissement de Chambord. Ame suit;re tous iry ... 
p. 7 Upper voice 
Third chute . 
. ~~~i~ 
joana. moum;x,C 
Si je ne vous qymois ... 
p. 13 Bass 
Eighth coulades. 
IL~~mtt!~~ 
Mes soupirs vous ... 
p. 23 Upper voice 
Pi nee. 
c. tchauf~ r,, v 
Pour avoir veu l'of?jet . .. 
j'aymc micus: • 
. ,.--..... . 
p. 26 Upper voice 
Port de voix. 
Chute and third couli. 
de mon amour. 
Battements and tremblement appt!Je. 
~-~ '~ <~ (c 
Beaux yeux, en vous vqyant . .. 
p. 32 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes and tremblement app1fYe. 
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1671 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Quatorziesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appt!Je. Accent, lower auxiliary accent, appt!J, 
cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, cht1te, third through fifth coules, cottle sttr deux nottes, pinci, ports de 
voix , and port de voix double. Dotted medium coulade. Mixed rhythm and gestw:e coulades. Proto-
turn. Ballard advertises here for Bacilly's treatise in conjunction with "three engraved books" 
that "give such a large understanding of Singing that one can succeed in it perfectly without 
other help" in addition to "Chansons and their Doubles [couplets]" for 1671 and "Bacchic 
Chansons. "487 
Laissez durer !a nttit ... 
p. 7 Upper voice 
Port de voix double and lower auxiliary accent. 
~i~~if~{~ 
.u.- - ·· :1::::.__ 
.,. 
n1a doulcur, be. las! 
Tircis le Berger . .. 
p. 11 Upper voice 
Fifth couli . 
...., . I 
· &.: Ia moms C• gcrc: 
Si l'offre d'un ca:ttr tender ... 
p. 22 Upper voice 
Chttte and cross-signed tremblement. 
~=~~f~ 
jc 'I'OUS of. fre le mien: 
Third coztle and pinci. 
im~!~t~~§ 
qu'tl lao-guif. fc, & qu'il 
487 Robert Ballard (iii), ed, Quatorziesme livre de diffirents . . .. (Paris: Robert Ballard iii, 1671), Microfllm. 
Present author's translation. 
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D 'un seul de vos regards ... 
p. 32 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
and cross-signed tremblement. 
~-~~ *'!:ti!rl:=:~:: ii:=+=~l-- r..:.t~ - :!;:i::.:-· ~ 
It inhum~i- nc, 
Dans cit agreeable ... 
p. 25 Upper voice 
Accent, cross-signed tremblement appt!Je, and pot1 de voix . 
:t=t~i~~i~~ g~h:j1~ 
. --""'<:;7------ ~-~·--;~grca- b!c · · :[~- jour,l 
Proto-tum. 
i~- ~~:tt+t:=:t. =~:.t.;t:J:+ -!xi.=+=+n-t: -t.:i~ - -- --~--~-
'I out obc'it au . Dicu d'Amour, : 
Fourth coule, coule sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremblement, and port 
de voix. 
±:t=t=itJ:::t=:k·±.: :J:~-c: _____ xtxi!: 
·....._.;.,. '--"" ,..;-
Bcr- <>~tl mal- hcmeux. ~ ~ A 
1672 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Quinziesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement appuye. Small coulades. Medium mixed rhythm and 
gesture coulades. Proto-trill. Includes lute parts. The back matter advertises. 
" .... from now on, aside from the Livre d'Airs Seriettx de differens Authettrs, there will 
be a Book of Airs Bachiques a Boire de differens Autheurs starting this present year 1672 and 
continuing in all the coming years. One is advised that the Book of Airs Spirituels de Monsieur 
de Bacilfy, sur les Stances Chrestiennes, de Monsieur /'Abbe Testu, ou Fragmens d'icelles with Basse 
Contimti/ and the second Couplets in diminution is engraved in Burin and sold at Monsieur 
Ballard's with his Traite de la Methode de Chanter ... the engraved A irs ... by Monsieur 
Lambert ... form a Repertoire that is a very good reminder of all the Doubles [Couplets] of all 
the Chansom over the past forty years, which might have escaped memory. Aside from this 
Repertoire, there is ... newly printed of all the best Bachic Doubles [Couplets] (without 
blemish) that are composed over all time . ... " 488 
488 Robert Ballard (iii), ed,Quinifesme Livre d'airs de differents .... (Paris: Robert Ballard iii), Microfilm. 
Present author's translation. 
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Le printemps coutonne de }leurs ... 
p. 26 Upper voice 
Tremblement apptfYi and small coulade. 
i!f!i~ 
Lors qu'avec ;me ardeur ... 
p. 33 Upper voice 
Proto-trill. 
Jaa- guc-ur, ( 
1673 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Seiziesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblemmt. Lower auxiliary accent, cheute m descendant sur deux 
nottes, cheute en montant, and port de voix. Figured bass includes large eighth coulade or "walking 
bass." 
AymeZ;)eunes Bergers ... 
p. 6 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm coulade with repeated note (potential sanglof) and cheute 
en descmdant sur deux 1zottes. 
. r-. ' 
!~~~~~~t~~i~1 ~~--+-,--~ 
· tla- te TOS de- lit$. 
Helas! pourquqy vous qy-:Je ... 
p. 22 Upper voice 
_ _ Rest mid-cottlade and port de voix. 
:x:.=t=•=~~::±=:t==~=c:±:f:i:n 
=+- -+- --- -""!xi:::;i!:=f::!:~ :~ 
. - - -- '-----"" its ignor it lc: fJi? tourmcnt : • 
Je ne compte pour rien ... 
p. 30 Upper voice 
~f~f~~j~ 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
-----· . 
. v· - - ...... • 
mietir "pein": .:·: rc, : 
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1660 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Dix-Neuvieme. Recueil de Chansons pour danser et 
pourboire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Port de voix. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Entre les charmans plaisirs . .. 
p.23 
Port de voix. 
1667 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Cinquieme. Livre de Chansons Pour Danser et Pour 
Boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and tremblement fermi. Incomplete accent, cheute en 
montant sur deux nottes, fourth chute, pince. Bar lines in pencil. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Que vous sert d'estre adorable ... 
p.8 
Pin d. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Le Printemps est de retour . .. 
p.13 
Fourth cMte and leaping melodic inflection. 
~;la!l±lil  ----.r--
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremblement fermi. 
d~- uao- uce. 
1668 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Sixieme. Livre de Chansons Pour Danser et Pour 
Boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Third chi!te and fifth cott!is. 




Third chtfte and cross-signed tremblement. 
345 
oc_lc 
Air a deux parties. AQuqy? vous sert-il d'estre belle ... 
p. 12 
Fifth cott!e. 
1668 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. S eptieme. Livre de Chansons Pour Danser et Pour 
Boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement femze. Lower auxiliary accent, appt!J, cheute en montant, 
cheute en montant sur deux nottes, and third cou!e. 




Cross-signed tremblement forme with appt!J. 
Chanson Pour Danser. I! est doux d'qymer . .. 
p.8 
Cheute en montant and cheute en montant sur dettx nottes. 
Airs. Quand une ame est bien atteinte ... 
p. 10 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
tiftjf 
l'e•pir. del amours, 
Chanson Pour Boire. Recit de Basse a Boire. He qttqy? ne veut-on pas notts donner . .. 
p.33 
Third cou!e. 
~I§-·  0fi 
1671 Ballard, Robert (iii), ed. Airs a deux parties de feu le petit chevalier. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: 
in pencil. 
Lower auxiliary accents, chllte, third chiite, pind, and tour de gosier. All bar lines are 
346 





g • ) 
Helas! adorable Climeine ... 
p.24 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
he- lail 
Pour me dire qtte vostre coeur ... 
p.26 
Third chUte. 
-que Yo. . ftrc 
Ne crqyezpas, adorable Silvie ... 
p.27 
Tottr de gosier. 
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Andre de Rosiers (Roziers, Sieur de Beaulieu) 
(fl. middle of the seventeenth century) 
Works published: 1634-1672 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1644-1672 
1644 Rosiers, Andre de. L 'Eslite des Libertez d'Andri de Rosiers Sieur de Beaulieu. 
Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Port de voix double. Rosiers self-titled "Bacchic Airs" include Chansons and 
Dialogues Pour Boire. He uses small eighth coulades through 1656. 





Chanson PourBoire. Le vin a des attraits ... 
p.34 
Port de voix double. 
~alll 
J'•ut b6ifei . " pl!aftt 
1666 Rosiers, Andre de. Quatorzieme Livre des Libertez . .•. Paris: Robert Ballard 
(iii). 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes and port de voix double. 
Chanson PourBoire. Voiry un Esprit adorable ... 
p. 4 D essus 
~ ~~ 
Cheutes en montant sttr deux nottes 
!<B•chbs~ 
_...,_ l!!..fg_j . <abfe li 
Chanson PourBoire. Quandje tiens fa bouteille ... 
p. 18 Dessus 
Port de voix double. 
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1672 Rosiers, Andre de. S eizieme Livre des Libertez . .•• Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheute en montant sur deux 1zottes. 
Chanson Pow: Boire. Vien-ra mon cher voisin . . . 
p. 17 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
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Fran<;ois de la Roche 
(d.1676) 
Works published: 1648-1658 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1649-1655 
1649 Roche, Fran~ois de Ia. Second Livre d'airs a quatre parties. De 
Fran;ois de La Roche, ordinaire en fa Musique de son Aftesse royafe. Paris: Robert 
Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Taille only. Incomplete accent, cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en 
montant, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chutes, and leaping melodic inflection. 
Par fa force de ses regards ... 
p. 5 Taille 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
,a- me I 




Je ne viens pas afterer ... 
p. 6 Taille 
Incomplete aco·ent. 
Ill •a l'oUC JDOn a- me. 
S uperbes ennemis du repos de fa vie . .. 
p. 11 Taille 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
de Sil- ui• c: 
s oupirs, oil courez-vous? 
p. 18 Taille 
Cheute m montant and chtlte. 
iik!:d1 
·-'<:7'-
· e,n.;; ~ car -. a 
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1652 Roche, Fran~ois de Ia. Tro isieme Livre d 'airs a quatre parties. De 
Fran;ois de La Roche, ordinaire en fa Musique de son Altesse royale. Paris: Robert 
Ballard (iii) . 
Summary: Taille only. Chettte en descendant sttr trois nottes and chettte en montant. 
Cedons, mon coeur, aces merveilles ... 
p. 10 Taille 
Chettte en montant. 
11 eft mi 
Durant son amottreux transport .. . 
p. 11 T aille 
Cheute en descendant sur trois nottes. 
=!$ffJt :£iii 
ma fouf- fran- · ·· ' · . c~ ·, . 
. .. . 
1655 Roche, Fran~ois de Ia. Quatrieme L ivre d'airs a quatre parties. D e Fran;ois de 
La Roche, ordinaire en la Musique de son A ltesse royale. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii) . 
Summary: Taille only. Incomplete accent, appt!J, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en 
montant, cheute en montant sttr dettx nottes, chute, and tierce coule. 
S oupirs, vous estes indiscrets . .. 
p. 12 Taille 
Cheute en montant sur dettx nottes and cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
-- -~ fltl~Allf 
Bt Yons ca pat- 'lcz i 
Incomplete accent, cheute m montant, and appt!J. 
~G;tP~ 
--'<::::1- ~"'"" 0 
lc .ycax IDOll•nr 
Que l'inventeur de la bouteille ... 
p. 20 Taille 
Tierce coule. 
a;it~!~ t-±--c~--
la rrcillc Dans 
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Jacques de Gouy (Goiiy) 
(d. after 1650) 
Works published: 1642-1650 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1650 
1650 de Gouy, Jacques. Airs a quatre parties, Sur Ia Paraphrase des Pseaumes de 
Messire Antoine Godeau, Evesque de Grasse. Composez par Jacques de Gouy ... 
divisez en trois parties. Premiere partie. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Incomplete and lower auxiliary accents, cheutes en montant, chettfes en montant sur 
deux nottes, chutes, fierce coule, third and fifth cottles, pinces, ports de voix, and pmt de voix double. 
Small equal eighth coulades. Mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Proto-turn. Regular bar line 
use. No signed agrements. Subsequent strophes are printed after the music as in air de cours 
publications. The Preface espouses the method of singing plainchant according to 
"Monsieur le Maire," and explains how de Gouy believes it is his duty to write Airs spirituels 
to sing "in the place of lascivious and dishonest Songs .... " 489 
Preface: de Gouy informs us he thought long and hard to "fit Poetry to the 
appropriate songs [chants] to make them popular, and to put them in the place of so many 
vain or dangerous lyrics that receive today all the ornaments [ornemens] of Music ... I worked 
for a long time to determine the manner in which I would compose these Psalms, to 
encourage all sorts of people to sing them. After all of this, one counseled me to accomodate 
myself to the time and to make the songs on the model of the Airs de Cour to be more easily 
introduced everywhere . .. I thought that for a Paraphrase, the songs do not need need to be 
simple, but proportionate to the Poetry. That is to say, full of diverse movements and 
carrying the Image of the passions and the feelings that are contained in the lyrics ... This 
ease is found not only in the Dessus but also in the other parts; ... I have given them the 
graces that they ask for in particular, so that they able to be sung solo as agreeably as the 
Dessus . .. Morever, I observed to make myself conform to the Airs de Cour . .. to give [the] 
melody [stget] to those who know the manner of singing, to employ all the artifices of the Art 
on these holy lyrics. Finally, I judged that it was necessary that the measure or the 
pronunciation of the first verse [couplet] of all the parts be adjusted to all the others, as ... 
that gives the movement to all the rest ... 
Adding agdments 
" .... one cannot give to my Psalms all the ornaments [ornemens] that other Airs 
receive; because the other verses [couplets] are sung on the ... The first fifty Psalms being 
thus finished, I placed ... submitted them to the judgment of Monsieur Lambert, one of the 
first men of our age for the composition of the beautiful Airs . . . and above all to execute 
them well, with all the courtesies of the Art . . . up to the present; his judgment was so 
489 Jacques de Gouy, A irs a quatre parties . ... (Paris: Robert Ballard iii), Gallica: 
http:/ /gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b90586467 (accessed December 1, 2013). Present author's 
translation. 
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favorable of me that he forced me to continue to make the rest ... I placed the first Part of 
my work to the light ... I hoped to have a second approval from Monsieur Lambert and 
Monsieur Moulinier [sic] ... and if the Music with all its agriemens was wiped out, it would be 
capable of reestablishing it, and to give to it new graces .... "491 
de Gouy explains which voices should be sung and played or skipped depending on 
the forces available. He is also fond of a concert of Viols filling in the missing parts. 
Signs for ports de voix, slurs, and unnamed agrements 
"I cut the impression according to the advice of excellent Judges ... like the ports de 
voix , and the slurs, that seemed to give the songs of my parts much grace. I marked these 
agriemens in favor of those who know not the manner of singing, but I removed them to 
make myself confotm to the other Airs that ordinarily are written simply; leaving to each 
according to his disposition the liberty to do that which seems best to him ... . " 492 
"Those who know the Art of singing are not ignorant of these agreemens, therefore it 
is not to them that I address this advice, [but] because I hope d1e graces and the ornaments 
[ornements] that they give to my songs will make them prominent. One must not be surprised 
that Music has fallen from the estimation it had formerly, and that it lost the gift of being 
admired; it is an effect of the just indignation of God that deprived it of all its graces to 
punish us for the ill use that we had made of it. It is not an exercise that we should profane 
to maintain the pleasures [agriemens] of a debauched table, or to please sinful objects whose 
flattery makes false divinities visible .... "493 
Verba mea auribus percipe, Domine. Psal. V. Seigneur, de qttije tiens la couromze ... 
p. 5 Dessus 
~~f 
Coulade; potentially l'hute and port de voix. 
peine acelli- ur, 
Domine ne in furore. Psal. VI. Grand Dieu, qui sur les Rqys . .. 




111 af. pre 
Domine Dominus noster. Psal. VIII. Supreme A rbitre des Monarqttes ... 
p. 8 Dessus 
~f+*Jlt~$i$B =r-~ [~ lj 
fes mar- ques! c 
Cottlade; potential chute and port de voix. 
491 de Gouy, Airs, Gallica. Present author's translation. 
492 de Gouy, Airs, Gallica. Present author's translation. 
493 de Gouy, A irs, Gallica. Present author's translation. 
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Cceli enarrant gloriam Dei. Psal. A.'VIII. Ces voiltes c/aires et so/ides . .. 
p. 18 Dessus 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
:t=~it*t-;; =t.:~ ---~1(·~ 
....__.. 
leur cours mefu-
Exaudiat te Dominus in die. Psal. XIX. Que le Monarque des Monarques . .. 
p. 19 Dessus 
Tierce coule. 
marqu~s 
Deus meus quare dereliquistimi me? Psal. XXI. Mon Diett, mo11 Dieu, regarde-mqy ... 
p. 21 Dessus 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
~mt~¥69~ 
rcn- dee mes doulc:urs. 
Afferte Domino filiss Dei. Psal. XA'VIII. Vous qui dans cit Estat . .. 
p. 28 Dessus 
Pin d. 
ne Iufu- ce; 
Beati querum remisse sunt. Psal. XXXI. Bien-heureux a qui Diett . .. 
p. 31 Dessus 
Port de voix double. 
mgt UELt=E~ 
yeux de fa. Ia- IHce 
Beatus qui intelligit super egenum. Psal. XL. Heureux de qui l'ame ... 
p. 40 Dessus 
=*it=J!ffrl ~ tie fans feiR- te,~ 
Third chUte and leaping melodic inflection. 
- . 
Beatus vir, qui non abijt. Psal. I. Heureux qui n 'ouvre point . .. 
p. 1 Taille 
Port de voix. 





Domine ne in furore. Psal. VI. Grand Dieu, qui sur !es Rtrys .. . 
p. 6 Taille 
Mixed rhythm cott!ade. 
me: puny point 
Domine Dominus noster. Psal V1II. Supreme Arbitre des Monarques ... 
p. 8 Taille 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade. 
~~fit~~ 
de mer- ueilleu(c:s 
Exaudi Domine justitiam meam. Psal. XVI. Seigneur, dont Ia bonte . .. 
p. 16 Taille 
Medium cou!ade. 
~;w•~~ 
O:c, Pren rna 
Ad te Domine clambo. Psal. XA'VII. Monarque souverain .. . 
p. 27 Taille 
Cheutes en montant. 
~~ijmm~ 
- ~__., 
face voe chen- te 
Domine ne in furore. Psal. VI. Grand Diett, qui sur !es Rtrys ... 
p. 6 Basse-contre 
Incomplete accent. 
: • ::=:f:!T-Hi-~ . -~ 
1, qui fur les 
Miserere mei Deus, secundum magnam. Psal. L. Grand Dieu, preste ... 
p. SO Haute-Contre 
Proto-turn. 
~plus grand d~s 1 
355 
de LaMarre 
( c.1630-after 1666) 
Works published: 1650 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1650 
1650 LaMarre, de. Les Chansons pour Danser et PourBoire du Sieur de Ia Marre. 
Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: App!fYs, chettfes en montant sur deux nottes, fierce cou!es, and third cou!e. Small eighth 
coulades. Beamed eighths notes and slurs for syllabification and unbeamed sixteenths. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Cloris pourroit tout channer . .. 
p. 19 
Cheutes en montant sur deux nottes. 
!ft.ll tlft.=-~ 1.[§ 
: elle oc· · TCUt ·a7mcr: fau1 •n pcul'amoiu. 
App!fYs and third coule. 
l.t J filx£t4ifJ 
~ . .........., ~ 
Vn teiarpl"bc~DCJ11C !ejoar: 
Chanson Pour Danser. L 1ndifference . . . 
p.23 
Tierce coules. 
f!·!ttW - =iif-xEE 
. ----- --~--
.- "lDdilfere~tc:c, le offi:a'e Las! Car ' dl"e tieQt, 
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Jean de Cambefort 
( c.1605-1661) 
Works published: 1651-1655 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1651-1653 
1651 Cambefort, Jean de. Airs de cour a quatre parties. De Monsieur de Cambefort, 
maistre et compositeur de la Musique de la Chambre du Roy. Paris: Robert Ballard 
(iii). 
Summary: Third coule and po1t de voix. 
A Trois. Chanson a boire a voix pareille ... Allons, courons ala bouteille ... 
p. 28 Second Dessus 
Third coule. 
Po11 de voix. 
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Henry du Mont 
( c.161 0-1684) 
~arks published: 1552-1701 
~arks surveyed in this catalogue: 1652-1701 
1652 Du Mont, Henry. Cantica sacra: du.o, tres., quattuor. cum vocibus, tum et 
instrumentis modulata: atijectae itidem litaniae secundus. vocib. ad libitum tres. et 
quattuor. voc. cum basso-continuo: fiber primus. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: t-signed tremblements. w-signed Jlattement, vibrato, or pinci. Unidentifiable 
marking. Lower auxiliary accent, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, chltte, tierce coufes, third and 
fourth coules, leaping melodic inflection, pinci, and port de voix. Small coulades and medium 
mixed rhythm amlades. Proto-trill. Eighths are beamed but sixteenths left slurred. Tempo and 
affect markings and large traits are in some of the instrumental portions. Slurs and ties are in 
use. Du Mont's Au Lecteur boldly claims "this sort of Music with the Basse Contimte'' has 
"never before been printed in France." See Chapter I for a comparison of his claim. Du 
Mont then suggests a number of instmments and combinations that can be used to sing and 
play his pieces. 
;----.. 
a 2 voc. Premier Motet. Quae est ista ... 




a 2 voc. VI Motet. Quam dilecta tabemacula tua Domine .. . 
p. 6 Superius 
Proto-trill. 
l•u· da- bunt te.lau. dabul)t te. laudabunt tc. 
a 2 voc. IX Mot. Sttrrexit Pastor bonus . .. 
p. 9 Superius 
Unidentifiable marking. 
-
eft, mori mori digt 
Eccho a 2 voc. XI Mot. In lectulo meo per noctes quesivi .. . 
p. 10 Primus Superius 





Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade. 
t -signed tremb!ement and largely scalar cou!ade. 
~1ttuu. ,ttt:E ¥== - -- --
Cheute en montant sztr deux nottes into a string oft-signed tremb!ements. 
& non inucni cum . 
Third cou!i. 
IUC- :l ~ 
p. 11 Primus Superius 
Proto-trill. 
~~rti!W 
a- l'lima mea. 
a 2 voc. XII Mot. Acfjuro vos Acfjuro fi!iae jerusalem ... 
p. 12 Superius 
w-signed j!attement, ?Jt'brato, or pinci start a small cott!ade. 
~~~~~ 
c:- le.lus C)( mil- libus . 
a 2 voc. De Sancta Caecilia. I Antiphona . .Arv Mot. Cantibtts Organis ... 
p. 14 Superius 
_ Mixed rhythm and gesture cott!ade with t-signed tremb!ement. 
j#~f :·tf-~ 
Antan· ti- bus 
a 4 voc. :xl\.rviii Mot. Cantate Domino ... 
p. 22 Superius 
Leaping melodic inflection 
rnir:abi- lia 
a 4 voc XXIX Mot. 0 Domine Detts metts . .. 
p. 23 Superius 
Cht1te. 
io trilH- cia 
359 
Voce sola, vel 4 voc aut Instrumentis. Panis Angelicus ... 






M# ~ ~a~~:er, fer· uus . ~. 
a 2 voc IX Mot. Surrexit Pastor bonus ... 
p. 9 Altus 
Unidentifiable marking . 
• dt, f.lO!i m'ori d A 2 voc. Mot IX. Surrexit Pastor bonus ... 
p. 4 Bassus 
w-signed .flattement, vibrato, or pinci. 
~-·±::i::r:oo:~~::;:+:::e:~ ~~~ 
• allcluya • allclu· y a ' 
De Sancta Caecilia ... Antiphona. A 2 voc. XVI Mot. Est secretum Va!eriane ... 
p. 5 Bassus 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
~ 
:orpus me- um · 
a 3 voc. XIX Mot. 0 sa!utaris hostia ... 
p. 7 Bassus 
Third cou!is into leaping melodic inflections. 
~~f~ 
Dar~ bur Da rfl· bur 
1661 Du Mont, Henry. Troisiesme partie adjoustee aux preludes des meslanges: pour 
un des sus de vi ole, ou faille, ou pour une basse de vi ole touchie a l' octave avec la basse-
continuif des motets a plusieurs parties, pour la commoditi des instruments. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
360 
Summary: Type still lacking beamed sixteenth notes for coulades, for non-stepwise 
eighths, and dotted eighth-sixteenths pairs. Regular bar lines are in use. Litanies de la Vierge 
uses a substantial number of figures in the "Basse-Continue:" 
1663 DuMont, Henry. Airs a quatre parties avec la basse continue et quelques uns a 
trois en forme de motets a la fin du livre sur la paraphrase de quelques pseaumes et 
cantiques de Messire Anthoine Godeau . ... Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: App'1)'s, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, tierce coule, third coule, ports de voix, and 
po1ts de voix double. Medium coztlades. Proto-turn. Regular bar lines are in use. Du Mont's 
Advertissement explains his score layout of "Basse-Contintte" with the "Dessus" is for those 
"who want to play insttuments and sing together." 
V a 4. Beati quotum remiss a sunt. psal 31. Bien heureux a qui Dieu voulant estre prop ice . .. 
p. 4 D essus 
P011 de voix. 
!aRi<e y , 
perauc~s, 
IX a 4. Conserva me Domine. psal 15. S eignettr, puis que mon esperance . .. 
p. 8 Basse continue 
Medium coulade. 
Se fond< <n u(eu.loal)iRan" . 
--





XXIII a 4. Ad te Domine clambo. psal27. Monarque souverain dont )'adore les loix ... 
p. 17 Dessus 
Proto-turn. 
-~-e chea- u \eunni- (he 
i=t~~i 
361 
XXIV a 4. Asserte Domino fili Dei. psal 28. Vous qui dans cet estat tenez le premier . .. 
p. 18 Dessus 
~~t 
.. · v 
1enez le ~~~ 
y refonnenr cLtos 







~ -il• tJfH= Kt,! · -- 1-:
-- .:.r+ - . -.·-; 
APP'!Y· 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
Antienne de Saincte Cecile. Benedico te ... 
p. 33 Dessus 
Port de voix double with unclear underlay. 
\t:UUfi~ ~ -- -EE 
rcr Pa- rcr D~ 
1668 Du Mont, Henry. Motets a deux voix avec Ia basse continue de Mr H. Du 
Mont, Abbe de Sily, et Maistre de Ia Musique de Ia Chapelle du Roy. Paris: Robert 
Ballard (iii). 
Summary: T -signed tremblements and tremblements appt!JCS. Both capitol T and lowercase t 
are used in the latter part of this publication to mark tremblements including app'!JeS. App'!Js, 
tierce coules, and ports de voix. Medium equal sixteenth coulades. Proto-trills and proto-turns. 
Figures appear in the bass line in the last part of this publication before the organ tablature. 
Affect or tempo markings accompany time signature changes. 
a 2. Miserere mei, Domine . .. 
p. 2 Superius, vel Altus 
T -signed tremblements. 
mmuwm• 
cemur, pcmi· cemur. conn- tCml.lf: re, Mifcre:..... re. 
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a 2. 0 s alzttaris hostia. 0 0 
p. 6 Superius, vel Altus 
--· 
Mixed rhythm cottlade with T -signed tremblement. 
-·o· fiium,C 
a 2. Memorare, iJ piissima ... 
p. 8 Superius, vel Altus 
Proto-trill and proto-turn. 
:hm; :::J-,.t::-~ r=if;:F-=l~ 
currc:n- tem. 
T -signed tremblement appt!Jf. 
~~t~ 
'--' 0 
m,implo- un- r~n. au- xi - h- a, 
a 2. Quis mihi det Domine ... 
p. 11 Superius, vel Altus 
Lombardic infgal and T -signed tremblements appt!Jfs. 
Ji11mi-~~ 
fo- ror ~1e- a fpon- fa, lan- · gue-
a 2. Quam pulchra es amica mea. 0 0 
p. 12 Superius, vel Altus 
T 
-ftjl-~f-: -:T-.t... 
. •"t ' 0 
. -- "'-.../ . ·-. 




-~i fpon- f.t, 
T -signed tremblement on repeated note under a slur. 
Appt!J and pori de voix. 
T -signed tremblement with tierce cottle termination. 
a 2. Benedicam Dominum in omni tempore . .. 
p. 19/20 Superius, vel Altus 
Large coulade with proto-trill and proto-tum. 
~-t·~~---~ lxccn- tur, 
363 
a 2. Antienne de Ste Cecile. Caeciliafamula tua ... 
p. 24 Dessus 
Large dotted coulade. 
FP::B::p::J:G ~~--rt-~:clH.t:~:ft::p::Rfrt~--;~ 
:f:£!E!f- ~dli1t~·i __ .!~!fipi:p•-:wnt~H 
defer- _ uir.~ 
a 2. Dialogus Sponsae, Cum sponso Coelesti. In lectuolo meo ... 
p. 13 Bassus 
Traits. 
~iUHU' ~~iE~£!i~ 
qu1~ 1 pfi mcauolarc, runc.auolarc, auolarc fcccrur.; 
a 2. Benedicam Dominum in omni tempore ... 
p. 19 Superius, vel Contra-Tenor 
La!~~-q~!tlde -~_t!_1 ~~teeptJ:_!.~st. 




( c.161 0-1696) 
Works published: 1656-1785 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: c.1656-c.1700 
n.d. Lambert, Michel. [Collection of airs]. MS. 
Summary: Pinces. Dottbles are marked. Thirty-second, sixteenth, and eighth small cottlades. 
Medium sixteenth and mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Proto-tum. Bibliotheque nationale 
Reserve Vma 958. Primarily for solo high voice with continuo. Stanford libraries microfilm 
did not allow copying. 
[1660] Lambert, Michel. Les airs du Sieur Lambert. Gravez par Richer. Paris: 
Charles de Sercy. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and tremblements applfYeS. Accent, battement, incomplete 
accent appt!JS, chUte, fierce coules, third and fourth coules, pinces, and ports de voix. Mixed rhythm 
cottlades. Proto-trills and proto-turn. Lambert's Avant propos makes known his displeasure over 
the previous unauthorized printing of his works. 
Avant propos: Lambert begins by excusing his present action, as it was not his 
"Inclination" but upon "the advice ... of my Friends" who encouraged him to publish, 
particularly as "a considerable number of my Airs or prints that are all around the world ... 
are not according to my Intention: it would be better to admit defective children than to 
suffer others atttributing to me that I have crippled [them]. Scholars will find there may be 
some little licences that are not unknown to me, but they have been too happy for me to 
repeat them, and my principal goal is to please. I did not believe I was failing when I made 
these agreable faults; it would have been easy to add the tablature of the Theorbo as I had 
composed, but I only included the Basses Continues for the ease of the voices, as one can 
accompany more easily in transposing when necessary in the usual manner. My purpose is to 
give in some time the Airs with the parts that clarify them; those who think that I am entirely 
narrow-minded in my manner of singing, by lack or of genius or of application. For the rest, 
I would like with all my Heart for the satisfaction of the public to have barely marked in my 
tablature all the graces [graces] and the small refinements that I try to bring into the execution 
of my airs, but these are the things for which one did not find Invented notation and that 
must be heard to make them known."494 
494 Michel Lambert, Les airs du Sieur Lambe11. Gravezpar Richer (Paris: Charles de Sercy, [1660]). Present 
author's translation. 
365 
Mais comment avoir .. . Double of Ii est vrqy ... 
p. 11 Treble voice 
. . : , ._._. -~ ~Mixed rhytlun couladu on the same word. 
ii ~fj .fit!) 
a~ a.j>r~ i J ~ . I . t t I d > I'" 
Proto-turn and fourth couie. 
a= uoir ta 
____4: b 
y+-- r rl 
Y'~ aun /r 
0 dieux comment se peut il jaire . .. 
p. 12 Treble voice 
Accmt. 
0 dvuzo 
.)+ : I f 
p. 12 
Tierce coule and chl'tte. 
A quqy me sert tant de constance ... Double of 0 dieux comment se pettt il faire ... 
p. 15 Treble voice 
Chromatic coulade with port de voix. 
366 
Que de plaisirs . .. Double of II jaut qymer . .. 
p. 18 [Treble voice] 
Cross-signed tremblement on repeated note . 
. , .. 
Third cottle mid-coulade, apptfY and cross-signed tremblement appt!Jf, and 
tierce cott!e. 
gttf@·© 
= Ju chninu $ It~ 
: myJGJ 
p. 19 Upper bass voice 
Proto-trill into cross-signed tremblement appt!Jf. 
'Ude ri_ = IU.I 
t 6 . b. I f. r:r · IJ±i 
" .I.;: .... 
1.! 0~· f'" = IUJ 11ft{} 
Je garde le respect je ne dis point ... Double of Sttperbes ennemis ... 
p. 22 Treble voice 
Mixed rhythm tottlade. 
p. 23 Treble voice 
Pinces and cross-signed tremblement appt!Ji. 
~!·rW!l&  J'ouriru· 
~ 6 *'! 6 ~JJIJrrr 
ttuvrired:a'dl. Joupi= rrr ,.(o·upi = rt':f' .. 
367 
Proto-trill into cross-signed tremblement app19C. 
tttfiflllr£11· 
,"i~-
1 r~J ~ -~~ 
'f'=rrr pour'PcnJJ . 
Je dirois que vos yeux ont mis ... Double of Non a'prehendezpoint que je vous jasse . .. 
p. 26 Treble voice 
Syncopation is rife in his Doubles as well as those of Bacilly and 
p. 27 Treble voice 





Au lieu d'avoir . .. Double of Pourquqy vous offencer . .. 
p. 39 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement into mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with 
63 l.t d 
368 
Laisse de vostre . .. Double of Loin de vos yeux . .. 
p. 73 Upper voice 
Inverted proto-trill. 
1661 Lambert, Michel. Nouveau livre d'airs, gravez par Richer. Paris: Charles de 
Sercy. 
Summary: x-signed tremblement and tremblements app"!)'eS. Wave-signed j!attement on 
repeated notes. Accent, appt!JS, tierce cott!es, third coule, pinces, and port de voix. He uses up to 
thirty-second notes (after dotted sixteenths) in coulades. Proto-turn. The Belgian copy has a 
page before that describes the ornaments as "diminutions." 
Bile a change cette inbumaine ... Double of Puis que Pbilis ... 
p. 6 Upper voice 
Pince, x-signed tremblement with tierce coule tennination. 
Proto-turn into x-signed tremblement appt!Je. 
p. 7 Upper voice 
x-signed tremblement appt!Je and wave-signed j!attement. 
i tfYatrwa;J.vl~ 
'.JrtL = _ = IZ __ ~ ·, 
Je vqy des amans ... 
a. 
~ ~l 
-1 .... E. 
p. 8 Upper voice 
Wave-signed flattement. 
369 
]'qy beau vouloir . .. Double of Mon sott art . .. 
p. 14 Upper voice 
Accent and appt!J. 
6eaii Jf!n .!1~ 
]e n'entens pas ce que . .. Double of Lors que mon coeur pour exprimer ... 
p. 17 Upper voice 
Wave-signed flattement into x-signed tremblement app19'e· 
1 ' /J -·:@:~-- ~11 
;n,';.J.. . ~~ 1 ~ - • .,~ ,,_._ .. par_unr 1'~. 
L'un de ces deux Tjrans ... Double of En vainje consulte !'amour ... 
p. 21 Upper voice 
Medium coulade with third coule, app1'!)1 and x-signed tremblement appt!Jl 
Pott de voix. 
Il ne vient que trop tard ... Double of Au secottrs ma raison ... 
p. 29 Upper voice 
Wave-signed flattement. 
~fi 
rn.rl" -r !uJ . 
Si vous estes des plus cruelles ... Double of Il n'est parle de vos t·harmes ... 
p. 34 Upper voice 
Note perdue aPP19'· 
S es riguettrs m 'osteroient . .. Double of Attprez des beaux yettx . .. 
p. 51 Upper voice 
App!'!)l, x-signed tremblement, and wave-signed flattemmt. 
! $%! tlfttm ·!Qa Jlr s M 1 
"' <vaut: ptU la · nwm 
370 
Ses soi'tpirs et ces langueurs ... Double of Lors que pour me contenter ... 
p. 62 Upper voice 
Wave-signed jlattement and x-signed tremblement. 
[~ a u-1 t-Ifi·: 
~- Jtat~ . t-· ·~ 
[after 1660] Lambert, Michel. Les Airs de Monsieur Lambert, Maistre de Ia 
Musique de Ia Chambre du Rt?J. Gravez par Richer. Corrigez de nouveau de plusieurs 
fautes de graveure. Paris: Guillaume de Luine. 
Summary: Catherine Massip places this c.1661-1666 in her list of the editions of 
Lambert's Airs, but mentions that at " the bottom of p. 3 is an engraved ex-libris of Philidor 
l'aine, 1702."495 This collection was not accessible for this Dissertation. 
1666 Lambert, Michel. Les airs de Monsieur Lambert. Maistre de Ia Musique de Ia 
Chambre du Roy. Gravez par Richer corrigez de nouveau de plusieurs fautes de 
graveure. Paris: Chez un Chandelier. 
Summary: A comparison of the examples taken from the 1660 edition reveals no 
corrections were made to the pertinent passages. 
1689 Lambert, Michel. Airs a une, deux, trois, et quatre parties avec Ia basse 
continue, composezpar Monsieur Lambert . ... Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: t-signed tremblements, tremblement app1!Ji, and double cadence. Accents, lower 
auxiliary accents, app11J, chettte en montant, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, fierce coules, third and 
fourth cou/i, pinci, port de voix, and port de voix double. Small and medium coulades. Mixed rhythm 
and gesture coulades. Proto-turns. All of these airs open with instrumental material; only three 
are missing the designation "Ritournelle." His agrement marking are less numerous in the 
ritornelles, but the same t signs are used to mark tremblements-including some simultaneous 
examples. He includes a string of t-signed tremblements in the second voice and does not 
necessarily have simultaneous tremblemmts in the top two voices. The second strophe text is 
printed after the music. 
495 Catherine Mas sip , Preface to Les airs de Monsieur Lambert. Maistre de Ia Musique de Ia Chambre du R C!)I. 
Gravezpar Richer corrigez de nouveau de pfusieurs fautes de graveure. Paris: Chez un Chandelier, 1666 
(Facsimile ed. Geneva: Minkoff Reprints, 1983), 14. 
371 
On a beau feindre ... 
p. 1 Ritournelle 
Pinel and t-signed tremblement. 
[;ttjj.i~ 
~~zl=r-·~ - ~==- :: ·i·~ 
~? 6 i~>=+FG 
L'Amour, ;;;;;tl amour est cause ... 
p. 5-6 
TrottVer sur l'herbette ... 
p.S 
Port de voix double and t-signed tremblement. 
t-signed tremblements and simultaneous mismatched tierce coulfs. $t=.W 
-
l'hcrbcc. cc 1 
372 
]ugez de ma douleur en ces tristes adieux ... 
p. 16 
ffti 
t -signed tremblement and app1(J. 
rn ces tti· fl:H 
±ffiEF 
Bien que !'Amour . .. 
p.22 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
nir en aim:ant: 
:rir en aim3nt: : 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with t-signed tremblements. 
~~ 
, je ne f~aurois ay- mer, icl 
±iis r1tzv~ 
Tout brillant des beatttez ... 
p. 41 Ritournelle 
Mail 
Par mes chants ... 
•nee pas pour c 
+l -t-~x¥4!= 
p.53 
t-signed dottble cadence. 
Porl de voix. 
373 
C'en est fait belle Iris ma douleur est martelle ... 
p.55 
Simultaneous cbeutes en montant sur deux nottes into t-signed tremblements. 
~%1~ 
- . - ___,_ .-t-
l:mortd- · le, 
fi@iitfoo~ 
-t-
t monel. lc , 
=lt~· :a* 




Laisse-mqy soilpirer importune raison ... 
p. 79 
Layered coztlades with and without t-signed tremblements including 
appt!Ji. 
t1!1Lt1·r1t!U§n~ 
lailfe conlcr mcs In- mefl 
k tt t t ltrrttttlnrt JJtW: 
Jnesdadfe couk:r mes; l.ar- mes,Mes de 
til t 1 r r t' 1 11.u 1 1 • 1 t . 1: 
lailfe, lai~ coulcr m.,. • Jar. mes 1 
'rr ·i Ei r:: 1tFi ~ 
Vous avez trop d'appas 
p.95 
Simultaneous mismatched t-signed tremblements and a fierce couli. 
fi):tJi.lj ~~~ 
il*~ 10bles cluj f . nes, Jc nn 
. g .· :=§~; I·~ 
:Jo/~~~ 
< ."~" ,'"'""" • ~ '~ ~Luag~ffi! 
374 
]'qymerois mintx ... 






At-ttant qtte j'qy d'amour ... 
p. 161 
Third cott!i. 
pas au- etnc, a 
p:t~ Luruu, al 
t§:it_: 
Ombre de mon Amant . .. 
p. 176 
Cott!ade with proto-turn into t-signed trembfement. 
s pbin- ti- vc, 
-·-f~~~ 
Recit (preceeded by Ritournelle) Vos mespris chaque jottr ... 
p. 187 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
Mais je e-hcris man fort, 
6 7Jl 
n··1 r 1 
p. 188 
Medium cou!ades; dotted and straight with t-signed trembfements. 
~-~'*= =mrtnnttlli 
,li j"d\ois plus hcurcux. li j'cftois plus heureux. 
6 • · •IE ~ .H 41 ~
I] t' l=t E ¥" . 1~ 
375 





I' a- band ~o 1nm:nc plS 
c.1692 Lambert, Michel. Airs de Monsieur Lambert non imprimez 7 5 Simples 50 
doubles. Paris: Mr. Foucault. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and tremblements app!fYeS. Accents, lower auxiliary accent, 
appt!JS, battements, cheute en montant sttr deux and trois nottes, fierce cou/es, third and fourth coules, 
pind, ports de voix, and port de voix double. Small and medium cottlades. Mixed rhythm and 
gesture coulades. Proto-trills and proto-turns. Beaming still matches gestures regardless of 
beats or barlines. 
Si /'on srait que j'qy . .. Double of A Ia fin ... 
p. 2 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlades. 
I ~ ......,. .----.. 
, ifla lrrmiu & tr 
~= ~. - ;::,·. : .... / ~ /'l:...o' 
Cross-signed tremblement appt!Ji into small coulade and port de voix . 
~0;". . . . . . . j7:t.nr-
Beattx yeux qui captivez . .. 
p.4 
Note perd11e accent. 
376 
En vain vos yeux m 'ont enchanti . . . Double of Bemtx yeux qui captivez ... 
p. 5 upper voice 
Accent and port de voix. 
;1'6 ?Jcun <vtr.1 'Y 
Hequqy sije changeour pour sttitm ... Double of Cessez de mattacquer .. . 
p. 8 Upper voice 
A ppt!JS. 
: I 1 I . i ~~ ~ij 1 : r itt· &1- JJj 
~emenc-Vti~L • an ~a.. = ~.)... 
Third cottlis. 
v -·· """- .~.::--
~  oJ tr u 
9 .. ruu_, B ilt4! 
Proto-turns within coulades. 
I 1 t;;# I ~ "" r ·v= 
r · WJ ; HtfLIJr r r r · & 1 a 
. . r==· . - ~a ""'Y· 
....___.._.'---:::--'"" 
Pouv etre aimi . .. Double of Devant vos yeux .. . 
p. 11 
Proto-turns and fourth couli. 
Je garderqy tozgours !'image .. . Double of En vous disant ... 
p. 17 
Co1.tlade with cross-signed tremblement app1gi and pinci. 
Third cottli. 
Goutons goutons un dottx repos .. . 
p. 18 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliaq accent . 
.J~~ .,.;;.~ 
I f I 
377 
Faut-il pour Ia douceur ... Double of He/as I'heureux Tircis ... 
p. 20 Upper voice 
Port de voix, proto-turn, proto-trill into cross-signed tremblement, and 
appt!J. 
~ ?Y., &mra ;Eu:) 
C&-t::: ~ • ;:_:_, _ {U • - - - ~ 
p. 27 Upper voice 
Large coulade with cross-signed tremblement and tremblement appt!Ji. 
i.J mni# gtrrrfi'tlitlf}:tf ffl I ~ I~ 
CfLU ~"Y o~tr,f. - - -- - - - tft..aWX/lf~ 
Ce nest point par des pleurs ... Double of ]e meurs vous le voyez .. . 
p. 28 Upper voice 
Notes perdues port de voix double. 
£, 1 1 lA- @i Ml 
eft . 9cuanr:- 'lltn bt'auo:-
Beaux yeux quijaites mon marryre . .. Double of Je meurs des maux . .. 
p. 39 and 40 Upper voice 
App1fY, battement into cross-signed tremblement, and small cottlade. 
p. 41 Upper voice 
Proto-trill 
Lasse de votre if!JUSte haine ... Double of Loin de vos yeux belle Silvie ... 
p. 49 and 50 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, tremblement app1fYi, coulades, and app1fY. 
cf{l~ $i74*" t? r rpr .r .arfr 1 r ffiillr± H" ·1· ~~~~~~~~00~ .1.: 1!.. ' . ,}., ~._, ''1Jt.4 .. .. fu ha<· . .. .. . . . . --"<--' :=::::: -- • "J',;-'t;_ .. ,~;__.....,L __ .c::.. ______ _ 
Mais quoy l1fY donnant le trepas . .. Double of Mes yeux ont trahi . .. 
p. 68 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes and appt!J . 
. ,1 {]J tJ u t4& I 
tlttnnanr-- !v ~ 
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p. 69 Upper voice 
Proto-trill. 
c...- .krt.__., 
Je dirois que vos yeux . .. Double of Non n'aprehendezpas que je volts Jasse ... 
p. 72 Upper voice 
Third coulis in a row. 
I a iii , f rHUir 1f· M~~ • ("MZ--9~ 
]C!Y dans le mbm temps ... Double of Vous ne me verrezplus ... 
p. 134 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with 
repeated note, proto-ttill,pince, and port de voix. 




cross-signed tremblemmt on 
c.1700 Lambert, Michel. Pieces En Trio Pour les Violons Flutes ou Hautbois 
Composees par Monsr. Lambert Maistre de la Musique de la Chambre du Roy. 
Amsterdam: Estienne Roger Marchand. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement and double cadmce. Cheute m montant sur trois nottes and 
pince. Small to medium c-oulades and traits. Proto-turn. Dots across bar lines instead of ties. 
Ritournelle. On a beau Jeindre 
p. 1 Premier Dessus 
Pin d. 
Cross-signed double cadenc-e. 
Une jeune et tendre Beautf 
p. 4 Premier Dessus 




Works published: 1655-1667 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1658-1662 
1658 Berthod, Frans;ois. Second Livre d'Airs de Devotion a deux parties. Ou 
conversion de quelques-uns des plus beaux de ce temps en Airs Spirituels. par le 
Reverend Pere Francois Bertod, Religieux Cordelier. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheute en montant, chetttes en montant Stir dettx nottes, and chilte. Simple coulades. 
The opening Epistre offers "these Airs spirituels" with "beautiful tunes under pious texts." 
J'avois grand tort d'esviter . .. 
p. 20 Dessus 
Cheutes en montant sur deux nottes. 
p. 20 Bass 
Che11te en montant. 
•• &eaate. 
1662 Berthod, Frans;ois. Troisieme Livre d'Airs de Devotion a Deux Parties. Ou 
Conversion de quelques-uns des plus beaux de ce temps en Airs Spirituels. Par Le 
Revrend Pere Francois Berthod Religieux de l'obbservance. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: A pp"!J and cheute en descendant sur trois nottes. Lute. 
Bois, futisseaux, qymable verd11re ... 
p. 5 Bass and Lute 
APP"!Y· 
Chrestiens, rangeons-notts sotts les loix . .. 
p. 25 Bass 




Denis LeFebvre (Lefebure) 
(fl. second half of the seventeenth century) 
Works published: 1660-1674 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1660 
1660 LeFebvre, Denis. Airs a boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Ch!Jte. Potential notated inigal. 
Depuis que j'qy quitte Silvie ... 
p. 17 Basse-Contre 
Chllte. 
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Benigne de Bacilly (Basilly, Bassilly) 
( c.1625-1690) 
Works published: 1658-1738 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1661-1692 
1661 Bacilly, Benigne de. Nouveau livre d'airs gravez par Richer. . . . Paris: 
Charles de Sercy. 
Summary: x-signed tremblements. Wave-signed jlattement or vibrato. Unidentifiable caret-
signed agremmt. Lower accent, app'1)1s, cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes m montant chetttes 
en montant sur dettx and trois nottes, chute, fierce coule, third and fourth coules, leaping melodic 
inflection, pinces, and ports de voix. Small to medium coulades including mixed rhythm and 
gesture. Proto-trills and proto-turns. 
Puis que Phi/is est infidel/e .. . 
p.4 
x-signed tremblements. 
rJt --,;,_ :ji' : dd = It- cuito n1 
p.S 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes. 
~ 
x-signed tremblement appt!Ji. 
711.£ 
m .~ .. ~ 
IU:trc-P -:• · mL- 1: 






Port de voix. 
Wave-signed flattement or vibrato. 
' Alz..' 
p. 7 
Leaping melodic inflection mid-coulade. The second setting uses wave-
signed flattement or vibrato. . 
ltlfiliht JJF - 11~ tOOiws=f~@ ~I 
z~n .51ra, ::: :: 'f.e in j ra ::: = te. 'f·drn ai me ·· 
]e vqy des amans ... 
p.8 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes into x-signed tremblement. 
Wave-signed flattement or vibrato; these are alternative ending coulades. 
1 t i1ffif ~ i 1ttmrtmoot~: f ·-
a. di. :: ::: 17'. a. ;:v :;:: :::: I F.:J;. 
Chacun peut donner ... Double of ]e vqy des amans ... 
p. 11 
Coulade with wave-signed flattement or vibrato and proto-trill. 
I ti'~t OtlhiDtftl-. 
()~.· :: t•c. 
383 





u t = = IXT!uta .. nt: 
coule. 
Je n'entens pas ... Double of I..ors que mon coeur. .. 
p. 17 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with doubled pott de voix and third 
$~ 
r t "Cr} al"{;·. , 1 ow· 
......- • ~ . I 
Qu'un autre coeur ... Double of Tantostje suis ... 
p.27 
Mixed gesture coulade with fourth coule into pince. 
-It± ic- lu 
Au secours ma raison ... 
p.29 
Unidentifiable caret-signed agrement. 
~~~~-
7'a.Uon 
auJ'ecourJ m.arai.tm1. auj 
Il ne vient ... Double of Au secours ma raison ... 
p.31 
Large alternate ending mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
I . ~ ~ I · . "' 
@IJf!1I§Ei itt i -1 § 
re .fc ~ r ow-.r fJZ«'- . z'fln:.uw 
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[ylui. = c- J[, 
• fru'tr.r 
p. 33 
x-signed tremblement into tierce cou!e . 
Si votts estes de pitts crtte!le ... Double of II n 'est par!e que de vos channes ... 
p.34 
Cheute en descendant sur dettx nottes. 
''rra/ -= JOlL f) 
Je pense voir ... Double of Je tasche en tJain ... 
p.38 
x-signed tremblement Jenne. 






Si je vous dis ... 
p. 53 
. ,_ rnalluar · r.r : · 
; I Jt J I 
·~ 1nn/ hrnr e.r -: . 
Cheute en montant . 
1661 Bacilly, Benigne de. Vingtieme Recueil de Chansons pour danser et pour boire. 
Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Lower auxiliary accent, chettte en montant sur deux nottes, chtlte, and port de voix. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Que faites-tu dans ce beau s~our . .. 
p. 2 
Port de voix . 
c~MN.ir ya l 
Chanson Pour Danser. Presse de son tourment . . . 
p. 18 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
P! 
Chanson Pour Danser. Que c'est ttn p!aisir charmant . .. 
~ 8-:;: -:1 
p.22 
Chttte. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Si dans nostre Vzl!age .. . 
p.25 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
1662 Bacilly, Benigne de. Vingt et unieme Livre de chansons pour danser et pour 
boire. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
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Summary: Battement, chettte en montant, and third cottles. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Fanchon disoit !'autre jottr ... 
p. 12 
Chanson Pour Danser. ]'qyme un brttn ... 
p.21 
Chettte en montant. 
I;~! 
Chanson Pour Danser. En ces lieux je ne vois que ... 
p.33 
Battement . 
..... ,. . -
1665 Bacilly, Benigne de. Chansons pour Danser et Pour Boire B. D. B. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Appt!J, fourth coule, and port de voix. Proto-turn. Barlines are in pencil. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Tircis pres de Nanette ... 
p. 11 
Port de voix. 
•IMiloir pae_ 
Chanson Pour Danser. Une constante Bergere ... 
p. 15 
Fourth cou!e . 
. ,~..-. .... . 
Chanson Pour Danser. Tircis au bord d'un rttisseau ... 
p. 18 
387 
Chanson Pour Danser. Je me sttis meconte .. . 
p. 34 
Appuy. 
1664 Bacilly, Benigne de. Second livre de chansons pour danser et pour boire. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Appuy, cheute en descendant sur trois nottes, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chute, 
fourth couies, and pincis. 
Robert Ballard's Au Lecteur. "I know that the Book of Chansons a danser that I am 
accustomed to print every year did not meet with great approval from those that teach the 
method of singing, and that not finding enough material ... until now they have treated it as 
Provincial. It is true that to say things as they are, it is Almost impossible that in the number 
of around forty Chansons that it usually contains, there are not many weak ones, and it would 
probably be better for there to be fewer and that they be of equal strength (if I were not 
obliged to satisfy the Public, who often prefers quantity to quality). Monsieur de Chancy .. . 
had a particular talent for these kinds of Chansons but as they were mosdy in the Equivoque, 
the Ladies who establish gallant affairs did not find satisfaction there. After his death, I had 
recourse with one of my friends who gave me about twenty; some for dancing, some for 
drinking, and by this means I continue to give to the Public the Book of 1661. I had the 
same recourse for 1662. But because I only forewarned him of late, he had not quite 
perfected them, which made him put some of them in this Book, that is entirely of his 
composition, not only the Songs, but also most of the lyrics. I also printed two of them that 
are contained in this Book engraved in burrin (with his consent), because the couplets are not 
in the aforementioned Book. I hope that those who are in the profession of showing how to 
sing will find in this Book that which satisfies, not having almost any songs to teach their 
students presendy in fashion, as much and more than the great Airs, which all voices cannot 
reach. For the rest, the Author makes me hope [for] the same grace in the following years, 
thus I believe that one will have grounds for melody [szyet] to make as many cases of the 
Chansonettes like one disdained, since it is hue that there is nothing more beautiful, nor more 
gallant than when they are as these here." 




- me fail-1 ~ 
388 
Chanson Pour Danser. Vous sravez ce qui me touche ... 
P· 9 
Pi nee. 
Chanson Pour Danser ]e pensois, belle Ciimeine ... 
p.30 
Chettte en montant sur dmx nottes. 
P01t de ?JOix. 
ChUte. 
1665 Bacilly, Benigne de. Troisieme livre de chansons pour danser et pour boire. 
Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed trembiements. Cheute en montant and fourth couie. Bacilly's Au 
Lecteur advises his public that he has "added the little Crosses, to mark the trembiemens, that 
give much conceit [inteii{gence] in the manner of singing; these are marks I cannot place on the 
notes that they precede as one usually does in the Airs written by hand, but only next to 
[them] because the impression will not permit otherwise .... " 496 
Chanson Pour Danser. Pouvez-vous bien {gnorer ie marryre ... 
p. 12 
~. .. . Cross-signed tremblements. ,; . ~ . .: . ~ .. . . ~~ - . . 
moo , - ---;:;:~ 
496 Benigne de Bacilly, Troisieme livre de chansons pour danser et pourboire deB (Paris: Robert Ballard iii, 
1665). Present author's translation. 
389 
Airs. Vous voulez qu'on .. . 
p.34 
Fourth couli. 
Cheute en montant. 
1667 Bacilly, Benigne de. Cinquieme livre de chansons pour danser et pour boire. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement includingftmze. ChUte and port de voix. 
Chanson Pour Danser. Pour la ber;gere Lisette je soupier vainement . .. 
P· 5 
Cross-signed tremblements, chttte, and port de voix. 
a .. ft#W ifj ~t;t!~ ~1~- , lf-1 t;.c»up1- . ~o •••- o~cD.!.i_l moo totr• mcnt .- l'l. e.,~~~~~~ 
1664 Bacilly, Benigne de. Second livre d'airs. Grave par Richer. Paris: Chez 
I' auteur. 
Summary: x-signed tremblements and tremblements appl-!)le'S. Wave-signed flattement. Lower 
auxiliary accent, appt!JS, cheute en montant, fierce coule, third coules, ports de voix. Proto-turn. 
Vous l'avez entendu . . . 
p.4 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
1_; w 1.~·-u 
JaifL = ~ ~ 
Mais pottr quqy ... Double of Vous l'avez entendu ... 
p. 6 
Appt!JS and cross-signed tremblements appl-!)le'. 
~'~ [Jl~fffl. - ~--~ . - .~.~ ~~:.· · • ·fe~
390 
Ports de voix. 
wftf~ 
:, ~ ..... . 
P· 7 
') ~ 7CJ.D-77UJ'r,tr-
... Mtitt. g if ~··- ~- :~;,<~~ -~ -~ rae · ·· ' - ~mOrt- · · · · · --:._.;:-.::·-:-_-_ ·-: -::-,-'-: ~-
. . . ~ ... ; _ .. ...... 
Ma constance ma fermete ... Double of Apres mille tourmens soziffers ... 
p. 10 
Apptgs, third coule, cheute en montant, and port de voix. 
:fii "tl· i ij ttY rfJ: 
/; r! ,/(1Tit ck. m.on. trim. Jort I.a. 
Si j'avois en partage ... Double of Petite fleur brunette 
p.23 
x-signed tremb!ement appZ()li and proto-turn. 
~ -,:- -~':' '!J';' tllll:'-E¥~ 
"~- lL=~~- ~ 
. '. 




cn.ul= k. .. -
. .. I . .. . -
Quand !'amoureuse langueur . .. 
p.36 
~~ff and tremblement appuyi into wave-<igned jlattement 
391 
Vous demandez que veut dire ... 
p.40 
x-signed tremblement on repeated note under a slur. 
;;}.lfrr llflfl't tr· 
-~64(. - il'MU diJtnt- :_, 
. - . . . 
1668 Bacilly, Benigne de. Les trois livres d'airs regravez de nouveau en deux 
volumes •.. Paris: Chez l'auteur. 
Summary: x-signed tremblements and tremblements appPfYeS. Wave-signed flattement. Appt!JS, 
third coule, and ports de voix. Mixed gesture medium mulades. Slurs and beams still show 
syllabification. 
Belle Philis ... 
p.S 
mqtfrr~ 
(a Ja.it nlzWtre.four • 
Wave-signed flattemmt. 
Ma constance ma jemzeti... Double of Apres mille tourmens sotdfers ... 
p. 10 
APPP!Y· 
Port de voix and third coule. 
u/ra = = 6/.e 
Mixed gesture coulade. 
~'dJ.~ 
J~ Ute = = ULt:l 






x-signed tremblements appPfYeS . 
~~~3 
c.on. = ul- : l'./ . 
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1671 Bacilly, Benigne de. Meslanges d'airs a deux et trois parties, d'airs a boire et 
de chansons. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheute e1z montant sur deux nottes, third mules, pincis, and port de vozx. Small 
coulades. Mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. 
Airs. Vous souvimt-il, belle Climene ... 
p. 19 
Chettte en montmzt sttr deux nottes. 
·prcf- r~ ' 
Airs. Tottt langttit dans nostre boccage ... 
p.27 
Pinci and port de voix. 
-~~ .. -·~ ~aut ·· 
I - ~ p . · ' 
Chanson Pour Boire. Hal Que notts sommes bien iryl 
p. 32 Bass voice only 
Third cottles in a row. 
' --4lJ..t 0 -- -~~- - -;-~~'-'~ ks proce:r., • tc . la _ :auctre: 
"' 0 • ' 
Chanson Pour Boire. Hal Qttel plaisirl 
p. 32 Dessus voice only 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade includes third coule. 
~~ ~#ltE!fitN~f-i  m=t. __. 
Ha ·· · qucl plai- fir I 
Chanson Pour Boire. 0 !'excellent repas . .. 
p. 36 Bass voice only 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
1674 Bacilly, Benigne de. Second. Livre des meslanges de chansons, airs serieux et a 
boire, a deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
393 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblemmts and tmnblement appt!Ji. Lower auxiliary accent, chettte en 
montant, tierce cottle, and port de voix. Large cottlades. Barlines in pencil. 




Chettte en montant and cross-signed tremblement. 
des loops; 
Airs. Qtt'ttn malheurettx amant eloigne de SiltJie ... 
p. 11 figured bass 
Cross-signed tremblement apptfYi with tierce cottle. 
itf~ii 
dl: Sibi- 'c: 
Airs. Je ft!Jois sotts ces verds ombrages . .. 
p. 12 
Lower auxiliary accent into cross-signed tremblemmt. 
-t~f· -~¥·--· - - -.ar--.1. .. 
... - ---· 
- - -
tri- fie & doux ! 
Airs. A pres avoir sotiffert sans declarer . .. 
p. 14 
Port de voix and cross-signed tremblement. 
=-~¥· ' ~ . . . . . . 
• . -
fi:u, 
1677 Bacilly, Benigne de. Second livre d'airs bachiques composez par L. S. D. B. 
Gravez au burin. Contenant plttsieurs recits de basses et autres airs a deux et a trois 
parties avec une seconde edition du premier recueil corrigee et augmentee de plusieurs 
changements mesme de quelques contreparties. Paris: Guillaume de Luyne. 
Summary: Small and large coulades. U and v are distinguished in the typography. 
Au Lectettr. " . . . . The ease with which the Author composes the Song and the Lyrics 
in the same time is so great, only those [who] have experienced it can believe it: In giving 
394 
him the Melody [Szget] on which he made in a quarter of an hour the Airs that appear to have 
given him so much trouble. More d1an half of the First Book was made in this way. There 
are several others in this Second, for example that of the Drinker of Milk . . . Moreover, 
although in the Preface of the First Book the Author let it be known that he composed the 
Song and the Lyrics of many Airs that had a reputation .... " 497 
Mes chers amis tour a tour . ... 
P· 7 
Traded coulades. 
~ 0 • • • • ! ~.~ 
HI Gl r £xr r ldiJJ!# r 
f'•U f,,;,n mU"'I:l\T rirftt</,!lfrkrf.r/.,•'JaitU 
7 r:; I 3 JJ}JJIJJjjK]G 
""~"~'· ' ~~:II rtl•t tf dr.lllltl·la 6:Jainr P4 
Veux tu totgours vivre . .. 
p. 19 
__ ~·,n-• .,..~~rre syllabified coulade without slurs. 
~ifj~·· · · · 
1688 Bacilly, Benigne de. Les airs spirituels de Mr de Bacilly, dans un plus grand 
nombre, et une plus grande perfection, que dans les precidentes editions. S econde partie. 
Paris: Guillaume de Luine. 
Summary: x-signed tremblements, tremblements appt!JCs, and tremblement ftnne. Wave-signed 
flattement or vibrato. Lower auxiliary accent, appt!J, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en 
montant, chtlte, tierce cou!Cs, leaping melodic inflection, pince, ports de voix, and port de voix double. 
Mixed rhythm coulades. Proto-turns. 
Ne devons nous pas a tous momens . .. 
p. 1 Prelude 
. x -signed tremblement with tierce cou!C. 
ttMth ~ · i·ll 
• · I . 
du 1/fltm : 1k !.1t~':fo ~.f#_ 
497 Benigne de Bacilly, Second livre d'airs bachiques . . . . (Paris: Guillaume de Luine, 1677), Microfilm. 
Present author's translation. 
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Wave-signed j!attemmt or vibrato. 
/eetm :tk1'1111r~:.. 
p. 7 Que/ estoit mo. malbettr . .. 
x -signed tremblement with tierce coule. 
Que/ estoit ... 
P· 8 
Port de voix double. 
ffih~J. WI t [AD mJ.PIJ i 
' J_- 'l ' ' -~rirttadu a!Ji&--.... auuuarJ C'l' : ne 'Vl~ 
Ne devrois tu pas .. . Double of Ne te lasseras tujamais ... 
p. 12 
Port de voix, appi!J, cbeute en montant, port de voix, cbeute m descendant sur 
deux nottes, and tremblement appt!Ji. 
'~~~ ptt.J j tTUrtt"nuir ~ntfnt F~tJ"ft''lvtf .. wl · 
Par une douce violence ... Double of Je veux sortir de l'esclavage? 
p. 15 
Wave-signed j!attement or vibrato. 
~n=¥ ·~f11·rn~;~Ultnt:p 
./?mo qJ:M ~ ~ ,C)~_ I '-. 
Port de voix and x-signed tremblement. 
~ 
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Chrestiens quell avantage .. . 
p. 19 
Cottle sttr deux nottes, third coule, pince, x-signed tremblements, appuy, 
cheute en montant sur deux nottes, wave-signed flattement or vibrato, and proto-turn. 
(211 1f~l%wHff!li\iJ.lfiiHI"' gttllifli? c~ f'"'"/ autVl :m i9<' rud a : ULZmll ~<' R:!t thmnr -~ :•. _ ptzr-~ I£' f if· h f j l hi 1 ffl q j ! ij\ ' u ' J' v 
rour JtUIUUJ 'Jk .Jtf7[9U11Upbu 7le ~etnU flu tU .• ~I!!J'*I. ,_: 
ti~am -~ ~ti »Jd~ fif~. r 1· 1. · ~ 1Pit~ 
(I,., przfo/a CJ'qur ,_in,. rvn _ ~ JNZdiUi ~ ~ •• .., c.~· • • 
J~~ ~--~~~~~ 




Summary: Cross-signed tremblements, tremblements appZfYe, and tremblement fermi. Lower 
auxiliary aa·ent, chute, fierce cottli, third coules, leaping melodic inflection, port de voix, and port de 
voix double. Small and medium sixteenth coulades. 
Prelude Ab! qtt 'un pecbmr est malbeureux . . . 
p.3 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
•ppas d.m- gercux 
397 
. ~if!j ~J~ 
bcaurc lll\lr- tel 
cri- mi- nel- let 
l!.E!C't±U? ":'· ~--- - . :d:: - . 
- • . - 1 
1 dou crur fun('- ftc E 
- ·- ...t.·-.n 
Pin d . 
Third cou/e and tremb!ement appt(Ji with cross-signed tremb!ement. 
Cht2te and port de voix. 
Prelude Ne devons-nous pas a tous momens . .. 
p.8 
Mixed rhythm cott!ade. 
--1¥ . . . 
aux . -.. : .... t9..9Ji:n'=-m 
and fermi; note app!-!J beaming. 
a foulfers .. 
Prelude Que!!e folie Que de passer !e cours de nostre vie ... 
p. 11 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
~~ 
~--
Ell · le feu!. 
Prelude Chretiens, quell avantage . .. 
p.30 
Tierce and third cou!is. 
Mixed rhythm cou!ade. 
tfi-ti1J·1·~ 
398 
1688 Bacilly, Benigne de. Les airs spirituels de Mr de Bacilly, dans un plus grand 
nombre, et une plus grande perfection, que dans les price dentes editions. S econde partie. 
Paris: Guillaume de Luine. 
Summary: Bacilly's front matter is extensive. 
" . .I give advice to those who will have themselves taught these Airs; to not let 
themselves be surprised by the ignorance or the malice of the Masters and to address 
themselves to those who not only know the manner of singing and applying well all the 
ornaments [ornemens] and all the grace ... [for] disdaining them is rather frequent among the 
Masters of this Art ... I undeceived [some of] them by singing [my Airs] the way they I 
claim they should be presented. These same people have admitted to me they no longer 
. th A. ,498 recogmze e zrs . ... 
"That, it seems to me, explains enough the merit of the Airs Spirituels above other 
Airs. Nevertheless, I hear with sadness that in several Monastaries, secular Chansons are used 
to instruct Secular people rather than the Airs of devotion, and that done on the order of the 
Masters who ... would be obliged to consult the Author in order to know his intention (that 
is the term), which is not observed as well in the characters of Music as to hear them live: 
[The Masters] not having enough genius and ability to know exactly all that one can do with 
the ornements [ornemens] in an Air simply notated and to make the choice and the application 
of these ornaments [omemem] . This inconvenience is not encountered with respect to the 
other Airs: One knows by a kind of tradition the manner by which the Authors claim that 
they by sung and one does not need to consult them directly ... One can know them sooner 
or later if one has commerce with those who learn them &om the Author."499 
" .... As for the difference between this Edition and the preceding ones, it is a propos 
to respond to the reproaches made to me (or rather to the one who engraved these Airs) to 
not have taken all possible care to give them more correct . . . those who want to run 
through [the Airs] with attention will be surprised by them having almost no Air that is 
either more perfect by the lyrics (as much the first [verse] as the [Doubles] added or changed), 
or for the modution that one will find much more agreable, even for the ornaments 
[onzements] added to the first couplets to facilitate understanding them and the [Doubles] that 
have been corrected and rendered more agreable."500 
" .... the Preface of the printing ... five or six years ago in ordinary Music characters 
under the Title of differens Auteurs may have said-to my disadvantage (having confounded 
me with innumerable others)-claiming to excell in the manner of singing and ornamenting 
[ornetj the Airs and their Doubles. I was willing to suffer it as well as the impression made 
under the Title of differens Auteurs before the ten years carried by my [printing] Privilege, even 
though to save the title one has not added a single Air to the two engraved books where one 
placed the Airs in the order that [they] were without a single change."501 
498 Benigne de Bacilly, Les airs spirituels de Mr de Bacii!J, dans un plus grand nombre . ... (Paris: Guillaume 
de Luine, 1688) Microfilm. Present author's translation. 
499 Bacilly, Les airs. Present author's translation. 
500 Bacilly, Les airs. Present author's translation. 
501 Bacilly, Les airs. Present author's translation. 
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"Some people accused me of too much indulgence not to sue the law for this attack 
and for an impression that was so injurious to me, until one of the most grand Gentlemen 
said that there was only the Norman Author502 who allowed his property [bien] to be lost for 
lack of making a plea. The others congratulated me on this encounter, telling me that it was 
glorious for me that after eight years that the output of my engraved Books was made for all 
the kingdom. One was willing to risk a printing in ordinary characters, at the risk of a trial 
that the Printer could not avoid to lose for a penalty and confiscation of the copies because 
he had counterfitted Books of which he could not have not known the Author; having 
produced for [the Author] in the past, and inserted the announcement of this output at the 
end of several Books that he would print every the year. I made this decision and I was 
satisfied to delete that which was printed and to make a new Edition augmented by several 
A . . . th f th s f 0 "503 zrs; even a rec'lt ill e manner o e cenes rom peras. 
1692 Bacilly, Benigne de. Les airs spirituels de feu M. de Basilly a deux parties. 
Seconde edition. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and tmnblement app"!Je. Lower auxiliary accent, cheute e11 
montant sur deux nottes, chttte, and po1ts de voix. The revised 1688 edition is pirated here by 
Christophe Ballard. 
Vous vqyez-bien, Seigneur . .. 
p.9 
Chute. 
l-~·t-£U ·· --- - -·- . . ~·~- ~-- .. 
- - -
lll.\Ul lttont· 1h pJift~ I 
3Jffi=.ip: 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
(!~tt~j~ 
r p~s l!~z t l 
!~¥: 
Quandje regarde ces Mondains .. . 
p. 10 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes . 
• 1!/t.ft 
10 milieu .drs pt.ifln <l!J! c·cn . 
tttl=··~t~ 
502 Bacilly's birthplace was Normandy. He is being self-deprecatory here. 
503 Bacilly, Les airs. Present author's translation. 
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Tremblement appt!Ji with cross-signed tremblement. 
run t1t.t~Jz 
Its ._ b.111don. "" A I• onrr-
~d 





Escoutez ma jztste priere ... 
p.20 
Ports de voix. 
HliW ~111Jtf 
t ma ju- llc pric! a'Tu . Nc ~tktit: q 
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Jean Sicard 
(fl. second half of the seventeenth centuq and beginning of the eighteenth centuq) 
Works published: 1666-1683 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1666-1674 
1666 Sicard, Jean. Airs a boire a trois parties, avec Ia basse-continue· par M. Sicard. 
Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summaq: Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. Beamed eighth notes for syllabification. 
Cher aJJry,jaisons . .. 
p . 6 Dessus 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
1667 Sicard, Jean. Second Livre d'Airs a boire a trois parties, avec Ia basse-continue· 
par M. Sicard. Paris: Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summaq: 
turns. 
Lower auxiliaq accent, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, and third cou!e. Proto-
D 'un penible soury je me sens . .. 
p. 6 Dessus 
Lower auxiliaq accent. 
~$~1=1~=·~~· ~t-· ~-- -i-x - x ~ -~-- . - -
. ~
fc:ns tour- mcn-tcr; 
Qttand je bois avec Amarante . .. 
p . 7 Dessus 
Proto-turns and third coule. 
' ~-tlit·U1-
!:C dis ~De toia lie coo- acr. rc, 
Amour, porte ailleurs ton flambeau ... 
p. 11 Dessus 
Cheute en montant sttr deux nottes. 
-
It=li!t 
too CarqUois, &...., 1 
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1668 Sicard, Jean. Troisiesme Livre d'Airs a boire, et Serieux de M. Sicard. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Lower auxiliary accents and cheutes en montant sur deux 
nottes. Sicard's Au Lecteur explains he has been advised to give some ''Airs serieu:X' in 
addition to his "Chansons Bachiques." 
Airs A Boire Peut-estre que dans ce moment . .. 
p. 4 Dessus 
. , Cross-signed tremblements. 
l£1;t£1£t~ ~6-:¥1U 
mainschnle. Flamand,( Dietl lc' 1~ . · sto~~ rc. 
Airs A Boire Courage e1gam, ne tremblons pitts . .. 
p. 11 Dessus 
Cross-signed tremblement. 
·~==~i~l~~ 
~ · trcm~lons plus, 
1669 Sicard, Jean. Quatriesme livre d'Airs a boire, et Serieux de M. Sicard Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes, chutes, third coule, and pincf. Small and 
medium equal roulades. 
Avis au Lecteur. "My dear Reader, I still continue this year to give you two sorts of 
Chansons; Serious and Bacchic. Among the Serious, there are cheerful ones that require a very 
gay movement: There are also those for Drinking that require a Serious and cheerful 
movement all together ... all depends on the true movement that one must give them: They 
had such Good Fortune to please people of bon gotlt [goust] that I believed I could not do 
better than give them to the Public. It is not from vanity that I make my confession to you, 
nor to make you judge in their favor . ... " 
403 
Dialogue. Amis m6 dfgoust . .. 







Nanette, nos Echos ... 
p. 23 Dessus 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
Mais he- las! . 
Erifin nous voiry ... 
p. 25 Dessus 
Pinci. 
Third cou!i. 
1670 Sicard, Jean. Cinquiesme livre d'Airs a boire, et Serieux de M. Sicard. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes and leaping 
melodic inflection. Small and mixed gesture coulades. Beamed sixteenth pairs. 
Airs Serieux. Amans, si vous voulez bien faire ... 
p. 3 Dessus 
Cross-signed tremblements. 
~--~i~~~m.~ 
, ~8:~~~c~icnfaire, r. 3~'.1~~~~~ J.is;Jabcllebu~C!i,~~; ~,r,~ii~i~~~lwl~~~ 
Ne vous plaignez . ... 
p. 5 Dessus 
Mixed gesture coulade with leaping melodic inflection. 
Ab! ""-"' 
404 
Amis,je suis triste a mourir ... 
p. 13 Dessus 
Mixed rhythm couiade to match the text; a sob instead of a sangiot. 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes. 
Hdasf qac 
1671 Sicard, Jean. Sixiesme livre d'Airs a boire, et Serieux de M. Sicard. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: 
tour de chant. 
Cross-signed trembiements including app'!Ye and jem2e. App'!), third coules, and 
A Trois. Que nous serions he11reux, Bergere . .. 
p. 4 Dessus 
Cross-signed tremblement jem2e with appt!J. 
Tierce couie. 
Cross-signed trembiement appt!Je. 
Ah! que vostre bouche est vermeille . .. 
p. 18 
Tour de chant without son coupe into cross-signed trembiement. 
-:~- !11 .. . .. ==•·: . . 
- .., 
. ~ . ren- dra pi 
A Trois. Vous pretendez que mon Coeur . .. 
p. 19 
Third couies into cross-signed trembiement. 
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1673 Sicard, Jean. S eptiesme livre d'Airs a boire, et Serieux de M. Sicard. Paris: 
Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Chute. Medium coulade. 
Recit de Basse. On m'a vett d'ttn repas . .. 
p. 10 
Sixteenth coulade. 
~*~--'P,C ~ -~~ 
A Q ui nous rendre Amis .. . 
p. 15 Dessus 
ChUte. 
~ 
·raout . . ~"lta. a:.: 
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J. Martin Gean, Fran<;ois) 
(c.1650-1710) 
Works published: 1688-1689 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1688 
1688 Martin, J. Premier Livre d'Airs serzeux et a boire, a deux, trois et quatre 
parties, entremeslez de symphonies en triots pour les violons et les Flutes, avec des 
accompagnements dans les recits, le tout propre pour des concerts par Monsieur Martin. 
. . . Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements, tremblements appt!JCS, and tremb/ement forme. 
Incomplete accent, appt!J, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, 
cheutes en montant sur trois nottes, thute, third cou!Cs, pind, and ports de voix. Small to medium 
cou!ades. Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ades. Proto-trills and proto-turns. Basse Continue 
marked. 
P!eure;:v p!eurex mes yeux ... 
p. 4 
Cross-signed tremblements, che11te en montant, and chtlte. 




.,, J'tj~rm jut- l.u! he-
' - 0 
En vain je pretendrois ... Double of Pleure;:v p!eurez mes yeux ... 
~""" 
·-:r.~· ·:I-:~--: .• Jl:: 






Incomplete accent into cross-signed tremb!ement. 
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Proto-trill and proto-turn into cross-signed tmnbiement. 
~!~m~;~ 
vain jt pre-ltn· droit 
~ ~ . 
Et~~$~~ 
Proto-turns, third coulis, appt!J, and port de voix. 
~]~ Wtlt~ 
_(on c~tt· rottx, f/ellrr~t.mis _/1 le p!tu do11x, 
~. IC. :-1 6 - . 6 6 6 ~~:=3$~~~==Ei, §t§~=:§i 
Small cottiade with proto-turn into cross-signed trembiement. 
---=::c::J-<-I¥r-l-+-··~ =G=+=--j~1t~1:!=i.~:= 1 !fJ ±--·--~ 
'--
dt .fi.i- llrt." 
~ ~~ 
Iris voztS me vqyez . .. 
p.6 
Simultaneous cross-signed trembiements. 
Des iors que je vo11s vis ... Double of Iris vous me vqyez . .. 
P· 7 
Proto-turn, third coJtle, port de voix, and cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 






V try ces Zephirs comme ils flatent les eaux . .. Double of futisseaux confidens .. . 
p. 11 
Cross-signed tremblement fermi with chUte and port de voix. 
Puisque j'qy perdu Celimeine . . . Double 
p.13 




~ -+l -- :::c -·:t-. .. ----.1- ::::t=.r. 
--·- .-
-~ 
Proto-trill into cross-signed tremblement . 
. ~ . 
:..-:-:-:-- ~ 
·--r=t- . -. 
noMrrir m 
Je veux bien votts qymer ... Double of Je vettx bien endurer . .. 
p. 21 
Potts de voix, proto-trill, and cheztte en descendant sur deux nottes into cross-
Cross-signed tremblement mid-coulade. 
[m!J[~ 
'IU· rir; M nil torfiJq· ut 
.. X . --~:t.-=:t=~ E:f--.. .... :ib ................. _ 
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Je sens bien qu'ilme faut mourir . .. Double 
p.27 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlades. 
--A--~~t'~"' ~f £ ~ ::t-~t:tnl::lth:..-=--~=tr-~-a=tt~ ==i ·ij~=f: z:~r-:r~~tF3 
~ ___, ' ~ -- . - ~ 
•'il me foNt mtJII L'lll fi ril J~ +. "" L 1111gmmu 
~<;:=:~:;#= ti--du: 00 ~=#=~= 
·- --_-- - -t--- 1- - - - - ~ -
Recit Lorsqtte tu me disois . .. 
p. 32 
Cross-signed tremblement appt!Je and medium coulade. 
~:-~ 
-).,:-"d ~ ~, ' ~~:: €g-- ~ .-- ·. ·-.. •r· ~- ··.·. -~ 
-- --- - -. -~ ---:- . : : '(:;.. -:J 
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Joseph de La Barre (Chabanceau, Abbe) 
(1633-before 1678) 
Works published: 1665-1678 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1669 
1669 La Barre, Joseph de. Airs a Deux Parties, Avec les Seconds Couplets en 
Diminution . ..• Robert Ballard (iii). 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements, tremblements appl!Jes, and tremblements formes. 
Incomplete accent, app1g, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, chute, fierce coule, third and fourth 
coules, pinds, ports de voix, ports de voix doubles, and son coupe. Small equal sixteenth and eighth 
coulades. Medium to large coulades. Mixed rhythm and gesture coulades. Proto-turn. 
Forests solitaires et sombres ... 
p.4 
6- fim- 6ru, 
J 6 
· ~6-..,.. ~=:~_g -+---:?--,~-- --
Incomplete accent. 
Iris cette beaute ... Couplet [Double] of Forests solitaires et sombres ... 
p. S 









Cross-signed tremblement forme. 
Third couli. 




~- _ ~~-•• • ~ 'I - -. --
f4i- rr 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
Pin d . 
Large cou/ade including fourth cou/e. 




,.., /ill.frilll- ct J • 
,---~·· 
Chzlte. 
Double of Si c'est un bien ... 
p. 7 
·jg ~--
"' ~ 'fhti- nt ~ 
6 
Proto-turn. 







Cheute en montant. 
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Sarabande. Basse a chanter. Le digne of?jet ... Couplet of Vous demandezpour qui ... 
p. 15 
--4--F . 5:::t=~~ -
=--.:~-==:: .: 
J G 
Battement and app''!Y· 
Rondeau. Basse a chanter. Esloigne de ce qu'on qyme ... Couplet of Plusje peme ... 
p.22 
Son coupe mid-cot-tlade. 
~:ii:1-::~=f:"t·t~ . _.:i::::1:i. + ::q:.: -..1.!~-J- .-- ~ -
g,nl dt of~ 111'1111 -9.·- 111r, ~ 
i. l 3 (; ' ·~ 1 -~i~J::~~:=E:3~=f 
Passacagle. Quand une ame est bien atteinte ... 
p.23 













__ J __ _ 
Port de voix dottble. 
]'esperois qu 'en quittant ... Double of L 'qymable Ins ... 
413 
p.29 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade with fourth couli and cross-signed 
tremblement. 





Works published: 1670 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1670 
1670 Michon, Mademoiselle. Journaux etc d'airs serzeux, d'airs bachiques et de 
chansonnettes a deux et a trois parties avec des seconds coupletz en diminution, le tout 
grave au burin. Paris: Guillaume de Luine. 
Summary: x-signed tremblements. Wave-signed Jlattement or vibrato. Third cou/e, pind and 
port de voix. Proto-turn. Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. The first look might be mistaken 
for Bacilly (less initial signed ornamentation); even the alternate options placed at the ends of 
the doubles Careful beaming; even across barlines to show syllabi£cation 
Air Serieux Vous croyez qtte vous soins et vostre complaisance .. . 
p. 6 
p. 7 
Proto-turn and port de voix. 
rN¥§ @f 
p/ai : ·- __ ,_-r , 
- -Air Serieux ]'qy beau me souvenir ... Double of Quand des soupcons jalottx . .. 
p. 17 
Pince and tierce cott!e. 
'):at _ _· nc 
p. 18 double 
Mixed rhythm and gesture 
Jlattement or vibrato. and x-signed tremblement. 
1 
ifflffiiJ). r 1 ·~, 1 
de tnollr'l·r .. 
415 
cott!ade includes third cou!e, wave-signed 
Robert Cambert 
( c.1628-1677) 
Works published: 1657-1674 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1671-1672 
1671 Cambert, Robert. Pomone. Pastorale De M. Perin mise en musique par 
Monsieur Cambert . ... Premier Opera. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremb!ements and tremblements app1fYeS. Lower auxiliary accents, 
appl!J's, cheute en montant, chlite, third chilte, tierce coules, third cou!e, pinces, ports de voix, and port de 
voix double. Proto-turn. Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ades. Potential inegal or overdotting 
indications. 
Prologue ala louange du roy. Tqy qui vis ... 
p. 5 La Nymphe de la Seine, et Vertumne. 
Port de voix. 
Cross-signed tremb!ement approached from below. 
[Duet] II est !'amour . .. 
p. 7 
Nymphe has simple version with cross-signed tremb!ement. V ertomne 
has appl!J's and third coule . 
.. _ .ii __ ._ 1!I1 ;· E§ 
- -
I h elU'a- mow • 
··m!im ' ! m
--1=.:--=-













Layered mismatched tremblements appt!Ji. 
clu mon-<lc:,L"• 
~ 
Mixed rhythm and gestw:e coulade with cross-signed tremblement and 
port de voix. 
MtHl:W 
.cia Sei- ne. 
:. -= 
--r='-'--·-
W .. - .;~: 
P· 9 
Simultaneous proto-trill into solo cross-signed tremblement. 
~~l]~ 
lS les Champs,D• 
:-=~ -- ·--
sics Champs,D• 
Se,·ond Ottverture. Gayment 
p. 10 
--~ 
F-f£1 LLf _g 
7 lf• 
"=¥ .. -~--li! 
= r=~ 
High concentration of cross-signed tremblements. 
Passons nos )ours ... 
p. 13 
Lower auxiliary accmt and port de voix . 
¥iif1~ 





ntift,il Jlcuric , 
,.-... Cadc:.ace- ' 
. --E--~-· -----~~~-· --=-t-t=~-=- -t :::: 
chaif- ncs de ro- fes. 
~.....--..~-,~- -~-~-~~~~~=~t.; ----- t·· ----
- - - --- - -- --
- - - . ·--
chaif- ncs de ro- fes. 
:§-r-I§. :iJ=l::: 
·-- - - --· 
--· --- --· 
p. 18 
les fecon- des 
Third chltte and tremblemmt apptge. 
Mysterious "Cadence" marking might imply a cadenza. 
Tierce coules. 
0 Doux Zephir . . . 
p. 38 Beroe 
ChUte and cheute en montant. 
~~ 
'· Qvoy~untd'a.- mour . 
' • II -i=i===g~ 
p. 40 Beroe 
Port de voix double. 
1672 Cambert, Robert. Les peines et les plaisirs d'amour Pastoralle de M. Gilbert 
mise en musique par M. Camber!. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements appt!Je and Jerme. Lower auxiliary accents, appt!JS, 
fourth chtlte, fourth coules, leaping melodic inflections, pincis, and port de voix. Small to medium 
418 
coulades. ij use for small section of repeating text. Evidence of inconsistent typographical 
decisions. 
Prologue. U n nouvel Apollo11 . . . 
p . 5 Venus 
Pinci and appt!J. 
-~ - . j_ Pour le voirau ,.;;;;;; . 
p. 7 Venus 
Fourth cou!i. 
:UtJh~ 
'-' llez petits A ... moun j __ ~1 
----
__ . __ _ 
Prologue. Chamtez de sa valeur a quatre ... Danse ... 
p. 8 Duo 
*~ 




Acte Premier Scene Premiere Quqy pense Asterie au bord de Ia jo11taim . .. 
p. 11 Bergere 
Leaping melodic inflection and tremb!ement appt!]i . 
. ~l,~liii 
~y pen-fe Afte- rie 
~!tE .. := l 
-I= 
p. 12 Asterie 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
±=:f:*-:t=~--:!!1 -r~lt: :t-~ ___ .:t_t:H= i =t=F 
-------- -v-
poir, 6! furcurs infen~ : _1 es, < 
-+---~~-:::u----- St--=:: 
·- . ----i!!. H=t-
------- .. -
419 
p. 13 Bergere 
Fourth chltte and p011 de voix. 
trttd 
. ......., --
ter d Apol-loq . 
~*=-~¥11 
Scene Seconde Ah! Climene . .. 
p. 18 Pan 
Coulade into leaping melodic inflection. 
--~~~ =a!!+af- . · fer ~~ les nuirs~ 
~r r=t=·*: 
--)1- - -
p. 19 Pan 
Leaping melodic inflection. 
~#.:k~ta 1.~~----
J· Carla· ioy:du ~Cp~t r-1 
I . to ~=~ 
Scene Troisiesme S oleil appaise un peu . .. 
p. 20 Iris 
Cross-signed tremblement forme and app19. 
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Jean-Baptiste Lully (Giovanni Battista Lulli) 
(1632-1687) 
Works published: 1652-1725 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1673-1686 
1673 [1703] Lully, Jean-Baptiste. Cadmus et Hermione. Tragedie lyrique ... Livret 
de Philippe Quinault. Premiere representation Paris . .. 1673. MS: Andre Philidor. 
Summary: x-signed tremblement appt!JC and double cadences. Cottle sttr deux nottes and pincis. 
Medium cottlades. Proto-trill and proto-turn. 
Prologue Cie! se trouble ... 
p. 31 Choeur 
Simultaneous cou!ades. 
f8a-.flt- tf'..HitiW 
Prologue C'est trop voir le solei/ . .. 
p. 35 L'Envie 
Proto-trill. 
J I mf! r f r , s•b I r.: ~ h ~ 
· u,/q _ - lyr.rniJdat;~ "'~~ !1-;;..-n.er L'' mk. 
~1§·)~1 ~4~t ~-~ 
Proto-turn. 
Acte Second. II me qttitte !'ingrat ... 
p. 13 7 La nouville 
Cottle sur detJX nottes and x-signed tremb!ement app1-!Ji. 
~ 3~ "• All ,,. \ 1 r 
,,.,._ ~ . rv,. _,/ y:.;,. 
1J. \ j j \ d 1 
421 
Acte Second. [] 
p. 165 
x-signed double cadences. 
~~ n t'tf1llill ¥~Milfui Wr~IU"· 
~:; Ui l¥1u!@ bll ;n P1»: 
;y',~n.c(. 
Acte Second. 0 Mars, 0 toy qui peux ... 
p. 174 
Medium coufade. 
1679 Lully, Jean-Baptiste. Befferophon Tragedie. Mise en Musique, Par Monsieur De 
Luffy . ... Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross- and t-signed trembfements including appt!Jes and fermes. t-signed double 
cadences. Tierce coufes, third cou!e, leaping melodic inflection, and pinch Small coufades as well as 
a few traits. ij for even two syllables. The vast majority of petites graces in this work are t-
signed trembfements; the other gestures are rare. 
Ouverture 
p. 1 
Cross- and t-signed trembfements in doss proximity. 
422 
Prologue. Muses, preparons nos concerts ... 
p. 3 Apollon 
t -signed tremblements. 
::: rl·t ttwt& 
Vimcd'atreura lr:r~s de La terrt, 
Ttr. 
Prologue. Pour ce grand Rqy ... 
p. 20 Choeur d'Apollon, des Muses, de Bachus, et de Pan 
IJ~~$ 
Selective simultaneous t -signed tremblements. 
• plus dou.x ucords.l 
mw 
plu !i d";:;x accord~ . I 
ttttit:= 
·- -"cf·--
plu.i deuX: a.:t:ord.s. 
iE, .. ,. .£.-....,.-~: -- --· -
-----
Acte Premier. Scene I Non, les soulvemens ... 
p. 26 Istenobee 
Pince. 
m mes m~l~ 
~--;=-;t. 
~ 1'=-· - · -----
p.27 
t -signed tremblement with tierce coule. 
:cxuC.:me .. On• 
Acte I. Scene V. Venez, gottster ... 
p. 39 Bellerophon 
t-signed tremblement appt!Ji. 
l:i:li:a:i~t:: --~1··*"= 
donne I• lo)·. 
= _-==;=·f::  
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Acte I. Scene V. Faisons cesser ... 
p. 47 Choeur 
tt~i~~ 
'21- Jar- mes,G, 
nos Jar- mcs, 
~t~£ 
- .-±==f-+ 
:al- l:ume.s ,Gc 
nos h.rmcs) ~ 
s :al- b rmes. Go 
:nos lo~.rm cs, t 
s al - Jarmet,Go 









Simultaneous t -signed double cadences. 
Acte Seconde. Scene V. Non, ii faut dans ... 






Acte Quatriesme. Le pl11s grand des Heros ... 
p. 14 7 Choeur 
?=ntfm 
Third coule and leap.ing melodic .inflection. 
&Utf• re , 
~:tttE~ 
424 
1686 Lully, Jean-Baptiste. Armide, Tragedie Mise en Musique par Monsieur de 
Lul(y . ... Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: t-signed tremblements and tremblements app'1)1es. Lower auxiliary accent, cheute en 
montant, chutes, third cozt!es, double cadences, pince, and tierce cou!es. Small and medium coulades as 
well as an air with running eighth notes throughout the Basse Continue. Rare are small 
sixteenth proto-turn coulades, large sixteeth cottlades, and small thirty-second gestures. As is to 
be expected from Lully's output, agrements are held in check. 
Prologue. Chantons Ia douceur de ses lobe. 
p. 13 Suitte de la Sagesse 
moy r .. grand 
m~ 
moy Too gnad 
¥i!t$E 
Simultaneous mismatched t-signed tremblements. 
p. 14 Suitte de la Sagesse 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
1bcr fuus fcs puiffm.otcsnu.ins 
1~~t:ri4:T: 
Acte Quatriesme. Scene I. Enfin je vqy ... 
p. 192 Lucinde and Chevalier 
Simultaneous chtltes. 
~~~~ ~.!: .. 1~-w--
Lepbi- 6r Le 
mtu. 






(1641-by May 1715) 
Works published: 1673-1730 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1674-1702 
1674 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Dix-S eptieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appZ!Ji. Lower auxiliary and incomplete 
accents, appt!J, cheutes en montant, c·heutes en montant sur deux nottes, third cht1te, tierce cou!es, third 
cou!e, and pince. Small and mixed rhythm and gesture cott!ades. Proto-turn. 
Non,je ne me plains pas ... 
p. 2 Upper voice 
Tierce coules. 
f:!~~ ~:t:~!r~ 
. __ 1:+: ~t=l=* · 
· le plaiftr Ia bainc 
Profitez du Printemps . .. 
p. 5 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
lcs plus ch~rmalltSI 
Lorsque Tircis scettt m 'en gager . .. 
p. 9 Upper voice 
Pi nee. 
Il~m'aymoit n:n- dremcor, 
Je n 'qy point de repos . .. 
p. 12 Upper voice 
Cr~~s-_sj~.e~-~~~![;ments with tierce coules. 
~~~'i ... ..Cl'"- :~ :::=~::,~t-·"I: 
ti:X*-·. ·-=· ~ --= 1&7-::11::1" -:r.:. ~ - ~-· ------~~-
"' reux~ Et faut-il c: Er r~uc-il tant 
'· ·- ,......_ 
Par mes chants Tristes ... 
p. 13 Upper voice 
Proto-turn. 
plutofl: pour l"cn. 
426 
Printemps vostre retour em be/lit . .. 
p. 18 Upper voice 
___ _ Mixed rhythm and gesture cott!ade with third cou!e and appt!J. 
f!ijJ~~~ f:i~t 
aYecq~ · . ~"ret- du- · re; 
Ports de voix. ;..----..,.. .,-........_ . 
~*~f:i*~ll~i~i~W~ 
VallS oifrcz. a nos 
_..o<: -
ycux 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremb!ement. 
Et:t-~tt±i1$-:~ r- - . ___ f_._ ~-il 
,.- ~ -- ~ 
~ruu- fc- mcnt: 
Tout !anguit dans nos champs . .. 
p . 24 Upper voice 
Third chtJte and cheute en montant. 
~. - r~:f:+-g· · =~ ---xi- -_...,... __ a mcs lao 
II n 'est point d'amour sans peine ... 





Mixed rhythm and gesture cott!ade into tremb!ement appt-!JC. 
t-~-t·ttma-~~--tl;_.j r- - - .-t--~::~·  
-=-- - ~=------ i~-=--= : 
a- n>our : · de pl3i• lit. 
1675 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Dix-Huitieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremb!ements including appt!JC. Incomplete and lower auxiliary 
accents, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, and fourth couli. 
Medium coulades including mixed rhythm. Proto-turn. Basse Continue marked for the flrst time 
in this series. 
Que !e Printemps bri!!e . .. 
p. 4 Upper voice 
Incomplete accent into cross-signed tremblemmt. 
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P1intemps qui revenez em bel/it ... 
p. 5 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm cott!ade and cross-signed tremb!ement app1fYi. 
En niu. T 
Ce!imeine prude et sage . .. 
p. 25 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
~--~~ 
Voudroit toujoY 
Dans ces jimestes !iettx . .. 
p. 30 Upper voice 
Fourth cou!e and lower auxiliary accent. 
He/as! !'heurettx Tircis . .. 
p. 31 Upper voice 
Proto-turn into cross-signed tremb!ement. 
-.:..~-~-i:~±:t-~~~i~~±:: 
E- bs ! 
A h! qui vottdra desomtais s'engager? 
p. 35 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm cou!ade with cheute en descendant sur deux nottes 
~-~-·~~-§j ;.,l IJIIi YllU- dr~ de- for- m•is , · scnga- ger? 
1676 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Dix-NeufiCme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Pince. Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ades. Proto-trills. 
Le Solei/ voit nos champs ... 
p. 12 Upper voice 
Pinci into mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade. inf-=- ~~-=Jt-t-=F-=t~ - ... ~ - ·- . - . ---~ -- .t. .. - -
- - ·- - --
Ch- mti-
428 
Aymab!es bois, que j'qyme vos ombrages ... 
p. 1 5 Upper voice 
Cou!ade with proto-trill. 
-~-i=:tt-f~~ ---t-· :t:!:t:~i!ii:__~ ~---=~ ~-"--~-----*- g-·-
: d '~grc~bles _ • _uml- g:s! 
1677 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingtiesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux 
parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremb!emmts. Accent, appt!J, third and fifth cou!es. Small to medium 
cou!ades. Proto-trill. 
Sur !e point de mourir ... 
p. 27 Upper voice 
Fifth COttle. 
~J~~. -.;jji,~:~~i~~l -. -- . t :t- - --:t:l.~J 
,mais je ~-,,.~;: hn- guis & j"3y- me. 
Vmez, petits qyseaux . .. 
p. 30 Upper voice 
Accmt, appt!], and small cou!ade. 
~~~f.!l.F: 
..-os dour uma:,.__ hcs ,1 
Mix~~- ~hy~ cq~t!a~e~ -~tl:.P~<?to-:trill. 
~~!!J~H~lfi~~jz i~~Iifft~;;~~l~t1~~l~U~~~i~~ ~!~ti~1n!~t~i~t}~~~I 
mon a- mou rcu.. li: pc~ nc: : ~ vcs chan:s a- mc~: rtJX. ~ "O$ <.hanu amen · tc\Jl. . 
1678 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-Unieme Livre d'airs de differents avthevrs a 
deux parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and tremb!ement appt!Ji. Cheute en montant sur deux 
nottes, third and fourth cou!e, and port de voix. Small and medium coulades. Proto-trills. Lute 
designations. 
Que Tircis et sa Bergere ... 
p. 12 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremb!ement, cou!ade with proto-trill, and cross-signed 
tremb!ement appt!]i. 
i~-~t~1111~~~¥~*~!~i!f 
pbs de murr,,.t- rc ~· r~r le~ !S Jnwu-
-- .... . -.. ·- -
429 
E'!ftn le doux Printemps . .. 
p. 13 Upper voice 
Sixteenth cott!ade with proto-trill into cross-signed tremblement, port de 
vozx. 
- - - ~ ~ :Mf-~~ ~t~t~'-,~j@~t~t:t-~fl~*¥=-
fleurct· tc:S , chan · tent (udeur mu lct- tc:s 
- - -- . .. a. 
Recit de Basse. Dans ce boccage oii bnlleune ... 
p. 24 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes into mixed rhythm coulade. 
!r:C~ 
nc jeu- nc "' 
Fourth coule into large coulade. 
-~ mixed 
Loin du Berger que j'cryme . .. 
p. 28 Upper voice 
Proto-turn cott~ade, third cottli and port de voix. 
1679 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-Deuxieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appuyes. App19 and tierce cott!i. Medium to 
large coulades. Proto-trill and proto-turns. 
Chantev Bet;gers, chantez sur vos douces mttsettes . . . 
p. 3 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm coulade, tierce coule, and cross-signed tremblement app!-!JC. 
i-!i=• ~=J,_-~-~:P:-i -=-i:li!ij:;j :_ -.:== - . . '- i! =¥= - '"" l:Jl 
·- - -...- . -- ~.:.. . ·~--~ ----.. 





-J~'~ ~l··~~ 1.\S Eocz. L D_T K. . . ,htltcr.-To",haltu.,.o• clc dcCccn• · · · · . .-. ......._ •rc, 
Vos mipris ;haque jour.~. • . 
p. 23 Upper voice 
Coulade with proto-trill and proto-turn into cross-signed tremblement. 
-----1:; --'*=~--~lifi)-i ~f~~~x=~ - - ::__:J~~ : 
ft j"e- fiois plas heu. rcux. 
Ber;ger, ce qui fait mo11 marryre ... 
p. 31 [Bass voice] Lute 
APP"!Y· 
Ec que jC 
Que l'f?yver soir crttel . .. 
p. 36 Upper voice 
Anomalous asterisk sign. 
~-:~@~~~~ 
--$ --J:$~:+-i-
~ je fuis in- fen- ft. blc; a 
. . 
1680 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-troisieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Fourth chUte, tierce cott!e, and leaping melodic 
inflection. Medium coulades including mixed rhythm and gesture. Proto-tum. 
Je crains que mon Ber;ger ... 
p. 9 Upper voice 
Proto-turn into cross-signed tremb!ement. 
!~~~~t==i~ 
''h •'-..-/' . qu a c an. tcr 1101 .amoun, 
L 'il'ifide!ite de Climeine . .. 
p. 13 Upper voice 
Fourth chi'tte. 
~t:r - :t::t:-:i ~=~i~ait 
c:ra· c:l · de 
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Adieu, belle prairie . .. 
p. 20 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement with fierce coJ.de . 
.. -- . - -, -~--
~:tt:: i:£f.--i.;;. ~.:.J=+= -~ -+: 
-----
ramagei _ 
Cruel Amour, cruel honneur . .. 
p. 21 Basse Continue 
Sixteenth coulade. 
~~~-;gft:~ijff::-~~~ y-·.... ·- --- :-_- X " --t 
Arbres, rochers, precipices ajfreux . .. 
p. 31 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade into leaping melodic inflection. 
if1i1 ~tlif.U:l~ 
-'-J 
prcci• • pi~ ~~ af. frcu~ , 
1681 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-Quatriesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Lower auxiliary accent. Medium coulades. 
Mon httmmr indi.ffermte ... 
p. 11 Upper voice 
Lower auxiliary accmt. 
: jc te , hais Tircis, 
Mes yeux, mes tristes y eux ... 
p. 18 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm coulades. 
~~~tt4rt~~~~1~~ 
Vczfe:a; nrfc:a; mil• --;*~!.! : __ ~::::t.::-- :t·~lfl::±::t -:::t:::i~ 11~~~~-ti::i-~t§ =-=~*~--•i!:ct=!:::: 
~ --..J - _____ _, 
lc rorrenu . de br. mcs,1 ,fondez• vous ca ~~~. 
p. 19 [Bass voice] Lute 
Dotted cottlades. 
~t=rt~'tEt~Fu~ mt4~t~!l~m'~~~ 
- " • - -- - -- -~ ............. ---
·- yerru. : · · · -. - · _ _ Vetfez - mille rorrcnrs de 
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1682 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-Cinquiesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements appt!Jis. Third coule. Medium sixteenth coulades. 
Toute indiflerente qu 'e!!e . .. 
p. 35 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade with third cou!e and cross-signed 
tremblement appt!Ji. 
~-!f-'!iifJEr--~l 
A ycc lcilr (i• · ci- Ji.. rE. 
1683 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-Sixiesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblemmt. Lower auxiliary accent, cheute en montant, cheute en 
montant sur deux nottes, and pinci. 
Non, tum m'qyme plus ... 
p. 19 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant, pinci, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, and cross-signed 
1684 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-S eptiesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and appt!Ji. ApptfY, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, 
and pott de voix. Mixed rhythm coulades. 
A h! qtte le retottr d11 Pri1Ztemps ... 
p. 9 Upper voice 
Mixed r~n cou!ade. 
~·==~~~l~tt~t-~!t§Jti;· ·1~=-·~t· .::~~·~± 
. f_ .. t ___ t __ __ -~- _ B:-:t==i= -1=-:t:-l 
It l'on rir ~.:. ~ ~- ·.. : . v~c r.a : Bcrg~re: 
433 
Que je sens de plaisir d vous voir . .. 
p. 10 Upper voice 
Port de voix, app19, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, and cross-signed 
tremblement. 
:,:ii~·~~.t.t:=~~ ·~==~~---J~.~:_ __ 
...__ 
pl~iliu, he- _ las! 
Iris jut mon premier amour . .. 
p. 24 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, mixed rhythm and gesture cottlade, 
cross-signed tremblement appt!Je. 
~~~~~~-=--·_  ~it~j~!ii~~~ 
. . Er qu•eUe foit ma dcr· -.:?;:-' 1c tcDW. fc:. 
1685 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Vingt-Huitiesme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs d 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement. Tierce coule. Medium coulade. Score layout with bar 
lines instead of recto and verso. Tempo markings. 
Louis moissonne des L :mriers . .. 
p. 9 Bass voice (no Basse Continue) 
Medium equal sixteen~~lade. 
_ -..-•r '1"'"- . .ccr- lible , 11 &ir rrein:. 
~ !¥~~$.-a_~_-r=; 
==.:= bJcr lcs ~us f:amotz Gacr- rien, 
:::- i I t f J f=t t;~:-t:Lc:iJ-­
Voiry le temps de Ia verdure ... 
p. 10 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement with tierce coule. 
1687 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Trentieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a deux et 
trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including app19e. Tierce coule. Differen t page numbers 
for verso and recto. J letter used for j'ay, etc. 
434 
Sam esperer Je soP(ffre ... 
p. 39 Upper voice 
Pince, cross-signed tremblement appl(Ji. 
~- .--.-. ~mlttt::t· l 
fait on'.ay- me: l i ' 6* w·t*t r·t@~ 
1688 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Trente-Unieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Cheutes en montant sur trois nottes. Mediwn mixed 
rhythm coulades. 
Vous voulez que je chante ... 
p. 11 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm coulade. 
~1~-~~ F,::,, p•r- - 'tour Ia ·dous:ew: · de ma ,. c~a•f-1. lie, 
. .t . . 6. · ~ 6 . 4 . · i X:·· . ~!i- , -, /=~Pstt2f~ m~~~ 
Printemps tu n 'as plus rien . .. 
p. 68 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes. 
p. 70-1 Upper voice 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremblement. 
BimH= a!rp~~~ I fir•• Piill. rempsm1 Cfllllla- · · rc· mesdclin. 
. . . ,; 6 <, * .... 
¥! : ~ !! f· . f :: ff=_L--:-lj!j 
1689 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Trente-Deux ieme Livre d'airs de differents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
435 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appt!Jf. Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, 
tierce coules, and pinces. Small coulades. Proto-turn. 
Toztt va trembler . .. 
p.21 
Eighth coulade layered below cross-signed tremblement. 
~tifff:~r---~~~ 
a uem- bier , Tour · ·· 
~~~t~~~~ 
:J::::: .• t-=t~:!':l-T: a~r va crcm- · ~ ~ .... 
Aymables bois feiiillages ... 
p. 40 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement, pince, and cross-signed tremblement appt!Je . 
.!.:m-=-1@1-- * .. w -- • - . 
- . - -
- -
PourqNqy, croel Amant . .. 
p. 59 
Proto-turn into cross-signed tremblement. 
·- ---~ ~~t- .- -== 
p. 60 Upper voice 
Mixed gesture coNiade with cross-signed tremblement. 
-M = --·~ ·~- .. ~ 
• lin cc- dcot 
.. • &.' Mig~t:i:l1 
Des yettx brillans ... 
p. 61 
Cheute en descendant sNr deux nottes, cross-signed tremblement with tierce 
coule. 
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1690 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Trente-Troisieme Livre d'airs de diffi rents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement appt(Ji. Chetttes en descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes en 
montant sur deux nottes, and pincis. Small equal sixteenth coulades. Eighth and sixteenth notes are 
still beam ed with syllabification. 
En vain, cruelle Iris . . . 
p. 14 Upper voice 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, and 
Cross-signed tremblement appt(Ji. 
Que l'Hyver e11 ces lieux . .. 
p. 59 Upper voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
::-..±- :t:= - ~- -: :E)'.=:.:: - _t - 1~ -~--- fl- -
=.::::J=. n:_~ ___ . .!l!x:F +-=-:.:. _ ~ 
~- nc fes: :lfps , 
*' 6 
·3:4 ·• ~ i:Ui :f-. -:;±·ft.-,:: 
:Ii!fiib£70 $l$!~!f£ 
1691 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Trente-Quatrieme Livre d'airs de diffi rents autheurs a 
deux et trois parties. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement appt!Ji. A ppt(Js. 
Qu'on ne me parle ... P . Berthet 
p. 32 Upper voice 
Appt()ls and cross-signed tremblement appt(Ji. 
~¥!~!~1-*f:fE~i~•~ 8--~---~--- - :J:-fi-+-l:±i, 





1690 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Premier Livre d'airs serieux et a boire pour les mois 
d'avril, may et juin. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: t-signed tremblements including appuye and fermi. Cross-signed tremblements 
including tremblements fermes. Appuys, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, chutes, tierres cottlis, pincis, 
and potts de voix. Proto-turns. Use of J letter and tempo marking. New type. Basse Continue. 
Airs A Boire have both voices texted; Airs Serieux are untexted bass lines. 
Air A Boire. Aymable Dieu dtt vin .. .. 
p.2 
Simultaneous t-signed tremblements. 
Ec par lc f~o:cO\.IfS de t t: & fcux 
lli~m_fij:I*-
Ec p:tr lc fccm.rs de [ CS fr-ux 
Air Serieux. Printemps. L 'Hyver a fait place . .. 
p. 5 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement appuye and pinci into cross-signed tremblement. 
ttJm 
e~~ter rues foupin ? l 
~14£ 
' TII<UE. 4-
Air Serieux. Votts dites, belle Iris . .. 
p. 6 Upper voice 
Proto-turn. 
!II~i=Wf~@~ 
:o in Cmoln de 0\J. fi. de. h· [e. 
i=rt=l:i 1 it§. 
Air Serieux. Attendez ttn moment, Sommeil inexorable ... 
p. 8 Upper voice 
Notes perdttes appuy and pott de voix. 
:t1 t tflttif ~l=f!$~ 
lccou.rsdc mcs r< n- drc~r..,u -
~tf~~f1 
p. 9 Upper voice 
Proto-turn, cross-signed tremblement, pinci and note perdue third cott!i. 
438 
Lentement. Air Serieux. ]'qy tn.omphe de ma Joiblesse ... 
p. 12 Upper voice 
Note perdtte apptfY, cross- and t-signed tremblements. 
,-, 1m I ::=::3 ±-· -~~at~ 
· 1'ay d i- li n 2 mon n-cur ~=t=ft=jtt 
tremblement. 
w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pind, note perdtte appt!J and cross-signed 
Notes perdttes tierces cottles. 
p. 13 Upper voice 
t-signed tremblement, proto-tum, note perdtte p01t de voix, small cott!ade, 
note perdtte and full pinci, and tremblement fermi. 
t ~.. . • . ' -'"" ~ -'"" 1=tlt i t=t U~Eftl~'ffltllift sj14JI ~ 
ca:urn'clloic fJ.it qucpour vous.Etje · fcnsqu~c 1mon ~ca:olfndtoJtf~tq~epuurJi . ' ll: . t" · 
6 H t ttit --~~= ' __ vous.n e Olt r3lt q iHt::U [t: ! ~: = EE · · _ _;===!Ri=tlfrl 111 
Trois. Air en Bouree. Pttisqtt'on 11e peut tmjour ... 
p. 16 Upper voice 
Simultaneous cross-signed tremblements. 
tcun aura fon tour 
1acun aura fon tour 
439 
Recit de Basse A Boire. Non,je n'qymerqyjamais ... 
p. 18 Bass voice (no Basse Continue) 
Cross-signed tremb!ements fermes into note perdue chUtes. 
~~Mti 
n frais A d' alfcz fortes armes. 
t-signed tremb!ement fermi with note perdue ch1J-te . 
....___., 
lar- mes. 
1702 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Recuei! d' airs serieux et a boire, de differents auteurs. 
Pour !'annie 1702. Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremb!ement fermi and double cadence. Lower accent, app191s, tierce cou!e, 
third coule, and ports de voix. Large cou!ades. Air Italien includes eighth cou!ades, minimal cross-
signed tremblements, and potentially an accent. Second strophe printed below like air de cours. 
Recit de Basse. Air A Boire. Cqfft de!itieux don't Ia douce amertume ... dela Tour 
p. 6 Upper voice and Basse Continue 
Large cou!ades. 
=:!!~~~~-: : :tq. t ' ~~~::'--· ·· · hi"gloi- .. . ~..._., . . . . re,N1 
4ttiJ?~ptt~-~J~IJil 
Cross-signed double cadence. 
~ ~·" II ear. 
ftf!J I! 
Air Serieux. De Monsieur Du Buisson. Que je vous qyme, o solitaire 1tuit! 
p. 8 Upper voice 
These anomalous markings are most likely bow markings . 
. ·· 0 . . ~fll 1 
• pjJJ1!~4~.P~ 
. · · ·CII• 1,e fauvcnlr d'lr~s .,, ••• 8~~:, iJ ' '·~· . ~ .. ··~ ~- Bfrl_;,:;~1Ja:;s; 
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Air Serieux. De . A Totts moments ;e ponse ... 
p. 10 Upper voice 
Notes perdues port de voix and appt!J, lower accent. 
Notes perdues app1!J, tierce coules, and port de voix. Cross-signed tremblement 
appt!Ji. 
~,... ·'"' ~ ~r lit ¥41ltf·'f5~~~ ~de foD- ' · ! Je l"ralD Jes douc:cun d DOC Ill· DOCCDID udeur ~ i ' :';& ~-- t:::::::i I I: ~~Htm 
· -· . t;'~;:. Rf:t ta~ 
w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pinci, and notes perdues potts de voix. 
~~g 11inlfi! ~I sNclusJi .. 
' " '' :;._ .. -~- I i.=·§t ~~1¥ 
p. 11 Upper voice 
w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pinci. 
~· li· i1ftltr ;~it 
cri)liiDOu bOIIhi= I JU. . . ~ I H0.. ' ks11l 
i .. ·lt >-li .• :li 
Air A Boire. 0 Bachus, 6 Diett . . . 
p. 12 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement fermi. 
!Fill t bonhcu):,~~~ 
Iltflfi. 
boohe~~r repofc, I 
Air A Boire. De Monsieur Du Pare. Le Printemps a produit . .. 
p. 16 Upper voice and Lute/ Basse Continue 
Most likely bow markings, cross-signed tremblement. 
~ili*flit11~~  ~~r~ ., ~ 
:mo1r ime, neiln-poc-cuue8ammc ol'amooreux cl.aJiiip~'i.J 
a itJAlmlfJ. #1 1 i JM 
IIIOil amtaD nc lmportllnc Saounc: l'amoureox c:hacriu 1 
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p. 17 Upper and lute parts 
These anomalous markings are most likely bow markings, cross-
signed tremblement. 
~~e·v·~ 
1l'amoureux cbagtip~'N d'ap- pu • que je ~ encore 1 
,. ~ • L Et t I 4X [!1ItJm ~ .FJ-12 ·~~I:=-. 
l'amoureux chagrin 1 : d'ar pu, que jc laiaguia ~:nc6re 1 
Air Serieux, de Monsieur Duplessis. Soumis au pouvoir de vos yettx . .. 
p. 21 Upper voice 
These anomalous markings are most likely bow markings. 
~~ 
SOGmis vos yeuw, • 
~~~ ~:em= 
p. 22 Upper voice 
Eighth notes perdues appt!J and port de voix. Full third cou!e and port de 
~~:._ me,~R~is & mes Dieux~~·· - ,..,_. - 1«- =::t=i 0. -__,~ T:t-~ ·~ t- ... . . -~ 
w-signed j!attement, vibrato, or pince, cross-signed tremblement, and note 
perdue port de voix. 
~~~J1C 
.: .. . ~c.: · - I~ t ·p-~~ foulager . · Ja feu l)Ui me 
1687 Ballard, Christophe, ed. Troisiesme Livre d'Airs a boire a deux et trois. 
parties, avec Ia basse-continue, des recits de basse et quelques chansons. Dont les 
paroles et le chant sont du mesme Autheur. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: t-signed tremblements including fermi. Battement, chmte en montant sur deux nottes, 
chutes, and tierce cou!es. Small to large coulades. 
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Airs. Recit de Basse. Des queje vqy Silvie ... 
p. 8 Basse voice (no figured bass) 
Proto-trills. 
pmg· !t!~M 
;cr 1~ vieloi· 1~ , 
p. 9 Basse voice 
Medium coulade with tierce coule. 
leur gloi. rc 
Airs. Recit de Basse. Dam ce charmant sqour . .. 
p. 15 Bass voice 
t -signed tremblements with tierce cottles. 
~=~:rtiir:t: =t ..f:ti!»f=-~· = 1-t::l!n·· =t= --=fic-il . ~~ . ~ ... __
- " -·- ' . - -·- .. -beau di.rc , 1 beau faire on a beau dire,'-' Touj 
t -signed tremblement fermi with chlite. 
beau fai- re en 
Recit a 2. Boutade. Si vous voule:d'air iry ... 
p. 33 Bass 
Battement into t-signed tremblement. 
-~t~!!~ 
~ 
· nos n1- Cons, Nous 
p. 34 Bass 
•• ~ ..... ·~·-, ---- -~~rge ~ed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
~~f~l 
mer- veil· . . . . le.s. 
Airs. Rondeau. A Trois. Serez-vous tolgours severe ... 
p . 44 Upper voice 




Airs. A Trois. Q ue je me plais . . . 
p. 48 Upper and middle voices 
=4~~t¥1 i me d'lfabeau. 
=~WE~J i--- ·.ld-~ 
me d'l- fabeau. 
gf--l~ll 




Works published: 1672-1753 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1676 
1676 Charpentier, Marc-Antoine. Airs de fa comMie de Circe. Avec fa basse 
continue. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed trembfements including apptgi. Third cottles. Large mixed gesture 
coufades. Proto-trill. 
Chanson de Faune, qui fuit au meme Act. If n'est rien de si doux ... 
p. 20 Voice and Basse Continue 
Cross-signed trembfements, third couli, and large mixed gesture coufade. 
~d~~~~~~ 
ji dott.'( q•e de ch.tn-grr fo11s uf- j(;L 
:f!l~~-~§~~~ ~~ 
p. 21 Voice 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coufade. 
=+t+f~r;l ~·J-il!· --:-t ~:ti;;~=~~a:z;.p ~r:-u;1-=:- w--=.~_!!.~=f ~W_!~:L#t~ _ 
• fanJ ,:.f- " - fi; :fms #f. . fo, ~ 
!ll[-+~ ~it:§~_!_~ n~~: · ... ~~ 
p. 22 Voice 
Large .coufade ~ith proto-trill and cross-signed trembfement appt!Je. 
J~~~~~~§lij .,.___---.~ '---< .___ T 
cb.tn-ger fans (tf ft. F-§-:-- -t-~ : . ' . . ;-F.I-1 
_-. . :n_:r-=-=::~===t= lc;~ 
- ____ :L==--------J ---.;,_t-
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Sebastien Le Camus 
( c.161 0-1677) 
Works published: 1656-1717 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1678 
1678 Le Camus, Sebastien. Airs a deux et trois parties de feu Monsieur Le Camus . . 
. . Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremb/ements appt!JCS and fmnes. Cheutes en descendant sur deux 110ttes, 
cheutes en montant, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chute, tierce cottles, third and fourth coules, pinds, 
and port de voix. Small cou/ades. This collection was re-edited by his son to assure publication 
in a definitive edition with their "veritable bass," and warmly recommended their 
performance with a theorbo "to charm the most delicate ears." Basse Continue. 
Au LecteU?~ "The reputation of my departed father was the cause of one engraving 
[mtpressemen~ his Airs wid1 so much eagerness that they were full of a thousand faults and 
always lacking in their true Bass. I give d1em to you, Reader, not only with the Bass made for 
them, but even in the movement and measure in which they must be sung following his 
intent: You will still flnd all his same agreements with which he accompanied them on the 
Theorbo, which charmed the most delicate Ears: He always chose the most beautiful lyrics 
to work, and if . .. there are people of bon got1t [gottst] are not in error, the Airs he made 
answered the beauty of their lyrics: When we told him he ought to be pleased with himself, 
to have made so many beautiful things in his life, he responded that ... he thought he had 
yet done nothing ... . " 
Que votts flatez mes resveries! 
p.2 







Amout~ cruel Amour, laisse finir mes larmes . .. 
p. 9 
Tremblement app~!Je, app1fY, and chettte en montant. 
firt 4 t4JJt ti' t•- 1111i1 
6 ~~J I~ 





[Duet] De/ices des Estez . .. 
p.22 
3:t:ti~~ r , ~--~-
"' bs E- fltJt., 
..... m· :r-:--: ... ~· - = 
_J":J . ....: 
- -·- -
-. .- jlt::.,F"il 
IUS Ju E· - t_!_ 
' (.; -~~ ~~~j;~!*l 
Mismatched lengths for simultaneous cross-signed tremblements. 
- - ;-t-r-+~-t:.l~:::rr·- -t:b±ii~::t 
'---' 
t /r<~•rin:. e!J.,.,," 
~§I_§ 
De toutes les beautezj'qy meprise les traits . .. 
p.28 
Cross-signed tremblement ferme with chute. 
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Vous m'C!Jme;v dites-votts ... 
p.31 
Cheute en montant and cross-signed tremblement. 
Qu 'une longue tiedeur enm9e . .. 
p.38 
Port de voix. 
~jl 
~·,, J4ffi trijt111tlll '" 
6 6 6 ! 
1 1 ,~t 
--
[Duet] Que ma Bergere est belle! 
p.40 
Simultaneous tremblements fermes and cheute en montant sur deux nottes. 
p.41 




[Duet] F19ons cette rive charmanteo 0 0 
po 78 




Works published: 1684-1685 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1684-1685 
1684 Lalo, De. Premier livre d'airs serieux et a boire, a deux et a trois parties par 
M. de Lalo. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Lower auxiliary accent. Medium to large coulades. 
A trios. Un Coeur dont !'amour est extreme ... 
p. 2 Dessus 
Lower auxiliary accent and cross-signed tremblement. 
moo 
" tu._ ·troJ .. . ,llarit1· 
•· ' ' I ~ · ' • 
A Trois. Du vin dubois gar[on ... 
p. 19 Dessus 
Very simple first half and coulade-filled second half. 
• 
A uou. D I! L A L 0. 
- LJ!::~E . ~·.:_ *--.-:.!m-~~-=-~· 
- ·--- - · -l= -
----- - - ----- -
---U viu . c!u hois g~~- -;;:---·~ -
i?Eifii;f-mLi£11D.Ltif@ 
chu-~ & grand feu, Contre I•Hy- nr & feJ froi- durer, 
~ltfl~~~4ij#t~~ 
.=i'".:t=t ) •-._ .J. ... .,. • 
NouiVoulont prendre <let mefu- fQI}-;•.'fi ' res: A- mis bQ'I'OIU, 
j~~tEtr, 1Jli%14t ftq:t=t· & 
chanrons,met. C!lllll' AJD<iar ca . lCII·, . 'Afaisen pac- ~~~f cln If• 
B A S S E. 
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1685 De Lalo. Second Livre d'airs serieux et a boire a deux et trois. parties par M. 
de Lalo. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Port de voix and tour de chant. Large simultaneous cottlade includes a chain of 
dotted rhythms that may suggest inegaL Eighth notes beamed or slurred for syllabification. 
A Trois. Sije soupire, quandje vous vqy ... 
p. 19 Premiere Partie 
Tour de chant and pott de voix. 
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Honore D'Ambruys (D'Ambruis, Dambruys, Dambruis) 
(fl. second half of the seventeenth century) 
Works published: 1660-1702 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1685 
1685 D'Ambruys, Honore. Livre d'Airs du Sieur d'Ambruis Avec les seconds 
couplets en diminution, mesures sur Ia basse continue. Gravez au burin par L 'huilier. 
Paris: Chez l'Autheur et Chez Pierre le Monier. 
Summary: The opening dedication is to Lambert (D'Ambruys' teacher at some point) as 
the Maitre de Ia musique de Ia Chambre du Roy. The Avis claims that in response to public 
demand, D'Ambruys is here offering his previously unpublished airs and their accompanying 
"Seconds Couplets . .. I am finally resolved to give a number of my more pleasing airs, which 
are accompanied by all the ornaments [ornemens] that facilitate a well-executed 
performance." All who wish are invited to consult D'Ambruys to discover what may not be 
expressed on paper. 
In contrast to Bacilly and Lambert who published their Doubles as single ornamented 
lines that were meant to be sung over the bass line of the Simple and-particularly in Bacilly's 
case-are sometimes wildly irregular in how many beats are actually written per measure, 
D'Ambruys' Doubles [Seconds Couplets] are marked above the bass line and fit the measure 
without need for rubato. Without pointing out the comparison, he does make brief mention 
of this in his Advis. 
His Advis includes his "ornemens" with "particular marks in lieu of notes." These 
are: "les Pors de voix, Cadences apuiees, Cadences en /'air, doubles Cadences, Flatemens, A ccens or 
Plaintes." 
!P1.1rr dt :J/Oza:fv/ C41/ena, ou.'T~kniozt a;mje/~Jl:adw.ce, cmET'runblemtnt-{11 I iz:ir /X/ 
SlJouble Cmk.najtwj9flaume.ntl,../ EP!aint~,ou accuu. I . 
Port de voix V_ 
, 
Tremblement appZ!Ji X 
Tremblement Y. 
Double Cadence u.v, 
Flattement 1\ 
A ccent 1 
D'Ambruys' music includes x-signed tremblements and tremblements app"!Jis, wave-signed 
double cadences, vertical slash-signed accents, caret-signed flattement, and v-signed ports de voix. 
Appt!JS, fourth and fifth coules, pinces, and ports de voix. Mixed rhythm and gesture coulades 
include some thirty-second note pairs. Proto-trill. There is nothing to suggest his x-signed 
tremblements do not start on the upper note; his brief ornament table differentiates between 
trills with and without appt!J but as there are no written examples, this could simply refer to 
the length of the upper auxiliary. His Simples are much more ornamented than those of 
Lambert and Bacilly and his Doubles shift vocal entrances and other rhythmic factors more 
noticeably. His airs include the doubling use of a slur as a tie and beaming coincides with 
syllabification regardless of bar lines. 
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Vastes deserts ... 
p. 1 
T( •I • 
Accents. 
c· 
:rru - I1Y Jt- !m - · ·· - c•· 
I·J ~ 





Mixed_Ehythm and gesture coulade, proto-trill, and x-signed tremblement. 
t t I ili1ITtiiilfitt if 
,1 v uu· 1,/111j1 - ~lrr·,/u,,l.,rf 
~ !If! i 1Jif,rt1 
Pour chanmr les ennuits ... 
P· 11 
Flattement sign mid-coulade. 
f clwnt:r .ruTir dou.r: 
lj ~ I~ 1 
Rossignolz vous qymez ... Couplet of Pour charmer ies ennuits ... 
p. 13 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coulade includes two wave-signed 
cadences including one that is layered with an x-signed tremblemmt, and a port de voix . 
~· pttuumtthr 
Ct,!l - !rat - - - - r e 
---n · ~J: ~~J~1 ~7' §IJ~}j 
Non non vous ne respondres ... Couplet of Tesmoim de mon cruel soury ... 
p.22 
double 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cott!ade including caret-signed flattement. 
ifJ.Jj l!liJ]JlWJ!J) Jti' 
....__.... '- ~ { 
,u r~~ Ill" -'''. ..... - ,. ~~ 
!~. 6 i J1rr£J I = ur 
:J 
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A large mixed rhythm and gesture coulade including an x-signed 
tremblement and wave-signed double cadence. 
~ ....---...,_ ,----... -- -... ~ r.-. l&i·UJli ufoliiJJ111tlt trulrWH ft: II: 
!lr.f ,!ly Jturl.! clu·r - - - - - - clurmamar!;. 
( , $ .?fx.. ,; 3 . ~ , a H li J ~ I t r f r I CJ 1 ~ ll: 
Vous vqyes to us les jrmrs ... 
p.45 
Wave-signed double cadmce into mixed rhythm coulade with caret-signed 
flattement, note it is not on the longest note value in the coulade. Wl ~~F'/X' i=ttttt®l il1tMUW? [ 
Printems si ton retour iffredes ... Couplet of En fin le doux printemps ... 
p. 57 
--.. ~ M~thm ~with wave-signed double cadence. 
I i · W ttJ.jiiitw ~ttgJJ •. 222J2QJI J 
·t .-lw11 - - - tou ch.J.l)z - -- ·--. - tmt a 
6 =t3 6 f t::: .7)( 00 i1 iJJ .. . 7 J J ~ t I ·t anm II; 
f'Inhztmaine dans ce moment ... Couplet of Tircis soupiroit !'autre jour. .. 
p. 70 
pinci. 
Mixed rhythm and gesture coztlade includes caret-signed J!attement and a 
~· mi~UtWttftiJr 
.,. alz 7uim t!..!l ~~w 1/wm:ux · 
.• 6 7~ 3 
-f y I J J 13 ! 
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Rendez VOttS a !'Amour ... Couplet of II n 'est plus de frimats ... 
p. 77 





Tit cis et Silvie Dialogue Vous venez dans ces bois ... 
p. 90 Dessus or Taille; Silvie 
Layered slash-signed accent and v-signed port de voix. 
It H I rg 
:rot' - 1ur.r 1u. - rlllL ~a Ill , 
kQJJ att I 
p. 95 Haute-Contre; Ti.rcis 
Layered slash-signed accent and v-signed p011 de voix into an x and 
arch-signed tremblement appt!Jie. 
I I I , -
I 
rlttuiilf 
ptNil"/"11 C<kiil"futd/"i' ,/:n 
± ' Hilt ·r tijjl J: 
p. 101 Dessus or Taille; Silvie and Haute-Contre; Ti.rcis 
Simultaneous v-signed port de voix and x-signed tremblemmt . 
• t t t t t t l·t t 
. tr~ /Jmnur.roull~ndra~· · ,1~ ''t9 
. . " : 
-tt 11 tttlit· 
· /r COIIIrr /:Anww .roulidufre:t. 
3
: r tsr: t I if£ 
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p. 102 D essus or Taille; Silvie and Haute-Contre; Tircis 
Simultaneous v -signed ports de tJoix. 
,. 
~!n*tt t lf 
. · manCt" f!!Jj(,urd:..JY fJilllr n,~ <..f. - 11~ p 
~ ttt'$ t tt· tl r 
-d!!)'paurru:.,fuui-l'aur ll£,_1 - mr 
.?: J. J' J I r 
3 6 3 ~ 
Layered tremblement appi(Jie and x-signed tremblement appi(Ji. 
~ llli, I tJ t ? t t ~ 
"" 
jl - rur rf<PlUliS ; 
'; 
""' f ! t' t ~ II ..., 
IU J - ! U r .1nmm.r 
7 6 J f g; 3 + ~ 3 "-:/ 
--
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Du Buisson (Dubuisson) 
(d.1710) 
Works published: 1686-1710 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1686-1696 
1686 DuBuisson. Premier livre d'airs serieux et a boire a deux et trois parties par 
M. Du Buisson. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements Incomplete accent and port de voix double. 
Dialogue. A Trois. Celimeine a l'air tottt divin ... 
p. 1 
-.£t..:~lt:i ~±:f=f: =---~ 
--'<:::;~---
- m~ d- 1~: 
J=t~a 
· tb cit fi 
Incomplete accent. 
Port de voix double layered with incomplete accent. 
1688 Du Buisson. Troisieme livre d' airs serieux et a boire a deux et trois parties. 
Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: 
a.- :vic 
Cross-signed tremblements and tremblements app"!))eS. Tierce cottle. Small coulade. 
A Trois. Cette imzocmte vie ... 
p. 15 Dessus 
Cross-signed tremblement and fierce cottle. 
N'a · ric:n c 
1689 Du Buisson. Quatrieme livre d' airs serieux et a boire a deux et trois parties. 
Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
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Summary: Cross-signed tremblements and tremblement appz!Ji. Small coulade. 
Que me sett-il au retour du Printemps ... Dessus 
p. 33 
Small coulade and cross-signed tremblemmt apptge. 
":"t-E~-.- .t.t!-!1$-~ - --- -- - -- .J 
- ... ·. - · - -- . 
.. -- --- _ ... 
s imponun~r . ~ m: pei· 
1691 Du Buisson. Sixieme livre d'airs serieux et a boire a deux et trois parties. 
Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Lower auxiliary accent and coule sztr deux nottes. 
Recit. Ne cesserez VONS point d'estre emelle? 
p. 15 
j¥!~ijg 
Lower auxiliary accent. 
hf- . Cent !"cu.ls lcs 
Coule sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremblement. 
moindic D•.r 
1694 DuBuisson. Premier livre d' airs serieux et a boire par M. DuBuisson. Pour les 
mois de Jan vier, Fevrier et Mars 1694. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Includes Air A Boire with cross-signed tremblement. 
Pincis. No A Trois markings. Other strophes are printed to the side at the bottom of the 
page. 
Air A Boire. Quelle glorieuse Campagne! 
p. 9 Upper and bass voices 
Bass voice is figured, but the voices trade cross-signed tremblements. 
*&~ 
i~·~-...., 
d"ai-mer Ill de boirell 
[A Trois] Chansonnette. Un amant meurt-il. .. 
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p. 10 Upper voices 
Pind into cross-signed tremblement. 
[A Trois] A»ns, chers amis sravez-vous ... 
p. 20 Upper 2 voices 
Simultaneous cross-signed tremblements. iftrnmrrm 
; d'clle,Le "~ ~ev;:.;d qu~r~ ~e fou;;_ 
~AA&rarrtlt?J 
d'cll<L~•infc •end. ~ t~ fous. 
Jt i·r fit t t'".tJ t~U 
~·.rclle,Lcviillcvendquuaotc. fous._.: 
1694 DuBuisson. Second Livre d'airs serieux eta boire, Par Monsieur DuBuisson. 
Pour les mois d'Avril, May et ]uin. 1694 .... Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Cheute en montant sur trois nottes, third cou!e, and pind. 
Small cou!ades. A separate page before the final table has the extra strophes. 
Air Serieux. L'Amour et !e Printems . .. 
p. 5 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblements and pinds. 
-~~I·Hiil.l ~If 
Pour ca- cher aux jaloux nos amoureux pla1- firs. 
. . ' Jt J 
t J~ I}_-·~-~!~--~~- It 1 .W 
Air A Boire. Encor, n'est-i! n·en ... 
p. 12 Upper voice 
Cheutes en montant sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremblements and 
tremblements appz!JCs. 
ml·i·zriilrm11%~ 
. En ... corn"cfr-ilrien quede'f'i- · .. vr~· : 
~=tl t ' t@ 5 lft4J:=;t~  
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1695 DuBuisson. Troisiesme livre d' airs serieux et a boire de Monsieur DuBuisson. 
Pour les mois de Janvier, Fevrier et Mars 1695. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Surnma1y: Cross-signed tremblements. Cheute en montant sur trois nottes, third cott!e, pince, and 
tour de chant. Small coulade. 
Air A Boire. L 'Hyver desole nos costeaux . .. 
p. 10 Upper voice 
Cottlade with cross-signed tremblements and tour de chant. 
~--i·--iidl 
d;ff'§ !ki · .. ·; _,. 
' , ._ · . . 
p. 11 Upper voice 
Cheute en montant sttr trois nottes and third coule. 
1695 Du Buisson.Quatriesme livre d'airs serieux eta boire de Monsieur DuBuisson. 
Pour les mois d'Avril, May et Juin 1695. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblement. Chilte and pince. Small coulades and traits. 
Air A Boire. Ennemis traversez le vaste ... 
p. 6 Violons and bass voice 
Simultaneous traits. 
~:tttr:;re ~ 
. Et\ rtous ic:s biens qu1aux lndcs l'on voit n 
~~~wrrru 
·~- · .l ~1~·.r~tn!3:. 
Violons. ~3l!J§ ~ · 
Air Serieux. Chante~ petits qyseaux . .. 
p. 16 Upper voice 
Chute and pince. 
tJ\1-=i~ 
}e vois vo- !he bon- . heur { 
lfl 'i· ·TI%:~ 
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Air A Boire. Au secours, puissant Diett ... 
p. 17 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement and medium cott!ade with proto-turn. 
ffil t J UnrtrE lU~ R $ 1-t f~ 
Plus que le ron., ncr- · ............  rc: Ne Co 
[ I · I~ :' ±E$12 p~ 
ijaitJt: 1 t t =. t 5 ~= ·:; r·: 
1695 DuBuisson. Cinquiesme livre d'airs serieux eta boire de Monsieur DuBuisson. 
Pour les mois de J uillet, A oust et S eptembre. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Pinel. Figured Recit for Basse A Boire. 
Air Serieux. Ttt me chante sans cesse ... 
p. 20 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement and pind. 
1695 Du Buisson. Sixiesme livre d'airs serieux et a boire de Monsieur DuBuisson. 
Pour les mois d'Octobre, Novembre, Decembre 1695. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cottle sur deux nottes. "Second couplet" is the label given second strophes 
printed at the end. 
Air. Enjin j'qy sttrmonte Ia rigueur inhumaine ... 
ff§J+ffl 
. . . 
#!t=xrn 
fiftiTI 
1 triomphc: cil gloric:uxl 
p. 20 Bass voice is now below the violon parts labeled 1 and 2nd dessus 
Coull sur deux nottes. 
461 
1696 Du Buisson. S eptiesme livre d' airs serzeux et a boire donne au mozs d'Avril 
1696. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Admixture of cross and t signs for tremblements. Pince. 
[A Trois] Air A Boire. Je ne vmx pitts dormir .. . 
p . 3 Upper voices 
Simultaneous mismatched t-signed tremblements. 
iffiif 
-
c furla u- ble 
* 
: (urla uble. 
[A Trois] Air A Boire. Tircis a Catin dit ttn jottr ... 
p. 17 
Pince into cross-signed tremblement. 
rq· r i rt -, -~ _r :~ 
Q!!_c cc cOmbat Cut dovX 'eDtr'eux ! ~ e• ittl£' 'U ·. ~- : · ! .n~t 
bat fut douxc:ntr'eux ! .. Que ( 
·-. g- . 1: t rg t J tIT I! ...___. .. . , .. 
~c ce cO bat fut deux entr ~ux ! 
1696 DuBuisson. Huitiesme livre d'airs serieux et a boire de Monsieur DuBuisson. 
Donne au mois de Juin 1696. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements. Cbetttes en desmzdant sur dettx nottes, third cottle, and 
leaping melodic inflection. Totts marking accompanies transition from untexted to texted 
Basse Contintte line and B. C. signals the reverse. 
[A Trois] Gavotte PourBoire. Ot't pottrrions-nous . .. 
p. 5 Upper two voices 
Simultaneous cbetttes en descendant sur dettx nottes into cross-signed 
tremb/ements. 
m~Hi. ·•------ r;~I ~ ' - ----- -




~e dans ces licrix1 : 
462 
Printemps Serieux. Att retour de ce beau Printemps ... [listed in table under Airs Serieux] 
p. 17 Upper voice 
Third coule and leaping melodic inflection. 
1696 Du Buisson. Neufiesme livre d'airs serieux et a boire, Par Monsieur Du 
Buisson. Donne au mois d'Octobre 1696. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tmnblements including app19e. Tierce coule and pince. 
Plainte Sur La Mort De Monsieur Lambert. 0 mort! 0 mort ciffreuse ... 
p. 5 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblement app19e. 
Dialogue. Depuis le temps . .. 




p. 10 Tircis of Amarillis, Tircis, and Basse Continue 
Pince into cross-signed tremblement. 
p. 11 Amarillis 




Works published: c.1680-1 725 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: c.1693-1696 
[1693-1702] Marais, Marin, and Louis de Lully. Alcide Mis En Musique Par Mr 
Louis de Lully fils Iaine et Monsieur Marais ordinaire De fa Musique de fa Chambre 
du Roy Recuilly par Monsieur Philidor Laisne Ordinaire De fa Musique du R~, et 
l'un des deux gardiens des livres de Ia bibliotheque de Musique de sa Majesti. MS. 
Summary: Noteworthy for the complete lack of ornament signs (one lone cross-signed 
tremblement in the fourth act) and dearth of ornamental gestures. Equal eighth and sixteenth 
coulades are more prevalent in instrumental parts. First perfonnance in February 1693. 
Troisiesme Acte. Prelude 
p. 63 Viol 
Medium coulades. 
~§~-~~~· -f§---=-t§ ~~~ 
::L'--.-- .- ~-:~ .. --_.___~· - - ~· - --, -,; -~-.~--t------r - ... -r-- ~-· :::.-l=--~:.. ,_ __ .. :zr::--=0-=i::i -::t:;;; 
,.,._ ., ... J- -
Quatriesme Acte. Scene 3e. Mon aimable princesse ... 
p. 78 ]ole 
Cross-signed tremblement. 
Cinquiesme Acte. 0 mort . .. 




1696 Marais, Marin. Ariane et Bachus: tragedie mise en musique, par M. Marais. 
. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements, tremblements appt!)li and ftrmes, and dottb!e cadences. t-
signed tremblements, tremblement fermi, and double cadences. Lower auxiliary accent, appt!JS, cheute en 
descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes en montant sur deux nottes, chlites, fierce coules, leaping melodic 
inflection, pince, ports de voix, and ports de voix double. Small to medium coulades. Proto-trill. Note 
perdue type is used for notes perdues as well as full value thirty-second notes. While cross-signed 
tremblements dominate the Prologue (there is only one t-signed tremb!emen~, t-signed 




Small and medium coulades. 
~~~ 
.0UVERTURE. ~ . _, ;., . . , .ll ll ~ " . .. II 
ll ... ·. ·1 .. t~ % t?fiW F1 t *I'. tt1lW 
Balfe-Conrinui!. .Continue. _ ,._ ,. ::. 
· " ... ... ; • ~ K21U:-a. ~onnnue.. 
Cross-signed tremblement, note perdue fierce coztle, and cou!ades. 
~~ 
* ~ . ·M diitt=~ 
1h41"e.C:ontinuC. 
Prologue. Beattie~ qui possedez . .. 
p . 16 Un plaisir. 
ff~~ 
Cross-signed trembfement jet771e with sixteenth note perdue chttte. 
<l'dhe bel- lcs,l 
•
· +1 •• i 
- '= 
Prologue. Air pottr Ia descente de fa Gloire. 
p. 24 Upper strings 
Proto-trill and cross-signed double cadence over tremulo. 
fRlll ' 4 ;: tlffi ~~ 
mnmm•m~~ 




Cross-signed double cadence with termination. 
~ff 
• 7_ • -"--#-! ~
Acte I. Scene I. Air Gay. Lorsqu'un volage ... 
pp. 52-53 Corcine 
t-signed tremblement into pince. 
~gr')ifJr!g 
ger ~ Doir c.tu- fet le roe- pris f t= --- r~ =tt!h: Ex *l!fJt'f ¥}§ 
Air. Un aeur qui commence d'aimer ... 
p. 54 Corcine 
t-signed tremblement and tremblement app"!Je. 
i commence d'ai- mer 
Acte I. Scene II. Air. Le depart d'un rival qyme . .. 
p. 65 Violons, Adraste and Basse Continue 
Notes perdues app"!J and cheute en descendent sur deux nottes, t -signed 





1 p2yoit f~ llimc 1 n 
Acte I. Scene I. Choeur. A Neptune nos chants ... 
p. 95 
Simultaneous sixteenth notes perdues tierce coule and appt!J. 
=t=f=!-!L p; 
Et DC t"""' ..... 
m l¥ibiiff$ 
_J_ bill"~ re- gnec 
tfi---
Et DC • 
466 
Acte II. Scene II. Ritournelle. 
p. 113 
Notes perdues port de voix double into mismatched t-signed double cadences. 
Acte II. Scene VI. Chac01111e. 
p. 140 
Notes perdues ports de voix . ,__ 
m~~-= c;.  :p:qaf 
Acte III. Scene VII. Non, 11011, belle Aria11e ... 
p. 216 Flutes 






Acte IV. Scene I. Ritournelle. Lentement 
p.223 
Note perdue couli sur deux 11ottes. 
Acte IV. Scene I. Q tte nos ca:urs amottrettx . .. 
p. 230 Ariane et Bachus 
Simultaneous t-signed tremblements into layered note perdue tierce cottli 
and lower auxiliary accent. 
±!4 f4g:fi¥ 
....... 
~c d= li belle-s ftl:nes 
lMfihM 
~e de 6 bel. les 8l:ncs l 
~~-w 
467 
Acte IV. Scene IV. Entree pour !es Demons . .. 
p.249 
:tR~iii9l:::t ~~t 
-H f lgf ~·-·11-· - ft
-
Medium cott!ade and pince into t-signed tremb!ement. 
Acte IV. Scene VI. Les supplices de !'univers . .. 
p. 264 Choeur 
Or~e "'"tourmeius diven. · 
bt·• ?!:Et~.~ 
~
<l!!5' rou1mcms cli- \"trs. 
Simultaneous t-signed tremb!ements in all three parts. 
Acte V. Scene VI. Tendre amans tout . .. 
p.306 
m 
Simultaneous t -signed tremb!ements with notes perdues tierce cou!es. 




• If ! m t'•l 
d.e clw"mes Vno~ 
Acte V. Scene VI. Non, non, ce n'est pas erre ... 
p. 316 La Naxienne 
Note perdue appt!J and t-signed tremb!ement jemte. 
, ce n'eCt pas e.. ere f;ag~, 
=LI r· ~ 
- 't 1 w 
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Charles H urel 
(fl. second half of the seventeenth century) 
Works published: c.1665-1706 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1687 
1687 Hurel, Charles. Meslanges d'airs serieux eta boire a deux et trois parties, avec 
les Basses-Continue's et Basses chantantes, les seconds couplets en Diminution et des 
Recits de Basses accompagnez de Basses-Continue's, Par M. Hurel. Paris: Christophe 
Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appt!JCS. Incomplete and lower auxiliary 
accmts, appt!J, battements, cheutes en descendant sur deux nottes, cheutes en montant, chi'tte, tierce coules, 
third cott!e, and pinces. Small to medium coulade. Second strophe is printed like an air de cout~ As 
the title signals, both sung and figured basses are featured in this publication. The drinking 
songs include both coulades and agrements. 
Air Serieux a trois. On ne donne rien ... 
p. 6 [top voice] 
~~~1: 
" i . . 
I• u · r f.Jn .u _ .!•• 1 
~¥14§ ±tt t-11 ' 
16 M ~j.;;, . _ :J. _ tl.•, 
m~~ 
'' u 'fun "- "-••J 
a=l~- t:h 
:e=E, 111 WJ 
Simultaneous cheutes en montant. 
Air A Boire a trois. Quqy? pour une maistresse ... 
p.9 
Simultaneous cross-signed tremblements appt!JeS. 
469 
iii . . 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes and pince. 
r~ii 
.. -- ~ 
Air Serieux a trois. Sortez vos moutons, Nanete .. . 
p. 11-13 
~J:b . 
--:J--J - ~j-l 
--- ~H~ 
I & Li- flllt 
·+::1:=fE _ u•:u ~,1 
::J:-~=E~=~= ~ r 
•& Li· ;:;:, :: 
~- _ u•:u rn ::r=Sg~ lfltft:f. 
' U Li- fll/4 l'•t tie st • 
7 :m 6 lf~~ ~~ 
Incomplete accents. 
Battements; including simultaneous. 
470 
Third couli, coulade, chmte en descendant sur deux nottes, and tremblement appt!Ji. 
~"'~ ~ =h =-~~j~}f#-q}=Ef 
II rft : J hro- 11 Jf Bt1· P· 
£~ ~~~-..,.--!*" ~3::= ij::=..: _ ·x~ =a 
II tfl f!Jt,._ rt Jo Btr- gtr. 
§a!~=n-1-~~H 
II tjl I btort Jo Btr• gtt· 
§ljf=~~ ~§-~~::§j 
t?!ii 
iJj.tl• II I 
m~~~ 
p. 14-5 Double 
Chute. 
Recit de Basse A Boire. Que ces mets delicats son bien assaisonnez! 
p. 23-4 
Pin cis. 
§~ ~_;_It-: .:~t~--._.; 
r -. ~~ ttl• II . " •111nr '' fr1iti 
.Nil/tl•· •'· ~ 'J ·--~~- --
l¥Ff ;a-~ ~ ~~ 
Ports de voix. 
~_m-: ~--:~_r=ll 
_, '--" {u~~i' ~.d<v•! h~ 




Large cou!ade with tierce coule. 
~'W.........---t-H't1~..--t--n--:.-.r-1~-:: fi~~~ 
u ft flJ- ......, ,., J fl. ' KAI M fi ~~- ,. 
,. ll66 6.1 ijf~-+R f-T:f.El~f81:ml}J~ ~~l 
Air A Boire A D eux. Vendangeons amis . . . 
p.27 
Lower auxiliary accmt. 
flilll· , 
m~1 
~ 'llilll· I 'j 
~ii 
-Recit de Basse A Boire. Ef rqyables rochers, preczpices ciffrettx . .. 
p. 37 
Medium coulade. 
tretiti· . ttl '! 6~1 
;gfj~~ 
ONTINUB, :J:: 
Air A Boire A Trois. L 'Hyver a fini ses rigueurs . . . 
p. 41 
Simultaneous coulades; note the difference in beaming. Tremblement 
§§:~] : -~-----t----::::1- §,---------,---~-T- ===;==r-..,. . ~ ===::!::==== ~:;~: : 
==:::! _=_-_--f----_--_, -~ -= -- ----------- . ,_,_ . 
i~~J·~£1= :IT:-t::b-~~-:·gfl ii~ _ _; _ _ 7 _ _::_ / t~· lt= ::JEU!:_q~l±:r£2 · =t-:'1:1~::= . :ll=i =~-::)=~~= ~JE 
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Sebastien de Brossard 
(1655-1730) 
Works published: 1672-1735 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1692-1698 
1691 Brossard, Sebastien de. Premier livre d'Airs S erieux et a boire. Paris: 
Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblemmts including app19is and fermi. t-signed tremblements. w-
signed flattement, vibrato, or pincf. Incomplete and lower auxiliary accent, app19s, battement, chlttes, 
tierce cottle, ports de voix, and ports de voix double. Mixed gesture coulade. 
Air Serieux. Gravement. Heros dont le depart fait trembler tant de rqys . .. 
p. 1 
Unidentifiable d-sign with no discernable musical impact. Cross-
signed tremblement. 
,r;~· · tTit du11±l 
HErosdontlc depart fait 
Battement into cross-signed tremblement. 
p.2 
Chutes and cross-signed tremblemmt app19e. 
~~~JJ:tr:~ 
L~ntcmc:nt. 
Sufpcnuc~, grand, Herw, vo• foud· 
' ~~ -1 ~ 6 ~ ~t~r 1 ,.-, , a 
NUE. 
p.3 










Vous me dites Iris . .. 
p.6 
Notes perdues port de voix double. 
! Ah.t Ah 1 montrr:r.-vou 
m .. 1. <~ii 
Lentement. Un Berger amoureux ... 
p.8 
Note perdue incomplete accent, w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pince, and 
note perdue port de voix. El.ftrfl fr f .t 
:e·: Je Cull co"Dlbnt, je 
~·If t[Mij 




~aioe Toutl )UJ meine Vow ~-Lombardic inigal and cross-signed tremblement into note perdue tierce couli. 
474 
Fort gayement. Condon et C!oris ... 
p. 14 
Pind and cross-signed tremblement. 
~~-1 !J/r. Ia belle, 
~ 
Air a boire II faut partir, tous nos guerriers . .. 
p.20 
Cross-signed tremblement forme with note perdue chz1te. 
Jtt tr'I4Jtlll1 
Noc:cuper\)ftC pJua . - npri 
.1 t.£ 11 I 1 I i t 1 
N'occuperoctt plua . 1110D d'p 
. ~ , . 
Ufll®!f11 
"""'- -- Note perdue accent and tremblement appt!Je. 
$Uti4!1!l8 
t oc"'peront plus - e(pric. 
~1fttll 
#-fii1'i!A fib 




fans font mon p 
r 
- -
Simultaneous cross-signed tremblements into w-signed jlattement, vibrato, 
475 





). Jage Ne chan~c + r ' 
II lid 
Simultaneous cross-signed tremblement and w-signed jlattement, vibrato, 
Air Serieux. Une flame satisfaite ... 
p.44 
Notes perdues appt!J and tierce cOJ,tfe. 
Pcrd IOuv~nt co qu'il ce. jctw 
~~~ 
1694 Brossard, Sebastien de. Second Livre d'Airs Serieux et a Boire. Paris: 
Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including Jenne. Appt!], cheute en montant, chUtes, tierce 
coule, pinces, and port de voix. Small to large coulades. 
Air A Boire. Sur un Orage qui arriva lorsque Monseigneur estoit a Heilbron en 
presence des Ennemis. Que! courtoux! Qztelle rage! 
p.4 
476 
Chansonnette. Quand tme inconstante Bergere ... 
p. 8 Upper voice 
Pince and cross-signed tremblement. 
{eta~; dt d'en_fa!~ · au- rmr,' 
E*==f7Ft 
Air A Boire. Bacchus et !'Amour Jaloux ... 
p. 17 Upper voice 
Notes perdues appt(J and accent. 
fir® 
' '--/ 
I' cxcez de roon r 
=~--g~_· . · =~ 
l'cxccz de mcm t1 
l+f$~~ -E{E __ ::EJ:_ 
Air Serieux. Chaque jour l'ingratte Climeine ... 
p. 18 Upper voice 
Cross-signed tremblements, mixed rhythm medium coulade, note perdue 
Air Serieux. Jeanne et Colin sous ttn ormeau ... 
p. 30 Upper voice 
m~ ~...:l.t' ·-t: -. . ~ - . . - -- ·• 
-- -
pius che- 're ; J!'~ ' 
c. ;e ' ~f11•m 
. . . . . . . 
Cross-signed tremblement Jenne, note perdue chilte, cross-signed tremblement. 
Air Serieux. VoNs que le Cie! . .. 
p. 32 Upper voice 
Notes perdus appl(J and tierce coule. 
477 
Air Serieux. Que vous estes heureux ! 
p. 35 Upper voice 
Pinci into cross-signed tremb!ement. 
Wtlii¥1 
iii 
Chansonnette. L'Amour, quand on ainze a credit .. . 
p. 36 Upper voice 
w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pinci. 
ii'±~~'~ 
:J=t=t·H -££!3: 
li delca;. . blo. · • 
IEif.i[t 
1698 Brossard, Sebastien de. Sixieme Livre d'Airs Serieux et a Boire. Paris: 
Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed trembfements. App"!)s, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, third cht1te, 
tierce cmt!es, and pott de voix. Tempo markings. 
Air Serieux. Facheztx respect, dure contrainte ... 
p. 4 Upper voice 
~*~l~g~~~ -E---~FEt ·~"'"· ••'• ,..,.-c~ ,,;,i 
:p_l -U~-~-;;= 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes, note perdue app"!), and third cou!e. 
Air Serieux. Lentement. En vain je fanguis . .. 
p. 8 Upper voice 
Notes perdues appuy, tierce coufe, and port de voix. 
:~--r--_ r"\m~= 
. ~~B~ - 1=+ 
- ---
· pr~nd :>u- cun Coin de 
I~ ' ~ , 
~~-~~~ . 
Recit de Basse A Boire. Dans ce vaste univers ... 
p. 12 Bass voice; no accompaniment 
Fifth cou!is. 
478 
Fort gayement. Air A Boire. Sravez tJous pottrquqy ... 
p. 15 Upper voice 
Third chttte and cross-signed tmnb!ement. 
Mfm£ 
lc Ji,au- vais vin. I 
•• le mau .. vais vin I 
• 
1695 Brossard, Sebastien de. Elevations et motets a vozx seu!e, avec Ia basse-
continue . .•. Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross- and t-signed tremb!ements. Cross- and t-signed tremb!ements appt!Jis. w-
signed flattement, vibrato, or pince. Appt!Js, cheute en montant sur dettx nottes, chiite, fierce cou!e, fifth 
cou!e, pince, pons de voix, and pori de voix double. Mixed rhythm and gesture medium cou!ades. 
Small to extremely large cou!ades up to nearly seventy pitches. Proto-t1:ills and proto-turns. 
Changes in tempo markings occur within first four bars. Different size slurs are used 
inconsistently. 
Averlissement. " .... But as it is necessary to have bon gout [goutetj in tasting all the 
agreemens to know how to seize precisely their spirit and fashion; here is the execution, and 
what will serve not only for these Motets but also for all those following, and even for the 
execution of the most beautiful pieces from Italy . . . regarding the Movements, the 
Softenings [Adottczssemens], and the other Agreemens that the Author would hope one would 
give to these Elevations or Motets: You will find perhaps strange, and some Envious people 
will probably attribute to an affectation that they will even call ridiculous that the Author 
used Italian terms (consequently unknown and barbarous to most Musicians of this country) 
to mark all the differences; given principally that it is in the variety and in the solicitude of 
their agreemens that he made consistent the spirit, the beauty, and so to speak the soul of this 
first Work. But one hopes that one will soon cease to make these reproaches if one wants to 
consider that except for France, one does not use any other terms in the rest of Europe, and 
that thus one finds oneself in some way obligated to use it to make the use of these Motets 
more universal and more appropriate for all kinds of countries .... " 
Prodromus Musicalis. Seu Cantica Sacra. Canticum Primum, de V enerabili 
Sacramento. Preludio. Grave into Adagio. Ave vivens Hostia ... 
p. 1 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes into cross-signed tremb!ement. 
mm_~ 
"---' 
::u l£ v1- ra, 
479 
Cht!te and note perdue port de voix. 
6ni- (a. 
p. 2 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
t-signed tremblement. 
Prodromus Musicalis . . . Canticum Primum. Allegro. Ave vas clementim . .. 
p. 2 Basstts-Continuus 
X 6 
:!tlil'i$ 
Medium coulade of an octave. 
p. 3 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
t-signed tremblement appt!Je. 
t=t:- L -m w ~- =a 
'*~ Biffus-Conrinuns. + Prodromus Musicalis ... Aria Secunda. Allegro. Ave plenum gattdium ... 
p. 4 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
Proto-trills and proto-turns. 
~~ i.=Httll~ 
Vita be- a- t..;:----' rum, 1 Honor 01i- fc- ro- rum,' 
"~)( ' l Ji ~ =(,= l' 1 f 
_I t t 7-6K~ E t 76K-4 t 
Prodromus Musicalis ... Canticum Prium. Recitativo. Adagio. Ave m;e virtus sortium ... 
p. 5 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 




Prodromus Musicalis ... Canticum Primum. Presto. Vita sa/us gaudium ... 
pp. 7-8 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
Large mixed rhythm cou!ade with cross-signed tremb!ement app19e into 
Canticum Secundum. Recitativo. Lento. Hoc est nomen adorandum ... 
p. 11 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
Mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade; w-signed jlattement, vibrato, or pind. 
~!L -~~!~ ~ r\ ~ ~ iUlftllft ·r f1ltB 
Super-
' 
n1m cu- rJa:. 
• 611 4 J)( -F.l-
=i=t&= _. . -·-
e B•fli.ts-Cominuus. 
Canticum Secundum. Aria Prima. Allegro. Nomen istud pra:dicatNm ... 
p. 12 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
Thirty-second pince into cross-signed tremb!ement. 
~-
cc mc:l dl: gufiui, : 
' ~ 6 4 l 
·$1-
Canticum Secundum. Adagio. Nomen er;go tam beatttm ... 
p. 18 Canto, 6 Tenore solo. 
Large mixed rhythm and gesture cou!ade. 
~ ~atrta1~:r~JiiL~ t!J.ft~ 
y>. Al- ~ It .J. ~ ~ 6 lc- lu- y._ 
EF=-=-§J1 ~~2LLUtJ~T!ftr ~~I_ ftu 
Presto. Divina: Sobo!i qui dare Matrem ... 
pp. 35-36 
. . Larfe mixed rhythm an~ gesture cott!ade. ..--.. . 
jllPlfJitlflfi»llfWtttm ~it"• ~~wuq.t=t ~1 'ltnfl!I 
IUt'D. A- a,JI ___, , · maL 
Al- ~ ' 1<-
Xf • 'k M ~~~~~~--;- ~ ~~~~  aztn ·y R;ggg;:; ~~~4±hfilfi.~ M&¥WM:~ 
481 
Canticum Sextum. Largo. Ttt que Rex summe ... 
p.49 
•t~ 1iJTW 
Regum tut.e- Ia , 
Q¥-_Q§_ 
Note perdue fifth cou!e. 
Canticum Septimum. De S. Nom. B. Maria:, Seu Tempore Belli, Oratio pro Pace. 
So nitus annorttm . .. 
pp. 54-55 Alto solo 
Largest coulade. _ 
- 8~~tmtflt~JlfHij~lfjJjtfiN--~ 
IIdia noo pre- i i £ l · . • muo< ho-
m Q tbUtiflL ~ : fU U4!: f : i"~!¢~titi00i JU FtiJi !ftB.£I 
__, M. )E _ Jt M M R..Jt:.~ ~- -.:. _ ___ _ 
Canticum Septimum. Allegro e Presto. A men Amen 
p. 61 Alto solo 




If • 6=ti 661( ll ' G= ' ; ~ lf J. Jh ~~=e I! n u 1P#¥1==1==~tfl!Jj 
0-~- - ,-. _ _ _:.____ _ • 
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Duparc (Du Pare) 
(fl. turn of the century) 
Works published: 1692-1697 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1693-1694 
1693 Duparc. Premier Livre d' airs serieux et a boire a deux et trois parties . ... 
Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appt!JC. w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pind,. 
Appl!J, cheute en descendant sur deux nottes, cheute en montant sur deux nottes, chltte, fierce coule, and 
third cou!C. Small roulades. Mixed rhythm and gesture roulades. Possible Lombardic inegal. 
Air Serieux. Lentement. Non ce n 'est plus pour les Amans . .. 
p.4 
w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pince. 
W
1 ~ft it 
~Oncen'dl:p 
~ 4 ' ~'' 5 =ttt~ 
Air Serieux. Printemps, si ton retour fond Ia glace des eaux . .. 
p.6 
Potential Lombardic inegal (instead of appt!Js) and cross-signed 
tremblement appt!Ji. 
~ 
embellit la na- w- re, 
~lit!' 1% 
Notes perdues chettte en descendant sur deux nottes into cross-signed 
tremblement. Proto-turns. 
~. 
' Er· . fajc ·concer- . ccr les ' 
. -· t-~ ~ 
& 11 :1 tf$3: 
P· 7 
Mixed rhythm and gesture co1.tlade with cross-signed tremblements. 
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w-signed flattement, vibrato, or pinci. 
~ 
:las ! Prinrc:mrs, 
~ 
Air Serieux. Ab! qu'un amant Sent de toumtent ... 
p. 17 




m amant Sent de 1 
Air Serieux. Beaux lieux, ott quelqtte fois . .. 
p. 19 
Cross-signed tremblements and small cottlade. 
~Et:~~~l~ 
k . Vous:n'of- frcz a moncreu 
. ~ " ~ ; lm~ht-=t==Ef 
Cross-signed tremblement and third cottlf. 
:t=t=;:::t_~ ~ ,.-.. gk_~HRUU ijffii 
eU<. Ricn ne me pbifl: f:ms d- le. 
~ ,,. 'J-
:m=E I ~ +-:-±~ RASS1-~0N~fND.. 1 o t tt 
Air A Boire. Sujet. Je n 'en sais pas le fin ... 
p.20 
Notes perdttes cbeute en montant sur deux nottes and cross-signed 
tremblement. 
ny,cheramy j'aymea boire. 
pt . t liitb 
1694 Duparc. Second Livre d'airs serieux eta boire .... Paris: Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: Cross-signed tremblements including appl!Jis. Lower auxiliary accent, appl(JS, cbettte 
en montant sttr deux nottes, tierce cottle, fifth cottlf, and pince. 
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Air Serieux. Iris tou revient dans nos champs . .. 
p. 4 
Cross-signed trembiement and fierce coule. 




Appt!J into mixed rhythm and gesture coulade with cheute en montant sur 






• 7 Cross-signed tremblemmts appt!JCS. ~~ . F-i®li& 
. Aff.jt lbl- lc fes •p- pas. 
ciW- le e- at; " { • 
-·J!fij ID - B.u••· COHTIMUJ. 
Air A Boire. Pendant le Printemps est I'Este . .. 
p.20 
Cross-signed tremblement into pinci. 
contentcr man 
w-signed flattemmt, vibrato, or pinci, cross-signed tremblement apptfYC. 
BtFf f&iiiffiH 
contcD- . rer mon rnvi- e. 
~m~ !lltLdt 




Works published: 1687-c.1700 
Works surveyed in this catalogue: 1696 
1696 Moreau, Jean-Baptiste. Intermedes en musique de Ia tragCdie d'Esther propres 
pour les dames religieuses et toutes autres personnes. Par Monsieur Moreau . ... Paris: 
Christophe Ballard. 
Summary: t-signed tremblements including app19es. Lower auxiliary accents, app19s, cheute en 
montant sur deux nottes, tierce coule, third cou!e, and pind. Small coulades. Large mixed rhythm and 
gesture cou!ades. Proto-turn. 
Deplorable Sion ... 
p. 10 
Lower auxiliary accents. 
~ ~!l*~li 
Que/ carnage de toutes pmts! 
p. 22 Une autre 
Chettte en montant sur deux nottes into t-signed tremblement. 
~~~ 
............ 
. He- la!!G jc 
L.a gloire des mechants en un moment s'eteint ... 
p. 54 unidentified character 
~~. ~
s brillant que I' Au-rorc. 
:§tl=t!!¥-
t -signed tremblement into proto-tum. 
Acte III. D 'un souffle I'Aquilon ecarte les Jzuages . .. 
p.62 
Small mixed rhythm and gesture coulades including t-signed tremblement. 
~~n* !?~~~~ 
: I'Aquilon Car- rc I ra- gcs. 
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II a vlt contre noNS les mechans s'assembler . .. 
p. 75 
Large mixed rhythm and gesture coulade. 
~~tmttliM v ~-'-' 
toDner- re. F 
II appaise, ii pardonne du ca:ur ingrat . .. 
p. 91 unidentified soprano voice 
Pin d. 
&$fi§ 
l le retour. 








The Sixteenth Century: Summation 
Insofar as these catalogues survey, the sixteenth century was devoid of agrement signs 
in vocal music. By the start of this dissertation's survey in the second decade, the melodic 
gestures that eventually were codified are in evidence: The pince in 1528, tour de gosier 
precursor (proto-turn) in 1542, and tremblement precursor (proto-trill) in 1543. While the pince 
was used sporadically for the duration of the century, the tour de gosier precursor was as 
widespread as the mixed gesture coulades in evidence at the beginning of this dissertation's 
survey. The tremblement precursor in its various guises continued through the seventeenth 
century as the variations of the most common of all the petites graces. Small (three to six 
pitches), medium (seven to twelve pitches), and large (thirteen to twenty-one pitches) equal, 
mixed rhythm, and mixed rhythm and gesture coulades either of the diminution style or of a 
French bent were more prevalent than any petite grace gestures in the sixteenth century. The 
precursor gestures that were eventually molded into the Baroque system must have earlier 
roots than 1527. 
The Faenza Codex c.1420 included French keyboard versions of French vocal music 
that showcased cottlades, proto-trills, proto-turns, and the sanglot. There is an ongoing debate 
as to whether or not these are intended for other instrumental forces. Richard Benedum 
argues the French secular selections "closely follows the shapes of its respective models"504 
and these are-for the time-the "most extensive source of instlumental variation 
practice"505 wherein the even "note-for-note agreement between the model and Faenza, 
504 Richard Paul Benedum, "Ornamentation in the Secular Keyboard Music of the Faenza Codex," 
(DMA diss., University of Oregon, 1972), 85. 
505 Benedum, "Ornamentation," 3. 
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except for a few accidentals,"506 and "[a]ll the secular Faenza intabulations .. . consistently 
ornament the text-bearing discant voice, whether or not it is the highest-sounding voice of 
the model. ... " 507 The Faenza Codex used "commonly-used figuration"508 that increased 
around "cadential arrivals." 509 Benedum concludes: 
. ... with its repertory based on vocal music of the past ... the music of the Faenza repertory 
is marked by florid, at times even virtuosic figuration ... Yet the number of surviving 
keyboard manuscripts from the time ... is small. The distinction between composition and 
improvisation for keyboard was virtually non-existent. The music of Faenza bears the stamp 
of a quasi-improvised style in that its embellishments are, in the main, short melodic 
formulas strung together. The same stock figures which appear throughout Faenza's discant 
could easily have been used as stock figures in improvisation. As in Faenza, the tenor of these 
hypothetical improvisations, pre-existent or free, probably supplied large-scale organization 
and shape, while the emphasis on melodic embellishment was concentrated in the discant.511 
Willi A pel believes the "figuration consists chiefly of variants of the mordent and the tum, 
with occasional admixtures of scale fragments" and further notes that in "comparison with 
the stereotyped intabulations of the 16th century, the methods employed in the Codex Faenza 
are remarkably varied and free .... " 514 
Even a century before the Faenza Codex, the concepts of ornamentation by 
diminution are well in evidence. Jeremy Yudkin argues such "examples, together with the 
other keyboard pieces preserved from the fourteenth century, suggest that instrumental 
music of this time depended for a large part of its repertory upon vocal originals (mostly 
secular songs, but also chants and motets), like instrumental music from before 1300 . ... " 515 
He may be referencing the Robertsbridge fragment of c.1320, whose "content is usually 
506 Benedum, "Ornamentation," 87. 
507 Benedum, "Ornamentation," 97. 
508 Benedum, "Ornamentation," 34. 
509 Benedum, "Ornamentation," 89. 
511 Benedum, "Ornamentation," 125. 
514 Apel, H istory, 28. 
515 Jeremy Yudkin, Music in Medieval Europe, Prentice-Hall History of Music Series (New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, 1989), 550. 
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thought of as English, but is probably of French provenance .... "516 The Robertsbridge 
fragment contained small cou!ades, proto-trills (including the lowering gesture), and proto-
turns. Apel views these as the "decisive element of the clavier arrangement," as such 
"figuration . . . is also considered absolutely necessary in all later intabulations. . . ."517 
Alexander Silbiger believes the existence of these two works as well as the roughly twenty-
five manuscripts of "smviving specimens of keyboard music from before c.1500 . . . is a 
minor miracle . . . since solo keyboard playing dming this period . . . largely proceeded 
without the aid of written music .... "518 Bruce Gustafson cites Attaingnant's 1531 "seven 
volumes of organ and harpsichord music" as the "earliest French keyboard music of 
consequence," after which point "[n]othing more is known until nearly a century later .... " 519 
These included intabulations of chansons and dance tunes that "shares an ornamental melodic 
vocabulary." Furthermore, Gusafson draws attention to the traits and proto-turns as there is 
"much rapid figuration, often in stereotypical scalar or turning patterns. In the arrangements 
of the cha11sons the original vocal lines are quite rigorously preserved, but ornamented . . . 
There is much tossing of patterns back and forth between the hands in these dances, 
creating an idiomatic division style long before the Elizabethans ... . 520 
516 Apel, History, 24. 
517 Apel, History, 25. 
518 Alexander Silbiger, Kryboard Music Before 1700, 2nd ed. Edited by Alexander Silbiger (New York: 
Routledge, 2003), 3. 
519 Bruce Gustafson, "France," in Kryboard Music Before 1700, 2nd ed. Edited by Alexander Silbiger 
(New York: Routledge, 2003), 90. 
520 Bruce Gustafson, "France," in Kryboard Music Before 1700, 2nd ed. Edited by Alexander Silbiger 
(New York: Routledge, 2003), 120. 
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Douglas Alton Smith is credited in Annette Otterstedt's book on the viol for 
observing the emergence of petite grace orthography. He is reported to have observed this 
coinciding: 
. ... with the invention of additional bass strings on lutes. This might be a coincidence, but it 
might also be an indication of . .. the musical concentration on the outer parts, in the shape 
of an embellished top part and a thorough bass. Thus the appearance of the graces might 
mark the transition from the Renaissance to the baroque period. This was the time above all 
when not only lute music underwent considerable changes . .. but the treatment of the 
individual note gained more and more in importance .... s21 
Table 1 lays out the general trends explored in the catalogues of Chapters 4 and 5. 
521 Annette Otterstedt, The Viol.· History of an Instrument, translated by Hans Reiners (Kassel: 
Barenreiter-Verlag, 2002), 197. 
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Table 1. Sixteenth Century Petites graces and Precursors 
From the Music 
P etite grace Year Value/Note Perdue Composer/Publisher 
Accent 
1592 eighth Robert Ballard (i) 
Accent (incomplete) 
1585 eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1597 eighth Le R<:>y-Ballard 
Apptty 
1585 eiKhth Guillaume Tessier 
Battement 
1540 eighth Clement 
1555 eighth Des Pres 
1557 eighth Goudimel 
1568 eighth Le R()}' 
1597 SL"'<teenth LeRoy-Ballard 
1597 eighth Goudimel 
Chettte en descendant sttr dettx nottes 
1573 2 eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1583 2 sixteenth La Grotte 
1592 2 sixteenth Le Roy-Ballard 
Chettte en descendant sur trois nottes 
1583 3 eighth La Grotte 
1583 2 sixteenth-quarter La Grotte 
1593 2 sixteenth::'l_uarter Plans on 
1597 2 sixteenth-quarter Caignet 
Cheute en montant 
1582 eighth Beaulieu 
1585 eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1592 eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1593 eighth Plans on 
1595 eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1597 eighth Caignet 
1597 eighth Le RO}':-Ballard 
1597 sixteenth Le RO}':-Ballard 
1597 eighth Charles Tessier 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
1557 2 eighth Goudimel 
1582 2 quarter Beaulieu 
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1582 full2 eighth Beaulieu 
1582 full eighth-quarter Guillaume Tessier 
1585 full eighth::9_uarter Guillaume Tessier 
1587 full quarter-half Lass us 
1587 full eighth::9_uarter Lass us 
1592 full quarter-whole Phalese (ii) 
1592 full eighth-quarter Phalese (ii) 
1596 full eighth::9_uarter LeRoy-Ballard 
1597 full2 sixteenth LeRoy-Ballard 
1597 full 2 sixteenth Charles Tessier 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes 
1555 full eighth-half Des Pres 
1555 full 2 eighth Maillard 
1597 full 3 sixteenth Le Roy-Ballard 
Chi'tte 
1573 full eighth Le Roy-Ballard 
1582 full eighth Beaulieu 
1582 full eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1583 full eighth La Grotte 
1585 full eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1592 full eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1596 full eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1597 full quarter Le R<:>y-Ballard 
1597 full eighth Le Roy-Ballard 
1597 full eighth Caignet 
Chl'tte (3'd) 
1592 full eighth Robert Ballard (i) 
Chute (4th) 
1597 full eighth Robert Ballard (i) 
Cottle (tierce) 
1597 full quarter Le Roy-Ballard 
1597 full eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1598 full eighth Phalese (ii) 
Coule (3'd) 
1582 full eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1583 full ei_ghth La Grotte 
1592 full eighth Robert Ballard (i) 
1597 full eighth Robert Ballard (i) 
Cottle (4th) 
1592 full quarter Robert Ballard (i) 
1595 full quarter Robert Ballard (i) 
1597 full eighth Charles Tessier 
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Leaping melodic inflection 
1571 full half LeR~ 
1582 full half Beaulieu 
1582 full eighth Beaulieu 
Pi nee 
1528 full eighth Attain_g_nant 
1540 full eighth Clement 
1542 full eighth Attaingnant 
1543 full eighth Susato 
1551 full eighth Goudimel 
1553 full eighth Le Roy-Ballard 
1555 full eighth Cadeac 
1557 full eighth Goudimel 
1564 full eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1565 full eighth Goudimel 
1567 full eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1567 full eighth DuChemin 
1571 full eighth LeR~ 
1576 full eighth Chardavoine 
1578 full eighth Le Roy-Ballard 
1579 full eighth LeBlanc 
1579 full sixteenth LeBlanc 
1582 full eighth Beaulieu 
1582 full eighth LeBlanc 
1582 full sixteenth Guillaume Tessier 
1582 full eighth LeBlanc 
1582 full sixteenth LeBlanc 
1583 full eighth Le R~-Ballard 
1583 full sixteenth Le Roy-Ballard 
1583 full eighth La Grotte 
1587 full eighth Lass us 
1587 full sixteenth Lass us 
1592 full eighth Le Roy-Ballard 
1592 full sixteenth Le Roy-Ballard 
1592 full eighth Lass us 
1592 full sixteenth Lass us 
1592 full sixteenth Phalese (ii) 
1597 full eighth Le Ror:-Ballard 
1597 full eighth Charles Tessier 
1597 full sixteenth Charles Tessier 
1598 full sixteenth Phalese (iil_ 
Port de voix 
1582 full eighth Beaulieu 
1585 full quarter Guillaume Tessier 
1597 full quarter Le Roy-Ballard 
Proto-trill 
1543 full quarter Susato 
1555 full quarter Cadeac 
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1555 full quarter Des Pres 
1557 full eighth Le Roy-Ballard 
1557 full quarter Goudirnel 
1558 full quarter Phalese (i) 
1564 full quarter Le Roy-Ballard 
1564 full eighth Le R~Ballard 
1569 full quarter La Grotte 
1578 full quarter Le Roy-Ballard 
1582 full eighth Beaulieu 
1582 full eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1583 full eighth La Grotte 
1585 full eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1587 full quarter Lass us 
1592 full quarter Lass us 
1592 full quarter Phalesejii2_ 
1592 full eighth Phalese (ii) 
1597 full eighth Le Roy-Ballard 
1597 full eighth Charles Tessier 
1598 full eighth Phalese (ii2_ 
Proto-tum 
1528 full quarter Clement 
1535 full quarter Certon 
1540 full quarter Clement 
c.1 541 full quarter Sus a to 
1542 full quarter A ttaingnan t 
1549 full quarter DuChemin 
1551 full quarter Goudirnel 
1555 full quarter Cadeac 
1555 full eighth Cadeac 
[1 555) full quarter Laet 
1555 full quarter Maillard 
1557 full quarter LeRoy-Ballard 
1557 full quarter Goudirnel 
1558 full quarter Phalese Ji) 
1567 full quarter Le Roy-Ballard 
1570 full eighth Certon 
1575 full quarter Lass us 
1578 full quarter LeRoy-Ballard 
1578 full eighth Caietan 
1579 full quarter Blockland 
1582 full eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1583 full quarter La Grotte 
1583 full eighth La Grotte 
1585 full eighth Guillaume Tessier 
1587 full quarter Lass us 
1592 full eighth LeRoy-Ballard 
1592 full sixteenth Le Roy-Ballard 
1592 full eighth Lass us 
1592 full eighth Phalese (ii2 
1597 full eighth Le R~-Ballard 
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The Seventeenth Century: Summation 
Previous secondary sources have attempted to codify French ornaments: Frederick 
Neumann's 1978 Ornamentation in BaroqNe and Post-Baroque Music: With Special Emphasis on]. S. 
Bach is encyclopedic but skewed. Jean-Claude Veilhan's relatively unknown The &ties of 
MNsical Interpretation in the Baroque Era (17th-18th centNries) common to all instruments of the 
following year is more reductive. Aldrich Putnam's dissertation "The Principal Agrements of 
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries: A Study of Musical Ornamentation" of 1942 
looks at French, English, German, and Italian sources and, like the present dissertation, is 
concerned with the "morphological classification" based on the "melodic contour" of the 
agrements.522 In her innovative 1973 publication, Betty Bang Mather discusses petites graces 
1675-1775. While her examination begins as this dissertation tapers off into the formulae of 
the Baroque, her understanding of the petites graces in Tables 2 and the summary below is 
aimed at their function. She discusses the port de voix, app!fY, fierce coule, port de voix double, pind, 
battement, tremblements, son enjle and diminue, jlattement, tremblements appt!Ji and non app!fYi, double 
cadence, tour de gosier, accent, chtlte, tour de chant, coulade, and diminution. Her transcribed 
illustrations of the possible metric variations in performing agrements accompany her 
assessment of the function of the Baroque agrements. 523 
The chart for the seventeenth century music was too unwieldy to reproduce here, so 
the evolution of agriments &om the seventeenth century catalogue of this dissertation has 
522 Aldrich Putnam, "The Principal Agriments of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries: A Study 
of Musical Ornamentation" (Ph.D . diss, Harvard University, 1942), xxiv. 
523 Betty Bang Mather, Intepretation of French Music from 167 5 to 177 5. For Wood1vind and Other Peiformers 
(New York: McGinnis & Marx, 1973), 52-81. 
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been reduced to the following summaries. An "appearance" is confined to a specific note 
value per composer or publisher per year within the seventeenth century. 
Accent 
Reappearing in 1602, this petite grace appeared only 21 times in the material surveyed. 
The appearances are sporadic and include full notation of an eighth or quarter until 1671 
when a sixteenth note is used. D'Ambruys uses a slash in 1685 and Brossard and Lambert 
each use an eighth note perdNe in 1691 and c.1692 respectively. 
Accent (incomplete) 
Reappearing at the same time as the accent in 1602, this petite grace appeared 33 times 
m the material surveyed. It appeared more regularly than the accent but made only one 
appearance in the 1640s. It was notated by either a quarter or eighth until [1660] after which 
time a sixteenth was also used. Brossard uses a sixteenth note perdNe to indicate it in 1691. 
Accent (lower) 
First appearing in Guedron's 1602 publication, this petite grace appeared 57 times in 
the material surveyed. Besides having only a single appearance in the 1630s and 1640s, it 
appeared regularly throughout the century. It was fust indicated by a sixteenth in addition to 
an eighth and quarter in 1622. 
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AppJ91 
Reappearing in Gw!dron's 1608 publication, this petite grace appeared 125 times in the 
material surveyed. Less than half a dozen appearances occurred in the first four decades of 
the century; the 1640s had not a single appearance. There are 8 appearances in the 1650s and 
then each subsequent decade of the century has around 20 appearances. Note values are 
confined to a sixteenth through a half for the majority of the century, but Lambert 
introduces an eighth note perdue in [1661] that is not copied until Christophe Ballard in 1690, 
Brossard in 1691, and Marais in 1696. 
Battement 
Reappearing in Mangeant's 1608 publication, this petite grace appears only 13 times in 
the material surveyed. While the appearances span the century, there are none in the 1630s-
1650s. In almost all cases, a combination of sixteenth and eighth notes forms the battement, 
Brossard uses thirty-second notes perdues in 1691. 
Chettte en descendant sur dettx nottes 
Reappearing in Guedron's 1608 publication, this petite grace appeared 49 times in the 
material surveyed. With only a handful of appearances prior to Boesset's 1620 publication, 
the chettte en descendant sttr deux nottes appeared an average of 5 times a decade from this point 
forward. The basic petite grace is made up of sixteenth notes, although there are some 
variations including Christophe Ballard's 1690 and Duparc's 1693 use of thirty-second notes 
perdttes. 
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Cheute en descendant sur trois nottes 
This petite grace reappeared in Caurroy's 1610 publication, and was used 10 times 
sporadically throughout the century. There were no appearances in the 1630s and only one 
in the 1640s. The last appearance is in 1664. The note values vary but most instances are an 
obvious extension of the cheute en descendant sur deux nottes and land on a longer note value. 
Cheute en montant 
Reappearing in Guedron's 1602 publication, this petite grace appeared 65 times in the 
material surveyed. The cheute en montant remained fairly constant in use averaging 7 
appearances a decade until a lone appearance in 1694. Aside from the rare half note in 1626, 
the majority of cheutes en montant are eighth and quarter notes. Sixteenth notes are used in 
1650 and the 1670s forward. 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
Reappearing in Charles Tessier's 1604 publication, this petite grace appeared 110 times 
in the material surveyed. The cheute en montant sur deux nottes appears to have come in and out 
of fashion: The first decade saw 6 appearances, the 1610s 10 appearances, the 1620s 20 
appearances, the 1630s 10 appearances, the 1640s 5 appearances, the 1650s 12 appearances, 
the 1660s 18 appearances, the 1670s 9 appearances, the 1680s 8 appearances, and the 1690s 
12 appearances. Some appearances are an obvious extension of the cheute en montant and 
involved a short note value traveling up to a note value of twice the length; for instance a 
quarter to a half note. The majority of occurrences, however, are a pair of sixteenth or eighth 
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notes respectively, and sixteenth notes were the preferred rhythmic value in the second half 
of the century. Duparc used a pair of thirty-second notes perdues in 1693. 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes 
Reappearing in Boesset's 1617 publication, this petite grace appeared 15 times in the 
material surveyed. The cheute en montant sur trois nottes has a clear break in appearance; after 
1636 the next appearance is not until 1661. The majority of appearances are an extension of 
the cbeute en montant sur deux nottes with the gesture landing on a significantly longer note value 
such as a pair of sixteenths and a quarter note. Some occurrences, however, use only 
sixteenth notes. 
Cbtlte 
This petite grace reappeared in Guedron's 1602 publication and 77 times in total in the 
material surveyed. The chUte ebbed and flowed throughout the material in this dissertation; 
only 4 appearances in the 1630s and 3 in the 1640s followed half a dozen appearances in the 
first through third decades. The chute then averaged the same half dozen appearances for the 
1650s, 1670s, and 1680s with an acute spike of 18 appearances in the 1660s and more 
modest 11 appearances in the 1690s. While the eighth note is the predominant rhythmic 
value, instances of quarter notes to sixteenth notes were found throughout the century. Notes 
perdttes were used in the 1690s; Christophe Ballard used a sixteenth, Brossard a quarter and 
an eighth in 1691 and 1694, and Marais an eighth and a sixteenth in 1696. 
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Chute (3'd) 
This petite grace reappeared in Pierre Ballard's 1610 publication of Second livre d'airs a 
quatre de differens mtteurs . . . . and not again until 1642. The 9 appearances are clustered around 
the 1660s. 
Chute (4th) 
This petite grace reappeared in Charles Tessier's 1604 publication as one of only 5 
times in the surveyed material. After one appearance per decade for the first three decades of 
the century, the final appearances are in the 1660s. With one exception in 1667, all 
appearances were eighth notes. 
Cottle (tierce) 
Reappearing in Moulinie's 1624 publication, this petite grace appeared 63 times . After 2 
appearances in the 1620s and 1 in 1635, there is a fifteen-year gap in appearances. There are 
only three appearances in the 1620s and 1630s before 6 appearances in the 1650s and around 
a dozen for each of the subsequent decades. Until 1660, all tierce coules were eighth notes. 
After Lambert introduced the sixteenth note it was as common as the eighth note. The 
1690s again saw eighth and sixteenth notes perdues in regular use. 
Coule (3'ct) 
Reappearing ill Pierre Ballard's 1610 publication, the 70 appearances increase 
gradually from an average of 3 times in the 1620s, 1630s, and 1640s. The 1650s see a jump 
to 10 appearances that is doubled in the 1660s with the most frequent use of the third cou!e. 
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The use of this petite grace remains strong in the 1670s but appears only 7 times in the 1680s 
and 1690s respectively. Note values ranged from a quarter to a sixteenth. 
Coule (4'h) 
Also reappearing in Pierre Ballard's 1610 publication, this petite grace appeared 35 
times in the material smveyed. After the initial appearance, the fourth coule had 3 appearances 
in the 1620s, only 1 in the 1630s, 5 in the 1640s, and only 2 in the 1650s. The 1660s show 
the most frequent use of this petite grace at 12 appearances, but the following decades show a 
decline from 5 down to 2 appearances. Note values ranged from a quarter to a sixteenth. 
Coule (5'h) 
Not appearing until Boesset's 1642 publication, this petite grace appeared only 10 times 
m the material surveyed. Appearances are spread evenly throughout the last half of the 
century. Note values ranged from a half to a sixteenth. Brossard used an eighth note perdue in 
1695. 
Coule sur deux nottes 
First appearing in Charles Tessier's 1604 publication, this petite grace appeared 12 
times in the material surveyed. After the first 5 appearances in the fust four decades of the 
century, there is over a thirty-year gap before the coule sur deux nottes reappears in the late 
1660s. The most frequent use of this petite grace, as found in this dissertation, is in the 1690s. 
The basic shape of the couli sur deux nottes was a pair of eighth to thirty-second notes . The 
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majority of occurrences were pairs of sixteenth notes, and Marais introduced a pair of thirty-
second notes perdues in 1696. 
Double cadence 
This petite grace did not appear until [1673] in a manuscript of a Lully Tragedie and 
appeared 12 times in the material surveyed. During the first twelve years of it appeat-ing, the 
double cadence is indicated by an x-signed tremblement with full sixteenth termination, t-signed 
tremblemmt with full sixteenth termination, and a wave sign. The highest concentration (which 
included cross-signed instances as well) was in the 1680s. x, t, wave, and cross were all used 
to indicate this petite grace and terminations varied from sixteenth (the most common) to note 
perdue thirty-second notes. 
Flattement 
This petite grace made 18 appearances in the catalogue of seventeenth century music. 
Engraved: in 1661 the wave sign (and sole caret sign) most likely indicates jlattement as it is 
found on notes ranging from a sixteenth to a dotted quarter (this may also be vibrato; see 
Bacilly's Remarques). In 1685, D'Ambruys uses a caret to indicate it on notes as short as a 
sixteenth. Mademoiselle Michon uses it in 1670 on quarter notes, Bacilly uses it in 1688 on 
quarter through dotted half notes. Printed: Christophe Ballard uses a w-sign to indicate 
either flattement, vibrato, or (least likely) a pind in 1690 and 1702 on notes ranging from 
sixteenth through dotted eighth notes. Sebastien de Brossard (printed by Christophe Ballard) 
uses the w-sign on quarter and half notes in 1691, dotted quarter note in 1694, and on 
dotted and straight eighth notes in 1695. Duparc (printed by Christophe Ballard) used it in 
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1693 and 1694 on dotted and straight quarter notes. DuMont's w-sign in 1652 could belong 
to this category, or it could be a pinci. 
Leaping melodic inflection 
This petite grace reappeared in Charles Tessier's 1604 publication and 37 times in the 
material surveyed. A particular favorite of Boesset's, the leaping melodic inflection was most 
frequendy used in the 1640s, 1660s, and 1670s. Other decades had an average of 2 
appearances. Some appearances have the flavor of the agrement labeled He/an infrequendy, as 
they are paired with words such as "martire," "guerre," "affreux," and "helas!" The first half 
of the century they were generally found on half or quarter notes, but there are a few 
instances in the last few decades of the century with shorter note values that indicate they are 
closer to a port de voix in intent. 
Notes perdues 
This way of marking petites gram fust appeared in Lambert's publication of [1660] 
and a total of 21 times. After 1661, notes perdues reappear in 1690 where the vast majority of 
appearances occurred. 
Pi nee 
The fust appearance in the seventeenth century was in Guedron in 1608. This petite 
grace appeared a total of 77 times in the material surveyed. Averaging 2 appearances in the 
1600s, 161 Os, 1620s, and 1640s with no appearances in the 1630s, the pinci resumed use in 
the 1650s only to spike up to 19 appearances in the 1660s and remain in frequent use 
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(averaging 15 appearances a decade) for the duration of the century. The note values range 
from a quarter to a thirty-second. 
Port de voix 
Reappearing in Bataille in 1613, this petite grace appeared 113 times in the material 
surveyed. The decades mth the least frequent appearances (an average of 4) were the 1610s, 
1630s, and 1640s; the 1620s, 1650s, and 1690s averaged 9 appearances; and the most 
frequent use peaked with 37 appearances in the 1660s but remained high in the 1670s (15 
appearances) and 1680s (16 appearances). The basic pattern is of a pair of sixteenths and an 
eighth note. Some instances use eighth notes or thirty-second notes. 
Port de voix double 
This petite grace first appeared in Charles Tessier in 1604 and a total of 47 times in the 
material surveyed. The port de voix double remained in relatively constant use throughout the 
century; the 1620s saw the most frequent use at 9 appearances, followed by the 1660s. The 
note values range from a sixteenth to a quarter. Notes perdues of a quarter to a sixteenth note 
are used in the 1690s. A v sign is used by D'Ambruys in 1685 on notes as short as an eighth. 
Sanglot 
This petite grace first appeared in Guedron's 1602 publication and had 1624 as the last 
appearance. The 14 times the sanglot appeared in the material surveyed, it was generally found 
in full eighth or sixteenth note values, but Guedron, Bataille, and Moulinie also mixed the 
rhythm mthin this petite grace. Note values are generally a pair of sixteenth or eighth notes. 
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Tour de Chant 
First appearing late in Sicard's 1671 publication, this petite grace only occurred 3 times 
in the material surveyed; once each decade for the last part of the century. Each appearance 
was in full sixteenth notes. 
Tour de Cosier 
The only appearance of this petite grace is in Robert Ballard (iii) in 1671 in full eighth 
notes. 
Proto-turn 
The variations on the turn figure first appeared in the seventeenth century in Charles 
Tessier's 1604 publication. A total of 74 appearances remained constant in the 1600s, 1610s, 
1620s, 1670s, 1680s, and 1690s. The most frequent use was in the 1660s and the 1630s to 
1650s had only a couple appearances a decade. Note values were primarily sixteenth in the 
second half of the century and quarter through sixteenth in the first half. Lambert used 
thirty-second notes in 1690 and c.1692. 
Proto-trill 
This trill variation appeared 53 times in the material surveyed in the seventeenth 
century catalogue. First appearing in 1610 in Charles Tessier's publication, the proto-trill was 
most frequently used in the 1610s (10 appearances) and 1680s (10 appearances). Other than 
the 1630s through 1650s, the proto-trill averaged over 6 appearances in the remaining 
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decades. Throughout the century the proto-trill was found in sixteenth and eighth notes with 
Christophe Ballard using thirty-second notes in 1690. 
Tremb!ement (cross-signed) 
The cross-signed tremb!ement first appeared in Lambert's [1660] publication and was 
found a total of 221 times in the material surveyed. The first decade saw 47 appearances; this 
increased only incrementally in the 1670s and 1680s. The 1690s were the height of 
appearances in the seventeenth century at 67 times. The crosses were found on notes as long 
as a dotted whole note and as short as a sixteenth note throughout the decades. 
Tremblement (x-signed) 
The x-signed tremb!ement fust appeared alongside the cross-signed tremb!ement in 
Lambert's [1660] publication. Appearing 45 times in the material surveyed, over half of these 
were in the 1660s-presumably before the cross became the more standard sign for the 
surveyed vocal repertoire. The appearances in the 1670s were by Bacilly and Michon; the 
1680s saw the last appearances by Bacilly and D'Ambruys only. Particularly in engraving, the 
difference between the cross ( +) and the x appear at times almost indistinguishable. The x 
was found on notes ranging from a whole note to a sixteenth note throughout the use of the 
s1gn. 
Tremb!ement (t-signed) 
The t-signed tremb!ement appeared before the two previous tremblement signs and a 
total of SO times in the material surveyed, but was less prevalent than the cross sign. Du 
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Mont alone introduced the t-signed tremblement to vocal repertoire in 1652, after which it was 
not used again until the end of the 1670s (8 appearances). The 1680s and 1690s averaged 20 
appearances a decade. Like the other tremblements, the t appeared on notes as short as a 
sixteenth and as long as a whole note. Marais is the only one observed using it on a sixteenth 
note perdue at the end of the century. 
Tremblement (f-signed) 
Du Mont again introduced this sign in 1668; presumably as a variant of his 1652 t 
sign for the same petite grace. He was the only one observed using it in the material surveyed. 
Du Mont used the T on a dotted eighth, dotted quarter, and half note in his publication. 
Tremblement app'!)li 
This petite grace first appeared in Lambert's [1660] publication as an x-signed 
tremblement with a fully notated app'!Y ranging from a sixteenth to a half note. Appearing 78 
times in the material smveyed, the tremblement app'!)li was used an average of 19 times a 
decade for the duration of the century. x, cross, T, t, and an x with an arch were all used to 
indicate it and appt!JS ranged from a half to a sixteenth note. 
Tremblement firmi 
This petite grace first appeared in Bacilly's 1661 and 1667 publications and occurred a 
total of 27 times in the surveyed material. The most frequent appearances were in the 1690s 
(10 times) and least frequent in the 1680s (3 times). Both cross and t signs were used to 
indicate it, and cht2tes ranged from an eighth note to a sixteenth note perdue. 
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l'{ye1t, Lam ben, Bacilfy, and D 'Ambrt!JS 
The largest ornament-related shift of the 1700s occurred mid-century. Salon culture 
aside, this change was primarily two-pronged: The French Doubles exploded with mixed 
rhythm and gesture cottlades as a result of Pierre de Nyert's vocal tutelage upon his return 
&om Rome. These were apparent in the music of Michel Lambert, Benigne de Bacilly, and 
Honore D' Ambruys. Nyert ( c.1597 -1682) taught his vocal approach to Lambert as well as 
Lambert's sister-in-law, Hilaire Dupuis. Nurtured by his time in Rome 1633-1635,524 
Catherine Massip identifies Nyert's approach as "a happy compromise, according to his 
contemporaries, between the French and Italian art .... "525 James R. Anthony heralds Nyert 
as "the person most responsible for orienting the air de cour more toward expressive 
realization of the text. The writer Saint-Evremond believed that '"to render music more 
pleasurable, one should hear Italian airs in the mouth of a Frenchman . ... "'526 A favored 
court singer, Nyert "was one of the strongest influences on Lambert and above all on 
Benigne de Bacilly ... Not all were convinced that the salvation of the air de cour lay in the 
method of Nyert or the more intensely personal language of Boesset's ninth book. . .. "527 
While Lambert most likely studied with Moulinie, Nyert is held to be more influential in his 
musical language: 
Nyert taught Lambert how to adapt elements of Italian singing and expression to French 
music, and his expressive style had a significant impact .. . Lambert readily acknowledged 
his debt to N yert in the dedication to his 1660 book of airs . . . Hilaire Dupuis .. . one of the 
most famous French singers of the seventeenth century .. . helped to popularize Lambert's 
524 James R. Anthony, F1-ench Baroque Music: From Bea'!fqyeulx to Rameau. Rev. ed. (Portland, Oregon: 
Amadeus Press, 1997), 414. 
525 Catherine Mas sip, Preface to Les airs de Monsieur Lambert. Maistre de Ia Musique de Ia Chambre du Rqy. 
Gravezpar Richer corrigez de nouveau de p lusieurs fautes de graveU?-e. Patis: Chez un Chandelier, 1666 
(Facsimile ed. Geneva: Minkoff Reprints, 1983), 15. 
526 Prunieres quoted in Anthony, French Baroque, 414. 
527 Anthony, French Baroque, 414. 
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airs, making them instantly recognizable to the public by performing them in a unique and 
distinctive vocal style .. . . 528 
In his first book, Lambert expressed how Nyert had introduced him to " the beautiful 
manner of singing" and was responsible for "all d1e best I know .... "529 Lambert progressed 
to being a highly regarded teacher while, according to the critic Le Cerf, "the airs by Lambert 
represented the quintessence of French vocal music and the most important models for 
Lully ... . "530 Nyert's influence extended through Lambert to Honore D 'Ambruys-a singing 
pupil of Lambert's. Continuing the teacher and composer dichotomy, D'Ambruys 
acknowledged his debt to Lambert in his dedication of Airs in 1685. 
The second aspect of the shift was related to printing dispensations granted by royal 
privilege that allowed Lambert as of 1659 to publish "a quantity of musical works ... as well 
as those he may compose hereafter" outside the Ballard monopoly: "' .... by any printer or 
engraver he wishes, prohibiting all booksellers, printers and engravers, even those who have 
particular privileges to publish music, to print or have printed the said works without the 
consent of the said exponent or his heirs, on pain of a fine ... plus confiscation of copies, 
legal costs, damages and interest .... "'531 In 1660, Lambert began eliciting engraved 
publications from the workbench of the engraver Pierre Richer. As Cathetine Massip points 
out, Lambert was "followed in 1661 by Benigne de Bacilly who also used the same engraver. 
. . although the privilege does not mention any printing technique to the detriment of 
528 Robert A. Green, Introduction to Michel Lambert's Airs de differents autheurs. Recent Researches in 
tl1e Music of the Baroque E ra, vols. XXIX, XXX. (Madison, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, Inc., 2005), x. 
529 James R. Anthony and Catherine Massip, "Lambert, Michel," Grove Music Online. O xford Music 
Online. Oxford University Press, 
http: / /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 15888. 
(accessed December 6, 2013). 
530 Quoted in Anthony, French Baroque, 416. 
531 Quoted in Massip, Preface, 13. 
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another, the chosen procedure was, for practical reasons, to be that of engraving .... " 532 
Lambert's choice not to have the Ballard finn publish his engraved work saw him 
initially looking to literary publishers Charles de Sercy and Guillaume de Luyne.533 The 
reticence to have the Ballards even distribute his work may be explained by his attitude 
towards pirated editions of his airs in the yearly Ballard publications beginning in 1656. This 
was not a singular occurrence: 
Newly composed airs circulated in seventeenth-century French society much like jokes or 
gossip, and once an air reached the public a composer had no control over it. Singers wanted 
access to the most current music they could get, and they freely passed bootlegged copies of 
novel airs among themselves ... Given tl1e public's thirst for new music, the market must 
have been ripe for Ballard's series. But while many undoubtedly welcomed the arrival of 
each issue, at least some of the composers whose airs appeared in them were frustrated by 
the unautl1orized presentation of their works. Lambert was among these disgruntled 
composers, and his frustration inspired him to present his own airs in print for the first time 
... Other composers must have responded by producing sinlliar collections, and Ballard was 
clearly threatened by the competition of these single-author books. In the 1669 volume of 
the Airs . . . he criticized such collections, suggesting they were of a lesser quality than his 
own anthology .. . the demand for new airs was strong enough to keep Ballard's series on 
the market for over thirty years, despite the availability of author-compiled collections .. . . 534 
Lambert's publications included an Avant propos wherein he acknowledged that one of his 
reasons for publishing was to correct the errors in the unauthorized versions of his airs. The 
differences between the pirated Ballard publications and those Lambert had engraved are 
most significant in the Basse Continue.535 This situation was due in part to the pn·mlege system 
that "did protect an edition from piracy" but "did not really protect the work as such ... 
Laws enabling an author to protect his work . . . were either absent or badly formulated 
532 Massip, Preface, 14. 
533 Massip, Preface, 15. 
534 Green, Introduction, xi. 
535 Green, Introduction, xii. 
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during the first centuries of music publishing .... " 536 
Lambert's works enjoyed a number of editions, each of which advertised itself as 
being in some way improved. Some of the ornament rhythms altered or were "corrected" 
with subsequent editions, as can be seen starting on page 365 of this dissertation. Decades 
after their initial engraved incarnation, Lambert's typeset publication by Jean-Baptiste-
Christophe Ballard in 1689 reprinted Lambert's earlier works with "striking differences" as it 
appears "Lambert substantially revised old airs for his new collection" including expanding 
the number of voices to as many as five, and incorporating "ritournel!es for two violins and 
continuo," but generally preserving the "original melodic contour ... [however, the] 1689 
version removes these metrical changes, perhaps in response to an increasing desire for the 
eighteenth-century aesthetics of regular meter and phrase length .... "537 Also significant is 
the absence of Lambert's Doubles of 1660. 
Nyert and Bacilly were famous primarily as voice teachers in the seventeenth century. 
Bacilly's vocal treatise Remarques curieuses sur !'art de bien chanter (found on page 65) is the most 
influential singing treatise for historical performance of seventeenth century French music 
today. Bacilly's musical examples remained referenced instead of printed in all editions of his 
work until Caswell's 1968 translation. These examples are taken from the editions engraved 
by Richer of Lambert and Bacilly himself. 
Poetry and Sacred Settings 
The shift in style of music and ornamentation was accompanied by changing taste in 
536 Laurent Guilla, Music Publishing in Europe 1600-1900. Concepts and Issues. Bibliograpf?y, ed. Rudolf 
Rasch (Berlin: Berliner Wissenschafts-Verlag, 2005), 129. 
537 Green, Introduction xii 
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poetry. Moving from the musique mesuree, the next relevant trend was "the movement of poesie 
preciettse to which Lambert remained faithful throughout the three hundred or so airs which 
he set to music" alongside poetry written and set by the composer (Guedron, Bacilly, etc).538 
Generally, the "lyric poetry of this period is often described as irregular verse, or vers 
irreguliers, because it combines poetic lines made up of different numbers of syllables"539 and 
is set in contrast to the previous movement of vers mesutie. The shifting style of the poetry of 
the court and opera did not alter the content; the pastoral modes remained in vogue, as did 
the focus on aspects of love. While each generation of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries engaged with the philosophy behind the relationship of text and music, the 
ornamental trends highlight that which held sway at any given time. The methods of 
accurately expressing the text varied widely from musique mesmie to the ornate Doubles. 
The resetting of popular music including the airs de coztrs to pious texts was a 
subgenre of the music publishing industry. Fran<_;:ois Berthod's publications (found on page 
380) are examples contemporary to the shift piloted by Nyert: 
.... consistent with the spirit of the Counter-Reformation ... [Berthod is] doctoring of some 
of Lambert's texts for the edification of pious souls ... [and] showed no hesitation in 
drawing on the musician's work ... Amongst the most characteristic textual transformations 
(contraj acta) ... the good father showed little concern for verisimilitude and did not bother to 
make any modifications whatever in the melodic line: it was simply a matter of using a 
familiar air to support texts of a religious nature. It is paradoxically in this form that some of 
Lambert's airs were first published ... Berthod's collections published by Ballard have a 
presentation and typography similar to the publisher's other collections: movable type and 
facing parts. In this regard Lambert's book offers an innovation since it adopts a kind of 
score-arrangement, as commonly found in contemporary manuscript collections, but then 
quite unusual for a long time afterwards rarely found in printed books of airs. The inclusion 
of carefully written-out doubles for each of the nineteen airs enhances both the interest and 
the aesthetic appearance of the book. Bacilly, de La Barre, d'Ambruis- these three names 
offer enough to suggest that Lambert was leading in the field . ... 540 
538 Massip, Preface, 18. 
539 Green, Introduction, xiii. 
540 Massip, Preface, 17. 
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Turning Tides 
Ornamentation trends shifted significandy in the two centuries surveyed by this 
dissertation: From the musique mesurie at the end of the sixteenth century and the ornate "free 
ornamentation" of Le Bailly, through the champions of the air de cour in the early 
seventeenth century, the annual serious and drinking publications, to the contradictory 
camps of the florid Lambert and the opera-bound Lully, expression was constandy 
reexamined. The strains were far from separate. For instance, even as Lambert became 
Lully's father-in-law in 1661, he "wrote several recits and dialogues for Lully's ballets of the 
1660s."541 Alfred Cohen offers: 
The air de cour ... formed the most durable element of the Ballet de cour and influenced a 
sizeable production of accompanied airs throughout Europe, and especially in England and 
Germany. The air proved to be the ideal medium for French reaction to the revolutions in 
musical style that had taken place early in the century. While providing a means by which 
French tradition and temperament could be expressed in the face of pervasive Italian 
influence, the air became the testing ground for novelties that were later to characterize the 
Baroque in France. Here was a style that allowed for both reflned and virtuosic performance, 
one that permitted French sensitivity to the text through subtle changes in the rhythms and 
meter of the music. The accompanimentalline . .. became the route by which thorough-bass 
and experimentation in harmony were introduced to France; and through the widespread 
practice of embellishing repeated sections of strophic songs, French delight in ornamental 
decoration was given special expression54Z 
Table 2 presents the ornamentation information gathered from the material in Chapters 2 
and 3 surveyed for this dissertation. 
541 James R. Anthony and Catherine Massip, "Lambert, Michel," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music 
Online. Oxford University Press, 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/15888. 
(accessed December 6, 2013). 
542 Alfred Cohen, Introduction to Jean Millet's La Belle Methode ou L'Art de Bien Chanter. Lyons: Jean 
Gregoire, 1666. Facsimile ed. New York: Da Capo Press, 1973), vi-v.ii. 
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Kryboard, Lute, and Viol 
The development of solo music for the keyboard was unexpectedly sporadic in 
France. Willi Apel points out that after "Attaingnant's prints of 1530 the tradition of French 
keyboard music recedes into obscurity for almost a century ... Around 1620 the veil lifts for 
both organ and clavecin music ... in 1623 and 1626 ... a manusc1-ipt ... enables us to push 
back this time limit ... [to] 1618 .... " 543 Apel believes this is the "earliest systematic 
explanation of the French agrements is found in Nivers' L.itm d'orgtJe of 1665, where the 
preface lists three ornaments" followed by Lebegue in 1677 and "in d'Anglebert's (1689) the 
number of ornaments rises to twenty-nine .... " 544 In speaking of d'Anglebert, Apel argues 
that instead of harpsichord ornaments being used to overcome the quick decay of sound, the 
"best proof that the French agrements have nothing to do with the brevity of the tone is that 
they were performed to the same extent on the organ, the instrument that unquestionably 
has the longest tone duration of all" wherein "all the voices are furnished with ornaments ... 
Additional consideration must be given to the cross-over from lute to viol technique and lute 
or theorbo and keyboard (particularly harpsichord) technique. For instance, Apel remarks 
upon Louis Couperin's work in the Bauyn manuscript: "inspiration for these works came 
from the improvisational preludes of the French lutenists, like the one that opens Denis 
Gaultier's La Rhetoriqtte des dieux . ... "546 In reference to a manuscript of 1626-around the 
time Apel argues keyboard sources reappear after a century-a piece by Rene Mezangeau 
543 Willi Apel, The History oJKryboard Music to 1700 translated and revised by Hans Tischler 
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1972), 498. 
544 Apel, History, 706. 
545 Apel, History, 718. 
546 Apel, History, 712. 
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"shows the sryle brise of Denis Gaultier and his contemporaries ... the style of writing that so 
strikingly differentiates 17th -century lute music from that of the 16th century. The first section 
of Mezangeau's allemande . .. [uses] signs for ornaments. It does not matter whether this 
piece was originally written for the lute or the clavier. Despite the fact that it is an early work, 
it definitely shows all the peculiarities of the clavecin art .... "s47 Annette Otterstedt puts 
forth: 
Around the middle of the century, polyphonic structures began to recede in favour of a 
technique called sryle brise in lute music: a succession of melodic fragments of various parts 
creates the illusion of part-music, although no more than one note is played at a time ... 
There are also some indications that viol players were aware of this and plucked with their 
viols, too .... S48 
Richard Troeger draws attention to "the ongm ill lute technique of several 
figurations used in the unmeasured prelude repertory, and the ornament formulas that 
appear in Louis Couperin's preludes."s49 Furthermore, as the prelude was improvised from 
the skeleton "impressionistic" notation, "[r]ecognition of standard figures from the 
measured repertory makes the unmeasured notation and musical idiom much clearer to the 
novice. . . _,sso If there is yet doubt that the vocal models influenced instrumental works 
during the time period covered by this dissertation, Bruce Gustafson believes "there is little 
evidence" the French "played lute music on the harpsichord," but that "d'Anglebert created 
harpsichord parallels for specific effects idiomatic to the lute . .. _,sst Gustafon takes this and 
other evidence to contend: "This suggests that while harpsichordists certainly drew upon 
547 Apel, History, 506. 
548 Annette Otterstedt, The Viol.· History of an Instrument, translated by Hans Reiners (Kassel: 
Bareoreiter-Verlag, 2002), 136. 
549 Richard Troeger, "The French Unmeasured Harpsichord Prelude: Notation and Performance," 
(Ear!J Kryboard Journa/ Vol. 10, 1992),108. 
5SO Troeger, "French," 108. 
551 Bruce Gustafson, "France," in Krybom·d Music Before 1700, 2nd ed, edited by Alexander Silbiger 
(New York: Roudedge, 2003), 136. 
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effects that were born on the lute, it was not at the expense of idiomatic keyboard 
techniques. On the contrary, the lute effects were sonic ideals that guided the harpsichordists 
in exploiting the possibilities of their own instrument .... " 552 Furthermore, he underscores 
the importance of transcriptions: 
In the original manuscripts the quantity of transcribed music is stunning. There are, for 
example, more than twice the number of harpsichord transcriptions of selections from 
Lully's operas than original harpsichord pieces by any composer ... they demonstrate what 
was understood to be harpsichord idiom. The melody is generally embellished, but otherwise 
taken over literally .... 553 
Jean-Michel Noailly believes that for the lute, "[o]rnamentation in lute tablature is a 
fundamental characteristic of the musical writing," as it is "about connecting the successive 
chords obtained by the realization on the instrument of the homophonic harmony of the 
vocal model. In this way, the 'horizontal' of the vocal music is partially preserved .... " 554 
Mersenne's description of two famous viol players with no obvious predecessors is 
one more link between viol and lute technique: " .. . . there be none in France to compare 
either to Maugars or to Hotman . .. who excel in so many divisions, and such delicate and 
sweet bowing, there is nothing in harmony which they do not express perfectly .... " 555 
Annette Otterstedt believes: 
this sudden materialization of two viol virtuosi in France, apparently out of thin air, is 
bewildering ... Hotman also played the lute ... The lute had been an instrument in high 
esteem since the 16th century ... early French suites ... looked like purely random 
successions of dances, richly ornamented . .. that might well tempt a viol player to try and 
adapt this style to the viol ... French tradition has it that Maugars was Hotman's teacher, 
who taught the Sieur de Sainte Colombe .. .. 556 
552 Gustafon, "France," 136-138. 
553 Gustafson, "France," 132. 
554 Adrian LeRoy, CEuvres d'Adrian LeRoy Pseaumes (1567) edition et transcription par Jean-Michel 
Noailly Paris: CNRS Editions, 1993. xxi 
555 Quoted in Annette Otterstedt, The VioL· History of an Instrument, translated by Hans Reiners (Kassel: 
Barenreiter-Verlag, 2002), 74. 
556 Otterstedt, The Viol, 74-75. 
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The printed skirmish between Demachy and Rousseau revolved around viol technique 
relative to the lute. 
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Table 2. Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Century Petites graces: 
Signed and Fully Notated from Chapters 2 and 3 
Petite grace Year Value/Note Perdu/Sign Composer/Publisher 
Accent 
1637 description Mersenne 
1637 slash-signed Mersenne 
1637 comma-signed Mersenne 
1668 descrip tion Bacilly 
1696 eighth Loulie 
1696 np eighth Loulie 
1696 wedge-signed Loulie 
1697 np sixteenth L'Affllard 
1697 slash-signed L'Af@ard 
1702 np sixteenth L'Affllard 
1702 slash L'Affliard 
1702 np eighth Michel de La Barre 
1705 np eighth L'Af@ard 
1705 np sixteenth L'Af@ard 
1705 slash L'Af@ard 
1708 np sixteenth Hotteterre 
c.1 710 ng_ thir_ty_-second Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 caret-signed Saint-Lambert 
1713 np eighth Couperin 
1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
1715 wedge-signed Hotteterre 
c.1715 wedg_e-signed Hotteterre 
c.1715 slash-signed Hotteterre 
1720 np quarter Hotteterre 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
1736 wedge-signed Monteclair 
Accent (incomplett0 
1702 nl'_ eighth Michel de La Barre 
Accent (lower) 
c.1710 ~sixteenth Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 v-signed Saint-Lambert 
c.1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
A ppuy 
1636 eighth Mersenne 
1636 sixteenth Mersenne 
1668 description only Bacilly 
1689 eighth d'Anglebert 
1689 comma-signed d'Anglebert 
1696 eighth+ np eighth Loulie 
1697 np sixteenth L'Af@ard 
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1702 np eighth Michel de La Barre 
1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
Balan cement 
1696 np and full eighths Loulie 
1696 bracket -signed Loulie 
1697 wave-signed L'Affilard 
1702 eighth under slur L'Affilard 
1702 wave-signed L'Affliard 
1705 eighth under slur L'Affilard 
1705 wave-signed L'Affliard 
1736 wave-signed Monteclair 
Battement 
1636 2 sixteenths Mersenne 
1655 np sixteenth Nivers 
1655 tilde-signed Nivers 
1685 hash-signed De Maclly 
1696 w-signed Loulie 
1696 '.vv-signed Loulie 
1689 2 sixteenths d'Anglebert 
1689 comma-signed d'An_glebert 
1705 np sixteenth L'Affliard 
c.1710 sixteenth Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 comma-signed Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 thirty-second Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 double comma-signed Saint-Lambert 
1713 np sixteenth Couperin 
1713 np thirty-second Couperin 
1713 wave with vertical Couperin 
slash-signed 
Chett!e en descendant sur trois nottes 
1637 thirty-second, Mersenne 
sixteenth, dotted eighth 
Chettte en montant 
1650 np sixteenth Nivers 
1650 diagonal slash-signed Nivers 
1670 sixteenth Chambonnieres 
1670 diagonal slash-signed Chambonnieres 
1676 sixteenth Lebegue 
1676 diagonal slash-signed Lebegue 
1688 sixteenth Raison 
1688 diagonal slash-signed Raison 
1689 eighth Boyvin 
1689 diagonal backslash- Boyvin 
signed 
1689 sixteen th d'Anglebert 
1689 side slur-s~ed d'Anglebert 
c.1710 thirty-second Saint-Lambert 
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c.1710 comma-signed Saint-Lambert 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 
1637 2 sixteenth Mersenne 
1689 2 sixteenth-dotted d'Anglebert 
quarter 
1689 3 sixteenths d'Anglebert 
1689 sixteenth-2 thirty d'Anglebert 
seconds-sixteenth 
1702 np 2 thirty-seconds lVIichel de La Barre 
1702 2 sixteenths Michel de La Barre 
1705 2 sixteenths L'Affilard 
c.1710 3 sixteenths Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 3 thirty-seconds and Saint-Lambert 
sixteenth 
c.1710 np 2 thirty-seconds Saint-Lambert 
1713 np 2 sixteenths Col.l.£_erin 
c.1715 2 sixteenth-eighth Hotteterre 
c.1715 np 2 sixteenth Hotteterre 
1736 dotted eighth-2 thirty Monteclair 
seconds 
1736 dotted quarter-2 Monteclair 
sixteenths 
Chute 
1689 sixteenth d'Anglebert 
1689 side slur-signed d' Alliilebert 
1696 eighth Loulie 
1696 np eighth Loulie 
1696 diagonal backslash- Loulie 
signed 
1702 np eighth Michel de La Barre 
1702 np eighth L'Affilard 
1705 np eighth L'Affilard 
c.1710 np sixteenth Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 side slur-signed Saint-Lambert 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
Cou!e (tierce) 
1696 eighth Loulie 
1696 np eighth Loulie 
1696 comma-signed Loulie 
1697 np sixteenth L'Affilard 
1697 arch-signed L'Affilard 
1702 np sixteenth L'Affilard 
1702 arch-signed L'Affilard 
1702 np eighth Michel de La Barre 
1705 sixteenth Boyvin 
1705 cross-signed Boyvin 
1705 np sixteenth L'Affilard 
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1705 arch-signed L'Affliard 
1708 np quarter Hotteterre 
1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
1715 caret -signed Hotteterre 
c.1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
Co11le (3'd) 
1637 eighth Mersenne 
1696 eighth Loulie 
1696 comma -sigrl_ed Loulie 
1697 np sixteenth L'Affilard 
1736 sixteenth Monteclair 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
Co11le ( 4'h) 
1696 eighth Loulie 
1696 comma-signed Loulie 
1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
c.1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
Cottle (S'h) 
1696 full eighth Loulie 
1696 comma -signed Loulie 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
Cottle (6 '~ 
1688 sixteenth Raison 
1688 slur-signed Raison 
1696 eighth Loulie 
1696 comma-signed Loulie 
Co~tle (7'h) 
1696 eigh th Loulie 
1696 comma-s~d Loulie 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
Cottle sur dettx nottes 
1637 2 sixteenth Mersenne 
1708 np 2 sixteen th Hotteterre 
1713 np 2 sixteenth Couperin 
1713 backslash-signed Coll]:J_erin 
1715 np 2 sixteenth Hotteterre 
Double Cadence 
1650 m-signed Nivers 
1668 description only Bacilly 
1688 wave-signed Raison 
1696 cross with sideways S- L'Affliard 
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signed 
1697 cross-signed with Loulie 
sixteenth termination 
1702 cross-signed with L'Af@ard 
sixteenth termination 
1702 cross-signed with np Michel de La Barre 
sixteenth termination 
1705 cross-signed with np L'Af@ard 
sixteenth termination 
1708 cross-signed with np Hotteterre 
sixteenth termination 
1713 wave-signed Cml_Eerin 
1715 cross-signed with np Hotteterre 
sixteenth termination 
1715 cross plus sideways S- Hotteterre 
signed 
1715 cross-signed with full Hotteterre 
sixteenth termination 
1715 cross-signed with np H otteterre 
thirty-second 
termination 
1720 cross-signed with full Hotteterre 
sixteenth 
1736 x and arch-signed Monteclair 
Flattement 
1696 half Loulie 
1696 cross and small Loulie 
diagonal backslash-
signed 
1720 w-signed whole H otteterre 
1720 w-signed half Hotteterre 
1720 w-signed dotted Hotteterre 
quarter 
1736 whole Monteclair 
1736 dotted quarter Monteclair 
1736 wave-signed Monteclair 
Notes perdttes 
1690 eighth Delair 
1690 sixteenth Delair 
1697 eighth L'Af@ard 
1697 sixteenth L'Afftlard 
1702 eighth Michel de La Barre 
1702 eighth L'Af@ard 
1702 sixteenth L'Af@ard 
1702 sixteenth Michel de La Barre 
1702 thirty-second Michel de La Barre 
1705 eighth L'Af@ard 
1705 sixteenth L'Af@ard 
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1705 thirty-second L'Affilard 
1720 quarter Hotteterre 
1736 sixteenth Monteclair 
Pi nee 
1670 sixteenth Chambonnieres 
1670 wave with vertical Chambonnieres 
slash-signed 
1676 sixteenth Lebegue 
1676 wave with vertical Lebegue 
slash-signed 
1685 cross-signed De Maclly_ 
1687 whole J a<:'luet de La Guerre 
1687 vertically slashed wave- Jacquet de La Guerre 
signed 
1688 sixteenth Raison 
1688 wave with vertical Raison 
slash-signed 
1689 sixteenth d'Anglebert 
1689 comma-signed d'An_glebert 
1696 np_ eighth Loulie 
1696 v-signed Loulie 
1697 np sixteenth L'Afftlard 
1702 np sixteenth L'Affilard 
1702 caret-signed L'Afftlard 
1702 np sixteenth l'viichel de La Barre 
1705 np sixteenth L'Afftlard 
1705 Arch-signed L'Affilard 
c.1710 sixteenth Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 comma-signed Saint-Lambert 
1713 np sixteenth Couperin 
1713 np thirty-second Coti£_erin 
1713 wave with vertical Couperin 
slash-signed 
1715 np thirty-second Hotteterre 
1715 vertical slash-signed Hotteterre 
quarter 
1720 vertical slash-signed Hotteterre 
_(lUarter 
1736 np thirty-second Monteclair 
Port de voix 
1637 description Mersenne 
1637 full dotted eig_hth Mersenne 
1636 eig_hth Mersenne 
1636 sixteenth Mersenne 
1650 sixteenth Nivers 
1670 doubled sixteenth Chambonnieres 
1670 cross-signed Chambonnieres 
1668 description Bacill_y_ 
1689 doubled eig_hth d'.A~ebert 
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1689 comma-signed d'Anglebert 
1696 eighth Loulie 
1696 np eighth Loulie 
1696 diagonal slash-signed Loulie 
1697 np eighth L'Af@ard 
1697 np sixteenth L'Affliard 
1697 v-signed L'Affliard 
1702 eighth L'Affliard 
1702 np sixteenth L'Af@ard 
1702 v-signed L'Affliard 
1702 np eighth Michel de La Barre 
1705 np sixteenth Boyvin 
1705 comma-signed Boyvin 
1705 np eighth L'Affliard 
1705 v-signed L'Af@ard 
c.1710 eighth Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 sixteenth Saint-Lambert 
1713 np eighth Couperin 
1713 np sixteenth Couperin 
1715 np eighth Hotteterre 
1715 v-signed Hotteterre 
c.1715 np quarter Hotteterre 
c.1715 v-signed Hotteterre 
1720 np quarter Hotteterre 
1720 wedge-signed Hotteterre 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
1736 diagonal slash Monte clair 
1736 v-signed Monteclair 
Port de voix double 
1637 sixteenth Mersenne 
1689 sixteenth d'Anglebert 
1689 slur-signed d'Anglebert 
1697 sixteenth L'Af@ard 
1697 diagonal slash and v- L'Affliard 
signed 
1702 diagonal slash-signed L'Af@ard 
1702 sixteenth L'Af@ard 
1705 sixteenth L'Affliard 
1705 diagonal slash-signed L'Affliard 
1708 np sixteenth Hotteterre 
1715 np sixteenth Hotteterre 
1715 diagonal slash-signed Hotteterre 
c.1715 diagonal slash-signed Hotteterre 
1736 np sixteenth Monteclair 
Sang!ot 
1668 description Bacilly 
Son Diminue 
1736 whole Monteclair 
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1736 triangle-s~gt>_ed Monteclair 
Son Enfle 
1736 whole Monteclair 
1736 triangle-signed Monteclair 
Son Glisse 
1637 description Mersenne 
1637 eighth Mersenne 
1668 descrip tion Bacilly 
1736 half Monteclair 
1736 triangle-signed Monteclair 
Suspension 
1713 small circle above arch Co~erin 
Tour de chant 
1715 inverted arch-signed Hotteterre 
1715 3 sixteenth Hotteterre 
Proto-turn 
1603 eighth Besard 
1637 eighth Mersenne 
1637 sixteenth Mersenne 
Tour de Cosier 
1668 description only Bacilly 
1687 sideways S-signed Jacquet de La Guerre 
eighth 
1688 sideways S-signed Raison 
_quarter 
1689 sideways S-signed d'Anglebert 
_quarter 
1696 dotted quarter Loulie 
1696 quarter Loulie 
1702 vertical S-signed half L'Af@ard 
1702 thirty-second L'Af@ard 
1702 np thirty-second Michel de La Barre 
1715 np thirty-second Hotteterre 
1715 sideways S-signed Hotteterre 
dotted quarter 
1715 sideways S-signed Hotteterre 
quarter 
c.1715 np thirty-second Hotteterre 
c.1715 sideways S-signed Hotteterre 
dotted quarter 
1736 sideways S-signed half Monteclair 
Proto-trill 
1603 eighth Besard 
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1636 eighth Mersenne 
1702 sixteenth Michel de La Barre 
Trem!Jlement 
1636 description only Mersenne 
1636 dot-signed Mersenne 
1636 sixteenth Mersenne 
1637 asterix-signed Mersenne 
1685 comma-signed De Machy 
1689 sixteenth Boyvin 
1713 tr-signed Cmperin 
Tremblement (cross-signed) 
1683 whole Rousseau 
1683 dotted half Rousseau 
1683 half Rousseau 
1683 dotted quarter Rousseau 
1683 _quarter Rousseau 
1683 dotted eighth Rousseau 
1687 whole Jacquet de La Guerre 
1696 half Loulie 
1696 quarter Loulie 
1697 half L'Affliard 
1697 dotted quarter L'Af@ard 
1697 dotted eighth L'Af@ard 
1702 half L'Affliard 
1702 dotted quarter L'Af@ard 
1702 dotted quarter Michel de La Barre 
1702 quarter Michel de La Barre 
1702 eighth Michel de La Barre 
1705 whole L'Af@ard 
1705 half L'Affliard 
1705 dotted quarter L'Af@ard 
1736 half Monteclair 
1736 quarter Monteclair 
Tremblement (wave or w-signed) 
1650 quarter Nivers 
1670 quarter Chambonnieres 
1676 . quarter Lebegue 
1688 quarter Raison 
1689 quarter d'Anglebert 
c.1710 half Saint-Lambert 
c.1710 dotted quarter Saint-Lambert 
Tremblement appuye 
1689 t-signed dotted quarter d'Anglebert 
1697 cross-signed half L'Af@ard 
1702 dotted quarter with np Michel de La Barre 
eighth appuy 
1713 wave-signed dotted Couperin 
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quarter 
1715 caret and cross-signed Hotteterre 
quarter 
1736 t-signed whole Monteclair 
1736 t-signed dotted half Monteclair 
1736 t -signed half Monteclair 
Tremb!ement non appuyi 
1685 wedge-signed quarter De Machy 
1713 wave-signed quarter Couperin 
1736 cross-signed half Monteclair 
1736 cross-signed quarter Monteclair 
1736 cross-signed eighth Monteclair 
Tremb!ementfermi 
1696 cross-marked Loulie 
tremblemmt and 
backslash cbute 
1697 cross-marked L'Affilard 
tremblmmzt and full 
eighth cMte 
1702 cross-marked Michel de La Barre 
tremblement and np 
eighth chUte 
1705 cross-marked L'Affliard 




The information listed below is the result of a sweeping overview. It is by no means 
exhaustive, but may serve as a jumping off point for more detailed work. Acknowledging the 
basic inscmtability of what the execution of many ornaments is intended to be and how 
different insttuments may be forced to adapt them, an incomplete but concrete picture has 
begun to emerge. 
Lute 
The trend of writing down diminutions and agrement signs may have originated with 
lute music. Janet Dodge observed diminutions "in full swing throughout the 16th Century, 
among singers as well as instrumentalists" and states agrements "became a fashion only with 
the opening of the 17th century, when polyphonic music was rapidly giving place to the new 
monodic style which allowed more scope to the virtuoso .... " 558 She believes that "with this 
new monodic style a much greater chance for extempore embellishment was possible" but 
identifies that "with monodic music the reason for ornamentation was no longer quite the 
same, for even if it was still ostensibly detachable and used as a means of obtaining variety, it 
was musically far more part and parcel of the whole tissue and often; it must be confessed, 
the raison d'etre of the music .... " 559 Her conclusion regarding this shift is "that no hard and 
fast lines can be drawn with regard to the approximate period in which the use of graces 
over and above divisions and other kinds of ornamentation became general;"560 something 
558 Janet Dodge, "Ornamentation as indicated by Signs in Lute Tablature," Sammelbdnde der 
Internationa!en Musikgese!!schaft Vol 9. Jahrg., H. 3. (Apr.-Jun., 1908), 319. 
559 Dodge, "Ornamentation," 319. 
560 Dodge, "Ornamentation," 319. 
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the present author has attempted to further illuminate. In speaking of lute petite grace signs 
and descriptions, Diana Poulton notes she has "not been able to find evidence about French 
practice in this particular field during the 16th century, but it would seem unlikely that 
French lutenists were isolated from the general musical aesthetic of the time" and notes 
Besard's 1603 treatise speaks of just such issues concerning "players who had come to 
maturity and learnt their music in the last decades of the 16th century."561 Dodge muses it 
"would be interesting to know just how much lutenists borrowed from vocal and keyboard 
signs for graces in use during the second half of the 17th century, or, on the other hand, how 
much they lent"562 and cites some of the appearances of unexplained signs in each of these 
genres, but hitherto no further exploration seems to have been printed. 
Emergence 
Treatises teaching diminutions or divisions appeared in Germany c.1460 (keyboard), 
1550 (lute), 1556 (vocal); Spain c.1504 (vocal), 1553 (viol); Italy in 1535 (woodwinds), 1593 
(keyboard), 1594 (vocal); and England 1676 (lute, keyboard, viol). Signs for trills, mordents, 
and other ornaments appeared in Italy c.1517 or 1514 (lute), 1535 (woodwind); and in 
England 1596 (lute), c.1609 (keyboard), 1659 (viol). Current musicological literature cites 
French petite grace signs appearing in 1615 (lute) and 1636 (general), additionally, Neumann 
mentions it "is possible that the little notes were first written by the gambists ... 1686 ... 
561 Diana Poulton, "Graces of Play in Renaissance Lute Music," Ear!J Music, Vol. 3, No.2 (Apr., 
1975): 110. http: / /www.jstor.org/stable/3125948 (accessedJanuru:y 31, 2013). 
562 Dodge "Ornamentation," 326. 
563 Frederick Neumann, Ornamentation in Baroque and Post-Baroque Musit:· With Special Emphasis on]. S. 
Ba.·h (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1978), 35. 
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The first surv1vmg French description of ornamentation is in 1603 and the flrst s1gns 
appeared in 1615. Both were from sources that discussed the lute. Mersenne's writings of 
1636 and 1637 speak specifically to strings, keyboard, and vocalists, but the cross-referencing 
he provides is more apt to a general ornamentation discussion. Klaus Wachsmann cites 
Mersenne as the start of French lute manuscripts using "a large variety of signs: the comma . 
. . something like an ordinary mordent sign ... and, to indicate the appoggiatura from below, 
a bow-like sign placed beneath the tablature letter ... Double shakes or appoggiaturas began 
to appear. The etouffement (Mace's 'tut') is also mentioned in some sources, and the sign " " 564 
Additionally, diagonal lines between stacked notes of a chord indicated arpeggiation and 
Wachsmann believes "the use of graces was an integral part of performing practice on the 
lute as it was on the harpsichord. Because of its lack of sustaining power (compared with 
bowed instruments) these devices were essential, especially in slower music .... "565 
Table 3 displays first appearances for petites grace signs in France as found in all the 
catalogues of this dissertation. 
564 Klaus Wachsmann, et al. "Lute," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, 
http:/ /www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 4007 4pg6. 
(accessed January 22, 2014). 
565 Wachsmann, "Lute," 
http: / /www.oxfordmusiconline.corn.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber/ article/ grove/ music/ 4007 4pg6. 
(accessed January 22, 2014). 
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Table 4. Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Emergences 
Signed and Fully Notated from the Music and Treatises 
Petite grace Sign Genre Description Genre Notation Genre 
Accent 1636 lute 1636 lute 1592 vocal 
Incomplete accent 1696 general 1696 general 1585 vocal 
Lower auxiliary accent c.1710 keyboard 1668 vocal 1602 vocal 
Appuy 1615 lute 1636 lute 1585 vocal 
Balancement 1696 general 1696 general 1696 general 
Battement 1636 lute 1636 lute 1540 vocal 
Cheute en descendant sur deux nottes 1573 vocal 
Cheute en descendant sur tmis nottes 1583 vocal 
Cheute en montant 1650 keyboard 1665 keyboard 1582 vocal 
Cheute en montant sur deux nottes 1689 guitar 1557 vocal 
Cheute en montant sur trois nottes 1555 vocal 
Chute 1689 keyboard 1696 general 1573 vocal 
Third d1ute 1696 general 1696 general 1592 vocal 
Fourth chUte 1696 general 1696 general 1597 vocal 
Tierce couli 1689 key_ board 1696 general 1597 vocal 
Third Couli 1696 general 1666 vocal 1582 vocal 
Fourth Couli 1696 _g_eneral 1696 general 1592 vocal 
Fifth Couli 1696 general 1696 general 1642 vocal 
Sixth Couli 1688 keyboard 1696 general 1696 general 
Seventh Couli 1696 general 1696 general 1696 general 
Couli sur deux nottes 1713 keyboard 1713 keyboard 1604 vocal 
Double Cadence 1650 keyboard 1668 vocal 1673 vocal 
Doublement de ,J!,Osier 1668 vocal 
Flattement 1661 vocal 1685 viol 
Leaping melodic inflection 1666 vocal 1571 vocal 
Notes perdues f1660l vocal 1660 vocal 
Pi nee 1670 keyboard 1650 keyboard 1528 vocal 
Port de voix 1637 vocal 1637 vocal 1582 vocal 
Pmt de voix double 1689 keyboard 1604 vocal 
San,R,Iot 1668 vocal 1602 vocal 
Son Diminui 1736 general 
Son Enfle 1736 general 
Son Glissi 1637 vocal 1637 vocal 1637 vocal 
Tour de Chant 1715 flute 1671 vocal 
Proto-turn 1670 keyboard 1528 vocal 
Tour de Cosier 1687 keyboard 1668 vocal 1671 vocal 
Proto-trill 1650 keyboard 1637 vocal 1543 vocal 
Tremblement 1615 lute 1636 lute 1636 lute 
Tremblement appuyi 1683 general 1683 general 1660 vocal 
Tremblement fermi 1696 general 1696 general 1661 vocal 
Vibrato 1620 lute 1636 lute 
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